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Preface

This monograph has grown out of a chapter written for a book on
the relationship between the ruling Liberal-Democratic party and the
governmental bureaucracy. In the course of doing research about these
two key institutions of Japanese politics, I came to the conclusion that
many of the popular generalizations regarding the cabinet minister and
his relations with the agency he heads are gross exaggerations or untested
assumptions, overlooking the complexity and extent of what he can to
and what he does as an agency chief who is also a popularly elected diet-
man of the semipermanent majority party. The popular generalizations
are typically drawn from cases of "weak" ministers—supposedly incom
petent, inexperienced, and ill-informed politicians, controlled or ignored
by assertive, experienced, informed, and policy-initiating bureaucrats.
Although "do-nothing" ministers (banshoku daijin) have certainly exist
ed and continue to haunt some agencies, many contemporary ministers
simply do not fit into the types depicted in the prevailing generalizations.

In these beliefs I am not alone. Muramatsu Michio of Kyoto
University argues in his ground-breaking study of Japan's postwar
bureaucracy that the contemporary minister's role in agency policy-
making is much larger than commonly assumed. He attributes this to a
variety of factors, including the minister's personnel power, policy exper
tise, and political leadership, and the support he has from his cabinet
and the majority party.^ In his 1969 study of the Liberal-Democrats,
Nathaniel Thayer stated that although Japan's officialdom had had its
share of "chapeau ministers" (figurehead ministers), the key members of
any given cabinet, who were "at the heart of the government," were sel
dom chapeau ministers. They were more likely to be "muscle man min
isters."^ These generalizations, in my estimation, have far greater
relevancy today than before. This monograph examines the various fac
tors that have led me to this conclusion about the contemporary

' Muramatsu Michio, Sengo nihon no kanryOsei [The bureaucratic system in postwar
Japan] (Tokyo: Tokyo keizai shinpOsha, 1982), p. 194.

* Nathaniel Thayer, How the Conservatives Rule Japan (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1969), p. 206.
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Japanese minister.
Much of the information contained in this book comes from inter

views and informal conversations with nearly two hundred individuals in
Japan who at the time of interviewing were, directly or indirectly, in
volved in and well informed about the various topics and institutions
covered in this study. They include
1. Former cabinet ministers;
2. Former parliamentary vice-ministers;
3. Liberal-Democratic party dietmen (both upper-house and lower-

house) and their aides;
4. New-Liberal Club {Shinjiyu kurabu) dietmen;
5. Members of the staff of LDP organs, including the Policy Affairs

Research Council;
6. Members of the staff of Diet upper-house and lower-house commit

tees;

7. Members of the research-reference staff of the National Diet Li
brary; and the late Okabe Shiro who, then deputy director of the
National Diet Library, taught me much about Japanese bureauc
racy (a former bureau director of the Administrative Management
Agency, Mr. Okabe was a foremost authority on Japanese bureauc
racy);

8. Career officials (former and incumbent, ranging from administra
tive vice-ministers to section officials) of central ministries, includ
ing Home Affairs, Education, Finance, Foreign Affairs, Health and
Welfare, International Trade and Industry, Posts and Telecommun
ications, Construction, Agriculture-Forestry-Fisheries, and the Cab
inet Secretariat;

9. Members of "advisory commissions" (shingikai) attached to central
ministries;

10. Officials of prefectural governments;
11. Chairmen and staff members of interest groups;
12. Political and social correspondents (former and incumbent) as

signed to ministries, the LDP headquarters, and the Diet;
13. Scholars of politics, economics, and education, many of whom

served as members of government advisory commissions;
14. Members of governmental research institutes (e.g., the National In

stitute for Educational Research, affiliated with the Ministry of
Education).

Many of the individuals in categories 6, 7, 13, and 14 were former
officials of central ministries.



Preface ix

Many interviewed individuals requested anonymity. In many cases
the assurance of confidentiality to my sources was necessary to secure
their cooperation. Even those who agreed to be identified and quoted in
my published accounts requested anonymity on topics that they con
sidered to be sensitive. The "conversations" took place in informal set
tings with my colleagues, acquaintances, and friends in Japan, who do
not or would not want to be identified in my published writings.
Although, to protect their anonymity, I do not disclose many of my
sources, I wish to express my sincere gratitude to all interviewed indivi
duals, colleagues, and friends who, highly successful in their professions
and extremely busy, took time out to see me and enlighten me on many
aspects of Japanese bureaucracy and politics. Because the bureaucracy
and its interactions with the government party remain largely unexplored
and published primary source materials are scarce, my efforts to learn
about these pivotal institutions of Japanese politics would have made lit
tle progress without the generous support of these individuals in Japan.

Most of the interviews were conducted, and the conversations took
place, during my several visits to Japan between 1978 and 1982, includ
ing two extended residences. I was supported, financially and otherwise,
by a variety of institutions and individuals. They include the California
State University Office of International Programs, which permitted me to
stay in Japan as director of the California State University's Japan Pro
gram, 1978-80; Waseda University, where the California program is sit
uated and I was a visiting professor of Japanese politics, 1978-80; the
United States-Japan Friendship Commission, whose grant made avail
able through Waseda University covered much of the expenses incurred
in 1978-80; Kyushu National University (Kyashu Daigaku) Faculty of
Law, which extended most generous support to me while I was a visiting
research scholar there in 1982; Meiji University Graduate School of Poli
tics and Economics, which in 1980 kindly invited me to share my
thoughts on Japanese bureaucracy with its faculty and students and later
published my presentation in its monograph series; the Japan Society of
Educational Sociology (Nihon kyoiku shakai gakkai), which invited me
to try out some of my ideas on one of the central ministries (the Minis
try of Education) at its 1981 international symposium on Japanese edu
cation politics; and Humboldt State University, which generously provid
ed me with sabbatical leaves and grants that enabled me to visit Japan
on numerous occasions. I also wish to express my gratitude to the
University of California (Berkeley) Center for Japanese Studies, which
has given me opportunities to share my research findings with and leam
from distinguished members of the center's Faculty Seminar on Contem-
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porary Japan. Many others in Japan and the United States have given
me support of various kinds over the years. They include Kibbey M.
Home, Chalmers Johnson, Alvin D. Coox, Uchida Mitsuru, Hashimoto
Akira, Arai Ikuo, Soma Masao, Taki Yyoshie, Kimura Shuzo, Maki
Masami, Ichikawa Shogo, Yoko-o Takehide, Umakoshi Tom, Yoshitake
Hiroki, Genjida Shigeyoshi, Katd Eiichi, Muramatsu Michio, Kuroha
Ryoichi, Yagi Jun, and Kawanaka Ichigaku. My greatest debt goes to
my family (Chikako, Jason, Jennifer, and Emmy) for putting up with me
all these years. My special thanks go to Morinaga Katsuji, my father-in-
law and formerly a Ministry of Justice official, who has helped me in
various ways. Finally, I wish to thank Anne Griffiths for her outstanding
editing of the manuscript and Joanne Sandstrom and her competent staff
at the Institute of East Asian Studies for seeing it through the labors of
production.



Abbreviations

AMA Administrative Management Agency (GyOsei kan-
richo)

AVM Administrative vice-minister {Jimu jikan)

BESE Bureau of Elementary-Secondary Education
{Shotochntdkyoku)

ED Education Division (BunkyO bukai)

EPA Economic Planning Agency {Keizai kikakucho)

ICES Investigative Committee on the Educational Sys
tem {BunkyO seido chosakai)

JAL Japan Air Lines {Nihon koku)

JMA Japan Medical Association {Nihon ishikai)

JNR Japan National Railway {Nihon kokuyu tetsudo)

JTU Japan Teachers Union {NikkyOso)

LDP Liberal-Democratic party {JiyUminshutO)

MAFF Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries
{Norin suisansho)

MFA Ministry of Foreign AflFairs {GaimushO)

MHA Ministry of Home Affairs {Jichisho)

MHW Ministry of Health and Welfare {KOseishO)

MITI Ministry of International Trade and Industry
{TsUsho sangyosho)

MOC Ministry of Construction {Kensetsusho)

MOE Ministry of Education {Mombusho)

MOF Ministry of Finance {Okurasho)

MOJ Ministry of Justice {HOmushO)

MOT Ministry of Transport {Un'yusho)

MPT Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications

{Yuseisho)
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National Association of Public School Superin
tendents of Instruction {Zenkoku koritsu gakko
kyotokai)

Policy Affairs Research Council (Seimu chdsakai)

Parliamentary vice-minister {Seimu jikan)

Self-Defense Agency {Boeicho)

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise Agency
{Chusho kigyo-cho)
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Introduction

The major administrative units of the Japanese government under
the present constitution are ministries {sho) and state agencies (chd)} A
ministry is headed by a minister (daijin), and a state agency by a direc
tor general (chokan). Formally, however, both are referred to as "state
minister" {kokumu daijin). Appointed by the prime minister, these state
ministers make up the Japanese cabinet, which is entrusted with the
state's executive power and responsible to the Diet. According to the
Law of the National Administrative Organization (Kokka gyosei
soshikihO) and the Law for the National Public Personnel System (Kokka
kdmuinho), the minister has broad powers over agency policy-making,
policy implementation, expenditures, and personnel. As the legal and
administrative chief of his agency, he manages and supervises its officials
and their administration of laws and other policies, submits bills and
government ordinances (seirei) to the cabinet for approval, and issues
ministry ordinances (shOrei), public notices, (kokuji), and communica
tions (tsatatsu). He is the chief decision-maker of the agency, and his
approval is required for all agency policies and actions. He is also given
the power to appoint and remove agency officials, although he is expect
ed to abide by a merit principle in his personnel decisions, and his high-
level appointments (bureau directors and higher) require cabinet con
currence. In short, he is the policy-making and administrative head of
his agency.2

' A cabinet-level state agency should not be confused with an agency, also known as chd,
created within a ministry and headed by a career oflBicial rather than a cabinet minister. A
specialized office of the ministry, this agency is functionally treated as one of the ministry
bureaus and is thus under the administrative direction of the ministry's chief executive, the
minister.

2 These formal powers of the agency chief are given in Kokka gyOsei soshikihO [National
administrative organization law]. Articles 10-16, and Kokka kOmuinho [National public
personnel law]. Article 55.
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These are, of course, the legal powers given to the minister.
Between this formal prescription and the actuality there is a considerable
gap, for in reality he is not able to exercise these powers in toto. Even
"formalistic" studies of Japanese politics recognize this discrepancy.
The view that has gained wide currency among students of Japanese pol
itics, however, has it that the reality of ministerial powers is the com
plete opposite of formal principles. Thus, most studies of contemporary
Japanese policy-making and bureaucracy tend to treat the minister as an
insignificant appendage worthy of no serious consideration. He is de
picted as a figurehead who has no substantive powers over the agency he
heads. His role is passive and reactive, confined to legitimizing decisions
made by the agency's career officials and, at best, to efforts to secure
funding for agency programs if he has political muscles of any impor
tance. He assumes the cabinet post ill informed and inexperienced in
agency affairs. Perpetually driven by his electoral and partisan impera
tives, he has no time to develop even a modicum of policy specialization
and is thus helplessly dependent upon his subordinates for information
and guidance.

Any minister attempting to deviate from the well-prescribed reac
tive roles to the detriment of agency interests (as determined by career
officials) is quickly dubbed persona non grata and is effectively checked
by the bureaucrats. As one scholar put it, "Bureaucrats are capable of
punishing a maverick minister or, for that matter, any LDP MP who
would incur their ire."^ Hence it is not surprising that the administrative
vice-minister (AVM), the agency's highest career official and the
minister's chief deputy, is often portrayed as "No. 1 in real power.In
short, the cabinet minister is a powerless transient who simply wears the
hat of the ministry for a short period. In the words of one Japanese ob
server, "An average cabinet minister is little more than the nominal head
of his ministry, even when he is endowed with appropriate educational
and career credentials."^

The generalizations that place the minister in a reactive, subordi
nate position vis-^-vis the career officials have been abetted by several
assumptions. One such assumption is based on the mechanics of
Japanese organizational decision making that puts higher officials at the

5 Taketsugu Tsurutani, Political Change in Japan (New York: David McKay, 1977), p.
106.

"I Richard Halloran, "No. 2 Men in Tokyo Ministries Are No. 1 in Real Power," New
York Times, December 27, 1973.

5 Tsurutani, Political Change, p. 106.
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disposal of their subordinates, and the concept of gekokujd (rule of
senior by junior officials) in which lower officials (zokkan), armed with
"the tyrannical power of written words," initiate all policy proposals
(ringisho). When policy proposals reach the higher echelons via all the
intermediate levels, the top officials have no choice but to concur with
the documents and bless them with legitimacy. "Should the higher exec
utive ignore the protocol of ringisei (policy proposal circulation system)
and try to assume leadership in this decision making process," according
to a prominent Japanese scholar of bureaucracy, "he would be certain to
antagonize his associates and create disturbances in the office. There are
two alternatives for such a higher executive: either accept exclusion from
the office, or accept the conventional methods of ringisei."^

This perspective of organizational decision making, as advanced by
Tsuji Kiyoaki, has deeply permeated Japanese and American scholarship
on Japanese organizations, including governmental ministries. In his
1949 essay, Maruyama Masao portrayed Japan's wartime decision mak
ing as one in which lower officials presented their superiors with "the
plots" as faits accomplis, which "came to represent the supreme policy
of the nation." This phenomenon of gekokujo "paradoxically became
more and more pronounced as the antidemocratic, authoritarian ideolo
gy, centered on the military, began to make headway on all fronts."^
Robert J. C. Butow, in his book Tojo and the Coming of the War, also
expounded on what he called the "puppet politics" of prewar Japan. In
his own words:

The Japan of which General Hideki Tojo became premier was
operated by remote control. It was a country in which puppet poli
tics had reached a high state of development, to the detriment of the
national welfare. The ranking members of the military services were
the robots of their subordinates—the so-called chuken shoko, the nu
cleus group, which was active "at the center" and which was com
posed largely of field-grade officers. They, in turn, were influenced
by younger elements within the services at large.'

' Tsuji Kiyoaki, "Decision-making in the Japanese Government: A Study of Ringisei,"
in Political Development in Modem Japan, ed. Robert E. Ward (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1968), pp. 457-475; and by the same author in Japanese, "Nibon ni oke-
ru seisaku kettei katei" [Process of decision making in Japan], Shiso, no. 487 (January
1965), pp. 28-37. See also Nobutaka Ike, Japanese Politics, 2d ed. (New York: .'Ufred A.
Knopf, 1972), pp. 7274.

' Maruyama Masao, Thought and Behavior in Modern Japanese Politics (London: Ox
ford University Press, 1963), pp. 109-110.

« Robert J. C. Butow, TOjO and the Coming of the War (Stanford: Stanford University
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Writing about today's ministry policy-making, Nobutaka Ike also
has echoed the notion of gekokujo by arguing that, contrary to the con
ventional charts on Japanese organizations suggesting the downward flow
of authority, the actual decision-making power is held by low-level
officials. In a variation of Tsjui's ringisei model, Hosoya Chihiro, a lead
ing student of Japanese foreign policy-making, has identified middle-level
officials as the locus of decision making in the foreign-policy agencies,
not only in prewar but also in postwar Japan. These officials "took the
initiative in making plans and drafted the relevant
documents —ringisho — by themselves. In this fashion, the flow of
influence proceeded from the middle, rather than from the bottom, to
the top."'

Standing at the apex of this gekokujo-hdrstd structure is an extreme
ly busy politician who is woefully ill prepared for the office. Inasmuch as
the criteria for selecting cabinet officials place much stress upon interfac-
tional balance and seniority, experience and expertise are not always the
foremost considerations in ministerial assignments. Take the 1981-82
Suzuki cabinet for illustration. Although many dietmen were given port
folios in their areas of expertise and experience, others were appointed to
posts for which they had little professional training. The post of foreign
minister went to Sakurauchi Yoshio, a veteran dietman with an exten
sive background in economic and foreign policy; the Health and Welfare
post, to Morishita Motoharu, whose Diet experience included chairman
ship of the Social and Labor Afiairs Committee; the Economic Planning
Agency directorship, to Komoto Toshio, a recognized LDP expert in
economic policy; and the Agriculture portfolio, to Tazawa Kichiro, an
agrobusinessman and former managing director of a prefectural coopera
tive association {Nokyo). At the same time, Sakata Michita, a veteran
dietman versed in education and health-welfare policy, was given the
Justice post, and Ogawa Heiji, a businessman-tumed-legislator with ma
jor experience in fiscal affairs and taxation, was appointed to the Minis
try of Education.

The contemporary minister is an elected dietman and a member of
the majority party. He also belongs to a variety of intraparty groups, the

Press, 1961), p. 308.
9 Ike, Japanese Politics, pp. 72-73; Hosoya Chihiro, "Characteristics of the Foreign Pol

icy Decision-making System in Japan," World Politics 26, no. 3 (April 1974): 360-563.
For a recent gekokujO'hdiSt& account by a MITI official of prewar and postwar Japanese
policy-making, see Doi Masao, GekokujO: sanbohonbu to gendai seiji [Rule of seniors by
juniors: the General Staff Office and contemporary politics] (Tokyo: Nihon kogyd shimbun-
sha, 1982).
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foremost of which is his faction. The political and legislative role he is
expected to perform has myriad claims on his time and energy, and as
the widely held notion of "ministerial impotence" goes, he simply has
neither time nor energy to eflFectively perform his role as agency chief.
He spends hours in Diet hearings and cabinet, party, and factional meet
ings. Boning up on answers to possible questions from the critical oppo
sition in the Diet consumes a great deal of his time. Poor legislative
performance—a disgrace to his agency, the cabinet, and the
constituency—is also highly frowned upon by his party. Repeated poor
showings will invite not only chidings by the prime minister but also a
warning from the party's Executive Board (SOmukai), a "watchdog
agency" over cabinet members.'" A poor Diet record may even keep him
from obtaining another ministerial post or any major party post. More
over, he has to perform an infinite variety of duties to nurse his consti
tuency and its major interests, such as weekly visits to his district and
meetings with interest group representatives.

The typical Japanese minister's term of ofiice is lamentably short,
and this brevity is widely cited as a major reason for his weakness in the
agency. Because of frequent cabinet shuffles, a minister seldom stays in
office more than twelve months, hardly enough time to get acquainted
with agency personnel and workings, not to mention initiating and push
ing through a major policy program." Thus, the conservative bureau
crats are much tempted to withhold agency secrets and policy issues
from an activist minister who might interfere with agency affairs. More
over, the minister is viewed as unable to exercise his appointment power
over agency personnel. It has been widely asserted that personnel deci
sion making is one key prerogative jealously guarded by the career
bureaucrats, never shared with any "outsiders." Hence, many have ar
gued that the minister never manages to penetrate the thick curtain
separating him from the rest of the agency.

Contemporary policy issues are increasingly complex and require
trained and specialized personnel to deal with them. This situation vast
ly enhances the minister's dependence on the bureaucrats for informa
tion and technical details and for bill drafting. Without a staff of his
own, the Japanese minister is far more dependent upon the bureaucrats
than his American and French counterparts, who are aided in their
policy-making roles by their personal staff of experts and advisers—a

10 Interview with Murakawa Ichiro, senior staff member of the LDP Policy Affairs
Research Council, August 23, 1976.

11 Interview with Kaifu Toshiki, April 27, 1979. Kaifu is a former education minister.
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counteradministration, so to speak. The Minister's Secretariat (Daijin
kanbo), encompassing several staff organs composed of career officials,
like other offices of the ministry, is the staff office for the ministry rather
than for the minister. According to a recent survey of eight central min
istries, a majority of the officials interviewed cited "technical" and "le
gal" difficulties as the two most effective arguments against the minister's
policy proposals.'2 In technical and legal expertise the minister is
markedly deficient and needs bureaucratic help the most. In initiating a
new policy, therefore, a major hurdle he has to overcome is to deal with
legal and technical problems raised by officials of the ministry and other
agencies (e.g., the Cabinet Bureau of Legislation). He must also antici
pate and deal with clientele groups' reactions. Funding has to be
secured, which is by no means an easy undertaking. LDP approval must
be sought if the proposal originated outside the party. All these things
must be completed within the short time available to him. It is no
wonder that, as a former bureau director put it, "a minister can accom
plish, at most, one thing during his tenure.''^^

In his policy-making role, the minister is also restrained by what
Morton Halperin calls "the essence of the organization"—the deWtion
that the organization's career officials give to its purposes and scope of
activities. It is a key determinant of organizational decision making.
Policy proposals generated within the organization are likely to be in ac
cord with the organizational essence; those inconsistent with the organi
zational essence, imposed from outside (e.g., by the prime minister or an
LDP organ), will be resisted, even vigorously.In the Ministry of Educa
tion (MOE), considered a "conservative agency," ministry officials tend
to define their organizational mission more narrowly than MITI (Minis
try of International Trade and Industry) bureaucrats, who in the words
of a former MITI AVM, have "a large appetite for new policies."'^ They
are reluctant to take on additional functions or activities incidental to
their ministerial mission, prompting many interviewed LDP dietmen
and even MOE officials to remark that the agency is deeply
afflicted—much more so than many other agencies—with the so-called

'2 Muramatsu Michio, Sengo Nihon no kanryosei, p. 195.
" Interview with Miyaji Shigeru, president of Fukuyama University, March 10, 1980.

Miyaji headed several bureaus in the Ministry of Education in the 1960s.
Morton Halperin, "The Presidency and the Bureaucracy," in The System, ed. Charles

Peters and James Fallows (New York: Praeger, 1976), pp. 9-22.
'5 Yoshihisa Ojimi, "Government Ministry: The Case of the Ministry of International

Trade and Industry," in Modem Japanese Organization and Decision-making, ed. Ezra
Vogel (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975), p. 104.
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kotonakare shugi (don't-rock-the-boat mentality).'®
Reasons for this are easily found. Education policy, given its long-

lasting impact upon society as a whole, requires prudence on the part of
policymakers. Moreover, the contemporary Japanese education polity is
polarized and ridden with deep ideological conflicts, far more so than
any other domestic-policy system. This conflictual character dates back
to the 1950s when the conservative party launched the controversial "re
verse course" program and the eflforts to weaken the vehemently antigov-
emment Japan Teachers Union (JTU). Today, any major education pol
icy issue of a nonincremental nature invariably provokes a serious con
frontation with such vociferous groups as the JTU and the Association of
National Universities (Kokuritsu daigaku kyokai). Understandably,
therefore, the career-conscious MOB official shuns a confrontation during
which, in case of mishap, he is likely to be made the scapegoat or pay
dearly.

Then there is the organization's "policy current" or "policy direc
tion" {seisaku no nagare) (a former central bureaucrat likens it to the
"movement of a gigantic ship"),'^ which also has a powerful conservatiz-
ing influence upon agency policy-making. Just as the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MFA) was influenced in its China policy of the 1960s by
its postwar policy nagare of cooperating with the United States, so the
MOB, whose postwar policy current centered on "setting up and consoli
dating the 6-3-3 school system," has tended to be cool to proposals cal
ling for restructuring of the educational system.'® Kaifu Toshiki, a form
er education minister, noted: "The education minister must conform to
the nagare of education policy. If every minister rejects the nagare and
wants to do things his way, there will be nothing but confusion in the
education policy system."'^ A former MOB bureau director put it
differently in his comments on Odachi Shigeo, an activist minister of

'6 This view is shared by those who have worked with MOE officials. For example, take
Asari Keita, a noted stage director. After serving on an MOE advisory council, he said:
"The press portrays bureaucrats as evil. This is the impression we get from the newspa
pers, to say the least.... The bureaucrats are not evil; rather, they are timid. Are they timid
about everything? They are so toward things that they are not used to or that are widely
considered impossible to achieve." Asahi shimbun, June 1 and 2, 1974 (hereafter ).

Imamura Taketoshi, "Kyoiku gyosei zakkan" [Thoughts on educational administra
tion], KyOiku iinkai geppO, no. 333 (May 1978), p. 10.

18 Interview with Iwama Eitaro, former administrative vice-minister of education,
February 29, 1980.

19 Interview with Kaifu Toshiki, April 27, 1979. Kaifu served as deputy chief of the
Cabinet Secretariat and chairman of the LDP Diet Strategy Committee before assuming the
Education portfolio (1976-77).
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education of the early 1950s whose accomplishments included the pas
sage of the controversial 1954 twin laws limiting teachers' political ac
tivity: "In attaining his policy objectives... he was aided by the fact of
Japan being in a transitional period. He was a minister during a tur
bulent era {ran no jidai). Nowadays, ministers are serving the peaceful
Japan and do not have much to do, for things are run rather routinely.
After all, a hero comes into being during a turbulent era.''^®

Admittedly, many of the aforementioned factors governing the
minister's relations with the bureaucracy are real; they are significant
checks upon his powers and policy-making role. Other supposed limita
tions, however, are gross exaggerations, untested assumptions, or conclu
sions drawn from highly selective, atypical cases. Also, the restraints on
the minister are more effective on certain types of minister than on oth
ers. In other words, they are by no means universal, for they can be and
are overcome by assertive, competent, and experienced ministers who
perceive themselves as activist leaders determined to achieve their policy
goals.

In short, the interpretations that allow the minister only a minor
role in agency decision making apply largely to weak ministers; they do
not take into account the powerful ministers who have reigned in not
only such partisanized agencies as the MOE but also such bureaucratic
giants as the Ministry of Finance (MOP) and MITI. Thus, valid general
izations about the contemporary Japanese minister must include state
ments about activist ministers. The Japanese minister should then ap
pear less diminutive and impotent than he does in much of the contem
porary literature.21

This study takes issue with the popular characterization of the
Japanese minister as what Bruce W. Headey calls a "minimalist"—a
figurehead who, manipulated and controlled by the career of&cials, only
goes through the motions of administrative leadership. Undoubtedly,
postwar Japan has seen many minimalist ministers come and go, but the
contemporary cabinet minister and his role cannot be explained solely by
the minimalist notion. He performs a far more powerful and complex
role than is widely assumed in the so-called bureaucratic dominance
thesis (although any conceptualization that highlights only what Headey

2" Interview with Miyaji Shigeru, March 10, 1980.
2' Muramatsu Michio of Kyoto University is one of the very few Japanese political

scientists who argue that the powers of the contemporary Japanese minister have been un
derestimated. Muramatsu takes issue with "the notion widely held by [Japanese] political
scientists that all policy decisions of every ministry are bureaucratic products and that the
minister is powerless." See his Sengo Nihon no kanryosei, p. 194.
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refers to as the "policy initiating" role would be an exaggeration of his
powers and abilities.)^^ For this reason, any study of agency policy-
making, whether a general or a case study, that leaves out the role and
place held by the agency minister or ministers will be unable to unravel
the full complexities of policy-making.

The present study is limited in its aim and scope and makes no
pretense to be a comprehensive treatment of the topic. Many questions
regarding the contemporary minister remain unanswered. It is hoped,
however, that this monograph will contribute to expanding our
knowledge of the cabinet minister, one of the most underrated institu
tions of the contemporary Japanese political system.

22 For Headey's typology of British cabinet ministers, see his "A Typology of Ministers:
Implications for Minister-Civil Servant Relations in Britain," in The Mandarins of
Western Europe: The Political Role of Top Civil Servants, ed. Mattei Dogan (New York:
John Wiley, 1975), pp. 63-86.



II

Contemporary Bureaucracy: A Haven for
Gekokujo?

Ringisei is one of the most misunderstood features of Japanese or
ganization; it has engendered many myths and erroneous assumptions.
As a limitation upon the higher echelons of bureaucracy, it is not only
exaggerated but also grossly misunderstood by Tsuji and others who fail
to take into account a variety of important factors that bolster the supe
riors' powers in the politics of agency decision making. Thus, the notion
of gekokujo or zokkan seiji (rule by lower officials), based on the concept
of ringisei, is an inadequate, if not misleading, portrayal of the power
structure of contemporary Japanese bureaucratic organizations. All in
terviewed officials and former cabinet members reject much of the Tsuji
argument, although it has a large following among the Japanese academi
cians interviewed. From the interview responses and other sources,
several basic and interrelated shortcomings of the ringisei-based notion
of gekokujo can be identified.

Perhaps the most glaring weakness inherent in the gekokujo argu
ment is that it ignores one key development of post-1955 Japanese
politics—the centralization of power within the policy-making units of
bureaucracy. This phenomenon has affected not only such traditionally
authoritarian agencies as the MOE but also MITI, noted for its intraor-
ganizational democracy. The conventional model of organizational deci
sion making in Japan, especially as it applies to government bureaucracy,
views the division (ka) and its subunits—sections (kakari) and teams
(han)—as the foremost organs responsible for initiating and drafting
agency policy. The division is seen as the hub or linchpin of activity in
its area of specialization.

The late Okabe Shiro, a former bureau director in the Administra
tive Management Agency (AMA) and a leading authority on public ad
ministration, characterized the division as "the key unit responsible for
working out details (gutaika) of ministry policy and measures." It is "at
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the division level that even policy proposals initiated by the AVM or
bureau director strike root."' Hashiguchi Osamu, one of the celebrated
MOF graduates, concurs with Okabe, stressingthe central role performed
by division chiefs{kacho) in agency decision making. In his own words,
"Agency policy in the MOF... is largely determined at the division chief
level." As head of this key policy-making unit, the division chief enjoys
numerous advantages over his superiors. As Hashiguchi puts it:

Up-to-date information and data are submitted to him first. It is
only natural that the first person to obtain information is the one to
tnaVp the most of it. He is the first to screen policy drafts and com
positions prepared by the division's deputy chiefs {kachO hosa).
Hence the division chiefs job is bound to be enjoyable. He is the
one to determine whether or not his information should be shared
with his superiors—bureau director and deputy director. Thus, it
would not be too difficult for him to monopolize the information and
keep his superiors in the dark if he wanted to be sinister.^

Hashiguchi's observation is shared by former MAFF official Takeuchi
Naokazu, who adds:

The bureau director is all alone, but the division chief has his own
troops—members of the division. When supported by them, he is
absolutely powerful. In view of the system under which the bureau
director can instruct his bureau staff solely through the division
chiefs, the only way for the superior to have his views communicated
[to the staff] is to replace the division chief[who is not cooperative].'

To endow the division chief with a near-absolute power, as Hashi
guchi and Takeuchi do, however, not only overstates the middle-level
official's power but also underestimates the policy role of his superiors
(bureau directors and even the AVM), which has steadily grown over the
years and especially after 1955, when the conservatives merged to form
the LDP. Notice what the bureaucrat-tumed-dietman Kakizawa Kdji
said about MITI, which he called "the home of the rule of seniors by
juniors" (gekokujo no honba): "Hardly heard of late are the loud, au
thoritative voices of junior officials." This is a dramatic contrast to the
earlier agency tradition that allowed "the outspoken junior officials
unhesitatingly to stand up to anyone and even their bureau director.

' Okabe Shiro, GyOsei kanri [Administrative management] (Tokyo: Yuhikaku, 1970), p.
154.

2 Hashiguchi Osamu, Shinzaisei jijo [New financial situation] (Tokyo: Saimuru shup-
pankai, 1977), p. 224.

3 Takeuchi Naokazu, Konna kanryO wa yameteshimae [Bureaucrats of this type should
quit] (Tokyo: Nisshin hodo shuppanbu, 1978), p. 145.

4 Kakizawa Koji, "Taikenteki gendai kanryoron" [An empirical view of contemporary
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Yasujima Hisashi, former MOE bureau director and now an aide to the
emperdr, also noted that the powers of MOE division chiefs and their
deputies "had undergone a major change over the years." As he put it:

When I was a young deputy division chief in the early 1950s, I
thought I was a big shot, and my immediate superior, the division
chief, had much discretionary power. Starting in the mid-1950s...,
however, the division chief and his assistants have become increas
ingly restricted in what they can do and cannot do, and consequently
the bureau director's responsibilities have expanded considerably.'

This observation was endorsed by another former ranking MOE official,
Iwama Eitard, who in his comparisons between the earlier years of his
career and the 1970s went as far as to say that "nowadays, not only in
big matters but also even in small matters, bureau directors and deputy
directors (shingikan) must get involved."®

What has caused this development of greater high-level participa
tion in agency policy-making? At least two major contributory factors
can be identified. One is the growth in the scope and complexity of
bureaucratic activities that Japan has experienced in postwar years, as
many other competitive societies have. This growth has mitigated the
traditional autonomy of intraagency units (e.g., divisions) in Japan by
creating what Francis Rourke calls "an irresistible need for coordination
of effort that can only be achieved by vesting authority over decision
making in the higher ranks of authority." This need was given an addi
tional impetus as Japan entered the era of growing budgetary constric
tions in the 1970s, for the subordinate units, left to themselves, "cannot
escape duplication of effort or the pursuit of contradictory objectives," as
Rourke notes. Duplication was something that no agency could afford
because of the increasing budgetary limitations the MOF placed on

bureaucrats], ChUO kOron 91, no. 10 (October 1976): 268. Kusayanagi Daizo, a veteran
journalist who has long specialized in governmental ministries, offers similar impressions of
MITI in his KanryoOkokuron [A study of the bureaucratickingdom] (Tokyo: Bungei shun-
ju, 1975), pp. 252-277. For insiders' accounts of the powerful role of high-level ofl&cials,
see SaitO Taijun, BunkyO gyOsei ni miru seisaku keisei katei no kenkyu [A study of policy-
making as seen in educational administration] (Tokyo: Gyosei, 1984), pp. 34-35. Saito is a
high-ranking (deputy bureau director-level) MOE oflftcial. See also discussions by
Matsushita Yasuo, a former MOF AVM, in Nihon keizai shimbunsha, ed., JimintO
seichokai [The LDP Policy Affairs Research Council] (Tokyo: Nihon keizai shimbunsha,
1983), pp. 182-183.

5 Interview with Yasujima Hisashi, February 29, 1980. Yasujima headed many MOE
bureaus, including the Elementary-Secondary Education Bureau,before his appointment to
the post of director of the MOE's Cultural Agency (Bunkacho), his last MOE post.

6 Interview with Iwama Eitaro, February 29, 1980.
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goveramental spending.^
Another important factor, far more significant than the previous

one, that has contributed to elevating decision-making power to the
higher echelons is the decline of bureaucratic power vis-a-vis other sec
tors of Japanese politics, and especially the "political authorities" (the
LDP, its policy-making organs, and its dietmen in the government such
as the prime minister and cabinet ministers) who have consecutively
ruled the nation for nearly thirty-six years. This has lead to the "politici-
zation" and "partisanization" of higher oflScials and their role as princi
pal intermediaries between the bureaucracy and the political sectors. In
the increasingly pluralistic polity, an agency policy, to be authorized and
implemented, must be acceptable to the key sectors of politics, and espe
cially the party in power and its representatives in government. An
agency decision not taking into account the party's inputs and anticipat
ed reactions will simply not "fly" with the party and its policy organs.
For this reason, all agencies maintain various mechanisms of active com
munication with the party. In the career bureaucracy, the pivotal role in
party-agency interactions is assumed by bureau directors and, less fre
quently, by the AVM.

Several interviewed officials, including one affiliated with the
powerful MOP Budget Bureau, characterized the high-level contingent of
bureau directors, deputy directors (shingikan), and the AVM as the most
politicized, partisanized segment of the agency's career bureaucracy. A
number of factors account for this. Ever since their days as division
chiefs, and even as deputy division chiefs in the case of a major staflF
division (e.g., general afiairs, personnel, and budget-accounting, the three
top divisions of the Minister's Secretariat), they have been in constant
contact with key members of their corresponding (PARC) division.
Thus, they are intimately familiar with the party dietmen's basic orienta
tions and their views on major policy issues. Moreover, they are the
ones who regularly see the party's two representatives in the agency—the
minister and the parliamentary vice-minister {seimujikan-, FVM). From
these interactions with the political authorities, the higher officials ac
quire a great deal of "political knowledge" and thus are in the best posi
tion among the career officials to answer key political questions such as
Where does the minister stand on the issue under consideration? Will he
support the agency position in cabinet, party, and Diet meetings? If not.

1 For discussions by Rourke of the relationship between the need for policy coordina
tion and centralization of decision making, see his Bureaucracy, Politics, and Public Policy,
2d ed. (Boston: Little, Brown, 1976), pp. 129 and 144.
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can he be persuaded into going along with the agency position? Will the
party committees and factions endorse and support the agency bill if it is
brought up in the Diet now? Is the agency's draft bill sufficiently
reflective of party views? How would the Diet and the opposition par
ties react to it? What will be the reactions of the public and the press?
What about the clientele groups? What about the traditional foes and
critics of the agency (e.g., the Japan Teachers union for the MOE)?
Furthermore, "the higher officials are markedly sympathetic and amen
able to party views," as an MOP division chief put it, "although their
juniors are quite legalistic and tatemae (principle)-oriented on many pol
icy issues." He went on to note:

The junior officials tend to look at a policy proposal not only in
terms of its acceptability to their superiors but also from legalistic
and budgetary perspectives. The first question the higher officials
raise, however, is political; it pertains to the extent to which the pro
posed bill endorses and supports party interests.

This pro-LDP orientation of the higher officials, notwithstanding
their vigorous public denial of it, is understandable because their politi
cal fortunes are intimately linked with those of the conservative party.
"If the Socialists were to come to power now," as an interviewed LDP
dietman put it, "they [higher officials] would be the first to have to go."
The higher officials' pro-LDP orientation is also a function of their long
association with the party dietmen, who are more involved in high-level
agency personnel decisions than in lower appointments. As former MOP
bureau director Imai Kazuo observed, an official's partisanization is
directly proportional to his post. The higher he moves up, the more par-
tisanized he gets.®

An interviewed dietman noted, and others agreed, that "the bureau
director is the only responsible and authoritative official speaking for his
bureau on matters within its jurisdiction; division chiefs cannot speak
for their bureau with authority. Even on matters under their jurisdiction
they cannot speak definitively without first checking with their bureau
director. So we don't want to waste our time with lowly officials." Ac
cording to a former MOE bureau director interviewed, however, the sit-

' Imai Kazuo-shi danwa sokkiroku [Stenographic records of interviews with Mr. Imai
Kazuo], no. 14 (June 18, 1975), p. 166. This danwa sokkiroku was published as part of the
ongoing oral history project under the sponsorship of Naiseishi kenkyakai (Research Com
mittee of Domestic History), Tokyo. These published interviews are available at leading
Japanese university libraries including the Library of Kyushu University Law Faculty
whose copies I used.
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uation was quite diflferent in the early 1950s. As he put it:
When I was division chief in the 1950s, I often represented my agen
cy in dealing with the party organs and dietmen, but nowadays, if a
division chief showed up at a party meeting slated to take up a
measure of some importance, they would scream: "Go and get your
bureau director. We need him." Thus, no bureau director would
dare to send his division chief as his proxy to a party meeting. I
think this trend started in the second half of the 1950s, after the
LDP was formed.

Not only in the partisanized MOE but also in other agencies, the
typical pattern is for the appropriate bureau director to represent his
agency at PARC meetings, although he is usually accompanied by his
courtiers, including division chiefs and even deputy division chiefs.
Again, it is the bureau director, not the division chief, who is responsible
for eflforts to persuade the party and its minister on the merits of a pro
posed agency policy.

The representational and intermediary role expected of the bureau
director is taken very seriously by all interviewed bureau chiefs; they all
consider it to be the foremost of the roles they perform. The "political"
role requires familiarity with not only the contents and implications of a
proposed policy but also the basic orientations and pulses of all divisions
they are responsible for. Hence, it has placed enormous burdens on the
contemporary bureau directors, whose predecessors of the 1950s "had
quite a comfortable bureaucratic life," as an ofllcial put it. He went on
to observe:

The present-day bureau director is expected to know everything go
ing on in his Weau and divisions. In the meetings [with the ap
propriate PARC division], he is expected to respond in one way or
another to party questions, requests, and suggestions. Before he can
say, "Yes, we can do it," he should be familiar with what goes on in
the offices under his jurisdiction—their abilities and limitations. If
he keeps saying, "Well, 1 have to check with my people on that," or
"At this point, 1 don't know enough to make any judgment on that
issue," he will be marked as an incompetent superior ijOshi), who
does not keep tabs on his subordinates and does not do his home
work. If he repeatedly goes against the commitments made to the
party because he later finds that for some reasons the division in
charge cannot carry them out, he will still be considered incom
petent.

Even when he is accompanied by his aides from the appropriate divi
sions, he "cannot always turn to them for answers [to questions from the
dietmen], unable to handle them on his own." If he did this, he "would
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look very bad compared to another bureau director who has answers to
all the questions raised and can make commitments that he later lives up
to." Not only will this competent director be remembered for future pro
motions but also he will be held in greater confidence by the party. He
will be known as "an official with good connections with the party" {to
tana paipu ga futoi hito).

The combination of expanded jurisdiction and heightened account
ability imposed on bureau directors has had centralizing and hierarchical
influences on the organizational culture of the bureaucracy. Higher
officials are expected to hold a tight rein on the activities of their subor
dinates, and lower officials are required to keep their superiors informed
of every major development within their administrative units. There can
be no major surprises for the bureau director as he testifies before Diet
and LDP committees and confers with the minister. As one MOE
official put it, "The growing policy involvement of the LDP has caused a
closer bottom-to-top communication in our agency." This pattern is not
confined to the MOE and other highly partisanized agencies; it is notice
able even in such agencies as MITI, noted for the independence of its
spirited junior officials.^ It is not surprising, therefore, that although the
Japanese polity as a whole has become markedly competitive and plural
istic, its governmental bureaucracy has increasingly taken on the charac
teristics of what Victor Thompson calls "monistic organizations."'®

Because of the monocratization that has gradually permeated his
agency, the bureau director finds his division chiefs cooperative,
although some "do not readily give in to their superiors, as in the case of
the rule-oriented officials of the Taxation Agency [of the MOF]."" In
dealing with his immediate subordinates, he is aided by a variety of
factors—not only his own experience, expertise, authority, and personnel
power, but also the politicization and partisanization of the middle-level
officials themselves, albeit not to the degree that has affected bureau
directors and AVMs. Upon becoming deputy chief in a major division.

' Kusayanagi, Kanryo Okokuron, pp. 252-277.
10 For Thompson's monistic organization, see his Modern Organization, 2d ed. (Alaba

ma: University of Alabama Press, 1977), pp. Ti-ll. Unlike Thompson's "monistic" for
mulation (Max Weber called it "monocratic" organization), which conceptualizes organiza
tion entirely in terms of hierarchy, the contemporary Japanese bureaucracy is of course
based on interactions of hierarchy and specialization. The basis of the bureau director's
power includes not only his authority but also his knowledge and expertise that come from
his service of more than thirty consecutive years in the same agency.

" Interview with a deputy division chief of the Taxation Agency, the Ministry of Fi
nance, February 13, 1970.
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a career official starts accompanying his bureau director to party and
Diet meetings, as previously noted. When he becomes chief of a key
division, he becomes an important advisory member or resource person
of the bureau director's contingent at all party and Diet gatherings. Here
his major interactions with influential members of the relevant PARC
division occur; at this stage of his career his politicization commences.
As a former MOF ranking official put it, "Nowadays, even chiefs of prin
cipal divisions have to wag their tails to the party to some extent." This
is inevitable because "in reality," in the official's words, "the party inter
venes in personnel decisions involving not only bureau directors but also
senior division chiefs. He goes on to say:

Party intervention in [ministry] personnel matters is an inevitable
consequence of the contacts between the party and major division
chiefs. A key point of interactions is party-agency breakfast sessions
[where relevant division chiefs must be present, along with their
bureau directors]. The party's personnel power has gradually cor
rupted government officials. I am not denying that there are some
officials with strong backbones, but on the whole, the officials have
become progressively weak.'^

As widely acknowledged by interviewed officials, therefore, the contem
porary division chief is far less likely than his predecessors of the 1950s
to "buck" his superiors' policy directives honoring their commitments to
the party. He usually complies with them—has a policy document draft
ed by his deputy in line with a directive and sends it up for approval by
his superiors, including the minister and the PARC division.

The eminence of the higher officials in contemporary bureaucratic
policy-making rests not only on their experience and expertise and the
increasingly centralized setting of their agency but also on the powerful
role hierarchy plays in agency policy-making.

Deeply imbued in numerous studies of policy-making is the notion
that it is a "rational" process in which authority and hierarchy assume
no major role; it is seen as an act among reasonably equal actors who are
carefully guided by objective data in their groping for solutions to given
problems. Because, in Tsuji's scheme, the lower officials who initiate
and prepare all ringi documents have data and skill necessary to bill
drafting, they really dominate policy-making. This concept is well
echoed in the celebrated articulation by the MOF bureaucrat-tumed-
dietman Kondo Tetsuo: "The MOF is the embodiment of logic."''

'2 Imai Kazuo-shi danwa sokkiroku, no. 15 (November 5, 1975), p. 124; no. 14 (June 18,
1975), p. 93; and no. 15, p. 166.

'3 Cited in Kusayangai, KanryO Okokuron, p. 323.
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In reality, however, decision making cannot always be explained in
terms of the so-called rational calculation model. It is also what a

Japanese scholar calls "an intuitive (chokkanteki) process."''' It is
aflFected by such non-rational factors as bravery, honor, or pride, as sting-
ingly brought home in Tojd Hideki's famous exhortation to Konoe
Fumimaro, "Sometimes a man will find it necessary to jump from the
veranda of Kiyomizu Temple, with his eyes closed, into the ravine
below."

Moreover, Kondo needs to be reminded that the MOF's logic, how
ever brilliant it may be, can be and is often suppressed by the require
ments of authority and hierarchy. As any MOF budget ofllcer should
know, the facts and logic laboriously worked out by budget examiners
can be and are often struck down by a simple stroke of the Budget
Bureau director's pen. As Victor Thompson has noted, "Modem
bureaucracy attempts to fit specialization into the older hierarchical
framework." Hence, agency policy-making is by no means dominated by
skilled bureaucrats; they are often subordinated to the commands of
hierarchical superiors who, without equal technical competence, have
authority—"the right to decide."'^ In other words, agency policy-making
is politics among actors of unequal ranks.Because of the "inequality of
power inherent in hierarchy," in the words of Francis Rourke, "the
views of highly placed individuals carry immense weight, not because of
the persuasiveness of their arguments, but simply because of the exalted
status from which they speak. Subordinates may have to go along with
policy decisions reached at higher levels even when they know that their
superiors are wrong."'®

In all ministries of Japan, intraagency socialization places strong
emphasis on the overriding importance of hierarchy, seniority, and defer
ence to superiors to a degree not found in other democracies. "It is
tme," as Nobutaka Ike has observed, "that all bureaucracies are
hierarchically organized; but one gets the impression that the sense of

Interview with Yoko-o Takehide, April 15, 1980. A former professor of comparative
education at Hiroshima University, Yoko-o is deputy director of the National Institute for
Educational Research, the Ministry of Education.

•5 Translated from the text cited in Butow, Tojo, p. 267.
'6 Thompson, Modern Organization, p. 6.

This orientation was conspicuous in the comments made by many interviewed former
ministers, including Okuno Seisuke, Hasegawa Takashi, Kaifu Toshiki, and Naito Takasa-
buro. For discussions by scholars, see Muramatsu, Sengo Nihon, pp. 193-197, and Rourke,
Bureaucracy, pp. 131-132.

Rourke, Bureaucracy, p. 131.
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hierarchy is particularly acute in the Japanese instance."'^ Commenting
on the bureaucracy of MITI, noted for its intraagency egalitarianism,
Chalmers Johnson was prompted to note, "This age grading (nenkojoret-
su) and 'respect for seniority' {nenji soncho) among bureaucrats
influences everything they do, not just their activities in a ministry.
Former MOP bureau director Imai Kazuo relates how a lower official
who covered his office desk with his personal green tablecloth—a stan
dard governmental issue to higher officials—became a subject of much
discussion and later had to take it back home. Imai also recalls how an
official was transferred because his child, who was in the same class in
school as his superior's child, had performed better scholastically.^'
When Oba Tetsuo, then president of All-Nippon Airways, appeared as a
witness before a Diet committee investigating the Lockheed scandal in
1976, "he shook with barely controlled anger under questioning." The
explanation, according to the press, was that the dietman interrogating
Oba was his former junior in the Ministry of Transportation (MOT), and
"he was overcome by the impudence of a junior questioning a senior."^2

These cultural and organizational traits significantly affect agency
policy-making, as recalled by former MOE bureau director Imamura
Taketoshi. In a poignant commentary on his life in the bureaucracy,
Imamura characterizes the typical superior as "making unreasonable
demands on his subordinates" and, "without shared experiences, making
differing assessments of a situation." He notes, "Man is an emotional an
imal; the more ill informed his superior is, the more he is given to bully
ing" his subordinates. He goes on to say:

"Being a subordinate" is not fun either. There are superiors of all
types. You can resist an unlawful order by citing evidence to the
contrary, but orders are seldom illegal. You are bound to feel from
time to time that an order, though legal, could stand on better judg
ment. Of course, you may speak out, but it is not as easy as it may
seem.

You are worried that if you express your thoughts your superior
may think, "This young punk is putting himself on an equal footing
with me," and upbraid you. On the other hand, if you keep your
thoughts to yourself, you are frustrated. It is difficult to calculate the

" Ikt, Japanese Politics, p. 150.
20 Chalmers Johnson, MITI and the Japanese Miracle (Stanford: Stanford University

Press, 1982), p. 59.
21 Imai Kazuo, Kanryd sono seitai to uchimaku [Bureaucrats: their mode of life and

behind-the-scenes activities] (Tokyo: Yomiuri shimbunsha, 1953), pp. 57-61.
22 Johnson, MITI, p. 59.
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advantages and disadvantages inherent in the methods for stating
your views.

When I disagreed with my superiors, I quietly complied with him
in five out of ten cases, and in four cases I expressed my views.
Only in one case did I argue vigorously against [my superior], set my
own course, and nearly succeed in faithfully following it, but I would
not say it was a great success.^^

In short, hierarchy is a powerful force that propels organizational
policy-making toward the views firmly held by the superiors; it becomes
a greater force when data available to the policymakers is inconclusive.
Expertise and knowledge are allowed their full potentials in an egalitari
an setting and when they are not questioned.

This centralized, politicized, and hierarchical milieu of bureaucracy
governs the politics of agency decision making on important and contro
versial policy issues. Over minor, routine policy matters, the democrat
ic, dispersed process that Tsuji calls ringiseiprevails. In other words, the
"tyranny of written words" supposedly allowed to lower ofiicials under
ringisei applies only to minor, routine policy matters, which "occupy
well over 90 percent of bureaucratic decisions" and for which prior ap
proval by higher officials is hardly necessary.25 As far as big matters are
concerned, as former MOE AVM Kobayashi Yukio put it: "A ringisho is
prepared by a division only after careful consultations with its bureau
director. During the consultations he may give his approval or instruc
tions as to how the proposal on hand should be prepared or modified."
His go signal must be given before anything can happen. "Thus, a ringi
sho is a written version of what transpires between the bureau director
and the division. Hence it is not necessarily synonymous with the ideas
originally entertained by the division."26 Moreover, before the bureau
director can give his blessings to the division's proposal, he must consult
with and seek approval from his superiors—the AVM and, especially,
the minister. He must take similar consultative and clearance steps with

23 Imamura, "Kyoiku gyosei zakkan," pp. 8-9.
24 For discussion of how hierarchy can be undermined by expertise and knowledge, see

Rourke, Bureaucracy, pp. 128'*nl29.
25 Interviews with Kida Hiroshi, April 15, 1980, and Naito Takasaburo, April 8, 1980.

A former MOE AVM, Kida is director of the National Institute for Educational Research.
A former LDP upper-house dietman, Naito served in the MOE as AVM and minister.

26 Interview with Kobayashi Yukio,February 18, 1980. For first-hand accounts of agen
cy policy-making that run counter to Tsuji's ringisei, see JimintO seichokai, pp. 180-185.
See also Okita Saburo, Nihon kanryo jijo [The reality of Japanese bureaucracy] (Tokyo:
TBS Buritanika, 1984), pp. 161-170. These pages contain a useful analysis by Tanimura
Hiroshi, a former MOF AVM.
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the ministry's PARC counterpart. If he anticipates a major problem
from the minister and the LDP, he will veto the proposal from below un
less he is prepared to fight for it.

The factors mentioned above that place higher officials in a power
ful position vis-a-vis their subordinates in agency policy-making also ap
ply, mutatis mutandis, to relations between the higher officials and their
dietman-minister, who stands at the apex of the centralized, politicized
structure of hierarchy. In the agency he is the authorizer and legitimator
of all agency policy decisions and actions, including personnel decisions.
As the party's primary representative in the agency, he also takes part in
the party's legitimation of agency policy, although elaborate consulta
tions that the bill-drafting officials carry on with their PARC counter
parts also constitute a major part of the party's legitimation process.
Contrary to popular impressions, the minister plays a significant part in
agency personnel decision making. He is far more experienced in his
governing role than commonly assumed; he may even have relevant ex
perience and expertise in the affairs of the agency he heads. These no
tions are elaborated in subsequent chapters.

The shortened chain of vertical intraagency communication men
tioned above, made possible by higher officials' vigorous and often
forced participation in agency policy-making, allows the activist minister
to deal with fewer subordinates in getting his ideas legislated and imple
mented. In other words, he can go directly to the partisanized higher
officials, whereas under a more dispersed system of policy-making he
would have to deal with not only hi^er executives but also middle-level
officials.

This notion clearly runs counter to the basic premise of Tsuji's no
tion of zokkan seiji: because a higher official could not assume the role
of leader and decision-maker, he could only send his policy idea "as a
mere proposal or item for future reference to the appropriate low-ranking
administrator. Even if this lowest administrator accepted and acted
upon it, he still had to wait a longtime until the ringisho concerning that
policy reached him."^''

Even in policy-making situations where the minister performs the
reactive role of approving and legitimating initiatives from below, the
proposals prepared by the divisions in today's bureaucracy are far more
likely to be in tune with the minister's views. This is so for a variety of
reasons. Because of the upward move of the agency's decision-making
power discussed above, the bureau director is active in divisional policy-

27 Tsuji, "Decision-making," p. 463.
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planning and bill drafting. In other words, these divisional activities oc
cur under the close supervision of bureau directors who, closer to the
minister and better informed of his views than division chiefs, can better
anticipate his likely reactions to policy proposals. Moreover, they are
more sensitive and responsive than their subordinates to the dietman-
minister because they are more politicized and partisanized. Thus, when
his proposed policy ideas or inputs are perceived to be in agreement with
the ministry's PARC counterpart, they will command special considera
tion by the higher officials. On the other hand, the minister who is nei
ther supported by nor in tune with the potentates of the appropriate
PARC division will find it very difficult, unless he is independently
powerful (e.g., a faction leader or a minister strongly backed by the
prime minister), to effectively use the opportunities and powers bestowed
upon the contemporary minister. This theme is further examined in a
later chapter.

In all contemporary ministries, not only the heavily partisanized
agencies but also traditionally assertive agencies, the necessary
paperwork—the preparation and circulation of ringisho—on important
or politically sensitive matters, and especially those requiring LDP, cab
inet, and Diet approval, commences only after the proposed policy has
been cleared with the minister. "If he says no," as former MOE AVM
and minister Naito Takasaburo put it, "nothing happens."^® According
to a former MITI bureau director, "As far as big matters are concerned,
though not small items, it is absolutely impossible for the administrative
officials to make decisions and act at their own discretion without the
participation of the minister, a politician."29 Commenting on the central
role assumed by the minister of finance on "important items" requiring
"political judgments" (e.g., whethr or not public bonds should be issued,
and if so, what type), a former MOF AVM noted: "Political
judgments... are not handled through a bottom-up proposal; they are
dealt with on the basis of words from above.''^" In the words of former
MOE AVM Kida Hiroshi: "Big decisions involving which direction we
should go, left or right, depend primarily on the views and inclinations
of the incumbent minister. Thus, we have to know where he stands be
fore we proceed any further."^' In short, in major policy matters, ringi-

28 Naito Takasaburo, "Toranomon yowa" [Chatting in Toranomon], no. 12, in Nihon
kyoiku shimbun, July 21, 1980.

29 "Kanryo wa naze jidai ni okureruka?" [Why do bureaucrats fall behind the times?],
an interview with Hayashi Shintaro in Ekonomisuto 55, no. 31 (July 26, 1977): 55.

30 Okita, Nihon kanryO jijo, pp. 170-171.
31 Interview with Kida Hiroshi, April 15, 1980. Kida's views are shared by his MOF

counterpart Tanimura Horishi. See Okita, Nihon kanryO jijO, pp. 170-171.
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sei, which appears to be an embodiment of intraorganizational democra
cy, merely formalizes decisions previously made via informal and
hierarchical channels.

Ojimi Yoshihisa, a former MITI AVM, ^ves us a glimpse of his
agency and of the place the minister holds in it. As far as formal deci
sion making is concerned, the ministry conference {shogi) is the most
important organ, for it is here that "most matters of importance, espe
cially in general areas such as the budget and laws, are decided." The
meeting, presided over by the AVM, is seldom attended by the minister.
However, though absent from the meeting, the minister maintains "con
stant contact" with his AVM. "Because the vice-minister meets the min
ister every day, he is fully informed of the intentions of the minister and
often receives directives from the minister." Without much difficulty the
AVM can anticipate the minister's most likely reactions. Though lower
officials are given "a great deal of authority" over routine items, impor
tant matters "cannot be settled without discussion with the cabinet min
ister." Subordinates "give their opinions freely and generously, but there
are no cases where the actions of the subordinates do not reflect the in
tentions of their superiors."^^ in other words, what Carl F. Friedrich
calls "the rule of anticipated reactions" or what the Japanese refer to as
jishu kisei (self-imposed control) is a key regulator of superior-inferior re
lations.^^

The assertive minister is not naive enough to assume that jishu
kisei will always ensure his undisputed status in the agency. He finds it
necessary to resort to his formal powers from time to time. One such
tool is his veto power, which is exercised over policy recommendations
from below that fail to properly reflect his views. Araki Masuo, an ac
tive MOE minister of 1960-63, "always had a pen in his hand when go
ing over documents from below." '̂* Okuno Seisuke, another assertive
minister of education, 1972-74, also carefully scrutinized policy propo
sals.^^ Several interviewed MOE officials of the 1950s and 1960s remem
bered Nadao Hirokichi, a soft-spoken, four-term minister of education.

52 Ojimi, "Government Ministry,'* pp. 102-106.
55 Carl F. Friedrich, "Public Policy and the Nature of Administrative Responsibility,"

Ptiblic Policy 1 (1940): 3-24. See also his book, Man and His Government (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1963), pp. 199-215. I am grateful to Professor Soma Masao, then of
Kyushu National University, forhisdiscussion of the importance ofjishukisei in Japanese
organizations while I was a visiting scholar at the university's law faculty,
February-August, 1982.

5^ Interview with Shinozawa Kohei, May 7, 1980.
55 Interview with Iwama Eitard, February 29, 1980.
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as a tough, assertive minister, not hesitant to contradict higher officials
of the agency. An MOE official recalled several incidents in which the
minister forcibly overruled a consensus among career officials on issues
of school curricular policy. These and other similar incidents convinced
the interviewed MOE official that "Nadao was a man of strong will and
leadership."^^

The following account by Tanaka Kakuei of a 1957 Ministry of
Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) decision to grant licenses to VHP
television stations illustrates what can happen to a ringi document in-
congruent with the minister's views. Note that the MPT post was the
first cabinet assignment for Tanaka, who, a junior member of the Sato
faction, was then only thirty-nine years old—a good deal younger than
most division chiefs—and knew little about agency affairs.

I immediately summoned Asano, chief of the Documents Division,
and told him: "The MPT offices in charge are opposed [to the appli
cation for VHP television operating licenses], but I am prepared to
approve it. What steps should I take?" His answer was clear and
simple: "The minister's decision has the force of a law."

I sent for AVM Ono as Asano was departing. Ono came prompt
ly. I told him: "The officials handling electric waves have sent up
this document rejecting an overall licensing of VHP stations. I need
your views. I feel that the time has come for us to make this
momentous decision for the future of Japan's telecommunication,
and that now is a good time to put an end to the disorderly system
prevailing throughout the country "

The calm Ono responded in a clear-cut manner, "As you please,
sir." I then marked with a red pen a big X on the covering page [of
the ringi document], already all red with rouge from the seals of the
officials involved: section officers, division chief, and bureau direc
tor. I then asked Ono to replace the cover page with a new one
showing "This Item Approved."

In less than five minutes, the AVM, who had gone into his office,
came back with the document indicating on its cover "The Attached
Item Approved." It carried his signature only. Without hesitation I
stamped my seal on it. To this date I simply don't know whether or
not he subsequently had his bureau and division chiefs sign the new
document.

36 Interview with Hirata Kizo, March 10, 1980. Hirata, now a professor of education at
Hiroshima University, was a curricular specialist in the MOE Bureau of Elementary-
Secondary Education.

37 Quoted in Manabe Shigeki, Chiba Hitoshi, and Nakayama Masaru, "Abaku Kakuei
okoku: yuseisho no ranmyaku" [Kakuei's kingdom exposed: the disorder of the Ministry of
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Many ministers, not only in weak agencies but also in such power
ful ones as the MOF, have perceived their role in more than reactive
terms. They have assumed an initiating role in policy-making, and their
eflForts more often than not have resulted in legislative success. Because
of the LDP's growing role in policy-making, it is only logical that, as a
recent commentary on Japanese bureaucracy put it, "the cases in which
the minister assumes the role of directing his subordinates on the key
points of a new policy have grown in number.^® Muramatsu Michio of
Kyoto University wrote, "If the minister vigorously pushes for adoption
of his policy idea, he, as a general rule, succeeds." The former MITI
AVM Ojimi also has noted that "the policies desired by the minister
usually pass."^^

The minister's initiative may be prompted by his long-held person
al convictions; he may be acting on behalf of powerful interest groups; he
may be promoting his factional or party policy. In any case, the pattern
of policy-making in a case of ministerial initiation conforms to ato ringi,
in which the minister sends his policy directive to his subordinates for
elaboration into a ringi document for his final approval. Naito Takasa-
buro, chief of the MOE's Accounting-Budget Division in the mid-1950s,
recalls what the minister's directive means to agency officials: "Education
Minister Matsumura [Kenzo] summoned me. He carefully explained the
five principal programs of his administration, including promotion of so
cial and private school education—the areas hitherto denied major
budgetary support. He then instructed me to generously increase
budgetary allocations for these programs." Naito later recalled that he
was not only able to get intraagency consensus for the minister's pro
grams (hence, priority items for the agency) but also to secure the neces
sary funding from the MOF.'*°

The partisanized agencies involved in the "reverse programs" of
the 1950s, such as the MOE, had liberal shares of initiating ministers,
who put a premium on their party policy of correcting the "excesses" of
the SCAP (Supreme Commander, Allied Powers) programs.'̂ ' "1 am a
faithful servant of the government party," a claim widely attributed to
MOE minister Kiyose Ichiro (1955-56), was by no means out of touch

Posts and Telecommunications], Gendai 14, no. 2 (Febraary 1980): 218-219.
Kyoikusha, ed.Kanryo [Bureaucracy] (Tokyo: KyOikusha, 1980), p. 111. Thisvolume

was prepared by a group of informed observers that included a senior LDP Policy Affairs
Research Council staff member.

39 Muramatsu,SengoNihon, p. 196;Ojimi, "Government Ministry," p. 106.
40 Naito, "Toranomonyowa," no. 15, in Nihon kyOiku shimbun, August 11, 1980.
41 Interview with Naito Takasaburo, May 8, 1980.
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with the realities. Odachi Shigeo, another powerful MOE minister, often
dealt directly with division chiefs and even lower officials, bypassing the
higher echelons, as illustrated in the preparation of the 1954 laws on
teachers' political neutrality. Saitd Sei, then chief of the division respon
sible for drafting the bills, recalled: "The minister ordered me to prepare
measures necessary to insuring education's political neutrality We had
to prepare several drafts and submit them to the minister before we
finally learned his true intentions and wishes.'"*^ To be sure, the decade
of the 1950s was a "turbulent era" (ransei) in which policy processes
were far from stabilized and opportunities were abundant for ministerial
initiatives. Although ran no longer characterizes Japan, its contem
porary political system operates in a setting vastly supportive of the
minister's assertiveness and power in agency decision making; there are
too many reported cases of activist ministers for us to unreservedly ac
cept the widely held concept of "impotent ministership."

" Saitd Sei, "KyOiku no seijiteki churitsu no tameni" [For the purpose of attaining the
political neutrality of education], Kyoiku iinkai geppd 200 (April 1967): 68.
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Ministers: Specialization, Partisanization,
and Politicization

Contemporary cabinet ministers, except for a very few notable
cases, are members of the Diet, the national legislative body constitu
tionally endowed with the supreme decision-making authority of the
state. More important, they are veteran members of the majority party
that has ruled the nation ever since 1948. They are conscious of not
only their party's unrivaled status in the polity but also their own posi
tion of authority vis-a-vis their agency subordinates.^ Not only are they
given to the belief that agency policy-making is politics among actors of
unequal ranks, but also, increasingly, they are equipped with a key tool
for governing—relevant experience and expertise—when they assume
their ministerial posts.

' This attitude was manifested in the comments by interviewed former ministers and
even parliamentary vice-ministers. They include Hasegawa Takashi (labor minister),
Okuno Seisuke (education minister), Naito Takasaburo (education minister), Karasawa
ShunjirO (parliamentary vice-minister of education), Mori Yoshiro (deputy chief of the
Cabinet Secretariat), and Nishioka Takeo (parliamentary vice-minister of education). For
discussions by veteran political reporters of the bureaucrats' changing attitude toward LDP
cabinet ministers from one of assertiveness to that of deference, see Ando Hiroshi et al.,
"Kanryo to seiji" [Bureaucracy and politics], SekaU no. 411 (February 1980), pp. 75-76.
LDP dietmen's domineering attitude toward bureaucrats is typified in such utterances as
"The AVM and the director of the Minister's Secretariat who refuse to go along with us
should be fired" {kubi ni shiro) and "You fool! Don't you realize how strongly I am stress
ing the importance of natural resources? I'll haveyou fired" (Omae no kubi nanka tobashi-
teyaru). The former remark by an irate LDP dietman was directed at top MOE officials.
See Asahi, June 3, 1969. The latter fiery chiding by a prominent LDP dietman was hurled
at an MOF Taxation Bureau director. For this and other similar chidings by the LDP and
its dietmen directed at MOF officials, see Moriyama Takashi, "Okurasho Shuzeikyoku
nanatsu no daizai" [Seven big crimes of the Finance Ministry's taxation bureau], Bungei
shunjU 61, no. 5 (May 1983): 289-291.
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This observation obviously does not square with the notion that the
minister is a timorous amateur ill equipped to deal with agency person
nel and policy matters. In this notion of the "amateurish minister," he
is depicted as too occupied with his electoral, political, and Diet duties
to devote any serious and sustained attention to substantive policy
matters, not only before but even after assuming his cabinet post. A
concomitant notion is the popular assumption of "bureaucratic expertise
and information," in which career officials are viewed as policy special
ists armed with the kind of experience and expertise that can only come
from sustained and concentrated attention to policy issues. A principal
problem inherent in these assumptions is that they overstate the bureau
crats' knowledge and expertise^ and overlook the contemporary
minister's multifarious activities (party. Diet, bureaucratic, and electoral)
that combine to make him a dietman of experience, informed and even
specialized in policy areas often including those under the ministry's jur
isdiction.

In the words of Hashiguchi Osamu, a former MOF Budget Bureau
director and later the AVM of the National Land Agency {KokudochO):
"The number of LDP dietmen who have served as ministers and parlia
mentary vice-ministers has increased during the long reign of the LDP
government. Moreover, the functions of the LDP PARC have grown
stronger. These developments are responsible for the accumulation of
vast administrative knowledge and experience in the hands of the politi
cians." Hashiguchi goes on to note that "these specialist dietmen,
affiliated with particular policy groups (zoku)," are "better informed
about some policy issues and their evolution than bureaucrats who are
rotated annually or every two years."^ The zoku members, usually

2 Several interviewed officials and published accounts by former officials confirm this
point. A former MOE official now a professor of education noted that as far as legal data
(laws and regulations) are concerned the bureaucrats are well endowed. "As for other data
much needed in policy-making, they are awfully deficient." A former MAFF official ob
served that "the frequency of transfers" is "bound to produce officials not proficient in
their jobs. Most career officials are nothing more than a bunch of amateurs, notwithstand
ing their [permanent] career status." See Takeuchi, Konna kanryO, p. 41.

3 Hashiguchi, Shinzaisei jijd, p. 196. See also Shioguchi Kiichi, "Tenkanki no kanryO"
[Bureaucracy at the turning point], in Naikaku to kanryO [Cabinet and bureaucracy], a sup
plement of Hogaku semind, March 1979, pp. 142-145. In the words of this Asahi shimbun
analyst, "All dietmen are divided into such groups as Kokaku zoku (aviation dietmen),
Un'yuzoku (transportation dietmen), and NOgyozoku(agriculture dietmen), which, involved
in particulars of administration and having stronger ties with governmental agencies, are
playing a growing role [in public policy-making]." For discussion of Boeizoku (defense diet-
men), see Shimazaki Seigo, "Hirogaru 'boeizoku' giin" [The expanding "Tribe of Defense
Dietmen"], Sekai, no. 422 (January 1981), pp. 159-164. For analyses of BunkyOzoku (edu-
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affiliated with the appropriate PARC divisions (bukai) and investigative
committees (chosakai), can roughly be compared to the congressional
members of what Ernest S. Griffith refers to as the "whirlpool" found in
each of the American policy subsystems—transportation subsystem,
agricultural-policy subsystem, and so forth. Just as the American whirl
pools or "complexes" are triangular structures consisting of congression
al, executive (departmental), and interest group elements, so the pivotal
sectors of the Japanese policy subsystems are the triadic groupings of
LDP zoku and bureaucratic and interest group actors.'^ Just as a veteran
congressman (e.g., Russell Long of the Senate Finance Committee) ac
quires expertise and experience in a specific policy area through his ex
tended committee activities, so an LDP dietman undergoes a process of
policy specialization through his activities in Diet committees and, espe
cially, in PARC divisions, which are organized in parallel to government
ministries and perform oversight functions a la Communist Party Secre
tariat departments in Communist polities. Although under the American
system of separated powers the legislators cannot concurrently hold
congressional and executive posts, the Japanese parliamentary system al
lows members of the majority party to assume executive responsibilities
as cabinet ministers and parliamentary vice-ministers, thus affording
them added opportunities to get acquainted with the affairs and policy
issues of the agencies in which they serve.

Hashiguchi's assessment of the contemporary LDP dietmen's ex
perience and expertise is shared by other bureaucratic sources. A senior
Economic Planning Agency (EPA) division chief commented: "Because
they have handled policies of all kinds for the thirty years after the war,
the politicians have gradually acquired bureaucratic know-how and are
intimately familiar with even minute policy details. These specialists in
tervene not only in generalities but also in technical specifics." The same

cation dietmen), see Yung Park, Jimintd to kyOiku kanryO [The Liberal-Democratic party
and the education bureaucracy] (Tokyo: Meiji daigaku gakujutsu koryu iinkai, 1980); and
Habara Kiyomasa, "Jiminto bunkyozoku no jitsuryoku" [Power of the LDP tribe of educa
tion dietmen], Sekai, no. 444 (November 1982), pp. 65-71. For an enlightening descrip
tion of the importance attached to policy specialization and expertise by members of the
Tanaka faction, see Tawara Kotaro, "Naze ima Tanaka' nanoka?" [Why "Tanaka" now?],
Bungei shunjU 59, no. 9 (August 1981): 92-106. Perhaps the best comprehensive treatment
of LDP zoku is found in Jimintd seichokai [LDP Policy Affairs Research Council] (Tokyo:
Nihon keizai shimbunsha, 1983). Also useful is Nakamura Akira and Takeshita Yuzuru,
eds., Nihon no seisaku katei [Policy process in Japan] (Tokyo: Azusa shuppansha, 1984),
pp. 38-63.

^ For Griffith's discussion of policy whirlpools, see his Congress: Its Contemporary Role,
4th ed. (New York: New York University Press, 1967), pp. 55 and 144-151.
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EPA official went on to observe: "We hear that Hitler, who knew much
about diametric measurements of [German] machine-gun barrels, severe
ly chided his General Staff officers for not knowing them. We often en
counter similar incidents nowadays [in our dealings with LDP diet-
men]."5 A MITI division chief spoke in a similar vein about the veteran
LDP dietmen "who have fully mastered their subjects by their continu
ous attention. In fact, there are many areas in which bureaucrats, sub
ject to constant rotations, are poorly informed."® A former MOE bureau
director echoed this, saying: "Politicians are now specialized profession
als. They have acquired skills and expertise. In fact, LDP education
policy veterans consider MOE division chiefs to be young tenderfoots
(shinmai)."'^ A senior MOF division chief noted that "the party dietmen
are continually in charge of the same policy area" and are thus familiar
with MOF precedents in budget making. "When they say, 'With your
predecessors this was the policy,' we cannot do less than that."®

The growing expertise of the LDP parliamentary contingent has not
only impressed the bureaucrats who have had to deal with them on a
continuous basis but also has affected others in touch with them. For
illustration, let us take Miyazaki Teru, a zaikai (big business) member of
the Second Ad Hoc Commission on Administrative Reform (Dainiji rinji
gyosei chosakai, or in short, Daini rincho) created in 1981. He recalls
the commission's meetings with LDP dietmen to assess the justifications
for the existing programs:

We were bombarded with counterarguments on nearly all issues be
fore us. On all policy programs, whether involving the "Solitary Is
lands" (Rita) or the "Special Rules on Regions" {Chiiki tokurei), the
PARC dietmen turned out to be those personally involved in the
making of the laws in question. They argued that we, ill informed of
the circumstances under which the laws were passed, were not really
qualified to discuss their validity. We thought they were right.'

Watanabe Yasuo, a leading scholar of Japanese bureaucracy who once
described party-bureaucracy relations primarily in terms of bureaucratic
expertise, also sees the legislators' specialization as a principal develop-

5 The transcripts of interviews with this economic official and others are found in "Ima
keizai kanryOwa nanio kangaeteiruka?" [What is on the minds of economic bureaucrats
nowadays?], SMkan tOyO keizai, April 26-May 3, 1980, pp. 42-50.

« Ibid.

' Interview with Miyaji Shigeru, March 10, 1980.
' "Ima keizai kanryO wa nanio kangaeteiruka?" p. 45.
' Miyazaki Teru, "KigyS katsuryoku to seifu no yakuwari" [Business vitality and

government's role], Keidanren geppO, 29, no. 10 (October 1981): 2.
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ment of postwar Japanese politics. As he puts it:

The number of the nisei and sansei dietmen has grown; so has that
of the dietmen who have been elected many times. Given their ex
perience [prolonged exposure to policy problems], it is inevitable that
they become specialists and veterans in policy administration. The
conventional perspective views the legislators as policy novices and
the administrators as policy experts, but in reality there are now
many legislators who have a better command of administration than
the administrators themselves, who are rotated once every two
years.'®

All LDP dietmen are subjected to the intraparty, intra-Diet process
of socialization and training in which policy specialization assumes a
prominent part. As they go through this process, an overwhelming ma
jority of the legislators are significantly aided by their pre-Diet experi
ences. Former bureaucrats (approximately one-third of LDP dietmen
come from this background) embark upon their political careers with ex
perience of at least twenty-five years in a central ministry. Their
knowledge, expertise, and bureaucratic know-how are substantial advan
tages that aid them in their efforts to diversify their policy specialization
and interests to meet their expanding electoral and political needs. In
addition, the recent Diet has experienced steady streams of nisei and
sansei dietmen, socialized in not only the political skills but also the poli
cy concerns of their seniors prior to their entry into electoral politics.
There is also a sizable group of politicians who enter the Diet after a
long apprenticeship as aides and secretaries to LDP dietmen. And some
move up into the national legislature from political careers at the subna-
tional (prefectural and municipal) levels where, as in national politics,
the elected representatives have increasingly assumed an activist role in
policy-making. According to a recent study compiled by an affiliate of
the Ministry of Home Affairs, major positive changes in prefectural as
semblymen include their growing penchant for policy specialization and
the attendant emphasis on their supervisory role vis-a-vis the administra
tion in their areas of specialization."

Watanabe, "Toshi ni okeni chihd gikai to giin no yakuwari" [Local assemblies and
the role of legislators], Jichi kenshu, no. 275 (March 1983), p. 11. For Watanabe's earlier
view stressing the notion of bureaucratic dominance, see his "Rinchd to seito" [The tem
porary administrative reform commission and political parties], in Gydsei kaikaku no
suishin to teiko [Promotion of and resistance to administrative reform], no. 5 of NenpO
gyoseikenkya [Annual of studies in public administration] (Tokyo: KeisO shobo, 1966), pp.
103-123.

" Watanabe Yasuo, "Toshi ni okeru chihd gikai," p. 11. This report was prepared by
Chihd jichi kenkyU shiryo sentd [The Research and Data Center for l^cal Autonomy], To
kyo.
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Most of today's LDP national legislators come from these four
major pre-Diet backgrounds. Whether of these backgrounds or not, all
LDP dietmen go through the process of intraparty, legislative socializa
tion, which in its earlier stages is quite uniform and institutionalized.
After the initial stages, however, this process takes on a great deal of
diversity, allowing them several diflFerent patterns of upward mobility.

In their freshman year the dietmen are all assigned to Diet standing
committees and the corresponding PARC divisions. Typically, they join
a few additional PARC divisions and investigative committees, whose
meetings they attend. Here in the party and legislative committees they
spend most of their morning and afternoon hours several days a week;
here they are exposed to and get acquainted with ministry policy mea
sures that come to them for party and legislative approval.

Particularly important are their PARC divisional activities, for the
divisions play a major part not only in the party's legitimation of minis
try policy but also in its development and formulation, as previously not
ed. The dietmen also take part in policy seminars and public hearings,
sponsored by PARC divisions, where specialists (both practitioners and
academics) and interest group representatives are invited to lecture and
make presentations. In the Education Division, between March 25 and
May 11, 1982, the division and its subcommittees held no fewer than

'2 Most of the information used in this section comes from interviews with LDP diet-

men and staff members including Mori Yoshiro, Isibashi Kazuya, Tanikawa Kazuo,
Karasawa Shunjiro, Okuno Seisuke, Kaifu Toshiki, and Murakawa Ichiro. Kono Ydhei, a
key member of the so-called LDP Young Turks before he left the party to form the New
Liberal Club, calls the initial part of this process "a life in the lower strata" (shitazumi no
seikatsu) during which a great deal of hard work and study is done. Under the contem
porary system, unlike the early postwar years, LDP dietmen must go through this process,
which rewards accumulated experience and seniority and militates against lateral entries
into the party, a pattern of recruitment quite prevalent in the 1950s. See Kono Yohei, Ji-
minto no kindaika [Modernization of the LDP], GetsuyOkai repoto [Reports of the Monday
Club], no. 507 (Tol^o: Kokumin seiji kenkyukai, 1970), pp. 17-18. I am most grateful to
him for granting me a highly instructive interview on September 7, 1977. Useful informa
tion on the process of intraparty and intra-Diet socialization is found in "Bu-chan no seiji
dojo" [Bu-chan's political arena], 9th installment, transcript of Ito Masaya's interview with
Kaifu Toshiki, in ChUO kOron 98, no. 14 (December 1983): 178-186; and "Seimu jikan
sedai wa shuchosuru" [Assertions by the generation of parliamentary vice-ministers], a
panel discussion by Aichi Kazuo, Kawara Tsutomu, and Noda Takeshi, ChUO kOron 97, no.
1 (January 1982): 96-103. LDP Dietman ShirokawaKatsuhiko givesa good account of his
daily policy-related activities in "Jiminto daigishi no nichijo katsudo" [Daily activities of a
Liberal-Democratic party dietman], in Nihon no seito [Japanese political parties], a special
expanded issue (no. 35) of Jurisuto (Tokyo: Yuhikaku, 1984), pp. 102-107.
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seventeen meetings, most of which were study sessions and public hear
ings devoted to specific policy issues.'^

Similar activities undertaken by PARC investigative committees
and, especially, ad hoc committees {tokubetsu chosakai) have also con
tributed to the dietmen's policy expertise and specialization. These com
mittees are found in every conceivable area of public policy, such as edu
cation, health insurance, transportation, foreign trade, national defense,
and anti-monopoly. True, many of the investigative committees are
largely dormant and carry on few activities of any importance. As Edu
cation Minister Mori Yoshiro put it, "Membership on these committees
merely extends the list of formal titles (katagaki) a dietman holds."''^

However, many functioning committees, through multifarious ac
tivities, measurably aid the members' policy expertise. The Investigative
Committee on the Educational System (BunkyO seido chOsakai), created
in 1966 to succeed the Education. Investigative Committee {BunkyO
chosakai), is one such. Between September 1966 and November 1968
(the peak of the 1968-69 campus disturbance), the committee had no
fewer than thirty-two sessions, most of which were policy hearings where
a variety of education-policy experts and lobbyists spoke on major policy
issues of higher education.The committee membership included all of
the surviving former education ministers as well as education policy diet-
men who later rose to become MOE PVM or minister.

Another example of activist PARC committees is the Special Inves
tigative Committee on Anti-Monopoly Law {Dokkinho ni kansuru toku
betsu chosakai) created in January 1983 to study problem areas of the
controversial law. In 1983 alone, the committee met seventeen times,
with a majority of sessions given to presentations by specialists, who
included academics, corporate executives, interest group representatives,
consumers, and government officials. The committee hearings cul
minated in the dispatch of an investigative team to the United States

'5 For analysis of the intraparty process of policy specialization that education dietmen
go through, see Yung Park, "Kydiku gyOsei ni okeru jiminto to mombusho" [The Liberal-
Democratic party and the Ministry of Education in educational administration], in Nihon
kyoiku no rikigaku [Dynamics of Japan's education], ed. Shimbori Michiya and Aoi Kazuo
(Tokyo: Ydshindo, 1983), pp. 49-78.

" Interview with Mori YoshirO, September 21, 1981. Former deputy chief of the Cab
inet Secretariat and chairman of the LDP PARC Education Division, Mori is former edu
cation minister.

15 For committee proceedings for September-November 1968, see JiyuminshutO, Koku-
min no tameno daigaku [Highereducation for the people] (Tokyo: Jiyuminshutb shuppank-
yoku, 1968).
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and Western European nations. Naturally, the final report prepared by
the visiting team (which was chaired by Dietman Saito Eisaburo, an
academic-tumed-LDP specialist in anti-monopoly) was shared with
other members of the PARC investigative committee.'® Participation in
PARC committee activities such as these is an important part of the
dietmen's educational process.

This pattern of participation in PARC activities continues even
after the dietmen have attained considerable seniority. All interviewed
LDP sources (e. g., dietmen and their aides) confided that the dietmen
take their legislative and, especially, PARC assignments very seriously
because of the growing importance their party and factions attach to the
quality of their performance in considering their future assignments and
promotions. Those deemed delinquent in these activities are often ex
cluded from serious consideration for important party. Diet, and govern
mental duties. In other words, it takes more than seniority to be serious
ly considered for important posts, including cabinet appointments.

In their second terms, many lower-house dietmen are made deputy
chiefs of the PARC divisions they first joined. As such, they assist their
division chairmen, coordinate divisional activities with the higher
officials of their counterpart ministries, and sound out the senior
members {zoku) of the division on major policy issues. In their third
terms, the dietmen are given governmental appointments as parliamenta
ry vice-ministers, frequently but not always of the ministries relevant to
their PARC divisional experiences. Because of the importance of policy
specialization to their upward mobility and constituency building, many
dietmen prefer and obtain their first governmental posts in the agencies
corresponding to their PARC duties.

Though typically one year in duration, the PVM post is an impor
tant training ground for junior dietmen.''' It affords its occupant new or
additional opportunities to become familiar with agency affairs and
operations. Through his activities as an intermediary between the agen
cy and the political sectors (the Diet, the party and its constituencies,
and the factions) he develops an intimate insight into the patterns of
party-ministry interactions as well as the policy issues coordinated with

For analysis of the committee's activities by its staffdirector, see Kishida Fumitake,
"Kaigai jayO senshinkoku no dokusen kinshi seisaku no doko" [Trends in the anti-
monopoly policies of select advanced nations], Keidanren geppO 32, no. 1 (January 1984):
pp. 58-64.

The following account is based largely on interviews with several former PVMs and
published accounts. Interviewed dietmen include Kono Yohei, Tanigawa Kazuo, and
Nishioka Takeo.
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the party and its influentials. Always coming from a party faction
diflFerent from the minister's, the PVM is also a major link between the
agency and his faction. If he is from the appropriate PARC division (for
example, the Education Division in the case of the MOE), he is already
familiar with agency aflFairs and much of what he does as the PVM.

Contrary to the widely accepted notion that the PVM is "the ver
miform appendix" (mocho) of a ministry,the contemporary PVM is by
no means a useless entity. In the words of former MOE bureau director
Miyaji Shigeru, "Major [agency] policy programs are unthinkable
without the active intervention of the minister and the parliamentary
vice-minister. The MOE listens to them." Former MOE PVM Nishioka

Takeo (1970-71), asked if he had been the MOE's mocho, emphatically
responded: "No. Not at all. In fact, I wrote some [agency] bills my
self."'^ Commenting on his generation of PVMs, Nishioka had this to
say:

In terms of average age, our group is the youngest of all PVMs. Pre
viously, the newly appointed PVM, busy giving reports on his new
assignment to his constituents, could not be found in his ministry
office. Unable to wait to get his signature, agency officials had to
bypass him in their circulation of documents. That's why he was
known as the vermiform appendix. This is no longer the case with
our group of PVMs, who are all young and assertive in their minis
tries. During my tenure as the MOE PVM, I never went to my elec
tion district except on Sundays. I always showed up in the agency to
work.20

Upon completing their first governmental assignments, the dietmen
return to party and Diet duties. Typically, they aflSliate or reaflftliate
with the PARC divisions and investigative committees corresponding to
their ministry posts and participate in divisional activities, which include
not only acting on ministry policy proposals but also hearings and sem
inars on policy issues of current interest. Although some former PVMs
choose procedure-related Diet and party assignments (e.g., committees
working on Diet operations), many, and especially "policy-oriented diet-
men" (seisakutsu), are appointed chiefs of the appropriate PARC divi
sions. They are also given concurrent assignments on the corresponding
Diet committees as "executive members" (riji).

Asahi, February 23, 1967.
19 Interview with Miyaji Shigeru, March 10, 1980. Interview with Nishioka Takeo,

February 19, 1980.
20 Quoted in Toyoda Koji, Seishun kokkai gekijd [The youthful theater of the Diet] (To

kyo: Bunka sogo shuppansha, 1976), p. 134.
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PARC divisional chairmanship is a key policy-making office. In
the area of divisional jurisdiction, the chairman is one of the most
powerful actors. Of course, he runs his division in close consultation
with his elders, the zoku members and gosanke ("top three"), whose
views must be carefully taken into account in making divisional deci
sions. As far as the ministry under the division's supervision is con
cerned, he is the first and, most likely, foremost party figure who must be
persuaded in support of its major policy program. Without his blessings,
no agency policy can get party authorization. Hence he plays a major
role in agency policy and budgetary processes and even in agency person
nel decisions. He is a principal medium through whom the party
influences ministry decisions.

In the long process of intraparty socialization and upward mobility,
the initial stages of which are outlined above, the dietmen place a premi
um on gaining wide recognition as members and elders (gosanke) of pol
icy groups (zoku) vital to their factional and constituency needs. Policy
specialization, a key ingredient of power, is "the name of the game"
(nerai), as one interviewed LDP dietman put it. Getting involved in too
many policy areas is taboo, for it has the obvious danger of spreading
too thin. The road to recognized zoku status requires more than mere
affiliation with the relevant PARC organs. It requires active participa
tion, experience, and expertise in the appropriate policy areas.^i

All LDP dietmen are increasingly cognizant that they need substan
tive policy specialization not only to command deference and response
from the bureaucrats but also to obtain the benefits of interest group
backing, which include votes and political funds. All groups seeking to
influence major governmental policies, not only those requiring legisla
tive approval but even those handled as ministry decrees and measures,
increasingly turn to relevant zoku dietmen and, especially, gosanke for
support.

This pattern of interest group operations, incongruent with the pop
ular "bureaucratic ascendancy" thesis, is a principal development of
postwar Japanese politics, not only with the policies administered by the
so-called partisanized agencies but also in other areas. Just as education
interest groups seek support from the LDP education policy zoku
(BunkyOzoku), so the transportation industry attempts to influence the
party's transportation specialists (Un'yuzoku)P-

21 Much of the information used in this section comes from interviews with members of

LDP education,labor, and local government policy zoku.
22 For discussion of this development, see Utsumi Kenji, "Riken ni muragaru *atsuryoku

giin' no jittai" [All about "pressure dietmen" swarming around special interests], Gendai
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Votes and monetary contributions are not the only benefits a diet-
man draws from interest group backing. Party-group interactions also
contribute to his informational resources and expertise, for groups are an
important source of specialized information often not available to the
bureaucracy. As Muramatsu Michio has concluded from his extensive
surveys of interest group representatives, "Pressure groups share their in
formation not only with the administrators but also a powerful political
party, and in some cases the party becomes the sole beneficiary of group
information."23 The LDP is not only a powerful political party but also
the only majority party continuously in power for nearly thirty-six years.

Other contexts are educational for LDP dietmen. Contacts with
their constituencies (voters, local influentials, and interest groups) and
their own local political machines give them continuous exposure to
dominant constituency interests and issues, contributing to their exper
tise in these areas. Hence, it is not surprising that LDP dietmen from
the districts where the JTU has strong local organizations are aflSliated
with the party's Bunkydzoku and are widely considered experts on JTU
matters, just as Senator Donald Riegle of Michigan is an "automobile
policy" expert and Jesse Helms of North Carolina is a "tobacco-smoking
policy" senator. Also important to the dietmen's educational process are
a variety of factional meetings—"training institutes" (kenshukai), "study
meetings" (kenkyakai), and seasonal and weekend "retreats" where in
vited policy experts share their findings and opinions with members of
the faction.

Many LDP dietmen have also benefited from the educational ac
tivities sponsored by a multitude of so-called policy groups (seisaku shu-
dan) that mushroomed in the second half of the 1970s.24 Some policy
groups have a long history and predate this period. Among them are
such cross-factional, intraparty groupings as Seirankai, Chiyodakai,
Hirokawakai, and Ajia afurika mondai kenkyUkai (Society for Study of
Asian-African problems, or the so-called AA Group).

Composed largely of LDP dietmen, many recent policy groups are
really nothing more than factional groupings. For example, the Institute
for Policy Science (Seisaku kagaku kenkyajo) is a new name given to the
Nakasone faction previously known as Shinsei doshikai (Association of

16, no. 8 (August 1982): 140-159. See also Asahi, June 12, 1982.
23 Muramatsu Michio, "Seijiteki tagenshugi to gyosei kanryosei" [Political pluralism and

the system of administrative bureaucracy] in Naikaku to kanryO, p. 125.
24 For an excellent analysis of these groups by a Mainichi political reporter, see Inoue

Yoshihisa, Habatsu to seisaku shudan [Factions and policy groups] (Tokyo: Kyoikusha,
1979).
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Comrades for New Policy Studies). Some groups were formed primarily
to coordinate political and factional activities for "a post-LDP regime"
or "a new intraparty leadership" of younger dietmen. Many came into
being with a specific view to studying and exploring policy issues (both
domestic and foreign policy) faced by "postindustrial Japan" or the poli
tics of "post-LDP Japan."

These groups typically include in their memberships not only diet-
men of various factions but also outside influentials such as zaikai
leaders, former ranking bureaucrats, and academics. Hence, they pro
vide an excellent forum for party-business-bureaucracy interactions and
policy coordination. In their operations, they vary significantly. Some
are rather inactive, occasionally getting together for exchange of ideas
and social functions. Others, however, are very active, holding
scheduled study-discussion sessions and even publishing newsletters for
members. Naturally, these activities aid the members' educational ex
perience and resource-building.

Because of the process of education and specialization that LDP
dietmen undergo, a typical cabinet contains a contingent of veteran legis
lators "trained" in their areas of jurisdiction; never is a cabinet made up
solely of policy amateurs new to their governing and policy-making roles.
The portfolios assigned to the individual ministers, however, do not al
ways match their policy backgrounds and specialization because other
factors such as factional considerations (e.g., interfactional balance and
intrafactional seniority) also enter into the politics of cabinet formation.
Relevant policy specialization, however, is increasingly important—far
more so than popularly assumed—and recognized by the prime minister
and others participating in cabinet making.

The individual cabinet minister gains from assuming the portfolio
in his area of specialization, for it further contributes to his specializa
tion, a requirement increasingly critical to his support-building among
the clientele groups. Thus, a dietman who has specialized in education
policy will be very interested in the Education portfolio unless he wants
to diversify his specialization for personal and electoral reasons. It is not
coincidental that two of the four postwar MOE bureaucrats who entered
national politics served as education minister and the third as the parlia
mentary vice-minister of education. Nor is it accident that a large ma
jority of the dietmen with backgrounds in the business community and
the economic agencies have held economy-related portfolios such as the
MOP, MITI, and the EPA.

Often left out of contemporary discussions of Japanese cabinet
ministers are the frequent cabinet changes and the small pool of LDP
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dietmen eligible for cabinet assignment, which have allowed a contingent
of veteran dietmen to hold several different cabinet posts over the years
and accumulate a great deal of bureaucratic experience. Fukunaga Ken-
ji, first elected to the Diet in 1952, has held four cabinet posts. Takeshi-
ta Noboru, a dietman since 1958, has held three posts. Ogawa Heiji, in
the lower house since 1949, has headed three ministries. Yamanaka Sa-
danori, in the Diet since 1953, has held four cabinet posts. Sakata Mi-
chita, elected consecutively since 1946, has held four ministerial port
folios. The list can easily be extended to demonstrate that there is a
small elite of LDP dietmen repeatedly preferred for cabinet posts and
that the widely held notion of "equal share," which supposedly governs
the politics of cabinet formation, is not fully adhered to.

At least one-third of the LDP dietmen and most of the veteran

legislators have held multiple cabinet posts; when not in government,
they held Diet and party responsibilities that also required extensive
dealings with the bureaucracy. Notwithstanding ample opportunities for
repeated cabinet assignments, some LDP dietmen, even with a long
tenure in the Diet, never get their second ministerial appointments. The
reason is simple: factional balance and seniority are not the only factors
governing cabinet assignments; merit is also a major determinant. A
dietman judged incompetent in his first cabinet assignment is seldom
given another portfolio. Incompetency is judged to include lack of
leadership over his agency, inadequate homework, poor performance
during Diet interpellations, an indifference to party considerations,
among other things. On the other hand, competent dietmen are repeat
edly appointed to cabinet posts. Most likely they get their first cabinet
posts long before meeting the usual seniority requirement. Watananbe
Michio, a seven-term dietman, has already held three posts, including the
coveted MOF post. Kosaka Tokusaburo, a five-term legislator, has held
three posts.

The LDP dietmen are often classified into two broad categories by
their pre-Diet backgrounds: kanryoha (bureaucratic faction) and tojinha
(pure politician faction). The former consists of bureaucrats-tumed-
dietmen; the latter is composed of those coming from "party politics"
backgrounds at the local and national levels. This bureaucratic-pure
politics dichotomy has generated a variety of assumptions, many quite
flattering to kanryoha dietmen but insulting to tojinha politicians. Ac
cording to one such assumption, kanryoha ministers, educated at elite
national universities and trained in the central bureaucracy, are policy
specialists equipped with the skills necessary for effective handling of the
bureaucrats, but tojinha dietmen, many schooled at less prestigious
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private institutions, are policy amateurs easily susceptible to bureaucratic
control.25

Although correctly stating the advantages possessed by the
bureaucrats-tumed-dietmen, this notion grossly underestimates the
eflfects that intraparty, intra-Diet socialization has on tojinha dietmen.
Veteran tojinha dietmen, and especially zoku ministers, with extensive
party. Diet, and executive experiences relevant to their agencies are
formidable—often more so than kanryoha dietmen—from the bureau
crats' standpoint.

To illustrate these observations, let us take Sakata Michita, tojinha
education minister of 1968-71. Widely recognized as an elder statesman
of the BunkyOzoku (education dietmen), Sakata is a pure party politician.
First elected to the lower house in 1946 after brief municipal govern
ment employment, he is one of the veteran members of the party, with
no fewer than fifteen consecutive Diet terms. He was given his first cab
inet appointment in 1959 in the Ministry of Health and Welfare (MHW),
in which he had held part-time employment before he entered politics.

His early party and Diet assignments included the education com
mittees, where he quickly proved to be an active and contributing
member. Prior to his MOE appointment, he had chaired all the princi
pal party (first the Liberal party and later the LDP) and Diet organs re
lating to education policy; the lower-house standing committee on edu
cation and the two LDP PARC committees on education—the Educa
tion Division (ED) and the Investigative Committee on the Educational
System (ICES). In the 1950s and 1960s he was a chief architect of his
party's anti-JTU strategy; as such, he is well acquainted with major is
sues of elementary-secondary education—the JTU's principal policy con
cern because of the union's heavy membership concentrations in these
sectors of public education. Familiar with the plight of private institu
tions and their financing, he has also been a major LDP promoter of
governmental aid to private education. In the 1960s he added higher
education to his list of specializations, and in 1968, at the peak of the
nationwide campus disturbances, he presided over the highly publicized.

25 For typical arguments of this genre, see Watanabe Tsuneo, "Nihon seiji no nakano
kanryo to seito" [Bureaucracy and political parties in Japanese politics], Tsukuru 4, no. 1
(January 1974): 43-44; and Tanaka Zen'ichiro, Jiminto taisei no seiji shido [Political
leadership under the Liberal-Democratic party system] (Tokyo: Daiichi hoki, 1981), pp.
193-197. J.A.A. Stockwin echoes a popular view when he states that "the tradition of
bureaucratic dominance is particularly strong, and is maintained by the recruitment of
former senior civil servants into the LDP." See his Japan: Divided Politics in a Growth
Economy York'. W.W. Norton, 1975), p. 132.
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LDP-sponsored hearings on problems of higher education, where special
ists and representatives of major education groups presented their views
on reform of higher education and interacted with members of the LDP
BunkyOzoku.^^ By 1968, before he assumed the Education portfolio,
therefore, he had established his reputation as a senior member of the
party's education-policy group, intimately familiar with MOB affairs and
top personnel.^''

The likes of Sakata, the specialist veteran dietman and "zofcw min
ister," are found in not only the MOE but also many other agencies. Ad
mittedly, not all ministers have relevant policy experience and specializa
tion as extensive as the Sakata type, but many do. Even those without
Sakata's extensive experience have considerable exposure to the policy
matters of the ministries they are assigned to. They may have served as
parliamentary vice-ministers in the ministries or chaired the ministries'
corresponding divisions in the LDP PARC. The zoku minister is typi
cally an activist minister who wields a great deal of influence in agency
decision making. Agency bureaucrats defer to and even fear him not
only because of his expertise and experience but also because, as a long
time member of the party zoku, he is well acquainted with the agency's
operations, orientations, and key personnel. He is a member of the
agency's overseeing group in the party. If he is of the Sakata type, he
will have been a major participant in not only substantive policy deci
sions but also those concerning agency personnel. In short, he is not
really an "outsider" to the agency.

Then there are bureaucrats-tumed-ministers, nearly all of whom
spent twenty to thirty years in the bureaucracy as career officials before
entering elective politics. Most kanryoha dietmen return sooner or later
to their parental agencies as ministers, although some do not. Familiar
with agency affairs and personnel, these ministers often become the actu
al decision-makers and managers of the agencies. If inclined toward an

26 Jiyuminshuto, Kokumin no tameno daigaku.
22 All interviewed LDP dietmen unanimously viewed him as an elder statesman of the

party BunkyOzoku. In the words of Karasawa Shunjird, a member of the BunkyOzoku, "Sa
kata is a member of the education-policy group gosanke\ in fact, he is the recognized leader
of the education group." Interview with Karasawa, July 4, 1980. In health and welfare pol
icy, the influential LDP dietmen comparable to Sakata Michita of the BunkyOzoku include
Saitd Kunikichi, Tanaka Masami, and Ozawa Tatsuo, all former ministers of health and
welfare. These three are widely referred to as the gosanke of the LDP SharOzoku (social
and labor policy group). See Ashizaki Tom, Koseisho zankoku monogatari [The Ministry
of Health and Welfare inside out] (Tokyo: Em shuppansha, 1981), pp. 159-161. Ashizaki
is a correspondent covering the LDP and the MHW.
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activist policy role, they are indeed in a powerful position to direct their
subordinates to desired policy goals. Even in ministries other than their
old parental agencies, the kanryoha ministers, because of their extensive
bureaucratic experience and expertise, quickly acquire the basics of agen
cy expertise and information necessary for their leadership role. Many
emerge as powerful ministers.

Again turning to the MOE for illustration, let us take Okuno
Seisuke, an education minister (1972-74) in the Tanaka cabinet. By all
accounts, he was one of the most assertive ministers of education in re
cent years. When asked about the minister's role in the MOE, Okuno
promptly responded, "Both in theory and reality, the education minister
is the leader of his agency." Emphatically denying that the AVM is the
real and eflScient head of the agency, Okuno noted: "The AVM is the
primary assistant to the minister on agency affairs. The minister is in
charge of important policy and political matters; the AVM handles ad
ministrative matters (jimutekina mondai)."^^ A division chief under
Okuno recalled: "Okuno was a minister of brilliant memory, with a seri
ous interest in education. He solicited views from even division chiefs,
including myself. He was a most assertive, powerful minister.A
former MOE AVM offered the following reminiscences of Okuno:

He often took part in our ministry conferences, which his predeces
sors rarely attended. There were occasions when we thought of him
as a nuisance, for he would want to get involved in even small policy
matters. He made decisions for us; we didn't make any key deci
sions. In a sense this was good because we did not have to struggle
with the onerous task of working out consensus among us.30

What was the basis of Okuno's commanding posture within the
MOE? Though not a member of the Tanaka faction, he was close to the
prime minister. He recognized education as a key agent of political
socialization—a tool to impart traditional values to the youngsters. His
interest in education was further bolstered by his conviction that educa
tion was used by the JTU to indoctrinate innocent youngsters in its revo
lutionary ideology.3' He is one of the most successful Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) graduates; he entered the prewar ministry (Naimushd)
and held the AVM post in its postwar successor (JichishO). As a
Naimusho official, he served as chief of school education (gakumu ka-

2' Interview with Okuno Seisuke, April 23, 1979.
2' Interview vdth Shinozawa KOhei, May 7, 1980.
20 Interview with a former MOE AVM who served under Okuno.

21 Interview with Okuno Seisuke, April 23, 1979.
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cho) in a prefectural administration; in the JichishO he was widely con
sidered a fiscal expert on local government and compulsory education
(an important subnational function).

Before his appointment to the MOE post, he was affiliated with the
party organs on education. When he assumed the education post, there
fore, he was by no means a stranger in education policy. Moreover, as a
longtime bureaucrat of the MHA, whose prewar predecessor effectively
controlled the MOE, Okuno was well acquainted with bureaucratic
operations, strengths, and weaknesses. True, in view of the volume and
the technical complexities of the policy issues a ministry must cope with,
even the bureaucrat-tumed-minister finds himself heavily dependent
upon counsel of his agency subordinates. Okuno, however, was a fast
learner and effectively used his subordinates as sources of information
and technical details to consolidate his power over the agency.

Approximately one-third of the ministers in any given cabinet are
former bureaucrats, and many, though not all, of the bureaucrats-
tumed-politicians belong to the Okuno type of assertive, competent min
isters. Odachi Shigeo (1953-54), Nadao Hirokichi (1956-57, 1958,
1963-64, and 1967-68), and Araki Masuo (1960-63), all widely con
sidered to be among the powerful ministers of education, were former
bureaucrats.

One of the popular generalizations concerning bureaucrats-tumed-
dietmen and their policy behavior is that even after their election to the
Diet they retain close ties with the agencies that nurtured them. This is
true. Some scholars go as far as to argue that former bureaucrats are
"Trojan horses" (ministerial subversives) within the party who are com
mitted to the maintenance and promotion of bureaucratic (more
specifically, their parental agency's) interests. This argument has been
extended to its logical conclusion that, because of the large number of
these dietmen within the party and its policy-making organs, the party
cannot escape its "degeneration" into a bureaucracy-controlled entity—a
tool for the bureaucracy. When kanryoha dietmen return to their old
agencies as PVMs or ministers, as many do—so goes the "bureaucratic
dominance" argument—they continue to perform their familiar role of
articulating and championing agency interests. When caught in a policy
conflict between the agency and the party, therefore, they are more likely
to side with the agency than with the party to which they now belong.

'2 Interestingly, Kennoki Toshihiro (1966-67) and NaitO TakasaburO (1978-79), when
in the upper house, were often excluded from the category of powerful bureaucrats-tumed-
ministers of education, although both are graduates of the MOE bureaucracy.
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Viewed within the context of ringisei and gekokujo, these ministers are
cheerleaders rather than leaders for the agency; they are promoters rather
than initiators of agency policy. In other words, the ministers are the
bureaucracy's instrument for control of the party rather than the party's
instruments for control of the bureaucracy.^^

The notions of bureaucratic primacy and kanryoha ministers' sup
portive roles, however, merely point to the bases of bureaucratic-
ministerial consonance and grossly overlook conflictual elements found
in the relationship between the two actors. The foremost sources of such
discordance stem from the extent of politicization and partisanization
kanryoha ministers have been subjected to since their entry into elective
politics. All kanryo dietmen experience, of course to varying degrees,
perceptual and attitudinal changes attendant upon their role
changes—departure from bureaucracy and subsequent election to their
Diet seats.

Once in electoral politics as LDP dietmen, they acquire new sets of
constituencies they must cater to—the election districts, powerful in
terest groups, the party, and the factions. Like any other organization,
the LDP has its share of overzealous "new converts" among its dietmen
of bureaucratic background—those who are far more political and parti
san than their tojinha colleagues and refuse to see the "logic" of bureau
cratic policy arguments. '̂̂ Moreover, kanryoha dietmen, like others in
the party, must go through the prescribed stages of intraparty training
and upward mobility, as described above, which significantly contribute
to their politicization and partisanization. They constantly interact with
their tOjinha colleagues in factional gatherings. Diet committee sessions,
party meetings and caucuses, PARC divisional sessions and hearings,
and on informal occasions. They share their policy experience and ex
pertise with tojinha members, thereby contributing to the party's ability
to deal better with the bureaucracy. Tojinha dietmen, in turn, help edu
cate the former bureaucrats on the intricacies of realpolitik and the poli
cy convictions widely shared by the party politicians not afilicted with
the "bureaucratic mentality."

In intraparty and intrafactional upward mobility, the experience
and expertise of kanryoha dietmen are often recognized, and thus they

33 For typical arguments of this nature, see Tsurutani, Political Change in Japan, pp.
106-107; and Watanabe Tsuneo, "Nihon seiji," pp. 38-44. Ministers of this type are
known as "OB (old boy) ministers," a stigma that kanryoha ministers do not want to get
stuck with. See "Shinkeizai kakuryo jitsuryoku: Kaneko Ippei" [Power of new economic
ministers: the case of Kaneko Ippei], ChUO koron 94, no. 2 (February 1979): 50.

3'» Interview with Yasujima Hisashi, February 29, 1980.
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are occasionally allowed to rise faster and appointed to cabinet posts
sooner than their tojinha colleagues. In recent years, able bureaucrats-
tumed-dietmen Gotoda Masaharu and Hatano Akira, Okuno Seikuke,
Sato Ichiro, and Hatoyama lichiro are among those who have bypassed
the usual seniority-based route to cabinet portfolios. These, however, are
more exceptions than the norm. In general, a dietman, even with im
pressive bureaucratic credentials, must wait a minimum of twelve years
before he can be seriously considered for a cabinet appointment. True,
many of the powerful veteran LDP dietmen who regularly assume major
portfolios are former bureaucrats, but they left the bureaucracy long ago.
Nakasone Yasuhiro, a NaimushO official, entered the Diet in 1947; Fuku-
da Takeo, a former MOF official, in 1952; Furui Yoshimi, a NaimushO
AVM, in 1952; and Miyazawa Kiichi, a former MOF official, in 1953.
Having left the bureaucracy and entered elective politics long ago, they
have been subjected to politicizing, partisan influences that instill in
them political values and policy outlooks often incongruent with those of
the bureaucracy.

In recent years, an important change in the traditional pattern of
bureaucrats' entries into elective politics has occurred. Previous cases
were mostly high-ranking officials, typically bureau directors and admin
istrative vice-ministers, although some, such as the late Ohira Masayoshi
and Nakasone Yasuhiro, entered politics early in their bureaucratic
careers. Having spent well over thirty years in the bureaucracy to reach
the top levels, most of the bureaucrats-tumed-dietmen were in their
fifties when they first gained seats in the Diet.

Although this pattern continues, a growing number of middle-level
officials—division chiefs and even assistant division chiefs—leave the

administrative service to enter politics, rather than wait until the usual
retirement age of mid-fifties. Naturally, an overwhelming majority of
them run as LDP candidates; many backed by powerful LDP factions.

35 Interview with Murakawa Ichiro, August 23, 1976. This point was widely confirmed
by interviewed LDP dietmen. Even during the Taisho era, the so-called kanryo no seitoka
(partisanization of bureaucrats) was in the making. As the political parties became increas
ingly active in the political process of Taisho Japan, retired bureaucrats joined the powerful
parties. Not only did they become politicized and partisanized, but they also contributed
to the parties' assumption of a larger role in policy-making. For useful studies of party-
bureaucracy relations during this prewar democratic interlude, see Mitani Taiichiro, "Seito
naikakuki no joken" [Conditions of the era of party cabinets], in Kindai nihon kenkyu
nyUmon [Introduction to the study of modem Japan], ed. Nakamura Takahide and Ito
Takashi (Tokyo: Tokyo daigaku shuppankai, 1979), pp. 68-86; and Daikakai, ed.,
Naimushoshi [A history of the Home Affairs Ministry], vol. 1 (Tokyo: Kara shobo, 1981),
pp. 276-374 and 768-771.
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succeed in winning Diet seats. Their motivation for early entry into pol
itics is varied. Politically ambitious officials desire to get ahead in the
highly seniority-conscious LDP. For some others, a political career is a
reflection of their discontent with the bureaucracy's shrinking power and
growing subservience to the party.^^ In age-conscious Japan, many
bureau directors and AVMs, in their fifties and graduates of the presti
gious Tokyo University Law Department, find it humiliating that they
must often toil under "younglings" who, having entered the Diet in their
twenties and thirties, have managed to attain cabinet posts in their for
ties. When Hashimoto Ryutarb, a Keib University graduate and son of a
prominent LDP politician, headed the MHW at the age of forty, he was
a good deal younger than even most of the division chiefs, who were
largely products of the much more prestigious Tokyo Law Department.

The younger bureaucratic entrants into the parliamentary LDP, still
in their forties or even thirties and with shorter tenures in the bureauc

racy than their predecessors, will have undergone a politicization-
partisanization process of at least twenty years when they reach their six
ties. This pattern of early entry into elective politics, if continued (indi
cations are it will be), is bound minimize bureaucratic influences within
the governing party.

Naturally, politicization and partisanization affect the kanryoha
dietmen to varying degrees, and hence they do not behave uniformly
vis-^-vis their former agencies. At one extreme are those who are viewed
by their agency kohai (juniors) more as troublemakers than as allies.
Highly politicized and intimately familiar with the agency operations and
"secrets," these legislators perceive political and partisan interest articu
lation to be their foremost role. "Some of our seniors (senpai) in the
Diet," as one interviewed official put it, "give us more trouble than oth
ers [of the ministry's counterpart in the PARC], notwithstanding their
long ties with our agency. They know too much about us and the agen
cy. We try to avoid them, "usually to no avail." Then, there are senpai
dietmen who are widely considered "Oendan" (cheerleaders) for their
parental agencies. Always sought out by their kohai bureaucrats for ad
vice and support, these politicians take seriously their role of looking
after the interests of their former agencies. Whether persona non grata

36 For views voiced by Hamada Takujiro, a former MOP official who ran unsuccessfully
in the 1979 Diet election, see Fujiwara Hirotatsu, "Okura ocho nihon tochino karakuri"
[The dynasty of the Ministry of Finance: the machinery for governingJapan], Gendai 14,
no. 4 (April 1980): 58-59. For discussion of shitazumi no seikatsu based on experience
and seniority, expected of all LDP dietmen (whether kanryOha or tojinha), see Kono, Ji-
minto no kindaika, p. 18.
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or a dietman of the Oendan genre, a senpai dietman exercises consider
able influence over his old agency, as long as he does not belong to a
third and small group of inactive former bureaucrats who, as one inter
viewed official noted, does "not make demands on us and are usually
men of low standing and without clout in the party. We seldom ap
proach them to seek their support."

An MOF bureaucrat-tumed-LDP dietman, interviewed by colum
nist Fujiwara Hirotatsu, candidly compared the two most celebrated
graduates of his former agency—Fukuda Takeo and Ohira
Masayoshi—and their reputations during their tenures as prime minister.
According to Fujiwara's informant, Ohira was well liked in the agency
but Fukuda was anything but the darling of the elite Finance bureau
crats. Fukuda was even feared. Ohira, who left the MOF as a division-
chief-level official, "delegated everything to the bureaucrats; he would
only hear the final decisions made." Fukuda, former Budget Bureau
director, who "knew too much about the internal workings" of the min
istry, "intervened in agency decision making." He even "frequently
phoned division chiefs."^^

Ikeda Hayato, also an illustrious MOF product, resembled Fukuda
in his dealings with his former agency. According to a former deputy
director of the MOF Budget Bureau who had to contend with the politi
cian Ikeda, he was the prototype of the overzealous new convert into
partisan politics. First as finance minister and then as chairman of the
Liberal party PARC, Ikeda was one of the hard-nosed party dietmen who
"ganged up on" tightfisted MOF budget oflicials during the preparation
of the 1952 budget, Japan's first postindependence budget. A key
spokesman for party interests, Ikeda insisted on inclusion of the party's
budgetary priorities in the budget. Moreover, as prime minister, Ikeda
successfully prodded the MOF's fiscal conservatives into "endorsing" the
controversial National Income-Doubling Plan, which they had opposed
when, in its embryonic form, it was first included in the LDP's 1956
Basic Guideline for Budgetary Compilation.^^ According to an informed
contemporary observer: "Prime Minister Ikeda had a strong voice not
only in the MOF's personnel matters but even over the future of retiring
bureaucrats. This was a powerful weapon he used in pressuring MOF

Cited in Fujiwara, "Okura ocho," pp. 54-55.
38 Muto Kenjiro, "Mukai zosho no ytidan" [Finance Minister Mukai's courageous deci

sion], part 1, Fainansu 8, no. 10 (January 1973): 55-58.
39 Daiichi Ito, "The Bureaucracy: Its Attitudes and Behavior," The Developing

Economies 6, no. 4 (December 1968): 457-458.
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bureaucrats into changing their minds" on the National Income-
Doubling Plan.'̂ o

The parliamentary LDP of today abounds with the likes of Fukuda
Takeo and Ikeda Hayato. Take Shiozaki Jun, a former MOF Taxation
Bureau director and now a key member of the LDP "fiscal policy group"
{Zaiseizoku), who in the view of the bureau is anything but its ally. As a
bureau official put it: "Our attempts to correct the unfair taxation sys
tem are always frustrated by a group of LDP dietmen who are more con
cerned with their partisan interests. Spearheading this group is none
other than our senpai Shiozaki.'"*' When the likes of Shiozaki, knowing
agency "secrets" as they do, start tearing apart the agency "logic" for a
tax reform, their juniors in the Taxation Bureau are often hard-pressed
for effective counterarguments. Take another former MOF official,
Aizawa Hideyuki, who made his "fame" as Prime Minister Tanaka's
"cooperative budget director" and was later promoted to AVM. A lead
ing LDP fiscal expert, Aizawa has gained among his MOF kohai the kind
of "notoriety" that Shiozaki has acquired,''^ by his vitriolic attacks on
the agency and the bureau that nurtured him. As he put it:

More often than not, budgets prepared by bureaucrats are nothing
more than "desk plans" out of touch with the realities. Moreover,
they are inordinately influenced by the figures of the previous budg
et. As a result, progress by administrative means is often impossible.
Take the case of social security programs. If we let the MOF have
their way, we would be at a near standstill.^^

Izurugi Michiyuki, also an MOF ofiicial before entering national politics
as an LDP dietman, has also gained recognition as one of the "partisan-
ized" legislators more feared than approachedby MOF officials.'*''

Kayano Mitsuo, "Keizaiha kanryO wa kapposuru" [Swaggering economic bureau
crats], ChaokOron 76, no. 11 (November 1961): 266.

Quoted in Takano Yasui and Okawa KentarO, "Okurasho no hasan" [The bankruptcy
of the MOF], Bungeishunju 56, no. 12 (December 1978): 176-177.

Ijichi Shigetaka, "Jichi kanryO no shin 'seijika jinmyaku' tankyu" [A study of Home
Affairs bureaucrats' new "connections with politicians"], Zaikai tenbd 23, no. 1 (February
1, 1979): 83. According to reporters who have covered the Ministry of Home Affairs,
Aizawa is a key member of the LDP Oendan (cheering group)for the MHA,which an inter
viewed MOF Budget Bureau ofiicial referred to as "our foremost rival." For discussion of
Aizawa's articulative role for the MHA, see Ijichi Shiget^a, ed., JichishO zankoku monoga-
tari [TheMinistryof Home Affairs inside out] (Tokyo: Eru shuppansha, 1978), p. 198. Iji
chi is a Yomiuri shimbun reporter who has covered the MHA.

"3 Quoted in Takano and Okawa, "Okurasho no hasan,"p. 177.
" Yamamura Yoshiharu, Okura kanryO no fukusha [Revenge by Ministry of Finance

bureaucrats] (Tokyo: KoshobO, 1979), pp. 47-48.
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Not only the MOF but also other ministries have had their shares
of politicized and partisan critics among their graduates in the majority
party. Take the MOE. Markedly nonpolitical in the postretirement
career patterns of its officials, the postwar MOE has produced only four
elected dietmen, who are understandably all members of the LDP. Two
of them, Kennoki Toshihiro and Naito Takasaburo, no longer active n
party politics, followed remarkably similar tracks of upward mobility to
attain the cabinet post for their parental agency. Both held the highest
career post, the AVM, before entering elective politics as upper-house
dietmen. Widely regarded as leading members of the party BunkyOzoku
during their active years, both were closely involved in party education
policy-making. As longtime members of the BunkyOzoku, both were
affected by its mainstream thinking on various educational policy issues,
although Naitd was far more "radical" than Kennoki on matters of edu
cational reform and the Japan Teachers Union.

Education Minister Kennoki (1966-67), notwithstanding conserva
tive MOE bureaucrats' misgivings, authorized the creation of the Central
Council for Education {Chuo kyoiku shingikai) to undertake a
comprehensive review of the postwar educational system and to propose,
if necessary, ways to reform it. Also, Kennoki, in 1969, at the peak of
the 1968-69 campus disturbances, authored a plan for reform of higher
education that accommodated some of the ideas advocated by
BunkyOzoku elders, although the MOE's career officials viewed tampering
with higher education as taboo. Kennoki was then chairman of a higher
education subcommittee for the PARC Investigative Committee on the
Educational System.''^

Kennoki was more of an ally for his MOE kohai than Naito, how
ever, for he often saw eye to eye with them on issues of education policy
and sided with their positions. During the campus crisis of 1968-69, ac
cording to a well-informed source, Kennoki played a double role.
Although advancing several reform suggestions, such as conversion of the
prewar imperial universities (e.g., Tokyo University) into graduate
centers, he stopped short of endorsing radical reform proposals popular
in the conservative political and business sectors. The larger role he
took upon himself was that of countering and moderating the so-called
law and order members of the BunkyOzoku who demanded a large-scale
restructuring of the entire education system to prevent the recurrence of

45 Sugawa Kiyoshi, "Daigaku mondai ni tsuyomaru seiji no atsuryoku" [Issues of higher
education and growing political pressure], Gendai kyOiku kagaku 12, no. 4 (April 1969):
101. See also Nihon keizai shimbun, April 2, 1969.
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campus disruptions. It stands to reason, therefore, that Kennoki was
generally viewed by his kohai as a valuable, albeit politicized, ally.

By contrast, Naito was anything but a cheerleader for the MOE. A
right-wing, anti-JTU hard-liner even from his bureaucratic days, Naito
was widely considered one of the principal troublemakers for the agency
in the 1960s and early 1970s, during which he was an active BunkyOzoku
member. During the turbulent years of 1968-69, he was in the forefront
of the intraparty movement pushing for "a fundamental reform of the
education system" that his agency had spent most of its time and energy
to develop and consolidate. It was he who privately counseled Prime
Minister Sato that the education system required "a basic revision" in
accordance with the suggestions of the party's education specialists.'*® A
former MOE AVM and Naito's kohai commented on the Naito of the
1960s: "Knowing much about education policy and how we work in the
agency, he was actively involved in MOE affairs and policy-making.
Luckily, we don't have many BunkyOzoku members like him from our
agency, for they can be and are quite annoying. They can well be com
pared to Shiozaki Jun," formerly of the MOP.

Politicization-partisanization is a major factor affecting senpai-
kohai relationships, but it is not the only factor. Interbureau and inter-
factional jealousy and conflict within the bureaucracy also play a major
role, for they are reflected in the attitudes of agency graduates in the par
ty. For the MOP Taxation Bureau, an MOP bureaucrat-tumed-dietman
nurtured by and loyal to the Budget Bureau is likely to be less sym
pathetic than its own graduates, just as a former MOE bureaucrat whose
hatake (speciality) was elementary-secondary education can be less sup
portive of an MOE policy inspired by the Higher Education Bureau.
This is not surprising in view of the traditional independence of bureaus
and the intense rivalry and jurisdictional disputes among them, as por
trayed in the popular adage "Kyoku ari sho nashi" (No ministry but
bureaus)."*^

As noted above, there are senpai dietmen whom interviewed
officials frequently refer to as "our oendan." How can we characterize
their relations with, and their role vis-a-vis, the agency? Are they always
relegated to the supportive and articulative role for the parental agency?
The picture of the digeacy-Oendan senpai relationship that emerges from

46 Mainichi shimbun, August 15, 1968 (hereafter Afazn/c/i/).
47 I am grateful to Kuroha Ryochi, an editorial writer for the Nihon keizai shimbun, for

enlightening me on this aspect of bureaucracy as it applied to the MOE, an agency he has
reported on for nearly forty years.
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interview responses negates the notion of "Trojan horse." In the most
general terms, the relationship can be viewed as one of the two-way in
teractions in which senpai dietmen, though principal supporters of the
ministry's interests, limit its freedom through their involvement—both
direct and indirect—in agency affairs, including personnel matters.

Undoubtedly, it is through friendly senpai dietmen, among others,
that that agency attempts to mobilize party and governmental (e.g., the
MOF Budget Bureau) support for its policy programs, but no agency
views its senpai dietmen as its extension in the party. The agency's
kohai officials know very well that their senpai's support will be forth
coming only when he is convinced that a proposed agency policy is sup
portable and defensible within the party—that is, when it takes into ac
count not only agency interests but also those of his party, faction, and
constituency. Another factor, by no means marginal, affects the
kantyoha dietman's policy posture. In general, he does not like to be ac
cused by his party colleagues of placing his old agency's interests above
those of his party and, especially, his faction.

The agency officials recognize these political considerations, which
prompt them to be markedly receptive to their senpai's policy sugges
tions and reservations in the early stages of agency policy-making
Therefore, when the agency bills and policy proposals so coordinated
with their senpai dietmen and zoku members of the appropriate PARC
division come before the division for formal legitimation, approval is a
foregone conclusion. This situation has prompted many observers to
conclude, of course mistakenly, that both the kanryoha and tojinha
members of the PARC organs are nothing more than yes-men for the
bureaucracy. Party opposition to the ministry bills, if any, comes from
the dietmen not included in the agency's mobilizational and nemawashi
(laying the groundwork) processes.

There are other "prices" that an agency must pay for the helping
hands from its influential senpai dietmen, as illustrated in the case of the
MOT and its most illustrious graduate, Sato Eisaku. An influential
"mainstream" dietman and later leader of his own faction, the former
Transportation AVM was widely viewed as an effective mobilizer of par
ty and government support for MOT programs. At the same time, as a
source close to the MOT observed:

The agency that has the prime minister among its former officials
faces certain drawbacks as well. When the prime minister does
something affecting all agencies [against their wishes], he often
resorts to the technique of making his [parental] agency weep first
and then seeking the cooperation of other ministries. In short, the
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MOT must "tearfully perform the role of obliging" the prime minis-
ter.^8

As the preceding discussions show, the widely held notion that the
senpai dietman is merely the bureaucracy's tool in the party is far too
simplistic, failing to take account of the political, partisan basis of his
policy behavior. His politicization and partisanization, prompted by his
electoral, legislative, partisan, and factional imperatives, is a key regula
tor of his policy behavior and attitude toward his parental agency.

We cannot be oblivious to this political side of kanryoha dietmen
when we examine the policy behavior of the former agency official who
has "come home" as minister. True, as the responsible officer of the
agency, he is expected to speak for and articulate its interests. He cer
tainly takes this organizational requirement seriously, for it affects his re
lationship with his agency subordinates. He is far more concerned with
organizational needs and considerations than when he was a mere
member of the appropriate party zoku. But it would be wrong to assume
that he can brush aside his partisan, factional, and constituency require
ments simply because he is one of the agency boys who have made it big
in politics and come home to head the old ministry. As long as he is an
elected dietman of the government party, he remains subjected to a mul
titude of considerations other than those of the agency that he was long
affiliated with and now heads.

Thus, when caught in a serious conflict between party and agency
priorities, his performance as agency head may fall far short of meeting
organizational expectations in toto. Many ministers take their partisan
and political identities and roles more seriously than agency priorities.
As an interviewed dietman put it, "The bureaucrat-tumed-minister is at
times more sensitive to partisan needs and criticisms than his colleagues
of pure politics background." His political socialization and role expecta
tions aside, he does not want to be chided by his party colleagues for be
ing too easy with his former agency and his kohai. He has to prove to
his party and faction that he stands above the "selfish" considerations of
his agency.

"8 KanryO kiko kenkyukai, ed., Un'yushO zankoku monogatari [The Ministry of Trans
portation inside out] (Tokyo: Era shuppansha, 1979), pp. 39-40. Thecontributors to this
volume were members of the MOT press corps.
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Ministers and Personnel Decisions

The contemporary minister's power to appoint and remove agency
officials has helped bolster his role in agency policy-making. It has been
widely argued that, notwithstanding his awesome formal authority, the
minister has little actual power over agency personnel decisions, which
are determined solely by factors internal to the agency. This view is
echoed even by former bureaucrats, including Kakizawa Koji, an MOF
official-tumed-dietman. As he put it, "The minister, with the exception
of two or three cases, customarily does not exercise his formal appoint
ment power," and "all officials, starting with the highest bureaucratic
post of the AVM, are chosen consensually by the incumbent and retired
officials of the agency." •

Data collected from a variety of interview and published sources,
however, suggest patterns of personnel decision making considerably
different from those Kakizawa observed. The politics of personnel deci
sion making is complex, much more so than is commonly assumed, and
is influenced by the powerful and often dominant roles of such extra-
bureaucratic factors as the minister and his party. "Under the Japanese
parliamentary system of government," as a former MOE PVM put it, "it
is inevitable and proper that the party, through its PARC divisions and
ministers, has a big voice over agency appointments, especially those in
volving the AVM and bureau directors, which are subject to cabinet
understanding (naikaku ryokai)."^ Admittedly, the ministries vary a
great deal in actors and patterns in pesonnel decision making. Decision-
al patterns and actors also vary in different posts. In spite of this variety

' Kakizawa Koji, "Kokkai to kanryo: yosan hensei" [The Diet and the bureaucracy: for
mation of national budgets], an unpublished paper, pp. 3-4. I am grateful to Kimura
Shuzo, formerly a senior researcher for the House of Councillors Committee for Foreign
Affairs, for making a copy of the paper available to me.

2 Interview with Ishibashi Kazuya, July 8, 1980. Ishibashi is an LDP dietman from
Chiba Third District.
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and the paucity of data on all agencies,^ a few generalizations, at vari
ance with the assumptions pointing to the dominance of intrabureaucrat-
ic factors in high-level personnel decisions, can be attempted."*

In general, it is true that the agency's personnel decision making is
the responsibility of the career oflBcials, including the AVM, director of
the Minister's Secretariat (kanbocho), bureau directors, and chief of the
Personnel Division (jinjika). High-level appointments are made by the
AVM and kanbochO in consultation with bureau directors. Usually, the
outgoing AVM picks his successor in close consultation with his prede
cessors. In making personnel decisions, the agency decision-makers are
constrained by such traditional considerations as school education, types
of civil service examinations passed, work performance, seniority, and
established tracks of upward mobility.^ Admittedly, in many cases the
minister does not assume an active role; he performs the reactive role of
legitimating the personnel recommendations made by the career officials.

As many interviewed officials and former ministers noted, however,
although the career officials make personnel decisions by merit-related
criteria and the minister often plays a reactive role, this does not neces
sarily mean bureaucratic dominance over the minister. As several inter
viewed dietmen stated, the LDP's long reign and close involvement in
agency affairs over more than thirty-six years have largely negated the
need for any major personnel changes in the bureaucracy. The intimacy
and intensity of party-bureaucracy relations have helped socialize the
bureaucrats in the basic values and policy priorities considered vital to

3 Personnel decision making is one of the least explored areas of Japanese bureaucracy.
Some useful information, however, can be gleaned from several publications including jour
nalistic accounts. They include the Zankoku monogatari [Inside out] series on ministries,
authoredby reporters assigned to variousministries and published by Eru shuppansha, To
kyo, since 1976. Also useful are the stenographic records of interviews (danwa sokkiroku)
between prominent retired bureaucrats and members of the Naiseishi kenkyukai (Research
Committee of Domestic History). The interview records of Kennoki Toshihiro (former
MOE AVM and minister), Suzuki Shun'ichi (former MHA AVM and now governor of the
Tokyo metropolis), and Imai Kazuo (former MOF bureau director) are among the useful
volumes of the series.

^ Much of the information used here comes from interviews with LDP dietmen and
their aides. Diet staffmembers, former and retired officials, and political and social affairs
reporters.

5 For discussion of the importance of these factors in personnel decision making at the
prefectural government level, see Yung Park, "The Local Public Personnel System in
Japan," Asian Survey 18, no. 6 (June 1978): 592-608. For much of the information per
taining to the role of these factors in ministry personnel decisions, I am grateful to many
former and incumbent officials, including Kato Eiichi, Genjida Shigeyoshi, Kusaba
Muneharu, Saito Sei, Yoshitake Hiroki, Sato Teiichi, and Iwama Eitaro.
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the party in power. In other words, partisanization of the bureaucracy
has proceeded to such an extent that the basic bureaucratic values and
policy priorities are now deemed tolerable and even acceptable to the
part. On the whole, the party has confidence in intrabureaucratic sociali
zation and "weeding out" processes and views the bureaucracy as a par-
tisanized ally and even "tool." Thus, those who successfully undergo the
bureaucracy's socialization and training processes—though these are by
no means foolproof from the party's viewpoint—to reach the middle
echelons (e.g., division chief) are far more likely to be acceptable to the
party than not. The party and the party minister, therefore, can work
with them, and the minister does not need to resort to his personnel au
thority and become active in agency personnel decisions. This is precise
ly what Karasawa Shunjiro, a former MOE PVM, implied when he com
mented on the agency he was familiar with; "There is no need for large-
scale personnel changes in the MOE, but a Socialist victory at the polls
would certainly be followed by a massive reshufile targeted at higher
officials."®

The Japanese experience of bureaucratic partisanization, as out
lined above, may be compared to the process that affected the tradition
ally independent, assertive French bureaucracy during the long Gaullist
reign.^ There are, however, a couple of major differences between the
two national cases. First, the LDP in Japan has been in power since
1948, considerably longer than the French rightist party, making it the
longest reigning party among the competitive polities. Second, the
Japanese party system, though multiparty in its numerical composition,
is basically a one-party-dominant system in which the government party
has held an unrivaled status; the Gaullist party, operating in a highly
competitive multiparty setting, had to deal with serious challenges from
other political parties. The long-term dominant status enjoyed by the
LDP has contributed to making partisanization of the bureaucracy far
more pervasive and thorough in Japan than in France.

The bureaucracy's partisanization, therefore, is important in ac
counting for the minister's reactive role in agency personnel matters.
Other factors that have lessened the need for direct ministerial involve
ment are discussed below.

' Interview with Karasawa Shunjiro, July 4, 1980. This position was shared by many
other LDP dietmen who had had extensive dealings with the MOE.

' For an excellent analysis of this development in France, see Ezra Suleiman, Politics,
Power, and Bureaucracy in France (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974), pp.
352-371.
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Admittedly, the AVM and other ranking ofladals have the major
responsibility for making personnel recommendations, but they perform
this role in a manner highly deferential to the minister, who has the for
mal authority over all agency personnel decisions.® For example, in for
mulating a list of recommended appointments for approval by the minis
ter, the AVM who is in close touch with him carefully takes into account
his superior's known views. If they are not available, he tries to antici
pate the minister's reactions, for he does not like to be rejected by the
minister. In all probability, the AVM will not go against the minister's
strongly held views, for the minister who takes the trouble to make his
wishes known to his AVM is an assertive minister who expects his AVM
to respect his authority. Supervisors, even Japanese ministers, do not
like to be ignored by subordinates.

Moreover, as former MOE AVM Saitd Sei put it, "The minister
does not leave everything to his AVM; in fact, many a minister does
speak out on personnel matters."® For illustration let us take Kaifu
Toshiki, minister of education, 1976-77. He recalled: "I usually relied
on my AVM and kanbdcho for most personnel matters. Of course, I
made my general views known to them." At the same time, he inter
vened on behalf of several ofl&cials who in their formal education and
civil service examinations passed were not up to the usual level found
among the elite kyaria (career) officials, who typically graduated from the
Tokyo University Law School and passed the Higher Civil Service Exam
ination, Class A {Kokka komuin shiken jokyu A:<5).'0 With the backing of
the minister and key BunkyOzoku members, these "underdog" candidates
were promoted to posts normally reserved for those with the highest
qualifications."

8 Interview with Kaifu Toshiki, April 27, 1979.
' Interview with SaitO Sei, April 19, 1979. Saite was director of the National Museum

of Tokyo at the time of interviewing.
'» The kyaria designation is given to those who passed the top-level civil service exami

nation. In general, these kyaria officials occupy the higher posts of division chief, deputy
bureau director, bureau director, and AVM, although occasionally non-kyaria (non-career)
officials rise to become division chiefs. Normally, the highest post a non-kyaria official can
hold is deputy division chief {kacho hosa). Frequently placed in staflF offices such as the
Minister's Secretariat and general affairs divisions, however, veteran non-kyaria officials
perform vital functions as sources of informationon agency precedents and regulations and
as teachers for new kyaria officials. I am grateful to former MOE AVM Iwama EitarO and
Yoshitake Hiroki, a veteran non-kyaria MOE official, for enlightening me on non-kyaria
officials and their importance.

" Interview with Kaifu Toshiki, April 27, 1979.
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Often the AMV's proposed list of appointments is not acceptable to
the minister in toto, notwithstanding the precautions taken by the AVM
in accordance with the rule of anticipated reactions. When this happens,
the list has to be revised taking the minister's views into account, as has
happened in all agencies. Moreover, as far as the AVM and key bureau
director-level posts are concerned, it is the norm in all agencies for the
outgoing vice-minister to make his selections in close consultation with
the minister. Thus, more often than not the top-level appointments are
based on the joint decisions of the minister and the AVM, subject to oth
er factors, of course, as we shall see. In a conflict between the two, the
minister usually wins. Faced with several equally qualified candidates,
the outgoing AVM is often unable to reach a clear-cut recommendation.
When this happens, the matter is referred to the minister for resolu
tion.

As mentioned previously, from the minister's standpoint, and the
party's as well, the bureaucratic process of recruitment and socialization
is not foolproof; nor is agency personnel decision making always based
on the rule of anticipated reactions. Moreover, other considerations
(e.g., factional and personal) prompt the minister to deviate from the
reactive role and assume an interventionist posture. Some ministers go
as far as to assume a direct decision-making role over personnel matters,
especially high-level appointments, relegating their agency subordinates
to a supportive, secondary role. The activist minister's personality is
such that he must participate in all major aspects of agency affairs, in
cluding personnel decisions. He may be directed by his party to
"streamline" or reshape the ministry to respond better to the party's new
priorities. He may be similarly directed by the prime minister and by
his faction.

Factional efforts to "colonize" the bureaucracy are particularly in
tense with the so-called distributive, extractive, and regulative agencies
such as the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF),
MOF, Ministry of Construction (MOC), and MOT'^ because their juris
dictions encompass the sectors of society and industry pivotal to the
electoral and financial bases of the party and its factions. To enrich their
coffers and enhance their respectability in the eyes of powerful sectoral
groups, all factions make vigorous colonizing efforts, although the power-

'2 Interview with Amagi Isao, April 20, 1979. Amagi, a former MOE AVM, is widely
considered one of Japan's leading experts on higher education.

15 These functional categories are borrowed from Richard L. Siegel and Leonard B.
Weinberg, Comparing Public Policies (Homewood, 111.: Dorsey Press, 1977), pp. 3-5.
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ful "jinmyaku" (terrains of personal connections) historically found in
the "lucrative" agencies are largely linked with powerful, "mainstream"
factions. Factional ministers, of course, play a central role in these
eflForts, and the principal tool used is their personnel power,

Personnel activism may also be assumed by an ambitious
jitsuryokusha (man of power) minister. With his eyes on the party
presidency (which also means the premiership under the present LDP-
dominated system), he may seek to establish or strengthen his own bases
of power within the key economic and foreign-policy agencies whose pol
icy decisions directly alFect the powerful sectors of industry and business.
He is well aware that big business support is critical to his intraparty
constituency building and his planned upward mobility. Not only the
prime ministerial hopefuls but also other jitsuryokusha dietmen make
use of their appointment power during their ministerial tenures to estab
lish footholds in the agencies in charge of disributive, extractive, and reg
ulative functions for the groups critical to their constituency building.
To be wooed, endorsed, and funded by these groups, ministers need to
be widely recognized as powerful members and preferably gosanke of the
appropriate zoku. To attain and maintain this coveted staus of privilege
and power, they must have not only access to but also influence in the
relevant agencies.

Whether reactive or activist in his approach to agency personnel
decision making, the minister has the formidable removal power—not
just a formal authority but one he actually exercises against his subordi
nates for a variety of reasons ranging from personality conflict to insub
ordination to his authority and policy. Whether a division chief on an
elite mobility ladder or a senior bureau director "scheduled" to succeed
the outgoing AVM, once a kyaria official incurs the ire of the minister,
he is taken off the promotional track temporarily or even permanently.
If the superior is determined that the insubordinate official must go, his
exit is simply a matter of time. As the former MOE AVM Kobayashi
Yukio put it. "If the minister is convinced that he cannot work
effectively with his AVM, the career official must go."'® The minister's

For discussion of factional jinmyaku in the MOP and among its celebrated graduates,
see Okura Mondo, "Okurasho no jinmyaku o kiru" [Networks of personal connections in
the MOP exposed], HOseki 8, no. 2 (February 1980): 334-348. Okura is the pseudonym of
a newspaperreporter coveringthe MOP and fiscal affairs.

15 Chitoshi Yanaga goes as far as to argue: "Candidacy for the premiership is unthink
able without its [big business'] tacit approval, and the Prime Minister's days are numbered
if his policies or methods no longer meet with its approval." See his Big Business in
JapanesePolitics (New Haven: YaleUniversityPress, 1968), p. 33.

Interview with Kobayashi Yukio, February 18, 1980. For a dramatic demonstration
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personnel authority used negatively is a foremost deterrent to bureau
cratic defiance of him and his policy, as many interviewed officials
privately admitted. This negative power may be the single most effective
tool in the minister's arsenal.

In contrast to the American bureaucracy, which allows lateral en
tries from extrabureaucratic sectors, outsiders are rarely brought into the
higher bureaucracy in Japan. Among the available candidates of the
bureaucracy, however, the activist Japanese minister has a considerable
choice because of the intensifying competition that bureaucrats must face
as they move upward. Cooperative officials can be singled out for ap
propriate rewards; the uncooperative can also be properly dealt with.
Subservience to the minister, a politician and an LDP dietman, is widely
looked down upon and even condemned by the elite bureaucrats inter
viewed, but this position is in the realm of tatemae. What borders on
honne (reality) is a great deal of "tail-wagging" by bureaucratic
"climbers" keenly conscious of increasing competition ahead of them.'^

Contrary to popular assumptions, key personnel decisions in all
agencies are affected and even dominated by external inputs. They come
from a variety of sources, including the agency's distinguished graduates,
such as the former AMVs; powerful clientele groups; and the LDP. The
most powerful of these sources, the party leaders and organs, include the
prime minister, who concurrently is the leader of a mainstream faction;
the director of the Cabinet Secretariat (Naikaku kanbo chokan), who is
the prime minister's chief aide in the government; the agency's former
ministers; faction leaders and their factions having special relationships
with the agency; high-level party functionaries, including the secretary-
general and chairmen of the PARC and the Executive Board (Somukai);
the chairman and deputy chairmen of the ministry's PARC counterpart;
and leaders (gosanke) and other influential members of the appropriate
party zoku who constitute the informal power structure behind the for
mal leadership of the PARC division.

Usually, of these party actors, the agency's PARC counterpart
(bukai) and its leaders, especially zoku gosanke, are most involved in
that agency's personnel decisions.'® Although the level of bukai and zoku

by a health-welfare minister of this removal power, see Ashizaki, Koseisho, pp. 138-141.
In 1965, Kanda Hiroshi, then health-welfare minister, fired two top officials of the ministry
(AVM and Health Insurance Bureau director) over a controversy widely attributed to the
minister's judgmental blunder. He exercised this power shortly before his expected depar
ture from the cabinet.

" Imai Kazuo-shi danwa sokkiroku, no. 15, p. 120. See also Takeuchi, Konna kanryo, p.
39.

18 According to a former MOF Budget Bureau director, members of the specialized zoku
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participation varies among agencies, all ministries consult in one way or
another with their PARC counterpart groups and leaders who oversee
them.'^ The principal personnel decisions in the MOE must be blessed
with endorsement by the BunkyOzoku gosanke headed by Sakata Michita,
a former MOE minister. Once an MOE official is branded by the party
Education Division and its BunkyOzoku as persona non grata, his rise to
the top is effectively doomed, notwithstanding his minister's support. If
his defiance of the party is viewed as blatant, he must go.^®

For the activist minister, therefore, party intervention is a powerful
constraint on his personnel power when there is a disagreement between
him and the party. If the two unite, of course, no official or group of
officials in the agency can thwart them unless the officials are powerfully
backed by a faction leader or the prime minister. The roles of the minis
ter and zoku gosanke depend largely on the minister's power and stand
ing within the party. A minor politician, inexperienced in agency affairs,
will carefully consult with and even defer to the elders of the party zoku
gosanke who have been closely involved with agency affairs and person
nel. The more powerful the minister is, the more he will try to assert his
authority over personnel decisions.^i In most cases, however, even the
powerful minister, except perhaps for such as Kono Ichiro, who terrified
the MAFF and MOC, will consult with the relevant zoku leaders before
making final personnel decisions on key posts, including the AVM.

As far as the bureaucrats are concerned, the extensive party partici
pation is not always bad; it sometimes works to their advantage because
of the factional basis of all party organs, including the PARC divisions
and zoku. In a move against an influential kyaria official, the minister
may be backed by PARC division members who belong to his factions,
but he may be opposed by other factions closely tied to the official.
These antiminister factions may come to the official's aid and may
succeed in blunting and even nullifying the minister's sharp blow—as the

gosanke, better informed and more experienced in some policy matters than the frequently
rotated bureaucrats and the minister new to agency affairs, are involved in personnel
matters of the ministry. See Hashigushi, Shinzaisei jijo, p. 196.

'9 Interviews with LDP dietmen, including Karasawa Shunjiro (July 4, 1980), Ishibashi
Kazuya (July 8, 1980), and Arita Kazuhisa (April 16, 1979). See Imai Kazuo-shi danwa
sokkiroku, no. 14, p. 93, and no. 15, pp. 165-166.

20 Interview with Nishioka Takeo, February 19, 1980.
21 This generalization applies to all agencies. In the MOE, Nadao Hirokichi (1956-57,

1958, 1963-64, and 1966-68), Araki Masuo (1960-63), Sakata Michita (1968-71), and
Okuno Seisuke (1972-74) are considered to be among the activist MOE ministers who
often made key personnel decisions with little consultation with the party's education diet-
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Tanaka faction was often able to do for pro-Tanaka officials in the two
agencies extensively "colonized" by Tanaka, the MOC and the MPT.

Contrary to Kakizawa's assertion mentioned earlier, all ministries,
not only partisanized but also more independent agencies, have had ac
tivist ministers who see their personnel authority as a power to be exer
cised when necessary, not a formal prerogative that they cannot touch in
reality. Reading a variety of published accounts and interviewing a wide
range of individuals including ministry officials, former ministers, and
reporters, one encounters too many interventionist and activist ministers
to exclude personnel power from the minister's repertory of effective
powers. Upon assuming the Education portfolio in 1953, Odachi Shigeo,
considered one of the most powerful MOB ministers, made clear that he
intended to abide by the prewar personnel norm he cherished: "Daijin
ga kawattara kacho ijo wa kubio aratte matte ita monoda " (When a new
minister is appointed, all the officials at the division chief level and
higher would wait for his arrival, fully ready to be replaced).^^ More re
cently, the newly appointed MAFF minister Matsuno Raizo severely
chided the director of the Minister's Secretariat when the latter paid a
courtesy call on the new minister: "The new minister has come. Logic
dictates that you should ask the minister about your future status, with a
letter of resignation in your hand."^'

Odachi's subsequent personnel decisions lived up to his convic
tions. In a major shake-up of the agency's senior staff, he removed
several key "intellectual" officials, appropriately known as kodanha (lec
tern faction), who had collaborated with SCAP in the postwar education
al reforms. Replacing these reformists were prewar Ministry of Home
Affairs officials who were committed, like Odachi, to correcting the
excesses of SCAP's educational reforms. Tanaka Yoshio, a purged
Naimusho official and onetime deputy chief of education in the Man-
chukuo government, was appointed the new AVM, and the directorship
of the key Elementary-Secondary Education Bureau went to Ogata
Shin'ichi, a member of the prewar Naimusho Special Political Police
(Tokko). As a result of Odachi's reorganization, the old adage ^'Mom-
busho wa naimusho no kyoikukyoku" (The MOE is the Education
Bureau of the Ministry of Home Affairs) gained renewed currency.^"* Ad-

22 Totsuka Ichiro and Kio Toshikazu, eds., Mombusho [The Ministry of Education] (To
kyo: Hobunsha, 1956), p. 96. The contributors to this volume were then members of the
MOE press corps.

23 AsahU May 24, 1979.
24 Totsuka and Kio, MombushO, pp. 22-44 and 96.
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mittedly, this shuffle occurred in a key agency of "reverse programs,"
after the Americans left. Even after the turbulent decade of the 1950s,
however, the agency's personnel decision making has frequently been
subjected to the intervention of the minister and his party, though not
on the scale of what was then known as the "Odachi tornado."

What about other partisanized agencies, such as the MOC, MAFF,
MOT, MPT, and Self-Defense Agency (SDA)? They do not widely devi
ate from the pattern of political and ministerial intervention that has
often befallen the MOE. Let us take the MOC, whose foremost function
is distributive and regulative. Like other agencies, the MOC has its own
bureaucratic traditions governing personnel decision making. They are
adhered to for the most part, but not always. Those who depart from
them with impunity are usually the so-called jitsuryokusha ministers,
who have frequently headed the agency. By tradition, the highest career
official, the AVM, is picked by a group of the past occupants of the post.
The MOC AVM has a smaller role in the choice of bureau directors and
lower officials than his counterpart in other agencies, for his immediate
subordinates have a primary responsibility. In "administrative" (jimu-
kan) kyaria posts, the appointments are made by the director of the
Minister's Secretariat, the agency's second-highest career post, as with
other postwar oflfspring of the prewar Naimusho. "Technical" (gikan)
kyaria officials are appointed by the chief technical officer (gikan), the
agency's highest technical official. A typical jimukan is a law school
graduate; a gikan is trained in engineering and has passed the technical
component of the higher civil service examination. The appointments
for the so-called non-kyaria officials are handled by the chief of the Per
sonnel Division in the Minister's Secretariat.

As noted above, the MOC's kyaria personnel is composed of jimu
kan and gikan classes. Neither group monopolizes all higher posts;
rather, there is a careful division of these between the two classes. For
example, the Road Bureau (Dorokyoku) directorship is reserved for a
gikan, as are the directorships of the regional construction bureaus (chiho
kensetsukyoku), but other key posts such as the directorship of
the Minister's Secretariat are held by members of the jimukan class. The
top career post of AVM is held by the two classes on an alternating
basis. In MOC personnel decisions, as with other ministries, a premium
is placed on such factors as work performance, seniority, and education.
No private-university graduate can hope to rise to the top career post,
although he may have a small chance to become a bureau director.^s

" KanryO kik6 kenkyOkai, ed., Kensetsusho zankoku monogatari [The Ministry of Con
struction inside out] (Tokyo: Era shuppansha, 1979), pp. 139-140.
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This elaborate body of traditions notwithstanding, the agency has
often been subjected to the minister's intervention; it too was hit by a
personnel tornado of the Odachi type, administered in 1962-64 by Kono
Ichiro, one of the most powerful ministers to rule in the MOC. Upon
assuming office, Kono shocked the agency by announcing to a staff gath
ering; "I will not ask about your past. Those of you who will cooperate
with me should stay. Those who will not cooperate, will oppose me, or
are incompetent are requested to leave." He then instructed his AVM
Yamamoto Saburo: "The MOC is lethargic and needs an infusion of
new blood. We should transfer about ten officials out of the agency. We
need to have the Police Agency send us about five of its men, and I will
talk to them myself.''^^ The three men brought in from the Police Agency
assumed pivotal posts, including director of the Minister's Secretariat.
Not only central bureau chiefs but also directors of the regional construc
tion bureaus were affected by Konb's shake-up, which violated the
agency's traditional rules governing assignments for the agency's two
categories of administrative and technical officials. A number of key re
gional bureau directorships went to administrative officials, much to the
consternation of the technical class. Several discontented officials of

technical background resigned from the agency in protest; they included
a chief technical officer and a director of the Roads Bureau.^^

Between 1964, when Kono's reign ended, and 1976, the MOC was
headed by members of the prime minister's faction (the Sato faction for
1964-72 and the Tanaka faction for 1972-76; even after Tanaka's fall
from the premiership, a member of his faction headed the MOC until
1976). With the backing of the prime minister, the mainstream faction
ministers played the dominant role in key personnel decisions to estab
lish and consolidate control over the agency. (By law, the minister's ap
pointment of the AVM and bureau directors is subject to cabinet appro
val.)

The key personnel task of the early MOC ministers under Sato was
to eliminate the remnants of Kono's influence (Kono was Sato's arch
rival), and by the end of the 1960s, the agency's pivotal posts were held
by officials markedly sympathetic to the Sato faction. When Tanaka, one
of Sato's key lieutenants, took over the premiership in 1972, his minis
ters proceeded to effect a "Tanakanization" of the agency. This was a
fairly simple task because many of the pro-Sato faction officials were al
ready close to Tanaka and his group within the Sato faction. As a result

26 Kusayanagi, KanryO Okokuron, pp. 65-66.
22 KanryO kiko kenkyukai, Kensetsusho, pp. 30-32.
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of this personnel policy, "All key MOC posts," in the words of reporters
covering the MOC, "were occupied by those backed by Tanaka."28

Hence, for much of the 1970s, well after Tanaka's departure from
the premier's ofl&ce, the MOC was widely known as "the stronghold of
the Tanaka faction." Tanakanization of the agency had proceeded to
such an extent that, even after Tanaka resigned from the office, a region
al bureau director could boast at a Tanaka faction rally, "We [in the
agency] consent to every petition from members of the Tanaka faction."
This remark reached the ears of the then MOC minister, Chuma Tatsui,
a member of the Fukuda faction. The irate minister "confided" to a
group of reporters that he "would fire that impudent fellow." The direc
tor who had boasted, alarmed by his minister's threat, went to the Tana
ka faction for assistance, which was promptly provided. The minister's
attempt was effectively thwarted by the intervention of the Tanaka
faction—an interesting testimony to the faction's influence over the
MOC and its ability to frustrate even the agency head.^^

The MAFF also has been frequented by assertive ministers who
have played an active role, both positive and negative, in top personnel
decisions. This activism is attributable in large part to the LDP's sensi
tivity to agricultural policy issues and the party's dependence upon the
powerful National Agricultural Cooperative (Nokyo) for financial and
electoral support. According to former MAFF career official Takeuchi
Naokazu (1942-65), this tradition of ministerial participation in agency
personnel matters started during the tenure of Hirokawa Kozen, thrice
minister of agriculture in the Yoshida cabinet. It was also during
Hirokawa's incumbency that what Takeuchi calls "the politicization of
agricultural policy-making" (ndsei no seijika) was set in motion.^'
Though not on a par with the Finance and MITI portfolios, the MAFF
post is considered a major cabinet post and has often gone to powerful
dietmen. One such minister, Akagi Munenori, who twice served in the
MAFF post, said in his inaugural speech before ministry officials:

It is said that art is long and life is short. You must think that "agri
culture lasts long and the minister's life is short." You fellows don't
last long either. My term is at most one year, but I can fire you
through evaluations of your work performance. The truth is that
"agriculture is long and the bureaucrat's life is short." Thus, I would

28 Ibid., p. 92.
29 Ibid., pp. 92-93.
20 Takeuchi, Konna kanryO, p. 39.
2' Ibid., p. 13.
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like you to look at the farmer's face, not mine.^^

Many a minister has lived up to the threat so bluntly put forward by A-
kagi. Therefore, a group of reporters covering the MAFF concluded that
although, on the whole, agency "personnel decisions appear to be fair,
from time to time there are frustrated and extraordinarily successful
careers, all made possible by the intervention of the minister. This is
brought home so well in the adage, 'To be or not to be, it's all up to the
minister' (Shinumo ikirumo daijin no mune sanzun)."^^

Like the MOE and the MOC, the MAFF has had its share of
"Odachi tornadoes," the most pernicious and most vividly remembered
of which was inflicted by none other than Kono Ichiro. When in 1954
he first assumed the cabinet post for the agency he had covered as an
Asahi reporter for ten years, he astounded the agency officials by inviting
them "to quit if unable to go along with my way of doing things." '̂* The
very first action he took was to get his old MAFF confidant Yasuda
Zen'ichi out of an obscure post and promote him to the post of director
of the Minister's Secretariat. Together with Yasuda, Kono exercised a
firm control over all major personnel decisions, promoting those who
cooperated with him and demoting others. This is precisely what he
later did in the MOC, as mentioned earlier.

Kono served in the MAFF twice, in 1954-56 and in 1961-62. In
the intervening years he still kept tabs on the agency's personnel matters
not only as a powerful faction leader but also as the undisputed doyen of
the party's agricultural policy group (Norinzoku), which oversaw the
MAFF. He intervened in support of his protdges and against those inim
ical to him and his faction. Understandably, some ministers, and espe
cially those of anti-Kono factions, resented his meddling, but many
compromised and even went along with this potentate, thus ushering in
the widely followed MAFF tradition that allows powerful former minis
ters a major voice in high-level personnel decisions.^®

Through his activist personnel policy, Kono established what was
then widely known as the "Kono jinmyaku," a powerful network of his
supporters, which lasted as the dominant force in the agency well into
the 1960s. It stands to reason that for much of the 1950s and 1960s the

32 Kusayanagi, KanryO Okokuron, p. 113.
33 Kanryd kiko kenkyukai, ed., Norinshozankoku monogatari [The Ministry of Agricul

ture, Forestry, and Fisheries inside out] (Tokyo: Eru shuppansha, 1978), p. 33.
3< Ibid.

35 Ibid., pp. 35-36.
35 "Jiki juyO posto o yosOsuru" [Predicting forthcoming occupants of key posts], Shttkan

yomiuri 39, no. 23 (June 1, 1980): 168.
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MAFF was frequently referred to as "the bastion i^cijO) of the Kono fac
tion." His death in 1965, however, saw the beginning of the Kono
jinmyaku's demise, which started with Akagi Munenori's decision to
"transfer" the chief Konoist "villain," Yasuda, to a post considered
lower in the agency's pecking order than the bureau directorship he had
to relinquish. The "demotion" decision was reached and announced
while he was out of town on agency business. Akagi was a leading
member of the Kawashima faction. By 1973-74, the last of the pro-
Kono officials retired, signaling the end of the Kono jinmyaku in the
agency.^''

In the 1970s also, the MAFF had a variety of powerful ministers
who assumed an activist posture in personnel decision making; even the
less activist ministers moved with impunity against key agency officials
because they were considered uncooperative or because of personality
conflicts. They include Kuraishi Tadao, who in 1971 ousted a director
of the MAFF's Fisheries Agency (Suisanchd), widely recognized as "a
man destined to become the AVM"; and Adachi Tokuro, a senior
member of the Tanaka faction who in 1972 fired a director of the Live
stock Bureau (Chikusankyoku) for his actions allegedly detrimental to
normalization of Sino-Japanese relations, the prime foreign-policy objec
tive of the new Tanaka cabinet.^®

The right-wing Seirankai of LDP Young Turks was a key cross-
factional party group that during the 1970s sent the MAFF a string of its
members to assume powerful decision-making roles as ministers and
PVMs.^' Particularly noteworthy are two Seirankai elders, Nakagawa
Ichiro and Watanabe Michio, who, as MAFF ministers and members of
the agricultural policy group gosanke, played the dominant decision-
making role in all agency policy matters, including the very important
rice-price setting.

Nakagawa, though an assertive minister respected by his agency
subordinates, delegated personnel policy-making to his lieutenants, only
occasionally intervening in key personnel decisions. Watanabe, however,

37 Kanryo kiko kenkyukai, NOrinshO, p. 39.
38 These two cases are detailed in ibid., pp. 39-47.
39 For discussion of the Seirankai's ties with the MAFF, see Tahara Soichiro, Nihon no

kanryo 1980 [Japan's bureaucrats, 1980] (Tokyo: Bungei shunju, 1979), pp. 224-237. As
in the MOE and other partisanizedagencies, the PVMs of the MAFF also playeda power
ful role in agency affairs during the 1970s.

40 "Nosei o gyujiru Nakagawa Ichiro to Watanabe Michio nojitsuryoku" [The power of
Nakagawa Ichiro and Watanabe Michio, who control agricultural policy], Shukan yomiuri
39, no. 23 (June 1, 1980): 165-167.
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operated quite differently; he actively intervened in almost every major
personnel decision. Twice the MAIT PVM (1970-71 and 1973-74),
Watanabe fully lived up to his motto: "I don't feel good unless I do
everything myself. Sharply deviating from the traditional norms of
agency personnel decision making, Watanabe effectively ignored those
usually consulted within and outside the ministry, who included former
ministers and AVMs and LDP agricultural policy dietmen (Norinzoku).
The only exception was his AVM, Okawara Taiichiro, a close friend
from prewar military days, who served as his foremost aide and
confidant.''^ Already familiar with the backgrounds of many agency
officials, Watanabe carefully went over the files of not only bureau and
division chiefs but also lower officials before reaching his decisions.
Thus, according to a Mainichi reporter covering the MAFF, the agency's
July 10, 1979, list of new appointments "bore strong imprints of
Watanabe's touch.'"^^ As informed Yomiuri and Mainichi sources put it,
"Personnel decision making within the MAFF during Watanabe's tenure
was effectively his.'"*'*

The preceding discussions have focused on three of the substantial
ly partisan agencies—the MOE, the MOC, and the MAFF—noted for
the major and even dominant roles of their ministers in agency person
nel decisions. What about the reputedly assertive, less partisan econom
ic agencies such as MITI and the MOF, where internal ranking orders of
succession (joretsu) and "tracks of upward mobility" are supposedly
more carefully adhered to, thus limiting the minister's input in personnel
decision making?

Although these agencies have not been hit by personnel "torna
does" of the Konoist or Odachian genre, they too have had their shares
of assertive ministers who have played key roles in personnel decisions.
Admittedly, these agencies have enjoyed the reputations of being more
independent of and assertive toward the LDP and its ministers than the
more partisan ministries, but because of their importance in the polity
and their extractive, regulative, and distributive functions, they have at
tracted as their chief executives many jitsuryokusha dietmen, frequently
leaders and veteran members of mainstream factions, who play interven
tionist roles in agency personnel decision making. As one interviewed

41 Mainichi, July 21, 1979.
42 "Nosei o gyujiru," p. 167.
43 According to press reports, Watanabe's "favorite readings" included the staff direc

tories for the MAFF and the MHW, which he had headed immediately prior to his MAFF
assignment. See Mainichi, July 21, 1979.

44 Ibid.; and "Nosei o gyujiru," p. 167.
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MOF division chief put it: "There is much more political and ministeri
al involvement in MOF personnel decision making than meets the eye or
is popularly assumed. To be promoted beyond the division chief level,
you really need the backing of a politician; the support of your minister
would be most helpful."

Because of the variation found in their styles and levels of involve
ment in personnel policy, the economic ministers defy a simple generali
zation. Jitsuryokusha ministers aspiring to the party presidency and
recognizing the strategic importance of these agencies to their political
careers attempt to develop close ties with key officials and even place
their men in strategic posts. Ikeda Hayato, Sato Eisaku, Fukuda Takeo,
Tanaka Kakuei, Takeshita Noboru, Watanabe Michio, Miyazawa Kiichi,
Abe Shintaro, Komoto Toshio, Nakasone Yasuhiro, and Tanaka
Rokusuke, who all held one or both of the key economic portfolios
(MITI and Finance), belong to this category.

Of course, jitsuryokusha ministers are by no means alike in their
styles and extent of participation in agency personnel matters. Those
widely perceived to have realistic chances of attaining the top party-
government post carry far more clout with their agency subordinates
than do other presidential hopefuls, and thus their personnel preferences
are rarely resisted by the career officials. Some ministers, such as Ikeda,
assume, often with success, the foremost decision-making role in all
agency matters, including personnel; others, such as Nakasone, pursue a
minimal policy of cultivating close personal and factional ties with
promising elite bureaucrats. Even these "minimal" ministers, however,
often intervene in personnel matters critical to their proteg6s or allies.
Then, there are the likes of Ikeda and Fukuda, who have major advan
tages in personnel matters because of their long, respected tenures in the
agencies they now head. Both Ikeda and Fukuda, who had held ranking
positions in the MOF (AVM in the case of Ikeda and Budget Bureau
director in the case of Fukuda) before entering elective politics, literally
took over the agency's personnel decision-making role as far as key deci
sions were concerned. Chalmers Johnson, a chronicler of MITI, com
mented on Ikeda: "Ikeda... was always an activist minister in whatever
ministry he headed; and he became famous for shaking up the Ministry
of Finance in order to remove fiscal conservatives who were blocking his
plans for rapid economic growth, and also in order to enlist the ministry
in support of his own political ambitions.'"*^

Johnson, MITI, p. 53.
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Even jitsuryokusha dietmen without the advantage of career experi
ence in the MOF, such as Sato and Tanaka, are by no means bystanders
in agency personnel matters. Depending upon their personal inclina
tions, skills, and factional strengths, among other things, they can be and
often are powerful personnel decision-makers, whose role can even be
characterized as one of close involvement and active input. For illustra
tion, let us take Tanaka, who, according to a source close to the MOF,
"established a firm grip over the MOF bureaucrats during his three-year
tenure in the Ikeda and Sato cabinets.""^ Though more concerned with
cultivating close personal and symbiotic ties with the bureaucrats,''^ the
youthful Tanaka (a good deal younger than most division chiefs) did not
tolerate uncooperative officials. According to an informed source:
"Kono [Ichiro] had no monopoly over the policy of caring for those
officials the minister likes and treating coolly those he dislikes. This pol
icy was also used by the former prime minister Tanaka when he was con
solidating his foothold in the MOF as minister, but he was not as gaudy
as Kono." A retiring MOF bureau director in Tanaka's disfavor had to
find employment in the private sector, unable to do do so with a public
corporation. Two other bureau directors in Tanaka's favor who retired
at the same time were "allowed" to remain in the public sector.''^

Even the powerful MOF and MITI are not always blessed with
"first-class" (jchiryu) dietmen as their ministers who are independently
powerful enough to successfully ward off outside (e.g., LDP and other
ministries) attempts to dispute or undermine agency powers and deci
sions; "second-class" (nirya) politicians also frequent these prestigious
agencies. Contrary to popular assumptions, however, it is simply wrong
to lump them in the category of impotent ministers hopelessly manipu
lated by the elite economic bureaucrats, for there is wide variation
among these ministers.

Because of the important functions performed by these agencies,
the prime minister, the foremost decision-maker in cabinet formations,
makes every effort to place his trusted lieutenants in the key ministerial
posts, and espeically the all-important MOF post. Thus, many of the
so-called niryu ministers come from the prime minister's faction and typ
ically serve as his agents or as proxies through whom he deals with these

Kanryo kiko kenkytikai, ed., Shin-OkurashO zankoku monogatari [The Ministry of Fi
nance inside out: a revised version] (Tokyo: Eru shuppansha, 1981), pp. 14-15.

47 His generous gift giving (typically, salted Hokkaido salmon, Niigata rice, and cash) is
a well-known Tanaka trademark.

48 Kanryo kiko kenkytikai, NorinshO, p. 34.
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pivotal economic agencies. This was true of several MOF ministers of
the 1970s who served in the Tanaka, Fukuda, and Ohira cabinets.^^ A
prime example of the MOF ministers of this category is Ueki Koshiro, a
MOF Budget Bureau director-tumed-dietman who served under Tana
ka. Backed by the prime minister, these ministers more often than not
assume an activist posture in agency personnel affairs to insure that the
prime minister's policy priorities are respected and adhered to.

Moreover, there are niryu dietmen ministers, not even members of
the prime minister's inner group or factions, who skillfully exercise their
personnel authority—usually playing an interventionist or veto role—in
the powerful economic agencies. Fukuda Hajime, a former minister of
MITI and later of the MHA, provides an interesting illustration. Though
a Tokyo University Law School graduate who passed the prewar civil
service examination, he joined the Domei News Agency, for which he
covered Southeast Asia. Upon returning to Japan, he briefly pursued a
corporate career. He entered elective politics in 1949.

When he assumed his first cabinet assignment in MITI under Ike-
da, his Enterprise Bureau director was none other than Sahashi Shigeru,
a most outspoken and controversial official of the postwar bureaucracy,
whose power within and without MITI was widely recognized. Fukuda
arrived in MITI at a time when Sahashi and his "Sahashi battalion"

were at full steam to secure Diet approval for their pet project, the Tem
porary Law for the Promotion of Specified Industries {tokutei sangyO rin-
ji sochiho), a controversial measure to aid sectors of industry considered
weak from the standpoint of national security. Without the needed
backing from appropriate circles, the bill was having a rough sailing in
the Diet, which prompted the blunt Sahashi to criticize his minister for
not campaigning vigorously in its support.

Fukuda, irate but calm, decided to teach the impudent Sahashi a
lesson at an appropriate time. That occasion came when the AVM
Matsuo Kinzo offered to step down in 1963. Not only Sahashi's
performance record but also the agency's tradition of succession dictated
that he succeed the outgoing Matsuo. (Until recently it was customary
for the Enterprise Bureau director to step up to the AVM post.) Sahashi,
however, although widely recognized as Matsuo's logical successor, was
passed over, against the recommendation of the outgoing AVM. Instead,
Fukuda picked Imai Zen'ei, Sahashi's foremost rival and the other sur-

KanryO kikd kenkyukai, Shin-OkurashO, p. 16. For discussion of this theme, see Fuku-
tomi T6ru, Daijin eno chosen [Challenge to cabinet ministers] (Tokyo: Aro shuppansha,
1972), pp. 93-96.
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viving member of Sahashi's class of 1937, on the grounds that, in
Fukuda's own words, "MITI is a service agency, and in terms of [the
candidate's] personal character Imai is the most appropriate person to
become the next MITI AVM.''̂ ® The retiring Matsuo and others tried, to
no avail, to talk the tojinha minister out of his scheme, arguing that it
would "upset the established personnel rule" of the agency.

There was another aggravating factor for Sahashi, who in his auto
biography portrayed himself as an "ishoku kanryo" (this can be translat
ed as "an exceptional bureaucrat" or "an abnormal bureaucrat"). When
he was chief of the Heavy Industry Bureau, Sahashi reportedly incurred
the wrath of the Ono faction, to which Fukuda belonged, by failing to
thank the faction leaders properly for a favor. For an export promotion
project, MITI then needed a special budgetary allocation from a fund ad
ministered by the agency. To tap this fund, MITI had to have MOF ap
proval. Faced with the MOF's recalcitrance, Sahashi turned to the Ono
faction for intervention in support of his project. After the proposal was
successfully cleared with the MOF, Sahashi "overlooked" paying proper
gratitude to the chiefs of the Ono faction, who subsequently branded him
"an ungrateful fellow."

The coveted AVM post went to Imai, just as Fukuda had planned,
and Sahashi was pushed over to the directorship of the Patent
Agency—undoubtedly a humiliating blow. Rather than leaving the agen
cy, as many would have done when a member of their class (donenpai)
moved to the top career post, Sahashi stayed on, hoping to succeed his
classmate Imai.^i The cabinet reshuffle of December 1964 did not bring
about the expected change in the MITI portfolio, and Fukuda was re
tained as Ikeda's MITI minister, again fiustrating Sahashi's hoped-for
move up. As a way out, the patient Sahashi had to turn again to the
Ono faction elders, through his MITI senpai who were close to the fac
tion. The campaign paid off, and when in 1965 Sakurauchi Yoshio
joined the new Sato cabinet as MITI minister, Sahashi was finally al
lowed to accede to the AVM post, with the acquiescence of the Ono fac
tion and the outgoing Fukuda. Significantly, to achieve his objective
frustrated by a politician-minister, Sahashi had to work through politi
cians, thus "paving the way for political intervention, most dreaded by

50 Hayashibara Kazuhiko, Uchimaku tsusansho [MITI inside out] (Tokyo: Eru shuppan-
sha, 1978), p. 97. Hayashibara was a Sankei shimbun reporter covering MITI.

51 For discussion by Sahashi of the traditions of bureaucratic personnel policy-making,
see his "Kanryo shokun ni chokugensuru" [Candid advice to you bureaucrats], Bungei
shunju 49, no. 9 (July 1971): 108-115.
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bureaucrats, in top-level agency personnel decisions."^^
Incidentally, when Fukuda assumed for the second time the MHA

portfolio in 1974 (he first held the post in 1972), he again proved himself
to be the formidable personnel decision-maker in the agency where by
convention the retiring AVM and his predecessors play a major role in
the selection of the new AVM.^^ Fukuda's touch on the MHA's person
nel decisions was most conspicuous in the choice of the successor to the
outgoing AVM Kamata Kaname. Kamata's personal preference was
Shudd Takashi, then director of the Taxation Bureau, rather than
Shudo's rival and Fiscal Bureau chief, Matsuura Isao. The two bureau
directors had entered the MHA in 1947, but there was one crucial
difference: Shudo graduated from Kyushu University Law School;
Matsuura was a product of the Tokyo University Law School. The law
degree from Kyushu, though highly respectable, is generally considered a
liability in the agency where nearly every kyaria official is a Tokyo
University law graduate. Yet, for reasons beyond the scope of this study,
the retiring AVM, Kamata, backed Shudo and was supported by his sen-
pai in this decision. Shudo's succession was widely anticipated within
the agency as a matter of course.

When Kamata submitted his recommendation to his minister for
approval, Fukuda vetoed it, saying that personnel decision making was
his prerogative, not to be shared with his subordinates. Rejecting
Kamata's choice, Fukuda picked Matsuura to succeed Kamata. Several
factors were responsible for his decision, according to a source close to
the MHA. Fukuda was a highly independent-minded politician who dis
liked to be instructed by his subordinates. Matsuura, considered an ex
pert in fiscal administration and noticeably obliging to the LDP, was
backed by several LDP dietmen, who had made their endorsement
known to Fukuda. Moreover, Matsuura himself had carried on a vig-

" The above description is based largely on accounts by Hayashibara. See Uchimaku
tsosansho, pp. 96-98. Significantly, the ishoku bureaucrat Sahashi was later "fired" by
MITI minister Miki Takeo. See Asahi shimbunsha, ed., JimintO: hoshu kenryoku o kazd
[The Liberal-Democratic party: the structure of conservative power] (Tokyo: Asahi shim
bunsha, 1970), p. 135.

53 For discussion of the role assumed by the agency's former AVMs, Kobayashi Yosoji,
Okuno Seisuke, and Shibata Mamoru, see Kusayanagi, Kanryd Okokuron, p. 45.
Kusayanagi's highly acclaimed account of the MHA is based on his interviews with several
assistant division chiefs of the agency. For discussion of MHA personnel decision making,
see also Ijichi, "Jichi kahryO," pp. 78-83. I am grateful to several MHA officials who en
lightened me on many aspects of Japanese bureaucracy in general and the MHAin particu
lar. They include Kat6 Eiichi, Nakamura Keiichi, Asahi Nobuo, Tashiro Ken, KatO Tomi-
ko, and Abe Takao.
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orous, apparently successful campaign that included personal pleas with
the minister.5'' The outgoing Kamata did not lose out completely, for he
managed to squeeze from Fukuda a promise that the minister would not
stand in the way of Shudo's succeeding Matsuura. As in MITI under
Fukuda, two members of the same entering class successively held the
topmost career post, departing from the traditional personnel practice of
Japanese bureaucracy.^^

Even minor ministries, far removed from distributive, regulative,
and extractive functions, have not escaped the intervention of assertive
ministers in agency personnel decision making. One such office is the
Administrative Management Agency (AMA), which performs the staff
functions of screening plans of organizational change from line agencies
and proposing guidelines for administrative reform and streamlining. As
with many other postwar agencies, the AMA's bureaucracy is composed
of two groups of officials: (1) "native" recruits (haenuki) who have risen
from the bottom of the agency hierarchy, and (2) those "on loan" from
other agencies, "non-nativists," many of whom return sooner or later to
their original agencies.

Because of the staff duties the AMA performs, it is natural for the
line agencies to try to install their "lookouts" in key offices of the AMA.
Often placed in the strategic and planning sections of the AMA's
Minister's Secretariat, these non-nativists indeed serve as ears and eyes
for their parental agencies. Kimura Takeo, an AMA chief appointed to
supervise Sato's administrative reform effort in 1967-68, recalled:
"Whenever I tried to do something involving, say, the MAFF or the
Ministry of Health and Welfare [MHW], the guys from these agencies
wasted no time in informing their old ministries [of the reform plans be
ing proposed in the AMA]. Naturally I would hear from these minis
tries, which complained [about the plans] and wanted this or that [part
of the plans] scrapped."^^

This was the situation Kimura had to contend with in the AMA.
As he tried to proceed with his reforms, the non-nativists "skillfully and
ably resisted [his] ideas." Understandably, however, he found the
haenuki officials more cooperative. To make the agency more respon
sive, Kimura decided to undertake a massive personnel shake-up in two
major steps—one aimed at the disruptive non-nativists and the other at

54 Ijichi, JichishO, pp. 80-82.
55 Ijichi, "Jichi kanryo," pp. 81-82.
56 Kimura Takeo, Nihon o ayamaru kanryO [Bureaucrats misleading Japan], GetsuyOkai

repoto, no. 487 (Tokyo: Kokumin seiji kenkyukai, 1970), p. 25.
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the pliant haenuki officials. He later reminisced:
I felt that it was imperative to separate the non-native officials from
the key positions they were holding and move them far away from
my own staff [in the Minister's Secretariat]. In the course of the
reshuffle every non-native official was affected. I then watched them
for six months. As far as [major] division chief posts were con
cerned, I picked my own men [to fill them]. They were my pawns,
so to speak. Moreover, I named a Kawai to head a major bureau.
There was a reason for this. He is Kawai Yoshinari's son. I thought
I could fire him any time if I had to, for he had a place to go to
[after leaving government service]. Thus, there wouldn't be anything
for me to worry about [i.e., finding a place for him outside the agen
cy] if I had to let him go.^^

It was by no means a simple task, however, for Kimura to place Kawai,
then a mere deputy division chief, in the key bureau directorship.
Kimura later recalled:

The then AVM expressed his willingness to step down, but I told
him that because I was not familiar with agency details he should
stay on until after the Diet session was over. He consented and sub
sequently retired from the agency when the Diet session ended. One
of the bureau directors moved up to assume the AVM post. He
brought to me the name of the guy he had in mind to take the
bureau directorship he had just vacated. I took a look at the file, but
I couldn't approve the recommendation, so I sent him out. He came
back to me [with the request] every day for three days. I turned him
down every day. Then he asked me if I had somebody in mind [to
take the director's post]; I mentioned Kawai [Miyoshi] who then was
an assistant division chief (shuji) in the Statistics Bureau and is now
a bureau director. He said that it couldn't be done and the agency
had never had such a two-step promotion decision. He further ar
gued that such a decision would disrupt the AMA's seniority order
and create a big problem. I then said, "I see," and told him to leave.
The same thing happened several more times. Finally, I asked him
if he would still oppose my man; he said yes. "Well, we have a
problem here," I said. "We don't see eye to eye. One of us has to
go. Because I cannot resign, you will have to go." He said he would.
All pale, he walked out. Next day he came back [not with the prom
ised letter of resignation but] with the man I was pushing all along.
The point of all this is that the minister can do anything if he is so
determined.58

57 Ibid. The senior Kawai, chairman of the Komatsu Industries and a zaikai elder, was
an LDP member of the Diet's upper house and a minister of health-welfare.
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A fitting summation of the preceding discussions is oflFered by
Kusayanagi Daizo, a veteran journalist who has long covered several
ministries, including the MAFF:

Whether or not the minister can control his agency depends on how
freely he can exercise his personnel power. In the postwar political
history [of Japan] Kono Ichioro tore down the wall guarding bureau
cratic personnel decision making, and the MAFF and the MOC felt
the impact of his intervention. Since then the LDP dietmen-
ministers have attached much importance to deepening their person
al ties with agency bureaucrats [by using their appointment powers].
This has meant, among other things, that the bureaucrats must per
form their duties, taking into account the minister's intentions. The
bureaucrats can even be compared to contestants in the so-called
spoon race at school athletic meets. They may run fast and, in fact,
may even be the first to reach the goal line, but if they drop from
their spoon the small ball called "the minister's trust," they are taken
off the track of upward mobility.

58 Ibid., pp. 23-24.
59 Kusayanagi, KanryO Okokuron, pp. 44-45.
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Ministers: Bureaucracy's "Lame Ducks"?

One of the widely held axioms regarding bureaucracy has it that or
ganizational "permanence" is a principal foundation of bureaucratic
power. Bureaucrats know that they outlast political executives and treat
them accordingly. Viewed in this context, much of the difficulty the
American department secretaries encounter in dealing wtih career
officials makes sense. They are often "strangers" brought in from out
side and superimposed on the bureaucracy (and they are treaed as such
by their subordinates), although many are career officials promoted to
the top posts because of their professional and political credentials. Re
gardless of their backgrounds, when the political executives depart from
their posts, the agency officials will in all probability never see them
again. Once out, they lose all influence over the offices they headed.
Hence, the American system lends itself to a great deal of bureaucratic
chicanery and recalcitrance against the secretary's aggressive meddling
with agency affairs or his policy innovation incompatible with agency in
terests as seen by the career officials. In the words of Adolf A. Eerie:

Incoming political officeholders can only work—at least in their early
period of office holding—through the machinery the bureaucracies
have set up and administer. Each cabinet secretary is almost, though
not quite, helpless in the hands of his inherited bureaucrats if he an
tagonizes them. If they seriously disagree with policies he puts for
ward, they do not even need to enter into public controversy. They
need merely drag their feet or silently oppose by delaying, requiring
further study, seeking interpretations, raising practical objections,
and leaking information to opposition senators, congressmen, and
press commentators

In any case, most men dislike having their habits disturbed, and
bureaucrats perhaps more than others. So they expedite the
machinery if they are in favor, and retard it if they are not, awaiting
the inevitable time when the top power holders either leave office or
come around to their point of view.^

1 Adolf A. Berle, Power (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1969), p. 317. For a
detailed study of these problems faced by political executives, see Hugh Heclo, A Govern-
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Similar arguments have been advanced by many Japan scholars to
lend credence to the concept of "ministerial impotence."^ These argu
ments are seen as carrying greater validity in Japan, for the Japanese
minister's typical tenure, shorter than that of his American counterpart,
is approximately one year. A majority of Japanese ministers serve short
terms. Frequent cabinet shufflings, often to consolidate interfactional
harmony, make the high rate of ministerial turnover inevitable.

However, every agency has had a fairly large number of ministers
whose tenure was considerably longer than the typical term. Many have
served terms of three or four years, although the likes of Dean Rusk
(nine consecutive years in the United States Department of State) are
unheard of. In the MOE, Araki Masuo, Ikeda's education minister, who
led vitriolic campaigns against the JTU, was in office for three consecu
tive years, 1960-63; so was Sakata Michita, who as Sato's minister
played a leading role in the initiation of major reforms in the system of
higher education and in developing an ambitious program of support for
private education. Okuno Seisuke, widely considered one of the most
activist education ministers of postwar Japan, held the post for two
years, 1972-74. Then, there is Nadao Hirokichi, who has the unbroken
record of four separate terms in the MOE; he was in office for a total of
three years. These four ministers, widely viewed as powerful education
ministers, together were in office for a total of eleven years, almost half
of the agency's entire postindependence history. The MOE is by no
means atypical. Significantly, more often than not these long-term min
isters or repeaters were activist ministers who kept a tight rein on their
agencies.

The attempts to apply to Japan the widely held assumptions about
the U.S. pattern of secretary-bureaucracy relations overlook some basic
systemic differences between the Japanese and the U.S. polities and their
implications. In contrast to the American polyarchy, characterized by its
Madisonian governmental structures and a two-party system that con
tribute to the power of the permanent bureaucracy, Japan is a parliamen
tary democracy whose principal feature is what Walter Bagehot referred
to as "the close union, the nearly complete fusion, of the executive and
legislative powers."^ Moreover, it is one continually dominated by the

ment ofStrangers: Executive Politics in Washington (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institu
tion, 1977).

2 For example, see Ezra Vogel, Japan as Number One (New York: Harper and Row,
1979), pp. 57-61.

' Walter Bagehot, The English Constitution (New York: Doubleday, n.d.), p. 69.
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same political party. Admittedly, the Japanese bureaucracy is per
manent, but "the bureaucrat's life is short," as the former MAFF minis
ter Akagi Munenori put it, and is subject to the minister's personnel
power, as discussed in the preceding chapter. Unlike the United States
and many other Western polyarchies, the LDP's durability or "per
manence" as Japan's government party is well proven; it has continuous
ly enjoyed the majority position for more than thirty-six years, and this
status is not likely to change in the near future, notwithstanding the
party's recent electoral setback.

These facts have ramifications for minister-agency relations, de
tailed below, and therefore the Japanese cabinet minister, unlike many of
his U.S. counterparts, does not fade into obscurity when he leaves the
agency. The termination of his ministerial tenure by no means spells the
end of his influence and linkage with the agency. These considerations
powerfully deter career officials from subjecting their incumbent minister
to what often befalls American political executives, whom Hugh Heclo
describes as "substantially on their own and vulnerable to bureaucratic
power.'"^

Even after he leaves the agency, the Japanese minister will retain
his seat in the Diet as a member of the majority party because his cab
inet credentials vastly improve his standing with his constituents, thus
virtually guaranteeing his reelection. His status within the party, and,
especially, the PARC is also favorably affected by his ministerial experi
ence, which in turn will strengthen his standing vis-a-vis the agency he
headed.

If he was a member of the ministry's corresponding PARC division
and its zoku before his ministerial appointment, not only will he return
to that policy group but also his status within the zoku will vastly im
prove because of his ministerial experience. He will not hold any formal
leadership post within the division, for its chair and vice-chairs are held
by the junior members of the division. Rather, he will function as an
elder statesman whose views carry much weight in division decision
making on matters of the policy, budget, and personnel of the ministry
he headed. If he was already a powerful member of the division and its
zoku before his ministerial assignment, he will in all likelihood be elevat
ed into the inner circle of zoku potentates, zoku gosanke, who collective
ly constitute the party's actal leadership group for the agency they over-

Heclo, Government ofStrangers, p. 112. This generalization is derived from interviews
and informal discussions with MOE, MOF, MPT, MOC, and MHA officials at the assistant
division chief (kacho hosa) and higher levels.
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see. As a member of this powerful party group, the former minister will
continue to participate in the party's legitimation and authorization of
policy and personnel decisions involving the ministry.

If the outgoing minister was not a member of the relevant PARC
division and its zoku when he was made minister of the agency under
the division's supervision, he will, upon relinquishing the cabinet post,
most likely affiliate himself with the division where his ministerial ex
perience will be valued by other members of the division. Thus, he will
continue to participate in agency affairs, playing an important role in
agency policy and personnel decisions.^

The former minister assumes other PARC-related duties affecting
the ministry. He may be given a PARC leadership position; he may be
made a member of the PARC Deliberative Council (Seicho shingikai),
which is responsible for screening policy proposals coming from the
PARC divisions before they are sent to the Executive Board (Somukai)
for approval. The more typical and important pattern he follows is to
chair a key PARC investigative committee (chosaki) charged with policy
matters concerning the ministry.® This investigative committee, rather
than the appropriate PARC division, functions as the primary party par
ticipant in long-range policy deliberations by his ministry. Also, this in
vestigative unit of the PARC is charged with the task of initiating and
developing a long-term party policy.

For example, the Education System Investigative Committee
(Bunkyo seido chosakai), one of the two PARC organs dealing with edu-

' For discussion of the role played by former ministers of agriculture in MAFF policy
and personnel decisions, see Shakan yomiuri 39, no. 23 (June 1, 1980): 168. For a similar
situation in the MHA, see Ijichi, "Jichi kanryO," pp. 78-83. For the MHW, see Ashizaki,
KoseishO, pp. 159-160. For every ministry the corresponding party zoku elders include
former ministers. For other useful sources of information on former ministers' roles in the

MOC, the MHW, the MOE, and the MOF, see "Suzuki yosan o arau" [The Suzuki budget
inside out], pt. 3, Asahi, January 3, 1981; and JimintO seichokai, pp. 43-135 and 183.

« Upon leaving the Education portfolio in 1972, Takami SaburO said, "Even after my
resignation from the education minister's post, I am going to remain on the Investigative
Committee on the Educational System and render my assistance to my successor" (Sankei
shimbun, June 8, 1972). At the time of the 1982 controversy over revised Japanese texts
toning down Japan's prewar aggression in Asia, the MOE worked closely with former MOE
minister Tanigaki Sen'ichi, then deputy chairman of the LDP ICES, who had access to
Prime Minister Suzuki as a senior member of the Suzuki faction and played a role in the
government's decision making on the issue. See Yamasaki Hidenori, "Misuta kyOkasho
Morozawa Masamichi no kokokushikan" [Mr. Textbook Morozawa Masamichi's views on
imperial history], Ushio, no. 282 (October 1982), p. 77. Interviews with former ministers
(e.g., Okuno Seisuke, Kaifu Toshiki, and Hasegawa Takashi) shed light on postministerial
activities LDP dietmen are engaged in for the ministries they served in.
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cation policy and overseeing the MOE, is responsible for such long-range
matters as "reform of the school system"; the Education Division, the
other education-related PARC organ, is normally charged with short-
term, operational aspects of the MOE and its policy. As of 1982, the
Education System Investigative Committee was chaired by Kaifu
Toshiki, education minister of 1976-77, and the senior vice-chairman
was Tanigaki Sen'ichi, who headed the MOE in 1979-80. This pattern
is typical for other policy areas.

For some dietmen, one-year cabinet assignments may well be the
pinnacles of their public careers, but many—competent and ambitious
ones—go beyond their initial ministerial portfolios. They are not only
appointed to other cabinet posts, often more prestigious and lucrative
than their previous portfolios, but also have opportunities to hold impor
tant party posts that allow them distinct advantages in dealing with the
bureaucracy, including the ministries they headed.

Because of the constant intraparty, intragovemmental circulation of
LDP dietmen, the bureaucrats never know what post is in store for their
ministers. Placed in a strategic and powerful party or government post,
the former minister can do a lot, either positively or negatively, for the
agency and its oficials. As chairman of the powerful PARC he could
make it difficult and even impossible for the ministry to get the needed
party and MOP backing for its new costly program. Even as chairman
of the party's Diet Measures Committee (Kokkai taisaku iinkai) he could
affect the outcome of party and legislative debates on a ministry bill. As
minister of finance, he can be a powerful supporter or a vitriolic critic of
the line ministry's budget request. Obviously, he can damage or contrib
ute to the budget in many ways. Holding a key staff post close to the
prime minister, such as director of the Cabinet Secretariat, the former
minister can help or hurt the career of the high agency official, for
bureau director-level and higher appointments are subject to cabinet ap
proval, and the director of the Cabinet Secretariat can have a major in
put in that process if he is so determined. He is normally the prime
minister's right-hand man.

The widely held assumption of "transitory ministership" and "per
manent bureaucracy" often overlooks the surprisingly large number of
former ministers who return to the same agency for second or even mul
tiple terms. To mention several, Hirokawa Kozen was thrice the MAFF
minister in the Yoshida cabinet in the 1950s. The same post was twice
held by Kono Ichiro, in 1954-56 and 1961-62. His successor of the
1960s, Akagi Munenori, also held the MAFF portfolio twice. Ikeda Hay-
ato occupied the Finance portfolio twice and the MITI post three times
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in the 1950s. Mizuta Mikio was minister of finance in four diflferent
cabinets—two under Ikeda and two under Sato—in the 1960s. The
SDA has had several repeaters, including Masuhara Keikichi (thrice),
Nishimura Naomi (twice), and Esaki Masumi (twice). In the MOE, Na-
dao Hirokichi headed the ministry four times in the 1950s and 1960s.
Sakata Michita, who held the MOE post in the turbulent years of
1968-71, was seriously considered for the same post in the Suzuki cab
inet. The MHW twice had Hashimoto Ryogo as its chief, in 1951-52
and 1958-59. Kanda Hiroshi served in the MHW under four prime
ministers—Ishibashi, Kishi, Ikeda, and Sato. Fukuda Hajime twice held
the MHW post in the 1970s, first under Tanaka and then under Miki.

Most of these ministers are considered to be among the influential
agency chiefs of postindependence Japan. This list of returned ministers
is by no means exhaustive; it can easily be expanded. The central point
here is not the number of dietmen who head the same ministry more
than once; rather, it is the implication that the frequency of returning
ministers has for career oflicials' attitudes toward their ministers. As one
interviewed official put it, "We have to take the minister seriously not
only because of his expected involvement in agency affairs as a member
of the PARC division and committees but also because we cannot rule
out the possibility that the outgoing minister will return to our agency."

As the foregoing discussions show, the typical Japanese minister, in
a functional sense, does not really sever his ties with the ministry. In
some cases, such as those of zoku members and gosanke, ties with the
agency are even strengthened after departure. Therefore, the widely
practiced bureaucratic ranking of LDP dietmen that places former minis
ters in the topmost category, worthy of special agency consideration and
treatment, makes sense.

All agencies rank the politicians and deal with them accordingly.
This ranking order is one of the key indiacators of their behavior toward
the elected legislators. Typically, the top category. Class A, is reserved
for the party's top brass, consisting of the president (who concurrently
serves as the prime minister), the secretary-general, and chairmen of the
PARC and the Executive Board; former ministers; executives and other
influential members {zoku and gosanke) of the agency's corresponding
PARC division and investigative committees; and leaders and veteran
members of the intraparty factions or groups that have intimate ties with
the agency, such as the Kono faction and Seirankai in the MAFF. Diet-
men of lesser importance who have had dealings with the agency, usually
former PVMs, are included in Class B. The rank and file members of
the parliamentary LDP are assigned to Class C. In the agency's efforts to
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mobilize LDP support for its policy proposals, much of its energy is put
into securing the backing of Class A members, and especially former
ministers. Therefore, it is only natural that in agency policy-making and
budgetary process they have a special status that is usually denied to
those with lower rankings.

This ranking system has interesting symbiotic implications for the
party and the agencies (especially those charged with "lucrative" distrib
utive functions, such as the MOC and the MOT). For illustration, let us
take the MAFF, one of the foremost distributive-regulative agencies.
According to press sources close to the MAFF, party influentials on the
agency's Class A list not only play a part in the formulation of the
agency's budgetary requests to the MOF and the government budget bill
pertaining to the agency but also are allowed major inputs in determin
ing specific MAFF-sponsored construction projects for the forthcoming
fiscal year. In current practice, the members of the top category must be
informed of the contents of the proposed construction projects before the
agency's budget bill is acted upon in the Diet. Those on the B list are
briefed on the day before the upper house takes up the bill.^

Matsuno Raizo, the controversial former SDA minister later impli
cated in the so-called F4E-Fighter bribery scandal, provides an interest
ing illustration of the power a former minister can exercise in the affairs
of his old agency.® A key member of the Sato faction and considered one
of the rising stars of the party, Matsuno occupied the Self-Defense post
in 1965-66 under Prime Minister Sato. While in ofQce, he exercised his
powers as agency chief to such an extent that he was widely viewed as
one of the most assertive defense ministers, certainly on a par with
Nakasone Yasuhiro, who headed the agency in the early 1970s. In mid-
1966, after a tenure of one year, he left the SDA to assume the MAFF
portfolio, reportedly to direct a systematic purge of MAFF officials
friendly to the Kono faction, the archrival of the Sato faction.

Even after he left the SDA, Matsuno continued to have a powerful
influence over the agency and its key personnel decisions. A case in
point is a massive purge of ranking oflScials including Kaihara Osamu

' Kanrydkiko kenkyukai, NOrinsho, pp. 128-129. Seealso "KanryO doko o muku" [Fu
ture directions of bureaucracy], pt. 9, Mainichi, January 11, 1979. For a similar situation
in the MOC, see KanryO kikO kenkyUkai, KensetsushO, pp. 102-104.

' The following account is based largely on published sources, including the transcripts
of an interview with Kaihara Osamu, former directorof the Self-Defense Agency Minister's
Secretariat, printed in Asahi, January 19, 1979; Asahi, May 24, 1979; KanryO kiko
kenkyukai, NorinshO, pp. 40-42; and Honda Yasuharu, Nihon neo-kanryOron [A study of
the neo-bureaucracy in Japan], vol. II (Tokyo: KOdansha, 1974), pp. 137-142.
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(then director of the Minister's Secretariat, the second-highest post next
to the SDA AVM) and his protdges that occurred in 1967. This reshuffle
was widely attributed to the personal intervention of Matsuno, who then
held no cabinet post and whose major formal party responsibility was
chairmanship of a PARC investigative committee on elections. Unhap
py with Kaihara's adamant opposition to the F4E-Fighters he was pro
moting for purchase as part of the givemment's Third Defense Buildup
Program, Mastuno requested then SDA chief Masuda Kaneshichi, also a
member of the Sato faction, to remove the anti-F4E elements, and espe
cially Kaihara, from the agency. Reportedly, he was backed by his fac
tion chief and then prime minister, Sato.

The assertive Kaihara, whose brilliance was widely recognized
within and without the agency, was often known by his sobriquet. Em
peror Kaihara, for the prestige and power he enjoyed. He was ousted
shortly before his "scheduled" promotion to the highest career post of
AVM and was transferred to the largely ceremonial post of staff director
for the Cabinet Defense Council. When asked in 1979 to account for the
enormous influence Matsuno had over the agency he had headed,
Kaihara responded: "Everybody [in the agency] would rush to Matsuno
with requests because he was chairman of the LDP PARC [the post he
held in 1974-76]. Moreover, being a hierarchical organization, the SDA
has the tendency to say yes to whatever its former chiefs demand."' In
other words, Matsuno, a former SDA minister who later moved up to
hold one of the key party executive posts, was a Class A politician as far
as the SDA was concerned.

Admittedly, not every outgoing minister has in store for him the
kind of postministerial career and influence that Matsuno enjoyed after
he left the SDA until his fall forced by the bribery scandal, but many do.
This likelihood of the minister's postministerial upward mobility and
continued influence in agency affairs helps deter his agency subordinates
from defying him and his policy preferences. The familiar bureaucratic
techniques of recalcitrance and chicanery, based upon assmptions of
bureaucratic longevity and the minister's transiency, are more avoided
than used in Japan. In a case of bureaucratic sabotage of the minister's
cherished project, the minister, even after his departure from the agency,
can properly deal with the ringleader.

Even in Japan, there are some ministers who lack the requisites of
the "durable minister" and are subjected to the plight that often haunts
the American agency chief. These transients include a variety of

9 Asahi, January 19, 1979.
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ministers—for example, an "old-timer" who, before his expected retire
ment from politics, is given a minor cabinet post, his first and last, for
his long but mediocre service to his party and faction; or a minister
whose preministerial areas of interest and specialization do not have
anything to do with jurisdictional matters of the agency and who, upon
departure from the ministry, is not expected to assume any role of im
portance in the ministry's PARC counterpart. Ministers in this category,
however, are few. Also, the career officials have no sure way of telling
whether these ministers are going to be active in the PARC or not after
leaving the agencies. This uncertainty helps deter the bureaucrats from
committing any acts considered defiant of the minister.

The most transient of all is a "nonpolitical" minister brought into
the government from outside the LDP Diet contingent. According to the
constitution (Article 68), nondietmen "outsiders" may join the cabinet as
long as they do not constitute a majority of its members. Notwithstand
ing this provision for infusion of "new outside blood," however, the typi
cal cabinet is composed wholly of dietmen who, as dictated by the norms
of party government, belong to the majority LDP. From time to time,
however, outsiders who are not members of the parliamentary LDP have
been appointed to cabinet posts for a variety of reasons. Fujiyama Ai-
ichiro, appointed foreign minister in 1957 and elected a year later to the
Diet, was a "big business" (zaikai) leader brought into the Kishi cabinet
as a major link between that major sector of Japanese politics and the
government, whose then top foreign-policy task was a restructuring of
the Japanese-American alliance system. Okita Saburo, a retired EPA
bureaucrat whose brilliance and expertise in economic affairs are widely
respected by the key sectors of the Japanese "establishment," was ap
pointed foreign minister by Prime Minister Ohira Masayoshi at a time
when several knotty questions of Japanese-American trade relations re
quired serious answers. A few other ministries, including the MOF and
the MOE, share the distinction of having "nonpolitical" ministers.

In the postwar period, the largest share of the "nonpoliticals" has
gone to the MOE. During the entire SCAP era, the agency was headed
by scholars-tumed-ministers whose "liberal" views of education were
highly valued by the SCAP authorities bent on their far-reaching reform
of Japan's elitist and authoritarian prewar education. The MOE's latest,
and only postindependence, encounter with the nonpolitical, scholar type
came in 1974, when Nagai Michio, a former professor of educational so
ciology, headed the agency until 1976. A liberal educator widely respect
ed by centrist and left-wing circles, including the JTU, Nagai assumed
the Education portfolio with the encouragement of Prime Minister Miki
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Takeo, who considered Nagai's popular image to be consonant with the
low-profile consensual politics of the Miki government.'O

The outside ministers, though without a base of power in the party
because they hold no seats in the Diet, are given cabinetpostslargely be
cause of their expertise and standing in their areas of specialization, as
noted above; but they face myriad problems as they attempt to perform
their multifaceted roles as ministers. With the exception of the likes of
Okita Saburo, a former bureaucrat, the nondietmen ministers are new to
bureaucratic politics and find it difficult, if not impossible, to deal
effectively with their agency subordinates, who consider their inexperi
enced minister to be ill prepared to fight for authorization and appropri
ation for new agency programs.

The bureaucrats' assumptions are not farfetched in view of the
ministers' inexperience in party and Diet politics and lack of clout in the
party and its PARC organs. With the growing power the PARC divi
sions and their zoku have over the bureaucracy, the outside ministers
find it increasingly necessary to cooperate with the party. Their pliancy
toward the party is significantly prompted by the usual hands-off posture
of the prime minister who appointed them to the cabinet. Moreover, the
career officials view them as transients who do not belong to the nation's
governing elite and will in all probability not be seen again. For these
reasons, the nonpolitical ministers are easily susceptible to bureaucratic
slighting, defiance, and control.

These problems that confront outside minsters were vividly typified
during Nagai's two-year term, which, as one informed source put it,
"may well be the most turbulent interlude of his brilliantpublic service."
Because of his pro-JTU record (as a critic of the MOE and its policy, he
regularly lectured at JTU meetings prior to his cabinet appointment), the
LDP's distrust of him was inevitable. He was often excluded from cru
cial party-MOE policy sessions. He was unable to command much defer
ence from his agency subordinates, who often contradicted him, even in
public. Viewing him as a lame duck—one about to leave the agency at
any time—the conservative MOE career officials turned a deaf ear to his
reform ideas. Sandwiched between the party Bunkyozoku and the MOE
bureaucracy over some of the most controversial policy and personnel

I" He had been an editorial writer for the Asahi shimbun, whose editorial position is
often incongruent with that of the Nihon keizaishimbun, reputedly a pro-MOE newspaper.
He frequently served as a guest lecturer for JTU workshops and was widely considered per
sona non grata by the MOE and the LDP. His appointment to the MOE post, therefore,
caused quitea stir in the MOE and among the conservative, anti-JTU LDP dietmen.
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cases of recent years, Nagai was all alone, with Prime Minister Miki
maintaining his characteristic low-profile policy of neutrality. As noted
by Okuno Seisuke, Nagai's predecessor in the MOE and a key
BunkyOzoku member he had to contend with, "A non-LDP minister
without a Diet seat cannot be eflFective in dealing with agency officials;
the actual organizational leadership is assumed by the AVM."'2

For discussion of the policy and personnel issues during Nagai's incumbency, see
Yung Park, Jiminto to kyoiku kanryo, pp. 16-20.

12 Interview with Okuno Seisuke, April 23, 1979. Upon leaving the MOE, Okuno be
came chairman of the PARC Investigative Committee on the Educational System, the key
party post he held during Nagai's tenure in the MOE.



VI

Ministers and Mobilization of External

Support

In the pluralistic political system of contemporary Japan, as with
other competitive polities, administrative agencies must overcome a host
of institutional and organized obstacles, both within and without the
government, to have their policy programs authorized, funded, and ac
cepted as legitimate governmental programs. Agency policy proposals
must be coordinated with and approved by the appropriate LDP PARC
divisions and their elders. If the proposals are seen as impinging on the
jurisdiction of other ministries, the affected agencies also must be
brought into the consultative process, and any conflict with them must
be settled. The plethora of agency clientele groups and other interested
organizations must be persuaded to support or, at least, acquiesce in its
policy proposals. Because of the growing importance of interest group
politics in Japan, outside clientele support is particularly important.
Budgetary authorization must be sought from the MOF, the agency of
budget making and appropriation, which inherently frowns upon
budgetary requests for all new programs. The proposals must then be
blessed with approval by the LDP PARC and other key party commit
tees, including the Executive Board, and the prime minister and his cab
inet, before they can go to the Diet for its legitimation. Controversial
proposals are often vehemently resisted by the leftist opposition parties
in the Diet, although a majority of government bills, dealing with routine
policy matters, are unanimously adopted. Policy coordination with the
opposition in the Diet, therefore, also occupies an important place in the
agency's strategy and efforts to seek external support and has taken on an
added importance in recent years because of the Diet's growing reactive
powers of delaying, amending, and rejecting government bills.'

' For discussions of the major actors of Japanese politics whose support or acquiescence
must be sought before agency programs can be instituted, see "Rippo no arikata" [The way
lawmaking should be], Jurisuto, no. 331 (October 1, 1965), pp. 10-31. This is a transcript
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All these actions to enlist outside support and adjudicate conflict
with other sectors of the policy system require much of the agency's time
and energy and constitute an integral part of the agency's policy-making
process. No agency wants its policy efforts to result in futility. All agen
cies want to produce policy decisions that will be accepted or tolerated
by other segments of the policy system, for they know that their policy
efforts will be unsuccessful without this systemic support or acquiescence
and without the respectability and legitimacy that come from such en
dorsement.

Notwithstanding the lack of careful empirical studies of bureaucrat
ic interactions with the external environment, a notion of the
bureaucracy's pattern of external mobilization and conflict adjudication
has gained wide currency in and outside Japan. At the most general lev
el, it can be expressed as "bureaucratic primacy." In this perspective,
rooted in the traditional bureaucracy-dominant notion of prewar Japan,
the bureaucracy's mobilization of the political (political parties and Diet)
and private sectors is viewed as a simple, minor chore, with interagency
coor^nation requiring most of the mobilizational and adjudicative
efforts. Moreover, the middle-level officials of agencies (division head
and their deputies) are assumed to be the key actors of external mobili
zation and coordination. According to Kawanaka Niko, a leading
Japanese scholar of this school, all private groups and even those

of a panel discussion by prominent Tokyo University scholars, including KatO Ichiro,
ROyama Masamichi, and Azuma Sakae. Also useful is Misawa Shigeo, "Seisaku kettei ka-
tei no gaikan" [An outline of the policy-makingprocess] in Gendai nihon no seito to kanryO
[Political parties and bureaucracy in contemporary Japan], ed. Nihon seiji gakkai (Tokyo:
Iwanami shoten, 1967), pp. 5-53. An Engjish translation of this article is available in
Hiroshi Itoh, ed., Japanese Politics: An Inside View (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1973), pp. 12-48. Misawa's "systemic" analysis closely follows the popular notion of
"bureaucratic primacy." In examining the bureaucracy's relations with its environment, I
have benefited much from my discussions and interviews with a large number of Japanese
interest group representatives, scholars, government officials, dietmen, and Diet and LDP
staff members including Ichikawa ShOgo, Maki Masami, Shimokawa Yoshio, Murakawa
Ichird, Arai Ikuo, Kimura ShuzO, Taki Yoshie, Nakajima Yoneo, Takagi KOmei, Sasaki Sa-
danori, Uchida Susumu, Iwama Eitard, Yasujima Hisashi, Kida Hiroshi, Kawanaka Ichi-
gaku, Kumagai Kazunori, Genjida Shigeyoshi, Nishida Kikuo, Katd Eiichi, Umakoshi
Tdru, Uchida Mitsuru, Muramatsu Michio, Kitamura Kazuyuki, Yamamoto Takayuki,
Yamazaki Katsuhiko, Nagata Naohisa, Kobayashi Kazuyuki, Kimura Hitoshi, Hashimoto
Akira, Sugihara Masayoshi, ltd Michio, Imamura Reiko, Okabayashi Takashi, Kusaba
Muneharu, Satd Teiichi, Kuroha Rydichi, Nakagawa Sumito, Mochizuki Shdsaku, Iwasawa
Yoshitaka, Nakamura Ichird, Morita Kdichird, Hashimoto Seiichi, Sasaki Haruo, Omi
Kdji, Okano Yutaka, Takada Akiyoshi, Sakamoto Harumi, Toyama Toshird, Aoki Masahi-
sa, Shirakawa Katsuhiko, and Yagi Jun.
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representing the strategic industries are placed in a state of subjugation
vis-a-vis the state bureaucracy—so much so that they can do little more
than petition {chinjo) the government for minor or technical changes in
its proposed policy, which to all intents and purposes is a legitimate,
completed policy.

In this view, therefore, Japan is far from a pluralistic polity where
public policy is typically hammered out of vigorous negotiations and bar
gaining between the government and private interest groups. In this stat
ist notion, the critical part of the bureaucracy's external mobilization and
conflict resolution is working out administrative-level (jimuteki) inter-
ministry understanding and agreement. Once this is done, the rest is
simple. Again according to Kawanaka, interagency administrative agree
ments hold such a sacrosanct place in the policy process that the "fait ac
compli" can even be imposed on other sectors—both political and
private—of the policy system if the more "civilized" process of
nemawashi fails to "convince" them.^

The data collected from various LDP, bureaucratic, and interest
group sources suggest that the assumption of bureaucratic centrality
grossly simplifies contemporary Japanese policy-making. Not only are
the bureaucrats not the primary actors in the critical stages of external
support mobilization and conflict resolution but also interagency under
standings without due regard for the views of other sectors of the policy
system are simply inconceivable under existing circumstances. In other
words, the process of support mobilization and conflict resolution is far
more complex and expanded than asserted in the bureaucratic domi
nance thesis. It necessitates the participation of not only career bureau
crats but also their LDP patrons (especially their dietmen-ministers). In
important controversial and costly programs, the minister's role is more
ofen than not pivotal. Simply put, it is the minister's successful mobili-
zational campaign that often drums up the necessary authorization,
funding, and support for such programs. As widely observed by inter
viewed former ministers, including Okuno Seisuke (education minister
and justice minister), "The minister's status and powers in the agency
are significantly affected by how well he performs his mobilizational role
in support of agency programs."^ In short, an effective mobilizer and

2 Kawanaka NikO, "Nihon ni okeru seisaku kettei no seiji katei" [Political process of
policy-making in Japan], in Gendai gyosei to kanryosei [Contemporary administration and
bureaucracy], vol. 2, ed. Taniuchi Ken et al. (Tokyo: Tokyo daigaku shuppankai, 1974), pp.
6-20.

' Interview with Okuno Seisuke, April 23, 1979.
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persuader carries much weight with agency officials and plays a major
role in agency policy-making. In the words of Misawa Shigeo, a leading
student of Japanese policy-making, "A minister considered 'competent'
by the bureaucrats performs such an important task in the promotion of
the agency's 'private interests' that his 'decisions' come to play too big a
role [in the determination of agency policy programs].'"^

The minister's pivotal role in the agency's support mobilization and
policy coordination and its effect on his intraagency position is the cen
tral theme to be developed and illustrated in this chapter.

The assumption of bureaucratic centrality views the administrative
agency's external environment as intrinsically supportive and, at least,
acquiescent and glosses over a large measure of competitiveness and
even a propensity for conflict that Japan's postwar pluralization has in
troduced into the political and governmental systems. These develop
ments have made the agency's support mobilization correspondingly
complex and difficult.

A fitting commentary on the pluralizing Japanese polity and its
effect on the bureaucracy's support mobilization is offered by Kakizawa
Koji, an MOF bureaucrat-tumed-dietman, in his discussion of the dimin
ishing of the MOF's power as a result of the pluralization of the budget-
making system. He characterizes the occupation era as operating under
a "unipolar system" {ikkyoku kOzo) in which the MOF held the dom
inant role in budget maldng by playing the SCAP and line ministries
against each other. The end of the occupation in 1952 ushered in a de
cade of "bipolarity" (nikyoku), during which the MOF had to contend
with the other "pole," consisting of line ministries and LDP politicians.
The era of bipolarity ended around 1965, to be replaced by that of "tri-
polarity" (sankyoku), during which the LDP, the MOF, and line minis
tries made up the dominant triadic budget policy system. The pluraliza
tion continued, and in the middle of the 1970s the triadic structure gave
way to a quadripartite (yonkyoku) system in which the four budgetary
protagonists (the LDP, the MOF, line ministries, and the opposition par
ties) attempt to articulate their own institutional interests as well as
those of their clientele groups. ^ Kakizawa's summation, though doing
injustice to the LDP's preeminence in budgetary politics, nevertheless
correctly points to the extent of pluralization that has taken place in the
postwar Japanese political system.

4 Misawa, "Seisaku kettei," p. 24.
5 Kakizawa, "Kokkai to kanryo," app. 6.
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Under the existing pluralistic system of Japan, to achieve their poli
cy objectives all agencies must successfully deal with at least three key
external sectors. The first segment of the agencies' environment is politi
cal and consists of the LDP, the opposition parties, and the Diet, which
is the major forum for the political opposition. Second is the
bureaucracy—other line ministries and the budget-making MOF, which
must be persuaded to finance agency programs. Finally, there is an array
of private interest groups—both clientele groups and "negative consti
tuencies" hostile to agency actions. The following sections examine each
of these sectors of the polity that any agency must cope with and the role
performed by the minister in each stage.

Political Sector

The foremost institution in the political sector that the bureaucracy
must persuade and bargain with is of course the LDP, the party continu
ously in power since 1948, whose dominant status in the polity has not
yet attracted the wide scholarly attention it deserves.^ Several bases of
growing LDP power and policy roles have been mentioned in the preced
ing chapters and hence require no elaboration here. Largely attributable
to the simple fact of the LDP's electoral longevity, they include policy
expertise, information, experience, power over agency personnel deci
sions, the strengthened PARC and its elaborate substructure, and legiti
mate authority derived from the constitutional norms of legislative
supremacy and party government.

In view of the party's powerful role, what many interviewed
officials referred to as "the politicization [which really refers to partisani-
zation] of administration" {gyOsei no seijika) is not surprising at all.
This is reported by both incumbent and former officials of not only
heavily partisanized agencies but also such traditional bureaucratic giants
as the MOF and MITI. The MAFF is characterized as an effective "sup
port arm" for the LDP and its Norinzoku (farm dietmen), and contem
porary agricultural policy-making is seen as "a highly politicized process
decidedly controlled by the party's political considerations."' Several
former MOE bureau directors and AVMs and an MOF budget official
whose jurisdiction included MOE budgets spoke of the education
bureaucracy as seriously eroded by the LDP's authority, expertise, and
political needs. One official who headed all major MOE bureaus depict-

6 The major exception is Muramatsu's pioneering study, Sengo nihon no kanryosei.
^ For a recent study in English along this line, see Aurelia George, "The Japanese Farm

Lobby and Agricultural Policy-making," Pacific Affairs 54, no. 3 (Fall 1981): 409-430.
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ed the LDP as "the senior partner" and the MOE as "the junior partner"
of the official education policy-making system.® As for the MHW, also a
highly partisan agency, an interviewed source described the agency as
"suffocating" (kurushii) under LDP pressures. As he put it, "it is not
only that the powerful Japan Medical Association [JMA] goes to the
LDP" over the heads of agency officials; "the LDP is also cognizant of
the growing electoral importance of health and welfare policy." Com
menting on the MOT, a group of reporters who had long covered the
agency wrote: "The relationship between the MOT and the [LDP] diet-
men is not a 'dependency relationship' (mochitsu motaresu), for the
legislators are much more powerful. The 'honorable dietmen' are so
strong that they often impose unreasonably difficult tasks [upon the agen
cy]."®

Policy-making in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is also highly sus
ceptible to the political considerations of the LDP and especially its
leaders. Of course, the respective roles of politicians and bureaucrats
vary depending upon issues involved, as with other ministries. "If the
issue is routine and noncontroversial, involving essentially a continua
tion or marginal, incremental change of the status quo," according to
Haruhiro Fukui, "the decisions (or nondecisions) may well be made
'bureaucratically'—mainly by the bureaucrats, with little intervention
from politicians or interest groups." On important, politically sensitive
and highly controversial foreign policy issues, however, LDP leaders as
sume the central role, "with the bureaucrats playing a subordinate or
marginal role."'°

What about the traditionally assertive economic bureaucracies such
as the MOF and MITI? Hashiguchi Osamu, former MOF Budget Bureau
director, in his perceptive discussions of "the political penetration of ad
ministration," attributes the LDP's growing policy role to its long tenure
as the majority party and to the powers that come from this, such as pol
icy speciidization and personnel power over agency officials. Imai Ka-

8 For an exploration of this notion, see Park, "Kyoiku gyosei ni okeru jiminto to mom-
busho." See also Park, "Party-Bureaucracy Relations in Japan: The Case of the Ministry of
Education," Waseda Journal of Asian Studies 1 (1979): 48-75; and "Education Policy-
making in Contemporary Japan: A Study of the Liberal-Democratic Party and the Ministry
of Education," a paper presented at the Japan Seminar, Center for Japanese Studies,
University of California, Berkeley, May 19, 1978, 83 pp.

9 Kankryo kikO kenkyukai, Un'yusho, p. 90.
'0 Haruhiro Fukui, "Policy-making in the Japanese Foreign Ministry," in Robert A.

Scalapino, ed.. The Foreign Policy ofModern Japan (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University
of California Press, 1977), pp. 4-5.

Hashiguchi, Shinzaisei jijd, pp. 196-197. For a perceptive analysis by a Nikon keizai
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zuo, also a former bureau director in the MOF, has written extensively
about what he calls "party intervention in administrative affairs," as well
as the shift of effective decision-making power over agency personnel
from the bureaucracy to the party sector. Imai diagnoses the resulting
bureaucratic tendency of "tail-wagging" {o o furu) to the LDP as a conta
gious disease of the postwar Japanese bureaucracy. budgetary and
fiscal powers too, former MOF official Sakakibara Eisuke sees the party
as dominating the MOF bureaucracy. He views the PARC as performing
a directive role over the MOF Budget Bureau, and the PARC Taxation
Investigative Committee as having a similar power over the MOF Taxa
tion Bureau.

The EPA is not much better off. Not only in substantive policy-
making but even in the presentation of the government's annual
Economic White Paper (Keizai hakusho), the EPA is subjected to politi
cal intervention by the prime minister, agency chief, and LDP economic
policy dietmen, who, as a senior EPA division chief put it, are "extreme
ly specialized experts" and often have a better command of "micro-level
policy knowledge."1"^ One Environmental Agency {Kankyocho) division
chief, commenting on the hierarchical relationship between the LDP and
the bureaucracy, went as far as to conclude, "Under the present system,

shimbun economic reporter of contemporary financial policy-making and of the party's role
in it, see Ichioka Yoichiro, "Zaisei kin'yu seisaku kettei no katei to kOzo" [The process and
structure of financial policy-making], in Naikaku to kanryo, pp. 88-94.

'2 Imai Kazuo-shi danwa sokkiroku, no. 15, p. 166. According to gossip Circulating
within the MOF, a righteous ofl5cial (a tax policy specialist) on an elite mobility track was
indignant over what he felt was an unfair income-reporting system for politicians. He com
mitted the unfortunate sin of trying to do something about the matter. Though widely be
lieved to be a bright, competent official, he was eventually taken off the upward mobility
course; he never reached the top post within the Taxation Bureau, not to mention the top
most career post of AVM. The moral of the episode, well recognized by MOF officials, is
that no MOF official in disfavor with a powerful LDP dietman can hope to be promoted to
a coveted top post. See Moriyama, "Okurasho shuzeikyoku," pp. 289-291.

'3 Sakakibara Eisuke, Nihon a enshutsusuru shinkanryOzo [A portrait of new bureaucrats
directing Japan] (Tokyo: Yamate shobbo, 1977), pp. 130-131. See also Sakakibara Eisuke
and Noguchi Yukio, "Okurasho nichigin Ocho no bunseki" [The dynasty of the Ministry of
Finance and the Bank of Japan: an analysis], Chao kOron 92, no. 8 (August 1977): 96-150.
For similar arguments by a former MITI division chief, see Uchida Genko, "Taikenteki
kanryoron" [An empirical view of bureaucrats], ChiLo kOron 85, no. 5 (May 1970): 54-67.
For discussion by an economic reporter of the LPD's domination of taxation policy-
making, see Moriyama, "Okurasho shuzeikyoku," pp. 284-300.

14 "Ima keizai kanryo wa nanio kangaeteiruka?" p. 44. See also Arai Tadao, "Kancho
ekonomisuto jidai no shuen" [The end of the era of government economists], Ekonomisuto
55, no. 19 (May 10, 1977): 27-28.
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long conditioned by the LDP's long-lasting power, the central ministries
cannot avoid being staff sections for the LDP PARC."'^

Similar observations have been made regarding MITI. The daily
newspaper reporters who covered the agency when it was "reigned" over
by the so-called Sahashi battalion are now struck by the dramatic
changes that have befallen the once assertive, powerful economic
bureaucracy. Gone are the outspoken ofiicials who passionately debated
problems of capital liberalization and the need for Japanese advantages
in international competition. As a Mainichi economic reporter put it,
"MITI ofl&cials nowadays have their mouths closed like clams," and
"when they open their mouths, they do so to complain" about their
lowered status. The Mainichi MITI correspondent went on to note:

The recent revision of the Anti-Monopoly Law is a good example [of
the aforementioned change in MITI]. While the LDP Sepcial Inves
tigative Committee on Revision of the Anti-Monopoly Law [chaired
by Yamanaka Sadanori] was working on the LDP revision draft,
MITI revealed its position only on a piecemeal basis. Even during
the interministry coordination on the bill, MITI did not try to let its
position be known—

Because the revision was proceeding under the complete control of
the LDP, it is most likely that MITI's strategy focused on efforts to
coordinate with the LDP dietmen concerned rather than on public
relations activities.'®

Namiki Nobuyoshi, a former MITI economist and brain truster
who "prematurely" left the agency in 1975, also provides us with an in
structive glimpse of what has occurred in his agency. Though disgrun
tled with his partisan superiors who made impossible his "hanamichi"
(glorious exit) from the agency, his lashing out at them is by no means
personal. It is fully consistent with the widely held view of MITI as any
thing but "gekokujo no honba" (the home of the rule by lower oflhcials)
that it once was.''' In Namiki's view, MITI no longer has room for either
policy specialists or opinions incongruent with the agency mainstream
dictated by "political considerations." In other words, MITI is seen as
dominated by those subservient to political power—no longer a haven
for "truth seeking economist-officials."

15 "Kanryo doko o muku: kesareta hoan" [Future directions of bureaucracy: the bill
that was struck out], Mainichi, July 16, 1979.

16 Toda Eisuke, "Mokuhyo o miushinatta tsusan kanryo" [MITI bureaucrats who have
lost their aims], Ekonomisuto 55, no. 22 (May 31, 1977): 26.

17 The following account draws extensively on an article by a Mainichi reporter, Aral
Tadao. See his "Kancho ekonomisuto," p. 30.
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This development, shared by other economic agencies, as seen
above, is also attributable to what an informed observer calls "political
constriction" (seijitekina shimetsuke) of bureaucracy, which was given a
major impetus by the LDP's electoral dip in the second half of the
1970s.'® In contrast to the earlier eras when the party's stronger parlia
mentary status permitted it to be tolerant of assertive and even outspo
ken bureaucrats, the fierce LDP competition with the opposition parties
(hokaku hakuchu) of the late 1970s forced the party to demand unques
tioning loyalty and sacrificial devotion from the bureaucrats. As Namiki
put it:

Some people say that at a time of political confusion created by close
conservative-progressive contest [as now], it is all the more impera
tive for the bureaucrats to demonstrate their ability to objectively
mediate [between the two competing political forces], but these peo
ple are dead wrong. [The bureaucrats] all cower and are increasingly
busy protecting their hides."

Because of the powerful role the LDP plays in contemporary
Japanese policy-making, it should not surprise anyone that policy coordi
nation with the party—its influentials, factions, and policy-making
organs—constitutes the singularly important segment of the
bureaucracy's external mobilization and policy coordination. For any
major governmental policy program, whether initiated by MITI or the
MOE, the party is the first and the foremost of all obstacles that must be
surmounted.20 Contrary to the popular assumption, based on the notion

'8 Ibid. For discussions by veteran political reporters of how the growing LDP-
opposition competition limits the bureaucracy's policy-making and legislative discretion,
see Ashizaki, Koseisho, pp. 125 and 146-156; Ijichi, Jichisho, pp. 128-129; and Shioguchi
Kiichi, "Tenkanki no kanryo" pp. 142-145.

•9 Arai, "Kancho ekonomisuto," p. 30.
20 The following discussion draws heavily on interviews and discussions with LDP diet-

men, Diet staff members, government ofl&cials (incumbent and retired), and reporters and
commentators. Interviews with Murakawa Ichiro, Mori Yoshiro, Ishibashi Kazuya, Yasuji-
ma Hisashi, Hasegawa Takashi, Taki Yoshie, ItO Michiro, Suefuji Masahiro, Yagi Jun,
Okano Yutaka, Shirakawa Katsuhiko, and Kuroha Ryoichi were most instructive. For a
useful study of the LDP's growing role over MITI policy-making, see Yazawa Shujiro,
"TsususanshO ni okeru seisaku kettei katei" [Policy-making process in MITI], in Zenshoko
rodo kumiai tsusan gyosei kenkytikai [The Commerce and Industry Labor Union's
Research Institute on International Trade and Industry], ed., Towareru tsusanshd [Ques
tionsaboutMITI] (Tokyo: Otsuki shoten, 1983), pp. 220-262. TheYazawa study and oth
ers included in this volume were commissioned by the union, whose membership includes
about 20 percent of MITI's workforce. Even the short-lived TaishoJapan experienced fac
tors contributing to the primacy of party government. For interesting parallels between
that era and contemporary Japan in terms of party-bureaucracy relations, see Daikakai,
Naimushoshi, vol. 1, pp. 768-771. Kato Eiichi, an MHA bureaucrat-tumed-professor of
politics at Tsukuba University, views "the Mejiro Palace" (Tanaka and his network) as
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of "bureaucratic dominance," that views coordination with the party as a
perfunctory part of the bureaucracy's external mobilization, all agencies
take the utmost care in dealing with the party. All interviewed sources
viewed bureaucratic-party policy coordination more as careful consulta
tion, negotiation, and bargaining than as the party's reactive "stamp of
approval" readily given for an agency policy formulated.

The ministry's policy coordination with the party starts in the earli
est stages of agency policy-making. It needs to be stressed anew here
that the bureaucrats are very much governed by "the rule of anticipated
reaction" {jishu kisei) in all stages of agency policy-making and party-
bureaucracy policy coordination, starting with the initial and foremost
decision of whether the matter on hand should be taken up or not. If
their prudence and their assessment of the party's (and the Diet's) prob
able reaction suggest that the party is not ready for the sort of action the
agency has in mind, nothing will happen. If not sure of the party's prob
able reaction, an informal and even formal scouting of the party must be
made, before any decision-making action can be undertaken within the
agency. Only after a preliminary "go sign" is attained from the party
does the agency proceed with its intraorganizational decision making and
coordination. Of course, before any major directional change can be
made during this intraagency process, the relevant PARC organs must be
consulted and their understanding sought.

A multitude of party oflBces must be persuaded and mobilized in
support of an agency program. First, there are the PARC and the ap
propriate organs under it, including the Policy Deliberation Commission

"honne no seifit" (real government) of Japan. Naturally, the Mejiro Palace is the foremost
party-government element that agencies must persuade and bargain with before theirmajor
policy programs can be undertaken. For his fascinating analysis of the contemporary
Japanese power structure, see Kato Eiichi, "Toshi no fukusha" [Cities' revenge], Chao
kOron 98, no. 6 (June 1983): 72-89. KatO's argument wassomewhat underscored by Tana-
ka himself when he boasted that he was "a legal consultant" for governmental ministries.
In his own words: "Every morningmanyofficials cometo my place. They are not particu
larly concerned with my health. They come to askabout laws. They bring their proposals
and ask, 'Will the proposed revision of this law pass the Diet?' They bring many other
problems. In short, I am a consultant on laws, budgets, andsystems." See Tahara SOichiro,
"Tanaka Kakuei motosOri dokusen intabyu" [Solo interview with former Prime Minister
Tanaka Kekuei], Bmgei shunja 59, no 2 (February 1981): 118-145. For recent studies of
the LDP's growing policy role, see Michio Muramatsu and Ellis S. Krauss, "Bureaucrats
and Politicians in Policy-making: The Case of Japan," American Political Science Review
78, no. 1 (March 1984): 126-146. The article is based on extensive interviews conducted
by Muramatsu and his team. See also Uchida Kenzo, "Mohitotsu no seifu: jiminto" [One
more government: the LDP], in Nihon nosietd, a special expanded issue (no. 35) of Jurisu-
to, pp. 18-23.
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(Seimuchosakai shingikai), the division, and the investigative committee.
This stage, dealing with the PARC organs, is the most crucial part of the
agency's coordination with the party. Especially important are both the
formal officers (chairman and vice-chairmen) and the senior members
(zoku and zoku gosanke) of the PARC division and investigative com
mittee, who constitute the specialist core of the party's Diet contingent
in a given policy area. Also important are former ministers of the agen
cy, who for the most part are now well established as zoku members and
even gosanke members. As Edwin Reischauer has noted, the PARC
divisions "serve as the chief area for the initial melding of the differing
views held by the party's Diet members and for the coordination of their
views with the expert opinion of the ministerial bureaucracy." Of course,
behind the formal PARC committee meetings, "there will often be exten
sive consultations among Diet members especially interested in the
specific legislation and between them and the concerned ministry and
bureaucrats."^'

Because of the careful and elaborate consultations between ministry
and PARC division officials that go into the agency's policy-making and
bill drafting, the policy measure or bill produced by the ministry faces
little opposition from the PARC organs when it is formally presented to
them for approval. This prompt PARC ratification has induced many
observers to conclude that the PARC is a perfunctory legitimating
mechanism for whatever the government bureaucracy proposes to do. In
reality, as many interviewed dietmen and bureaucrats noted, the govern
ment proposals that come before the PARC organs for formal, final ap-

2' Edwin O. Reischauer, The Japanese (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977), p.
287. As early as 1965 some prominent Tokyo University scholars recognized the growing
role and involvement of the LDP PARC in governmental policy-making. In the words of
KatO Ichiro, "I hear that in recent years their [government-PARC] power relationship has
significantly changed. PARC divisions have come to exercise considerable power, perform
ing a role similar to that of SCAP GHQ during the [American] occupation. Some govern
ment draft bills might have to be introduced in the Diet following revisions by the PARC;
some government proposals, which have already gone through deliberative councils [shingi
kai) and other organs, might be rejected by the PARC." Ogawa Ichiro concurs, saying that
if agencies bring to the PARC proposals not acceptable to the party, agency officials are
"sometimes subjected to a kangaroo court" (tsurushiage). Commenting on policy matters
involving judicial reform (shiho seido kaikaku), Miyazawa Toshiyoshi notes that proposals
likely to be rejected by the PARC are not even pushed to begin with. See "RippO no arika-
ta," pp. 18-19. For a recent study of the LDP PARC and zoku dietmen, see Kanazashi
Masao, "Jiminto seichokai to 'zoku' giin" [The LDP Policy Affairs Research Council and
zoku dietmen], in Nihon no seito [Japanese political parties], a special expanded issue (no.
35) of Jurisuto, pp. 173-178.
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proval are government-party measures that naturally will encounter no
opposition from the PARC members who participated in their formula-
tion.22

Once the influential zoku dietmen are persuaded and their inputs
registered in bill drafting, and the zofciz-dominated PARC divisions have
given their blessings, the rest is simple, provided that the policy matter is
not too controversial and does not require a huge budgetary outlay. This
is so because the recommendation by the relevant PARC division carries
much weight with other policy-making organs of the party because of the
party's internal "rules" based on specialization and reciprocity. The
recommendation goes to the PARC Policy Deliberation Commission,
which, like other PARC and party organs, represents a factional balance.
When cleared there, it is forwarded to the Executive Board (Somukai),
whose membership, composed of veteran dietmen with extensive min
isterial experiences, also represents both a factional and regional balance.
Approval by the Executive Board completes the party stage of the policy
process, and the bill goes back to the government where it is endorsed by
the cabinet before it is introduced in the Diet.

For politicized policy issues or complex issues that defy easy con
sensus decisions by PARC organs, the process of bureaucracy-party coor
dination is often very complicated and prolonged, involving the top
echelons of the party and the government. The policy issue may be re
ferred to the Executive Board or to a conference of top party officials
that includes the secretary-general and even the president (prime minis
ter) or to a meeting of factional leaders. A meeting of the prime minister
and other major factional leaders is often the final policy arbiter. All
these mechanisms represent a factional balance and therefore serve as
the means for achieving an intraparty, interfactional consensus that will
be binding on all party members in parliamentary voting. There are
times, however, when even these high-level mechanisms fail to produce
an intraparty consensus. The prime minister then assumes the final
responsibility for decision making and its political consequences, as
Kishi did in 1960 over the controversial revision of the American-

Japanese security treaty.
For the reasons outlined above, it is imperative that, insofar as

controversial programs are concerned, the initiating agency include in its
coordinative and mobilizational efforts not only the relevant PARC poli
cy zoku and its gosanke but also top party leaders—factional leaders and

22 Interviews with Okuno Seisuke, Yasujima Hisashi, Okano Yutaka, Shirakawa
Katsuhiko, Kudo Iwao, and Mori Yoshiro.
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the prime minister. Of the party leaders, of course, the key individual to
be mobilized is the party president, who also is the prime minister. The
prime minister's role depends upon the policy issues and his personality;
he can be a powerful and often the decisive factor determining the fate
of a bureaucracy policy proposal.

This perspective obviously does not square with the notion of
gekokujO, or zokkan seiji, that belittles the prime minister's role in
policy-making and views him as standing at the apex of the legitimating
hierarchy. "More and more," as Donald Hellmann has suggested, "the
Prime Minister has come to exercise in fact the comprehensive powers
that reside formally in that position. This has been particularly true
with foreign-policy issues, and the notion of "two presidencies" in the
United States, to distinguish the powerful, activist "foreign-policy
presidency" from the restrained "domestic-policy presidency," may also
be a useful concept in understanding the policy behavior of the contem
porary Japanese prime minister. As the spokesman for the nation and
the government in international affairs, "the Prime Minister's authority
and visibility provide unique opportunities to draw public support for
his views." With various tools available to him, including the appoint
ment power over top party and government personnel,^'^ "he can do
much to check opposition and to build intraparty unity on foreign-policy
goals,"25 as Tanaka did in 1972 over the normalization of Sino-Japanese
relations.26

It has increasingly become the norm for the prime minister to as
sume personal responsibility for, or at least to identify with, one key pol
icy achievement—more often a foreign-policy than a domestic-policy
decision—during his administration. No conceptualization of contem
porary Japanese foreign policy-making that failed to take into account
the powerful role assumed by the prime minister would be valid.^'' All
key foreign-policy decisions of postwar Japan are associated with the
prime ministers: the formation of the U.S.-Japan alliance, 1951-52

25 Donald Hellmann, Japan and East Asia (New York: Praeger, 1972), p. 56.
Yomiuri shimbun seijibu, ed., SOridaijin [Prime Minister] (Tokyo: Yomiuri shimbun-

sha, 1972).
25 Hellmann, Japan and East Asia.
2' For discussion of Tanaka's intraparty consensus-building on the China issue, see

Yung Park, "The Politics of Japan's China Decision," Orbis 19, no. 2 (Summer 1975):
562-590.

2' For discussion of the Sat6 case, see Fukutomi, Daijin, pp. 17-23. For an account by
his chief aide, see Kusuda Minoru, Shuseki hishokan [Chief aide] (Tokyo: Bungei shunju,
1975), pp. 105-194.
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(Yoshida); the normalization of Japan-USSR relations, 1956 (Hatoyama);
the revision of the U.S.-Japan security treaty, 1960 (Kishi); the OWnawa
reversion, 1972 (Sato); the normalization of Sino-Japanese diplomatic re
lations, 1972 (Tanaka); and the signing of the Sino-Japanese peace
treaty, with its so-called anti-hegemony clause, 1978 (Fukuda).^®

Even in domestic policy, the prime minister is by no means a by
stander if the issues are very controversial or require large budgetary
support from the government. His intervention, though not readily
forthcoming because of his reluctance to get involved in the more plural
istic and competitive domestic-policy area,^® usually makes a decided
diflFerence. For illustration, let us take the so-called Jinzaikakuhoho (the
Law to Obtain Talented Manpower) of 1974, initiated at the prodding of
the LDP BunkyOzoku and intended to drastically raise teachers' salaries.
Faced with serious opposition from other ministries, and especially the
tight-fisted MOF, MOB minister Okuno Seisuke, aided by the
BunkyOzoku, intensely lobbied Prime Minister Tanaka, who agreed to in-
tervene.^® In the words of Iwama Eitaro, then MOE bureau director in
charge, who also played a major role in the efforts to mobilize party and
governmental support, "Without Tanaka's intervention, the Jinkakuho
[i.e., Jinzaikakuhoho] would not have come about."^' The ministries
must enlist the prime minister's support not only against other compet
ing ministries and the MOF but also against powerful interest groups

28 For discussion of Fukuda's central role in the signing of the 1978 treaty, see Tahara,
Nihon no kanryO, pp. 21-34. For Miki's efforts to deal with the issue of anti-hegemony, see
Yung Park, "The 'Anti-Hegemony* Controversy in Sino-Japanese Relations," Pactfic Affairs
49, no. 3 (Fall 1976): 476-490. For Hatoyama's role in the 1956 Japanese-Soviet negotia
tions, see Donald Hellmann, Japanese Foreign Policy and Domestic Politics (Berkeley and
Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1969). For Kishi's role in the 1960 U.S.-Japan
security treaty negotiation, see George R. Packard, Protest in Tokyo: The Security Treaty
Crisis of 1960 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1966), and Robert Scalapino and
Masumi Junnosuke, Parties and Politics in Contemporary Japan (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1962), pp. 125-153. For Satd's role in the Okinawa rever
sion case, see Kusuda, Shuseki hishokan, pp. 135-164; Watanabe Akio, The Okinawa Prob
lem: A Chapter in Japan-U.S. Relations (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1970);
and Nihon kokusai seiji gakkai, ed., Okinawa henkan kosho no seiji katei [The political pro
cess of Okinawa reversion negotiations] (Tokyo: Yuhikaku, 1975).

2' One major domestic-policy area the prime minister traditionally stays away from is
the fixing of rice prices, an extremely controversial and politicized matter. See "Kokkai no
toshitachi [Warriors of the Diet]: Mitsuzuka Hiroshi," Kankai 7, no. 10 (October 1981):
101.

20 Yamada Hiroshi, Jinzaikakuhoho to shunin seido [The law to obtain talented man
power and the system of department chairmen] (Tokyo: Kyoikusha, 1979), p. 61.

2' Interview with Iwama EitarO, February 29, 1980.
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that are in the habit of going directly to the prime minister for support.
The available literature abounds with examples of direct group-lobbying
of the prime minister by, almost exclusively, powerful business groups
with "unrestricted" access to him.^^ xhe so-called Third Capital Liberali
zation Program (Daisanji shihon jiyuka), instituted in September 1970,
is a case in point.

Obviously, by the early 1970s, the leadership of "big business" felt
secure enough to go ahead with a program of further capital liberaliza
tion in response to demands from abroad. This was evident from an ac
tion taken by Kobayashi Ataru, a zaikai elder who then chaired the
MOF's Foreign Capital Council (Gaishi shingikai). Even before the
MOF could work out specific plans, he announced that he would like to
see a program of extensive liberalization adopted. This was followed by
the revelation by Okumura Tsunao, then chairman of the Keidanren
Committee on Foreign Capital, of his "private proposal" that the new
"liberalization should involve at least three hundred categories of busi
ness."

Shocked at the sudden development, the MOF hastily reacted. In
its responses, however, it was governed by its traditional fear that the
importation of foreign capital would drive many fragile domestic firms
out of business and that the responsibility for that would natiurally fall
on the government, which has the legitimate authority to select areas for
capital liberalization. Thus, the MOF countered with a liberalization
plan that included only two hundred categories. Not sharing the MOF's
apprehension and more sure of successful international competition,
however, zaikai leaders pressed on with their initial demand and turned
to Prime Minister Sato for support. He obliged, and the completed
government plan of liberalization contained three hundred categories of
enterprises, as had been urged by Keidanren.^^

Let us look at another example of direct business lobbying of the
prime minister—of Prime Minister Ohira Masayoshi, who like Sato was
considered a consensus-seeking, low-profile prime minister. In 1979,
Mitsui, a leading corporate giant, involved in an Iranian petrochemical
project that had been interrupted by Iran's political turmoil of 1979-79,
had to raise a huge additional fund to cover the cost inflation. Unable to
raise this sum on its own, Mitsui had to seek government investments in

32 According to Yomiuri shimbun political reporters' accounts, the chairman and vice-
chairmen of Keidanren "have the habit of rushing to" (tondeiku) the prime minister when
they have problems. See Yomiuri shimbun seijibu, SOridaijin, p. 148.

33 Ibid.
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the venture. To qualify for government participation, however, the
Mitsui project needed to be elevated to a "national project," which re
quired the participation of not only Mitsui but also others representing
the iron-steel and electric industries. Decisions regarding such elevation
and investment required coordination among the industries, among the
four economic agencies (MITI, the MOF, the MFA, and the EPA), and
between the private sector and the government. Even before interminis-
try agreements could be worked out, however. Prime Minister Ohira and
Mitsui had reached an understanding that committed government sup
port to the "expanded" project, and the economic bureaucracy was
relegated to the role of elaborating and implementing the Ohira-Mitsui
compact.^'*

The primary responsibility for the bureaucracy's coordinative and
mobilizational effort targeting the party falls on high-level officials, and
especially the bureau directors. The ministry's consultation and coordi
nation with its PARC counterpart (division) is generally handled by the
bureau director. It is he who undertakes an assessment of the party's
mood and the likelihood of its receptivity to his bureau's policy. He
consults with the chairman of the PARC division and zoku elders; he,
accompanied by his own division chiefs, attends all major PARC divi
sion meetings, defends the proposed measure, and answers questions
from the division members (especially the so-called nonregulars who
show up when controversial issues giving them higher voter visibility are
before the PARC division), just as he does in the Diet meetings. Wheth
er or not the PARC division decides to endorse the ministry proposal
depends largely on the skills and efforts of the bureau director. This pic
ture of his primary role is a contrast to the 1950s, as portrayed by many
former officials, in which division chiefs played the central role in coor
dinating with the party.

It is not too difficult for the ministry to have its policy proposals or
bills "anointed" with the PARC division's approval, as long as party in
puts are properly taken into account. Policy conflicts develop from time
to time between the two, however, althou^ the contemporary norm is
for the ministry to make concessions to appease the PARC division. In
persuading and bargaining with the division and its elders, the bureau

34 This account draws on discussions by a group of informed observers including an
LDP staff member. See KyOikusha, KanryO, pp. 112-124.

35 Muramatsu, Sengo nihon, p. 217.
36 Interview with Naito Takasaburo, May 8, 1980; and interview with Yasujima Hisashi,

February 29, 1980.
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director does not work alone, for he is aided and supported by his AVM,
PVM, and minister. When the going gets tough, however, the minister
assumes the major responsibility for coordination and becomes the key
spokesman for the agency. (This theme is further discussed later in this
chapter.)

Once division leaders (not only formal leaders, who include the
division chairman, but also informal leaders such as zoku members and
gosanke) are won over, the ministry can count on their support in deal
ing with the nonregulars of the PARC division who may still have reser
vations about the proposed measure. Similar reinforcement can be ex
pected from the divisional leaders in coping with party opposition in the
stages and organs beyond the PARC division. Typically, the chairman of
the PARC division assumes responsibility for managing the ministry
measure through the PARC Policy Deliberation Commission and the Ex
ecutive Board, both filled with veteran dietmen with cabinet experience.

Though aided by his zoku elders and a contingent of ministry
officials that includes the bureau chief and the director of the Minister's

Secretariat, however, the division chairman is still hampered in his
mobilizational efforts by his junior standing (jingasa) and his limited in-
traparty clout. It is at this stage that the minister becomes highly active
and useful and takes over the responsibility for defending the agency
proposal. He appeals to and lobbies top party functionaries, and espe
cially the chairman of the PARC and the Executive Board, who together
have a decisive voice in settling issues of intraparty and party-
bureaucracy conflict. He attends top party meetings such as the confer
ence of three executives {tdsanyaku kaigi) and argues for the ministry
bill. For highly politicized issues, his lobbying must eventually include
factional leaders and the prime minister; once the prime minister's en
dorsement is secured, he and his key aides (e.g., director of the Cabinet
Secretariat) lend helping hands to the minister as he tries to persuade
factional leaders. Although on occasion the prime minister summons the
ministry's career staff (AVM and even bureau directors) for consultation,
major ministry efforts to persuade the prime minister are usually carried
on by the minister. If he is a member of the prime minister's faction or
close to him (as was the case with Okuno Seisuke under Prime Minister
Tanaka), the minister will naturally use this special relationship in his at
tempts to persuade the prime minister to intervene on the agency's
behalf.

Several LDP dietmen interviewed by Nathaniel Thayer commented
on the power that decisions by top party leaders carry. In the words of
Kosaka Zentaro, "Pushing a plan through the "party organs takes a long
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time. A short cut is to take your ideas to the top party leaders, to get
their understanding, and let them do the pushing for you." According to
Koyanagi Makie, "Real decisions come from above, formal decisions
come from below." Fukunaga Kenji spoke of an advantage in getting the
support of faction leaders and the Executive Board. According to him,
"many times a minister if it is a bill, a party committee chairman if it is
a party matter, or an individual politician if it is a personal plan," plays
the central role in soliciting high-level intraparty blessings.

The so-called university campus disturbance of 1968-69 provides
an illustration of the central role played by ministers in agency dealings
with the party sector over controversial policy issues. At the peak of the
disturbance, ignited by an incident involving the Tokyo University medi
cal school, most of the nation's institutions of higher learning and even
some high schools were affected, and nearly seventy institutions were
under siege by radical students. Riot police were called in, and violent
confrontations with the students followed. The early 1969 entrance ex
aminations were canceled at several schools, including Tokyo University,
which annually provides an overwhelming majority of the new recruits
for governmental ministries.

Though divided in its view of how to respond to the highly volatile
situation, the MOB bureaucracy—dominated by moderates—was hesi
tant to take "hasty" actions that would further escalate the riotous situa
tion and insisted on working within the framework of existing laws and
in accordance with the principle of "university autonomy." This "go
slow" approach was deeply resented by the "hawkish" segment of the
LDP Bunkyozoku, who advocated not only legislative measures against
radical students and disrupted institutions but also a fundamental reform
of higher education that would preclude similar occurrences in the fu
ture. Responding to this demand, which, because of the deteriorating
situation, had a wider backing in the party, the MOE decided to initiate
an "interim" measure that would empower the education minister to
take specific actions against institutions unable to deal firmly with
campus disorders. This, however, did not go far enough to meet the
demands of the hawkish party dietmen, who included the MOE's own
graduate Natio Takasaburo and PARC chairman Nemoto Ryutarb.

The final government-party bill introduced and passed in the Diet
in August 1969 was largely along the MOE's moderate lines, which were
backed by the "dovish" members of the party and its BunkyOzoku. The
moderates' victory was attributable to a variety of factors. Undoubtedly,

Thayer, How the Conservatives Rule Japan, pp. 294-295.
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one major factor was the effort by Education Minister Sakata Michita.
Though "hawkish" on the JTU, Sakata, often dubbed "the intellectual
member of the BunkyOzoku gosanke," was markedly dovish on the criti
cal issues of 1968-69 and did not share the "radicalism" of his hawkish
BunkyOzoku colleagues. Backed by Prime Minister Sato, who wanted to
see the crisis "minimized" for his own political reasons, the education
minister played the key role not only in dealing with the MOE's own
"hard-liners" (e.g., Miyaji Shigeru, then director of the Higher Education
Bureau) but also in quieting the party's hawks, who wanted stronger
language in the proposed legislation. Sakata vigorously lobbied party
leaders, including factional chiefs and the chairmen of the PARC and
Executive Board; he held numerous meetings with the PARC Education
Division, the Investigative Committee on the Educational System, and
BunkyOzoku elders, who often chided and humiliated him for siding with
the moderates. In short, without the minister's successful mobilizational
efforts, the final legislation might well have taken a different shape.^*

The contemporary Diet is also an important part of the
bureaucracy's external environment whose blessings must be obtained for
its policy programs. After all, under the present Japanese constitution,
the Diet is endowed with the ultimate legitimating authority for all poli
cy measures that require legislative sanction. The legislature, however, is
a less powerful institution than the United States Congress, and its
policy-initiating role is rather limited, although, surprisingly, bills orig
inated by opposition dietmen are given legislative approval from time to
time.^' If one takes into account bills and laws incorporating ideas ini-

38 The preceding account is based on information collected from various sources: inter
views with MOE ofl5cials, LDP dietmen, and journalists, and published accounts including
Yagi Jun, Mombu daijin retsuden [Profiles of education ministers] (Tokyo: Gakuyo shobo,
1978), pp. 203-214; Sugawa, "Daigaku mondai," pp. 100-104; "Hoshuto seiji to daigaku
kaikaku," Seikai, no. 281 (April 1969), pp. 181-185; and Asahi and Nihon keizai shimbun
accounts.

39 This observation is particularly true with education policy. Interviews with Taki
Yoshie and Sasaki Sadanori, April 25, 1980. Both were upper-house Education Committee
staff members at the time of interviewing. Nakajima Yoneo and Takagi Komei, both
members of the Diet lower-house staff, also enlightened me on the opposition parties' role
in the Diet. For an excellent discussion of the opposition's policy role, see Kojima Kazuo,
Horitsu ga dekirumade [The process of lawmaking] (Tokyo: Gyosei, 1979), pp. 139-188.
Most interviewed individuals agreed that the contemporary Diet is a far more powerful in
stitution than it was in the 1950s. Kimura Shuzo, formerly a foreign-policy expert on the
Diet staff, felt that although the Diet's role in domestic-policy matters has certainly grown,
the same thing cannot be said for foreign policy-making, in which its role has been rather
minimal.
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tiated by LDP members of the Diet, however, the Diet's role in policy
initiation is greater. The norm, however, is for the LDP to coordinate
its measures internally and then give them to the appropriate govern
mental ministers for elaboration and then submission in the Diet,
although on occasion bills of importance and urgency defying successful
interministry coordination are introduced as private members' bills (giin
rippd).'^ The importance of the contemporary Diet is most visible, there
fore, in its reactive roles of amending, delaying, and rejecting
govemment-LDP bills.

A large majority of bills are easily disposed of in the Diet—mostly
routine, minor bills, supported by all parties. For important and contro
versial policy measures, the rule of "anticipated reaction" plays a major
role in the LDP government's strategy in handling the opposition in the
Diet. The LDP, of course, uses its majority strength on occasion, but it
does so with much reluctance, as the final resort. The party wants to
avoid, if possible at all, what the vociferous media condemn as "the
tyranny of the majority" because "undemocratic" tactics can precipitate
not only intra-Diet resistance by the opposition parties but also larger,
organized demonstrations and even anomic activities on the streets,
which may have negative repercussions on the party's electoral perfor
mance.

Therefore, the LDP government must not only limit the number of
controversial bills introduced in the Diet but also tailor the bills and
make them as palatable to the opposition as possible, talcing into account
strongly held views and probable reactions. Even after bills are intro
duced in the Diet, it is not unusual for the LDP to make concessions to
the opposition. This conciliatory pattern is now pronounced, even in
budgetary matters, to the consternation of MOF budget officials long
used to seeing products of their laborious work sailing through the leg
islative labyrinth unscathed.''•

According to a recent Yomiuri account, the Diet's role in fiscal
matters must now be viewed in more than reactive terms, for the legisla
ture has become increasingly active, even in policy initiation. As the
Yomiuri put it: "The lower-house Finance Committee's Subcommittee
on Tax Reduction is now looking into issues of tax cutting. They are not
only debating merits and demerits of a tax cut but also studying such
policy specifics as tax rates. MOF bureaucrats now refer to the subcom
mittee as 'the real Bureau of Taxation.""'^

'♦0 Interview with Nishioka Takeo, February 19, 1980.
41 Yamamura, Okura kanryO, pp. 56-66.
42 "Kanryotachi no zasetsu" [Bureaucrats' frustrations], Yomiuri, July 6, 1982.
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The common characterization of the Diet as a rubber stamp for
governmental policy decisions is thus far too simplistic and fails to take
proper note of the place the Diet and the opposition parties occupy in
the contemporary Japanese policy-making process. The Diet's growing
importance is poignantly underscored by Kida Hiroshi, former MOE
AVM and now director of the MOE's National Institute for Education

Research:

In the early postwar years, the newly established Diet, not used to its
new constitutional role, simply served as a rubber stamp for govern
mental bills, bestowing legitimacy on them. In the 1950s, however,
the Diet gradually woke up and began to try to live up to its consti
tutional expectations. In the 1960s and 1970s the Diet became
"overriding." There are many legislators, in all parties, who have
long tenure in the Diet now. They are no longer policy amateurs.
Based on their experience and expertise in their areas of specializa
tion, they ask probing, tough questions [during Diet interpellations
of government], some of which cannot be answered without a great
deal of prior preparation. Nowadays all governmental ministries are
much occupied with matters having to do with the Diet. I would say
that Japan has come to approximate the American system, in which
Congress is very assertive. I would even say that the Diet has be
come a big nuisance. Through their contacts with the Diet, govern
ment officials know very well where the politicians stand on policy
matters. As far as controversial items are concerned [e.g., those on
which the dietmen have reservations and a variety of strongly held
views] the bureaucrats don't want to do anything new; they don't
wish to propose any new bill. In this way, the Diet does limit our
policy behavior.'*^

In a similar vein, Imamura Taketoshi, also a former ranking MOE
official, compares the prewar and postwar Japanese bureaucracies:

[When the Second World War ended], I was like a rat crawling
around in the bottom of a sinking ship, for the supreme position we
bureaucrats had enjoyed before the war was now given to the Diet in
accordance with the new Japanese constitution. The situation sur
rounding the bureaucracy began to change shortly after the new con
stitution was adopted, and the constitutional designation [of the Diet
as the supreme organ of the state] has become a reality now. I

Interview with Kida Hiroshi, April 15, 1980. Even during the Taisho era, according
to former Naimusho officials' recollections, the Diet was the formidable political actor. The
known views and anticipated reactions of the Diet parties, and especially the majority par
ties, were dominant factors regulating Naimusho policy-making. See Daikakai,
NaimushOshi, pp. 768-769.
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managed to climb from the ship's bottom to the top of the mast. As
I look around, however, I see that my position relative to the level of
the ocean has not changed at all in the past thirty years. Be that as
it may, in my view, this postwar constitutional change will certainly
affect the pride of young bureaucrats.'*''

"All this," as Edwin O. Reischauer put it, "means that negotiations
must be held with opposition parties.'"'^ As Kida and many other inter
viewed officials noted, for all ministries. Diet-related matters and strat
egy occupy a principal place in their mobilizational efforts. Recognizing
that successful dealings with the Diet parties require accurate informa
tion about them and their policy views, all agencies accord high priority
to their information-gathering activities in the Diet. Officials of legisla
tive liaison are designated for this purpose. The General Affairs Divi
sion (Somuka), a key staff office in the Minister's Secretariat in all agen
cies, and its Diet porthole and listening post known as the Office of
Government Witnesses {Seifu iinshitsu) are key intermediaries between
the ministry and the Diet.'*®

Ministries also use other devices of information collection. Let us
take the MFA. A contingent of five or six elite freshman officials are
sent daily to the Diet to observe and report on its activities. "These
notes [taken by them] are put into shape intelligible to others, and then
duplicated and distributed" throughout the agency. This time-
consuming practice is an important part of intraagency socialization and
training for MFA officials, who are often chided for their ignorance of
domestic politics. It also is a major method of gathering information
about the Diet."*'

In addition, higher officials of the line division gather information,
as do their superiors, and especially bureau directors, who regularly in
teract with the dietmen of all parties. In mobilizational and coordinative
efforts, the bureau director plays the primary role, and lower officials,
even division chiefs, are generaly excluded from these political activities.
The bureau director frequently visits not only the leading LDP members
but also opposition members of Diet committees, to see where they

^ Imamura, "KyOiku gyosei zakkan," p. 6.
^5 Reischauer, TTteJapanese, pp. 293-294.

I am deeply indebted to Murakawa Ichiro of the LDP PARC for educating me on
seifu iinshitsu and other devices of bureaucracy-Diet coordination, during my stay in
Japan, 1976.

"Hachijtinendai no nihon o ninau kasumigaseki no ekisupatotachi" [Kasumigaseki ex
perts in charge of the Japan of the 1980s], an interview with Kunihiro Michihiko, deputy
chief of the Foreign Ministry Minister's Secretariat, Kankai 7, no. 10 (October 1981); 227.
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stand on policy issues, explain agency bills, and seek their support. In
formal and even "covert" consultations are held, and "deals" are made,
with key dietmen whose support would pave the way for smooth passage
of agency bills. This is what one MOF division chief calls the "urakata"
(behind-the-scenes) task of the agency's support mobilization.''®

The importance the agencies attach to their legislative coordination
is well attested to by the time and energy bureau directors expend on the
Diet and its committees.''® The principal complaint made by all inter
viewed bureau directors (incumbent and recently retired) was the inordi
nate amount of time and energy spent in Nagatacho, which houses the
Diet and the LDP headquarters.

For controversial issues, whose handling requires close LDP super
vision, the minister will often intervene on behalf of the agency and
negotiate and bargain with key Diet members on both sides of the aisle.
For a highly politicized bill whose passage in the Diet is in jeopardy, the
initiating agency must deal with an expanding circle of dietmen, both
LDP and opposition; the minister's intervention, if he is a man of
influence and persuasion, is often pivotal to the passage of the bill. He
must meet with key members of not only the Diet Management Commit
tees (Giin un'ei iinkai) but also of the Diet Strategy Committee (Kokkai
taisaku iinkai) of each of the parties. As party officials, including the
secretaries-general and even presidents, invariably participate in the han
dling of highly controversial issues, it often becomes imperative for the
minister to direct his lobbying to the top level of each of the parties.^"

For important policy measures that are already designated as vital
to the government and the party, the sponsoring ministry will have no
difficulty in mobilizing the kind of government and party support neces
sary to successfully deal with the resistance of the opposition parties; but
in the absence of such support, the ministry bill may not see its way out
of the Diet without the minister's vigorous and successful mobilization
and persuasive efforts. The minister, aided of course by his zoku col
leagues, plays a critical role in elevating his agency bill to a measure con
sidered vital to the LDP and thus worthy of an all-out party effort to
secure its passage.

48 "Ima keizai kanryo wa nanio kangaeteiruka," p. 45.
49 Ibid. See also Ashizaki, Koseisho, p. 103.
50 For discussion of LDP and Diet machineries of interparty conflict resolution, see Mu-

rakawa Ichiro, Seisaku kettei katei [The policy-making process] (Tokyo: Kyoikusha, 1979),
pp. 157-177.
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The party's growing interest in the controversial ministry bill may
also mean the agency's weakening grip over the bill—not only over how
it should be handled but also over its contents. In other words, the party
often assumes the final say over whether or not the bill should be
amended, and if so, how, in response to the opposition's demands. At
this stage of high-level political negotiations, the bureaucrats often take a
back seat to their minister, who assumes the central role in the efibrts to
keep the bill from further watering down.5'

Bureaucratic Sector

One prominent feature attributed to the Japanese bureaucracy is
"vertical administration" (tatewari gyosei).^'^ This is the entrenched sec
tionalism of individual offices—"vertical structures" (tatewari soshiki)
and their habit of "roping off' (nawabari) their own prerogatives and
spheres of jurisdiction from outside interference. Interoffice competition
and jealousies are found at all levels of bureaucracy, not only among
individual ministries but even among divisions and bureaus within the
same ministry.^^ In a recollection of his experience as a freshman official
in the prewar days, former MOF bureau director Imai Kazuo provides
telling testimony of intraagency sectionalism:

Soon after I was appointed to my post in the government, I was sent
to the next division to borrow some documents. As I recall it, they
involved statistics compiled from all the prefectures of the country.
I thought that the documents were no longer much needed by the
division, for its study based on them had already been completed.
The division officials, however, put up a fight and refused to oblige
me. I can still recall the parting words of the division official I was
talking to because they were so outrageous: "If these data are so
essential, why don't you write to the prefectures and get it your-
self?"5t

Among ministries, nawabari ishiki (sectional consciousness) is far
more serious, and competition and jealousies more frequent, prompting
Chalmers Johnson to conclude, "Jurisdictional disputes among agencies
over policy, appropriations, and priorities are the very lifeblood of the

" The above discussion draws on interviews with former cabinet ministers and parlia
mentary vice-ministers. Particularly useful was the interview with Okuno Seisuke.

5^ "Ima keizai kanryO wa nanio kangaeteiruka," pp. 49-50.
" Albert M. Craig, "Functional and Dysfunctional Aspects of Govemment Bureauc

racy," in Modern Japanese Organization and Decision-Making, Vogel, pp. 15-17.
^ Imai, KanryO, p. 142.
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Japanese bureaucracy."^^

In Japan, therefore, coordination (chosei) of government activities,
if not the chief administrative problem, runs a close second. The
Japanese have developed a variety of mechanisms of interministry coor
dination, some of which are quite familiar to other polities. Initial
attempts at policy coordination are undertaken at the policy-drafting
stage—usually by deputy division chiefs and division chiefs. If the
issues are complex and controversial, interministry coordination, still
conducted within the realm of jimuteki (staff) efforts, is moved up to the
level of bureau directors and even AVMs. The so-called conference of

AVMs (jimujikan kaigi), a weekly meeting of the top career officials of
all agencies, however, is not an important coordination mechanism, not
withstanding the popular characterization of the conference as a forum
"where common problems are confronted."^® A highly ritualized forty-
minute luncheon gathering, the conference is hardly an efficient device
for coordinating top-level policy matters. It is largely a legitimator for
policy decisions previously worked out and coordinated.®'

The MOF's Budget Bureau is another mechanism of interministry
coordination. Through its budget-making power and in attempts to
avoid waste and duplication by line ministries, the Budget Bureau plays
an important role in prodding and cajoling competing agencies to recon
cile differences—a role particularly strong when the office enjoyed an
undisputed status in budget making.®® With its declining share of the
budget-making power, however, the importance of the agency's coordina-
tive role has also decreased.

In addition to these devices, bureaucratic proxies are also used to
effect interministry coordination. Examples of this are deliberative
councils (shingikai) and investigative committees (chosaki), which,
though often dominated by the graduates and allies of the sponsoring
agency and thus supportive of its policy position, play an appreciable

" Johnson, A/777, p. 320.
56 Vogel, Japan as Number One, p. 59.
5' Thus, according to Watanabe Masao, former chief of the Cabinet Research Office

{Naikaku chosashitsu), "The conference of AVMs has been reduced to a mere skeleton."
Quoted in Tahara, Nihon no kanryO, p. 13. Some important items, such as draft budgets,
top bureaucratic appointments, and controversial items defying jimuteki compromise, nor
mally bypass the conference of AVMs and go directly to the cabinet. See Okabe, GyOsei
kanri, pp. 100-101. Moreover, policy matters come before the conference after they have
gone through the party organs; this is a serious check on the freedom of the AVMs' confer
ence. Interview with Murakawa Ichiro, August 23, 1976.

58 Uchida, "Taikenteki kanryoron," pp. 62-64. Uchida is a former MITI division chief.
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role in interministry understanding.'® Interministry consultative councils
(kyOgikai), with memberships representative of all the ministries, are
also created for the sole purpose of interministry coordination. These
are all jimuteki mechanisms of interministry coordination among the
career officials of the ministries concerned; however, they are not the
only devices available to the ministries, for "political" mechanisms are
also used, with increasing frequency, to achieve high-level coordination
on important matters, as we shall see later.

As widely reported by interviewed bureaucrats and LDP dietmen,
jimuteki efforts of interministry coordination have become increasingly
difficult because of the LDP's growing policy role. A prominent feature
of the contemporary Japanese political system, as previously noted in
this chapter, is the system of tight linkages (yuchaku) that has developed
between all ministries, on the one hand, and their corresponding PARC
divisions and zoku members, on the other. Therefore, as an initiating
agency coordinates its policy with other ministries and tries to enlist
their support, it must also consult and coordinate with its PARC coun
terpart. This is a rule of high priority for all agencies. Even after initial
blessings are secured from the PARC division, the ministry must keep it
informed of major developments and seek its understanding at every
important stage of coordination and support mobilization with other
ministries (including the MOF), the Diet (and the opposition parties),
and interest groups. Agency-party nemawashi and consensus building
can be more complex and assume greater importance than those aimed
at interagency coordination.

Other agencies consulted by the initiating agency because of their
legitimate interest in the policy proposed also have to consult with and
coordinate their policy postures with their own PARC division "patrons"
if the matters on hand are sufficiently important and warrant such coor
dination. Because of the party's participation in interministry coordina
tion from the very beginning, therefore, an agreement coming out of
such coordination is most unlikely to be rejected by the relevant PARC
divisions. In these bureaucratic efforts of coordination and consultation
with the PARC divisions and other party organs, not only the higher
officials of the ministries (normally, bureau directors and even the AVM,

" For a comprehensive study of shingikai and its roles in Japanese policy-making, see
Yung Park, "The Governmental Advisory Commission System in Japan," Journal ofCom-
parative Administration 3, no. 4 (February 1972): 435-467; in Japanese, "Shingikai-ron" [A
study of deliberative councils], Jichi kenkya 48, nos. 5-6 (May and June 1972): 20-38 and
81-96.
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but not division chiefs), but also the ministers play a major role. When
the agency bureaucrats fail, ministers must be mobilized. If they happen
to be powerful dietmen with much clout on the relevant party organs,
the bureaucratic dependence on them will be far more pronounced.

A theme persistently brought up in conversations with bureaucrats
and LDP dietmen is increasing bureaucratic dependence on the politi
cians in the process of interministry coordination and support mobiliza
tion. This is well corroborated by the published accounts of former
bureaucrats. Interviewed MOF officials attribute this dependence to the
line agency officials who, unable to get their requested budgetary funding
through bureaucratic channels, rush to their dietmen-5en5e2 for help.
Line officials, on the other hand, put the blame on "spineless MOF
Budget Bureau examiners who cannot say no to men of power." The
truth most likely lies with both the "spineless" MOF and the "depen
dent" line agencies. In any case, it is a reflection of the growing power
of the "perennial" majority party and its dietmen. As a senior MOF
division chief recently noted, "an interministry conflict invariably goes
up to the top level" for resolution.®® Widely echoed by interviewed
officials, this is a remarkable admission of the relative futility of lower-
level coordination efforts; it also points to the large role assumed by the
dietmen-ministers and what interviewed officials often call "our cheer-
leading ditlra&n-sensei."®'

A variety of "political" mechanisms exist for interagency coordina
tion. Ministers get together to iron out interagency differences; the cab
inet and cabinet committees, and even the prime minister, are also
entrusted with the coordinative task. A 1961 opinion survey, conducted
by Watanabe Yasuo, of higher officials of three agencies (Finance, Home
Affairs, and Agriculture-Forestry-Fisheries) shows that, when the Ijureau-
cratic (jimuteki) channels fail, 48 percent of the respondents favor a con
sultative procedure among the heads of agencies. Thirty percent men
tion the cabinet, and 15 percent would delegate the matter to the prime
minister.®2 These findings point to the bureaucrats' preponderant reliance

60 "Ima keizai kanryo wa nanio kangaeteiruka," p. 50.
61 Chalmers Johnson, in his MITI study, writes: "[A] useful practice [of interagency

coordination] is the recruitment of ministers and othersenior political leaders from among
former senior bureaucrats, thereby giving powers of coordination to leaders with expert
knowledge of the bureaucracy, 'old boy' connections, and hierarchical relations with serving
bureaucrats." Johnson, MITI, p. 321.

62 Watanabe Yasuo, "Kokyu kOmuin no ishiki" [Consciousness of higher public
officials], in Gendai gyOsei to kanryosei [Contemporaryadministration and the bureaucratic
system], vol. 2, ed. Taniuchi Ken et al. (Tokyo: Tokyo daigaku shuppankai, 1974), pp.
457-458. In the early postwar years, ministry bureaucrats (usually division chiefs con-
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on the intragovemmental devices involving the ministers. In the view of
no less than 78 percent of the oflBcials polled, the mechanisms dependent
upon their ministers are the preferred methods of conflict resolution.
Even in adjudication by the prime minister, his decisions reflect and fol
low careful consultations with the relevant ministers and thus their
inputs.

The Watanabe survey, taken six years after the LDP was formed,
makes no reference to party mechanisms of interagency coordination.
The picture of interagency coordination drawn from the interviews with
government officials and LDP sources conducted in the late 1970s, how
ever, is one of growing party participation. The elders of the relevant
PARC organs and zoku often assume the coordinating role for the agen
cies under their supervision. The PARC chairman, always a senior LDP
dietman and often a faction leader, also has served as a mediator.®^
Other party mechanisms are ad hoc party committees of PARC investi
gative committees composed of LDP dietmen including former ministers
of the agencies.®''

Recent examples of these party devices include the LDP Special
Investigative Committee on Measures Regarding International Economic
Relations {Jiminto kokusai keizai taisaku tokubetsu chosakai), chairedby
Esaki Masumi, a veteran "trade policy" dietman who has held many key
party and government posts (e.g., PARC chairman. Executive Board
chairman, and MITI minister). Composed of zoku dietmen and former
ministers with expertise in trade policy who represent the party's major
factions and interests, the party committee has played the central role in

cemed) were admitted into cabinet meetings to assist their ministers. They were even al
lowed to address the cabinet on the issues on hand. Now, however, all agency bureaucrats
are barred from cabinet meetings, making dietmen-ministers the only spokesmen for their
agency interests. SeeHashiguchi, Shinzaisei jijo, p. 187.

" Fukutomi, Daijin eno chosen, pp. 182-184. For discussion by a veteran political re
porter of the coordinative role assumed by party actors (party zoku, functionaries, and fac
tion leaders) in the MHA and the MOF, see Ijichi, JichishO, pp. 134-202. Fora case study
by Tohoku University students (under Professor Otake Hideo) of how LDP leaders (top
party ofl5cials andcabinet members) assume a coordinative anddecision-making role when
politicized issues on hand defy administrative efforts of coordination, see Tohoku daigaku
hOgakubu Otake zemi, "KankyO gyOsei ni mini gendai nihon seiji no kenkytl" [A study of
contemporary Japanese politics as reflected in environmental administration], Chao kOron
97, no. 9 (September 1982): 82-112. KatO Eiichi, a former Home Affairs Ministry official,
notes that "the bureaucracy's coordinative ability has vastly deteriorated in recent years,"
prompting the so-called Mejiro Palace of Tanaka and his followers to assume a larger role
in interagency coordination. See KatO, "Toshinofukushu," pp.79-80.

M Murakawa, Seisaku kettei katei, pp. 31-33. See also, Nihon keizai shimbunsha, ed.,
Jiminto seicho, pp. 40-46.
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coordinating complex policy issues of market access for foreign goods
that had been hotly debated by the economic agencies concerned, includ
ing MITI, the MOF, the MFA, the EPA, and the MAFF. The committee
has also been a key medium for party and big business inputs into the
formulation of market-access policy decisions/^

Another example of party committees in interministry coordination
is the Special Investigative Committee on Revision of the Anti-
Monopoly Law (DokkinhO kaisei ni kansuru tokubetsu chosakai) created
within the PARC. Always chaired by the party's economic policy
experts, such as Yamanaka Sadanori and Saito Eisaburo, the committee
has clearly assumed the dominant role in not only party-government but
also interministry coordination, with a view to revising the controversial
law.^6 This kind of party device, in not only economic policy but also
other policy areas, has gained in importance in policy coordination,
although it is frowned upon by the bureaucrats because it tends to con
strict their policy discretion.®^

Once interagency coordination is shifted to the political stage (LDP
organs and dietmen), the minister becomes the key actor representing his
agency. He assumes the central role in articulating its interests and
mobilizing intraparty support for its policy. In these efforts, of course,
he is aided by his agency staff, but they perform what many interviewed
officials and cabinet members call "a supportive role" for the minister.
Whether party adjudication of interagency conflict is handled by the
relevant PARC divisions or by an ad hoc PARC investigative committee,
it is the minister who visits and lobbies with influential members of
these committees in an attempt to lead a party compromise closer to the
policy position of his agency. The minister attends all major meetings of
party coordinating committees and speaks for his agency. He
approaches powerful party elders (e.g., the secretary-general, the chair
man of the Executive Board, and the leader of the minister's faction)
who are in a position to intervene with the party committees on the
minister's behalf. He also assumes a major share of agency lobbying of
his ministerial predecessors in the party and the elders of the relevant
party zoku, whose backing is also crucial to the success of an agency pro
gram.

65 "Kanryotachi no zasetsu," p. 9. See also Minakimi Tatsuzo, "Tsusho kanren horei no
kaisei to un'yo kaizen o motomete" [In search of revision and improved management of
international trade-related laws], Keidanren geppd 31, no. 5 (May 1983): 55.

66 "Kongo no dokkin seisaku ni nozomu" [Our views on future anti-monopoly policy],
Keidanren geppd 31, no. 4 (April 1983): 19.

67 Kanryotachi no zasetsu, p. 9.
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In view of the foregoing discussions, it is not surprising that the
notion "the centrality of bureaucratic channels in interministry conflict
resolution" applies more to routine, minor, or noncontroversial policy
issues over which the officials of the agencies can work out compromises
without political intervention. In any agency, well over 90 percent of its
affairs are routine and minor matters having to do with implementation
and elaboration of the existing laws and regulations.^® Most of these
matters are strictly intraministry in .scope and do not concern other agen
cies. Other matters do require coordination with other ministries, and
many are indeed administratively handled. If the notion of bureaucratic
centrality refers to the popularity or frequency of bureaucratic channels
used, then it is undoubtedly an accurate concept. As far as important
and controversial issues are concerned, however, they often defy admin
istrative interagency coordination, even at the bureau directors' level,
thus necessitating action by nonbureaucrats, including the ministers and
even party functionaries and organs.

In any area of policy-making, needless to say, policy authorization
is wasted effort unless accompanied by the necessary funding. Appropri
ation may well be the most important part of the policy process. Hence,
the MOF, the finding agency of Japanese officialdom, has occupied a cen
tral position in the Japanese policy-making system; thus, to secure bless
ings from the MOF is a key part of the line agencies' efforts to mobilize
external support.

Much of the literature (both in Japanese and English) on the
Japanese budget-making system dwells on the powerful role played by
the MOF, often to the exclusion of other actors of budget making. This
emphasis is not too surprising in view of the important, often
undisputed, role that the agency played in the prewar years, which was
allowed to reemerge during the postwar occupation era. The notion of
MOF dominance, as applied to contemporary Japan, however, overlooks
some of the major changes that the Japanese budget-making system has
experienced since the merger in 1955 of the two conservative parties into
the LDP. Therefore, many of the earlier generalizations about the
budget-policy system are no longer valid. Most interviewed Japanese
sources take issue with the popular assumption that budget making is
monopolized by MOF budget officials who make "marginal allowances
for requests" of the LDP (its cabinet and dietmen).^'

68 Interview with Kida Hiroshi, April 15, 1980; and interview with Yoshitake Hiroki,
July 8, 1980. Yoshitake was a veteran MOE official who served in the Minister's Secretari
at and the Bureau of Elementary-Secondary Education.

69 Vogel, Japan as Number One, p. 67.
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Several broad generalizations based on the data from interviewed
sources and published accounts by former officials can be attempted that
distinguish the present budget-making system from its predecessors.
First of all, as Kakizawa Koji has already informed us, the budget system
had become markedly pluralistic; it now consists of multiple actors.
Second, as far as the powers of the LDP and the MOP are concerned,
the balance has undoubtedly tipped in favor of the former, so much so
that Sakakibara Eisuke, an MOIF bureaucrat-tumed-scholar, characterizes
contemporary budget making as based on "the pattern of party domina
tion" {toshudo-gata)J^ In an elaboration of his party primacy thesis,
Sakakibara offers the following outline of the budget-making process:

Every ministry must first submit its estimates of budgetary requests
to the PARC division in charge. Adjusted and approved there, they
are then sent to the [MOP] Budget Bureau. In the process of revival
negotiations (fukkatsu setchu) [between the MOP and the line minis
try involved], the items that the PARC has designated as "Most
Important" cannot be touched.

The LDP PARC, therefore, has in reality come to stand above the
Budget Bureau. This is well symbolized by the position that "nego
tiations among the three top party executives" (tosanyaku setchu)
publicly hold in the final stage of the revival negotiations. In princi
ple, the process involved in the formulation of the government's
budget bill requires intragovemmental coordination, and thus the
final stage of that process should be negotiations by the ministers
concerned {daijin setchu). The fact that issues of conflict, not settled
by the ministers, are deferred to the party for resolution, vividly
testifies to the contemporary budget-formation process characterized
by "LDP dominance."

The problem is not confined to budget making. Even in taxation
policy, the LDP Taxation System Investigative Committee has
become extremely powerful in the past ten years, and no reform of
the taxation system can be undertaken without clearance with the
party committee.

70 Sakakibara, Nihon o enshutsusuru, pp. 130-131. For discussion by a former Bankof
Japan official of the MOFs declining power and of factors contributing to it, see Saito
Seiichiro, Keizai kanryo no fukken [Return to power of economic bureaucrats] (Tokyo-
PHP, 1980), pp. 27-41.

7» Sakakibara, Nihon o enshutsusuru, pp. 130-131. Commenting on the party's growing
role in budget making, Imamura Yuzuru(formerchiefof the MHW'sAgency for Social In
surance), noted, "Legislation and administration are no longer separate." Ashizaki,
KoseishO, pp. 141-142. Kato Eiichi of Tsukuba University has demonstrated that the
party-dominated budgetary system has worked very much in favor of the rural prefectures
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Sakakibara's description, though fully congruent with the views
widely expressed by the interviewed officials and LDP legislators, is too
brief a sketch of contemporary budget making, leaving out some impor
tant details that also point to the LDP's intimate involvement in the
budgetary process. For example, all agencies carefully consult with their
PARC counterparts in the course of preparing their initial budgetary esti
mates; any new major programs must be coordinated and cleared with
the PARC divisions before they can be incorporated into their estimates.
Moreover, the party's anticipated reactions must be taken into account
by the ministry budget officials and, especially, bureau directors who
have coordinating authorities over bureau budgets and are in close com
munication with the relevant PARC divisions. Therefore, the ministry's
official budgetary estimates, when submitted to the PARC divisions for
formal approval, already reflect the party's key concerns and inputs and
hence do not encounter opposition from the PARC organs.

Attendant upon the growing party power in budget making and
over the MOP is a change in the bureaucracy's tactics to secure funding
for its programs. This is most conspicuous in the pattern of interactions
between the MOP and line agencies, which has changed from one of
bureaucratic centrality to one of bureaucratic dependence upon the LDP
and its dietmen. In the early years of the postindependence era, the line
agencies' budgetary efibrts focused primarily on the MOP. As the party's
budgetary role grew and intergency budgetary competition increased,
however, all ministries found traditional bureaucratic methods and chan
nels increasingly ineffective. For costly new programs, they now directed
their primary energy to efforts to secure party support, and the MOP
became the target of secondary importance. This was—and is—so
because, as a former MOE AVM put it, "MOP budget officials are highly

that have consistently returned a large majority of LDP dietmen. The share of the national
tax assumed by 38 rural prefectures (58 million people altogether) for 1980-82 was 29.6
percent; the remainder, 70.4 percent, was paid by 58 million residents of 9 urban prefec
tures. The national government's subsidies (kofiikin) to, and administrative investments
(gyOsei tOshi) in, the urban prefectures amounted to only 40 percent of the total, the
remaining60 percent goingto the rural prefectures. The Tanaka faction, the most powerful
LDP faction, had 78 percent of ite Diet contingent coming from the rural prefectures. See
KatO, "Toshi no fukushu," pp. 77-78. For commentaries by Niigata Prefecture's LDP
dietmen on this unfair distributive system, see "Niigata senshutsu daigishi oini kataru"
[Dietmen from Niigata prefecture speak out], Chad kOron 98, no. 12 (November 1983):
208-213. This distributive practice, as seen by former MHA official KatO and the LDP
dietmen, is a significant deviation from the notion of "fair share" described in John Camp
bell, "Japanese Budget Baransu," in Modern Japanese Organization and Decision-Making,
Vogel, pp. 71-100.
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susceptible to LDP pressures." He went on to say:

MOF budget examiners really started the practice of dealing directly
with the party dietmen; they listen to them; they cannot say no to
them. Although they are accommodating to the dietmen's demands,
the budget officials have developed the tendency of ignoring pleas
from [line] ministry officials [that are not backed by the party].
They are very responsive to those with power. As a result, the diet-
men have become quite assertive and even haughty [vis-a-vis the
bureaucrats].

Initial eflForts to obtain necessary appropriations are of course made
at adminisrative levels, even under what Sakakibara calls "the party-
dominated system." When these fail, the agencies have to turn to their
ministers and party patrons for support. The support of the ministries'
PARC counterparts is readily forthcoming. This is so not because the
PARC divisions are bureaucratic appendages in the party, as many writ
ers have suggested, but because all major agency programs are worked
out in a setting of intimate division-ministry consultation, as previously
mentioned. Many of these programs may have been instituted at the
prodding of the PARC divisions. Therefore, most of the agency's
budgetary lobbying is directed to other sectors of the party, and espe
cially top party executives who play the pivotal role in the final stages of
budget formulation; to the prime minister, who though powerful, often
frowns on getting involved in interagency budgetary wranglings; and to
the MOF, which is also backed by its own LDP patrons, who usually
include the prime minister.

In the efforts to persuade and bargain with these key party and
governmental sectors, the minister has come to play an increasingly
important role. If a powerful, experienced dietman (e.g., a zoku member
or zoku gosanke), he will assume the central role in mobilizing not only
the party's budgetary influentials but also the MOF. Some of the
minister's mobilizational activities are now quite institutionalized. One

72 Yomiuri, July 10, 1982. According to Kojima Akira, a leading Japanese scholar of
budgetary process, Tanaka Kakuei's budgetary activism, typified by frequent prime min
isterial "directives" (shiji) and "decisions" (saidan), was more the exception than the
norm. See Kojima Akira, "Yosan hensei katei no seiji kozo" [The political structure of
budget formulation], in Naikaku to kanryO, p. 69. The notion of bureaucratic dependence
on the LDP for budgetary support is well corroborated by the data collected by Muramatsu
Michio and his team from interviews with bureaucrats. The survey data show that LDP
support is needed even in the preparation of intrabureau budgetary decisions; in new pro
jects and revival negotiations with the MOF, LDP support is deemed absolutely mandato
ry. See Muramatsu, Sengo nihon, p. 154.
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of these is minister-level negotiation {kakuryo setchu) between the minis
ters of the MOF and the line agency. Kakuryo setchu, however, lasting
not more than t&rty minutes for each ministry, is rather a routinized
device consummating informal understandings previously worked out by
the ministers and officials of the MOF and the line agencies.^^

In the negotiations preceding this perfunctory kakuryo setchu, how
ever, a powerful dietman-minister, backed by party influentials and
leaders of the agency's PARC counterpart, can make a major difference.
This is so because, as an interviewed MOF official noted, the budget
officials (especially higher officials) and the finance minister tend to be
quite concessionary toward the agency headed by a powerful dietman,
although what Tsuji Keiichi, a former ranking MOF official, referred to
as "the interministry moral code" (yakusho kan'no jingi) dictates that
slicingof the pie be done in accordance with the notion of fair share.'''*

Another device of interministry budgetary coordination, which fol
lows kakuryo setchu, is the so-called political negotiation (seiji setchu)
among the three top party executives (secretary-general, and chairmen of
the Executive Board and the PARC) and the ministers. Here, at the
highest level for resolving budgetary conflicts, the controversial, costly
agency programs denied funding through administrative and ministerial
channels are taken up. In this stage of budget making, as an LDP
insider observed, "the government makes large-scale concessions to the
party and its considerations." This obliging posture is assumed largely
because the MOF's budget bill will "not be approved by the party's Exe
cutive Board [the highest policy-making organ whose approval is
required for all government bills, including the budget bill] unless party
demands are accommodated."''^ Therefore, it is natural that the line
ministers, and of course the finance minister too, carry on intense lobby
ing of the top party officials so that seiji setchu may result in actions
favorable to their own agencies.

Private Interest Groups

Interest group politics was not unknown to the "monistic" Japan of
prewar years, where activities promoting sectoral interests were highly
frowned upon by the state (the government) as contrary to the national

'3 Murakawa, Seisaku kettei katei, pp. 105-108.
For transcript of the interview with Tsuji, see Asahi, November 19, 1978. Tsuji long

served in the MOF before moving to the Administrative Management Agency, where he be
came AVM.

" Murakawa, Seisaku kettei katei, p. 110.
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interest. It was not until the postwar period, however, that, in the words
of Robert E. Ward, "Japanese society reached that point of saturation by
interest group activities that characterizes the United States or the
Western European nations."^® Frank Langdon concurs, noting that
interest articulation by groups is "the aspect of Japanese politics where
modernization has made some of the most spectacular gains in recent
years, especially since the end of the Allied Occupation in 1952.^^ Tagu-
chi Fukuji also sees interest groups as "increasingly active in politics fol
lowing the end of the occupation and especially after the formation of
the Kishi government (in 1957)." As he puts it, '"pressure politics'
{atsuryoku seiji) can be said to be the basic feature" of the contemporary
Japanese political system.''® Not only have interest groups multiplied and
become active but also they have become assertive and powerful vis-a-vis
the oflScial policymakers—both the LDP and the governmental
bureaucracy—in the increasingly pluralistic Japanese polity.

For illustration, let us look at economic policy in two key bureau
cracies, the MOF and MITI. In the 1950s the role of big business groups
(e.g., Keidanren and Nikkeiren) in economic policy-making was undoubt
edly minimal. In the words of a veteran Mainichi reporter covering the
economic agencies, "important policy decisions involving budgetary and
fiscal matters [in the 1950s] were nearly controlled by the bureaucrats"
of the MOF.'' This is very much in keeping with the notion of what the
former MOF bureaucrat Kakizawa calls "the unipolar age," as previously
discussed. By the middle of the 1960s, however, this picture changed
considerably, the business sector having a larger input in budgetary and
fiscal policy-making through its direct contacts with the bureaucrats and,
especially, the increasingly powerful LDP and its leaders.®"

The same development has occurred in MITI, which some pundits
have referred to as "the headquarters of Japan, Inc."®' By the middle of

Robert E. Ward, Japan's Political System, 2d ed. (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall,
1978), p. 75.

Frank Langdon, "The Making of Political Demands in Japan," Pacific Affairs 39, nos.
1-2 (Spring-Summer 1966): 37.

78 Taguchi Fukuji, Shakai shudan no seiji kino [Political functions of social groups] (To
kyo: Miraisha, 1969), p. 158. For his discussion of Japanese interest groups in English, see
his "Pressure Groups in Japanese Politics," The Developing Economies 6, no. 4 (December
1968): 468-486.

79 Koizuka Fumihiro, "Jikoshuchosuru wakate kanryo no yukue" [Future directions of
assertive, youthful bureaucrats], Ekonomisuto 55, no. 30 (July 19, 1977): 37.

80 Nishida Makoto, "Yosan kettei no uchimaku" [Budgetary decisions: an expose], ChUO
kdron 81, no. 3 (March 1966): 140-151. For discussion of this development by a former
ranking MOF Budget Bureau oflBicial, see Hashiguchi, Shinzaisei JijO, pp. 195-196.

81 A recent study has concluded that "MITI is not nearly as all-powerful as U.S. officials
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the 1960s, heavy chemical industries had become deeply embedded in
the foundations of Japan's industrial structure, and such key industries
as steel, shipbuilding, and auto-making had become increasingly visible
in international competition. As a result, their assertiveness vis-^-vis
MITI also grew, and in the words of an informed economic observer,
Japan's "industrial policy-making gradually shifted from the pattern of
MITI dominance to that of private dominance (minkan shudo), and
MITI's influence upon the economic sector grew weak."^^

Take MITI's stance on the auto industry and anti-monopoly. As is
well known, MITI has generally viewed the Fair Trade Commission's
(Kdsei torihiki iinkai) advocacy of anti-monopoly as a nuisance.®^ MITI's
basic philosophy has been that industry functions best if it is dominated
by a few efficient firms that can reap the benefits of large-scale produc
tion. Some industries, however, have frequently ignored MITI's advice.
In the 1960s, for example, MITI tried to persuade the then ten Japanese
automakers to merge into two auto giants under the umbrellas of Toyota
and Nissan. Only one company complied, joining Nissan. In the late
1960s MITI attempted to keep Honda, the motorcycle maker, out of
auto-making. Honda defied MITI and grew into Japan's third largest
automaker. MITI's success with its "policy of mitigated competition"
has largely been in declining industries such as shipbuilding.

Not only in economic policy-making but also in other areas such as
transportation, health-welfare, agriculture, and education, interest groups
have become increasingly multitudinous and assertive, performing, with
a growing vigor, functions of initiating, amending, and rejecting, thus
limiting the traditional discretion of bureaucratic policymakers. There
fore, the mobilizing of support of, and coordinating of policy with and
among, private interest groups have taken on added importance and
become increasingly difficult tasks for the agencies. Gone are the days
when governmental policy decisions could be imposed on interest groups
as faits accomplis even when they did not take into account group posi
tions.

often believe" and that its "leverage over Japanese firms has decreased since the early
postwar period." See I.M. Destler and Hideo Sato, eds., Coping with U.S.-Japanese
Economic Conflicts (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1982), p. 286.

Koizuka, "JikoshuchOsuru," p. 37. See also SaitO, Keizai kanryO, pp. 163-192.
83 Yanaga, Big Business in Japanese Politics, pp. 152-176. For valuable information on

MITI's relations with industries I am indebted to Isawa Yoshitaka of the Japan Automobile
Manufacturers Association and to Tsukahara ReizO and Tochigi KatsushirO, both of the
Japan Chemical Industry Association.
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Another complication for the contemporary bureaucracy is the
marked tendency of interest groups to approach directly the locus of
decision making (LDP and cabinet influentials) to articulate their
interests and to counter undesirable bureaucratic proposals. This is par
ticularly noticeable with groups that because of their electoral and finan
cial muscles carry much clout with the party. They include not only
powerful zaikai and industrial associations, the Agricultural Cooperative
Associations (NokyO), and the Japan Medical Association (Nihon ishi-
kai), but also a large variety of such less known groups as the National
Association of Public School Superintendents of Instruction (Zenkoku
koritsu gakko kyotokai) and the Japanese Federation of Auto Mainte
nance Associations (Nihon jidosha seibi shinkokai rengokai), which have
gained access to key points of LDP decision making, and especially the
relevant PARC divisions and zoku elders.

As is widely known, big business groups enjoy a special access to
the LDP that not many other organized interests do. At the top party
and governmental level there is frequent and even regularized interaction
with zaikai elders. For example, zaikai leaders—chairmen of Keidanren,
Nikkeiren, NisshO and Keizai doyukai —have monthly meetings with the
top party executives. Around every faction leader, businessmen have
formed clubs or supporters' associations that serve as a major conduit
between the party and business. The following Keidanren account of the
organization's efforts to influence Japan's internationalization of her
market is very typical of big business's mode of operations:

We have already explained our "proposals" and supportive "cases"
to government and party leaders including the prime minister and
relevant cabinet ministers, and the LDP Special Investigative Com
mittee on Measures Regarding International Economic Relations
(kokusai keizai taisaku tokubetsu chosakai); we have solicited their
cooperation in the efforts to improve [the governmental system of
processing import and export items]. At the same time, we are hold
ing numerous sessions of coordination with the proper offices and
bureaus of the ministries concerned—the MOP, MITI, the MFA, the
MAFF, the MHW, the MOT, the EPA, and the AMA.®"

Even less known economic groups, such as small and medium-sized
enterprises (SME), have also increasingly turned for support to the LDP,

M Minakami TatsuzO, "Tsusho kanren kyoninka kensa tono kaizen ni tsuite" [Concern
ing improvement of international commerce-related licensing, inspection, and other things],
Keidanren geppo 31, no. 2 (February 1983): 26-27. For discussion of similar tactics used
by one particular business interest, securities (shoken), see Nihon keizai shimbunsha, Ji-
minto seichokai, pp. 55-59.
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which recognizes the electoral and fiscal importance of these interests.®^
The creation (1948) within MITI of a Small and Medium-sized Enter
prise Agency (Chasho kigyo-cho; SMEA) was largely a response to SME
demands for governmental protection and promotion. The party and its
SME dietmen have increasingly assumed the role of articulating SME
interest, prodding the SMEA into upping its fiscal support for the enter
prises under its wing. In view of the party's vigorous backing for the
SMEA and its clientele groups, it is not surprising that a Sankei Shimbun
economic reporter went as far as to conclude, "The budgetary requests
relating to SME matters are the only items always blessed with near-full
funding [by the MOF] nowadays."®^

A major perennial problem for MITI has been management of
conflicts between big business and SME, and the LDP SME dietmen's
intervention has increasingly complicated MITI's adjudicative process.
Largely under LDP and SME prompting, MITI, in 1973, revised the
Department Store Law {Hyakkatenho) to discourage not only depart
ment stores but also "sup& " (supermarkets or "general stores" that are in
reality small department stores) from pursuing "expansionist" activities
that drive small retail stores out of business.

The revised law, however, did not go far enough in meeting SME
needs, for it regulated only large stlpa stores, leaving smaller supas free
to carry their developmental activities into the traditional strongholds of
small retail stores. The LDP intervened on behalf of the SME and urged
MITI to expand the new law's jurisdiction to cover even small supas.
MITI opposed the move, arguing that there already was a special meas
ure that would alleviate the SME plight. In the SME and party view,
however, the measure was not strong enough. Tired of MITI's dithering
attitude, the LDP, with the backing of the opposition parties, speedily
pushed through the Diet a private member's bill {giin rippo) that granted
the MITI minister directive and punitive power over small supa stores
that are "overly aggressive."®^

85 A foremost Japanese observer of interest group politics notes that in recent years in
terest groups have increasingly turned to PARC organs rather than to factions. See Hirose
Michisada, "Seito to atsuryoku dantai" [Political parties and pressure groups], in Nihon no
seito, a special expanded issue (no. 35) of Jurisuto, pp. 52-56. For discussion of the earlier
activities of the major group representing small and medium-sized enterprises, the Japanese
Political League of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises {Nihon chusho kigyOseiji renmei),
see Naoki Kobayashi, "The Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Organization Law," in
Itoh, Japanese Politics, pp. 49-67. See also "Interest Groups in the Legislative Process" by
the same author in the same volume, pp. 68-87.

86 Hayashibara, Uchimaku tsUsansho, p. 136.
87 Ibid., pp. 136-137.
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Nokyd also has close ties with the party, which, in the words of one
informed observer, "plays the dominant role in formulating and ensuring
government policies protective and supportive of rural interests."®^ LDP
Norinzoku members (farm politicians), key NolcyO spokesmen within the
party, occupy leading positions on PARC committees and subcommittees
responsible for various aspects of agricultural policy. Supplementary
channels of influence are available to farm interests through a variety of
groups or leagues of LDP dietmen that function as intraparty and intra-
Diet lobbies for specific farm interests such as rice, citrus, beef, and so
forth.8®

Like the business and agricultural groups, the Japan Medical Asso
ciation (JMA), a key actor in health and medical policy, also has exten
sively worked through the party, which, though powerful over the
bureaucracy, is markedly amenable to the association's demands. In the
words of an MHW official, "The biggest reason why the MHW is weak
in dealing with the JMA is that the politicians are completely controlled
by the JMA and we bureaucrats are weak in dealing with the honorable
dietmen."®"

Another important factor governs the JMA's pattern of political
activists. As Taguchi Fukuji noted, "The MHW bureaucracy is the
greatest adversary the JMA must contend with."®' This antagonistic rela
tionship has grown out of the bitter struggle the JMA has waged in oppo
sition to the government-imposed medical care system, which the associ
ation holds responsible for the decline in the social prestige of medical
practitioners.®^ Moreover, MHW officials administer the specifics of what
the JMA considers to be the degrading health care system, spotting and
dealing with cases of "irregularity" by medical doctors.®^ In view of this

Yamaji Susumu, "Atsuryoku dantai toshite no ndkyO" [Nokyo as pressure group], in
NokyO ninjagonen [Nokyd: a twenty-five year history], ed. KondO Yasuo (Tokyo:
Ochanomizu shobo, 1973), pp. 242-243.

" Tahara, Nihon no kanryo, pp. 224-252; Taguchi, Shakai shadan no seiji kino, pp.
231-21S; and KanryO kiko kenky^ai, Norinsho, pp. 106-149.

Cited in Tahara, Nihon no kanryO, p. 408.
" Taguchi, Shakai shadan no seiji kinO, p. 190.

JMA-MHW relations were not always bad. When the Health Bureau of the prewar
Home Ministry was elevated to become a new MHW in 1938, it was "the JMA that played
a major role in its independence." See "BimyOnakankei: koseisho to ishikai" [Delicate re
lationship: the MHW and the JMA], Asahi, September 4, 1959, p. 2.

" Taguchi, Shakai shadan no seiji kinO, pp. 178-187. For an account by former JMA
president Takemi Tare of the association's long record of conflict with the MHW, see his
"Ishikaichd nijflgonen" [Twenty-five years as JMA President], serialized in Asahi, March
30-May 2, 1982.
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relationship with the MHW and the LDP's hold over the bureaucracy, it
is only natural for the JMA to work mainly through the sympathetic
party. As far as major controversial issues of health and medical policy
are concerned, therefore, policy decisions usually evolve out of interac
tions among PARC health committees (both division and investigative
committees), top party leaders, the MHW minister, the JMA leaders,
with the MHW bureaucracy performing supportive, elaborative, and at
best, mitigative roles.^"*

Not only such organized giants as the JMA and Nokyo but also
other highly specialized, narrow interest groups often limit bureaucratic
policy discretion and make it impossible for the ministries to make pol
icy decisions without careful consultation and coordination with them.^^
For illustration, let us take the MOE and educational interest groups.
Organized interests the MOE must deal with can be grouped into two
broad categories. Most of them fall into the category of "friendly clien
tele groups." They include various organizations representing elemen
tary, secondary, and high schools and their administrators; private insti
tutions at all levels; and national (state-run) and municipal universities
and colleges. Then there are anti-MOE, anti-LDP groups, spearheaded
by the JTU.

The agency appears to have a basically hierarchical orientation
toward the friendly groups; that is, it sees itself as standing at the apex of
a hierarchy of educational groups. From conversations with MOE
officials, one gets the impression that they view these groups as suppor
tive devices that can be readily manipulated.^® This corporatist appear
ance (tatemae) belies the actual situation, which is often different and
quite complex. In minor, routine issues, this hierarchical attitude is
undoubtedly in agreement with the reality. On key policy issues vital to
the groups, however, they have minds of their own and do not hesitate
to contradict the MOE. If not happy with bureaucratic rulings, they too
turn to what they correctly see as the real locus of education policy-
making—the LDP and its influentials (especially, Bunkyozaku members).

94 Ashizaki, Koseisho, pp. 56-68.
95 For the auto-maintenance organization and other groups, see Utsumi, "Riken ni mu-

ragaru," pp. 141-159.
96 For example, Toyama Kohei, then an assistant division chief in the MOE Bureau of

Physical Education, referred to many educational interest groups as "'suishin dantai'' (pro
motional groups). Both TOyama and his bureau director, Yanagawa Kakuji, said: "These
organizations are not pressure groups. Of course, we get ideas and proposals from them
and teachers. They petition (chinjo) us." Interviews with Yanagawa and Toyama, May 16,
1979.
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and the education minister. This has undoubtedly complicated the
bureaucracy's dealings with these groups.

On matters concerning the antigovemment JTU, the bureaucracy's
freedom is extremely restricted because of the LDP's long-standing polit
ical struggle with the militant union. Because of their mutual antagon
ism, of course, the MOE and the JTU do not carry on regularized
interactions; but this does not mean that in formulating their policy
MOE bureaucrats do not take into account the union's known positions
and probable reactions. Whether proposed policies arise from the
MOE's initiative or the party's directive, the agency officials are required
carefully to coordinate their policy-making with the party. When MOE
and JTU representatives meet, as they have from time to time in recent
years, it is always the ministry's political component (the minister or, at
least, the PVM) that represents and speaks for the agency.^'

A variety of channels are used by administrative agencies to coordi
nate their policies with outside groups and enlist their support. Widely
used in the preliminary stage of policy-making are, of course, delibera
tive councils (shingikai) or consultative councils (kyogikai), which
include in their membership representatives of key interest groups whose
backing or acquiescence is needed. A major role performed by the coun
cil staff, all agency officials, is to lead council deliberation to conclusions
desired by the ministry. In this the ministry is aided by proministry
council members including "outstanding" former ministry officials.

In addition to these advisory councils, numerous coordinative and
nemawashi sessions are held between agency officials and their interest
group counterparts. Major responsibility for such coordination is shared
by the chief of the division.'^ He is, however, largely confined to low-
level coordination and negotiation, sensitive and controversial issues
being handled by higher officials. Indeed, depending upon the complex
ity of the issues to be coordinated with external groups, the key agency
actors responsible for such policy coordination vary. When the issues on
hand are such that they defy the usual bureaucratic channels, or when
the groups are formidable and powerfully backed by the party in power,
interest articulation and support mobilization for the agency invariably
fall on the dietman-minister. This is so not only with such partisan
agencies as the MAFF and the MHW, traditionally susceptible to interest
group and party pressures, but also with the elite economic bureaucracies
of MITI and the MOF, traditionally assertive toward the political and

" For discussion of MOE ministers' dealings with the JTU, see Yagi, Mombu daijin.
" Muramatsu, Sengo nihon, p. 219.
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interest group sectors. Many groups have become so powerful and
"uppity" (namaiki), as one interviewed official put it, that their "respon
sible persons" (sekininsha) often tend to refuse to deal with agency
officials other than their agency counterparts—ministers.

In a perceptive discussion of what he calls "the decline of the
bureaucracy's status" {kankai no chii no teika), former MOF Budget
Bureau director Hashiguchi Osamu identifies two primary factors respon
sible for this development. One of them, of course, is the semiper
manent status of the LDP as the majority party. The other is the grow
ing power of what he calls "zaikai" or ''keizaikai" (economic commun
ity). The elevated status of big business and large corporations vis-a-vis
other sectors of society is such that "the popular characterization of
zaikai as the greatest 'power elite' of the postwar era is not farfetched at
all." In the popular perception, company presidents {shacho) and
managers (Jkeieisha) not only enjoy an enhanced social status but also
"possess the weight and stability often denied to cabinet ministers,
whose typical term in office is one year, and to high-ranking bureaucrats,
rotated every two years." Hashiguchi goes on to say, "Judging from mass
media reactions, the view of zaikai as the aggregate of all business cor
porations, and the view of economic organizations [e.g., Keidanren] as
the representatives of zaikai, carry tremendous weight." This situation,
in Hashiguchi's view, "has brought about the deterioration of the
bureaucracy's status" to such an extent that "the commanding position
{tosei) the prewar bureaucracy enjoyed...is now in the realm of
legends."'̂ Turning to his personal experience, the former Finance Min
istry official gives the following account:

In the decade of 1945-54, during which I was a deputy chief of the
Banking Bureau's Banking Division (Ginkoka), my counterpart in a
city bank was department chief (bucho) or deputy chief (jicho); my
division chiefs counterpart was a managing director (jCmu) of the
bank. When I became Bank Division chief ten years later (1962),
my deputy chief had to deal with the bank's division chief (kacho) [a
step lower than the department chief), and my bank counterpart was
still a bucho- or JichO-c\&ss official. The bank's managing director
usually dealt with the deputy director (shingikan) of the Banking
Bureau, and the senior managing director and vice-president of the
bank dealt with our bureau director.'®®

" Hasbiguchi, Shinzaisei jijo, p. 195.
100 Ibid., p. 196.
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In view of this, it should not come as a surprise that the agency's
high-level and important dealings with leaders of industrial enterprises,
not to mention elders of business associations, have now become a major
responsibility of top-level oflScials, and especially the minister. If these
negotiations involve not only interest groups but also the LDP and its
influentials mobilized by these groups (the tendency of powerful groups
to approach the party leadership has increased in recent years), only the
minister can effectively perform the mobilizational and coordinative
function.

For illustration, take the JMA and its "archrival," the MHW. The
JMA's illustrious chairman for 1957-82, Takemi Taro, was adamantly
opposed to dealing with MHW officials other than the minister. Even
the minister was treated in a highly condescending manner, even
rudely.Much of the routine negotiation and policy coordination is of
course conducted between MHW officials and the corresponding staff of
the JMA, but when these processes break down or key policy issues are
concerned, the minister assumes the responsibility; he must deal with not
only the JMA leadership but also party influentials who tend to be quite
sympathetic to JMA positions. Taguchi Fukuji, in his lucid analysis of
the JMA, provides an interesting illustration of the difficulties facing
even the minister as he tries to perform his mobilizational and coordina
tive duty:

On April 11, 1958, MHW Minister Horiki announced at a press
conference, "1 intend to see the [MHW-initiated] revision of the fee
system for medical doctors implemented during my. tenure." When
that matter was brought up at a JMA Executive Committee meeting
later, however, Takemi said, "But I hear that the party executives
will not let that [the revised fee system] happen." He appeared very
sure of party support on the matter. Later, on April 20, Takemi got
an assurance from LDP vice-president Ono, "You may feel at ease
because we will not let the MHW do that" [revise the fee system].
On May 2, LDP Secretary-General Kawashima also assured JMA
executive director Okabe, saying that "the new fee system cannot be
proclaimed without approval by the three party executives and the
cabinet." On June 3 of the same year [however], the Conference of
Six Party Executives decided that "if the revision bill cannot be
amended in a manner acceptable to the organizations concerned, we
will [eventually] go ahead with the original MHW proposal." The
Journal of the JMA later reported on the meeting: "The Six

101 For a personal account of such experience by MHW minister Watanabe Michio, see
Tahara, Nikon no kanryd, pp. 423-424.
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Executives invited MHW Minister Horiki to the meeting and urged
him to postpone the implementation [of the original MHW proposal]
until after the formation of a new cabinet, but the MHW minister
adamantly refused, insisting on his own position [immediate imple
mentation]. When told by LDP Executive Committee chairman Satd
to 'leave the matter to the Six Executives Conference,' the minister
reportedly got extremely upset and used abusive language not becom
ing of a minister." Horiki was never able to achieve his objective
and had to leave the cabinet post.'^^

Summary

In contrast to its prewar predecessor, deeply permeated by the trad
itions of monism and statism, the contemporary Japanese polity is plur
alistic and competitive. This is well mirrored in the changing relation
ship between the government bureaucracy and the rest of the political
system. The environment of today's bureaucracy is inhabited by multi
tudinous actors who are neither docile nor impotent. Some outside
groups, as noted above, are even vehemently hostile.

This situation is a significant contrast to the prewar years, when the
outside constituency was rather homogeneous and responsive. For much
of the post-Meiji Restoration era, and especially in the years preceding
the military ascendancy, agency policy-making was little restrained by
extrabureaucratic actors; the primary constraints on agency policy-
making were largely intragovemmental—to be specific, the MOF with its
appropriation powers, the line agencies in cases of conflicting jurisdic
tion, and the cabinet of government leaders. Extragovemmentd policy
coordination and support mobilization, which involved weaker political
parties and interest groups, were not overpowering impediments for the
initiating agency.

This era of "bureaucratic primacy" is gone, having faded into what
former MOF Budget Bureau director Hashiguchi calls "the realm of
legends." Along with "bureaucratic power," such concepts as "party
dominance," "interest group pluralism," and "big business (zaikai)
power," have also come to dominate the lexicon of contemporary
Japanese politics. All these suggest formidable limitations imposed on
the bureaucracy by its environment. Successful extrabureaucratic policy

'02 Taguchi, Shakai shodan no seiji kind, pp. 195-196. For similar efforts by Environ
mental Agency {Kankyocho) ministers to promote agency interests, see Toholm daigaku
hOgakubu Otake zemi, "KankyO gyOsei ni mini gendai nihon seiji no kenkyO," pp. 82-112.
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coordination and support mobilization have now emerged as the
foremost sine quibus non that the agency must meet to have its policy
authorized, funded, and implemented. These functions are no longer
monopolized by the agency bureaucrats. They are shared with the
agency's political suzerains, and especially the minister. In important
and controversial policy issues, the mobilizational and coordinative func
tion is progressively pushed upward to the minister, who must now deal
with not only the MOF, the line agencies, and the cabinet but also the
LDP and its PARC committees, the Diet, and outside interest groups.

In mobilizing external support for his agency programs and in
representing his agency at the political level, the minister is in a much
more advantageous position than agency bureaucrats. Of course, the
advantages are far more pronounced if he is a powerful dietman
(jitsuryokusha). A veteran dietman, most likely from a safe district, the
minister belongs to one of the major LDP factions and can count on the
helping hands of his factional colleagues and leader. Moreover, he can
deal with party functionaries and other ministers on an equal footing.
This is by no means insignificant in this age of the growing sense of
superiority on the part of dietxaen-sensei vis-^-vis ministry officials
{yakunin)A^^ Being in the same party and having gone through similar
processes of intraparty and intra-Diet socialization, these coequals know
each other very well and are intimately familiar with skills and tech
niques of intraparty negotiations.

In dealing with the opposition parties in the Diet, the minister is
also aided by his long legislative experience and by interactive skills
acquired from his extensive association with the opposition members of
his Diet committees. Moreover, in the course of his upward mobility the
minister has developed personal and factional ties with party influentials
(e.g., leaders of the key party policy-making organs such as the PARC
and the Executive Board) that afford him special advantages in mobiliz
ing external support or acquiescence for his agency programs. This point
was brought home well by Kaifu Toshiki, minister of education in the
Fukuda cabinet and known as "a rising star" of the LDP:

Before I was appointed education minister, I had wide-ranging
experience in the party and the Diet, including the chairmanship of
the party [LDP] Diet Strategy Committee (Kokkai taisaku iinkai).
This had given me a good knowledge of how the Diet and the party

This theme was persistently brought up by both the bureaucrats and the LDP diet-
men interviewed in 1978-80 and 1981. For comments to this effect by a key MITI divi
sion chief, see "Ima keizai kanryO wa nanio kangaeteiruka?" p. 46.
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worked. It also allowed me opportunities to establish special rela
tions with the key figures of the party. Thus, when I assumed the
Education portfolio, I was able to make good use of these assets in
my eflForts to persuade party leaders and dietmen ino supporting the
MOE policies I believed in. On budgetary matters I managed to get
strong support from the Education Division and the [Education Sys
tem] Investigative Committee [of the LDP PARC].'®^

In view of the clout and skills possessed by the minister, it is not
surprising that, as the former MOE AVM Kobayashi Yukio noted, "one
of the key roles performed by the minister is to persuade LDP
influentials to go along with his agency programs."!®^ This is why all
agencies tend to bring up their cherished and usually costly projects for
authorization and implementation when they are blessed with powerful
ministers, although they have to pay a "price" for having them, as we
shall see below.

For illustration, let us take the MOE and one of its activist minis
ters, Okuno Seisuke, 1972-74. Commenting on Okuno's role in a major
MOE reorganization that resulted in the splitting of the Bureau of
Higher Education and Science into two bureaus—the Bureau of Higher
Education and the Bureau of Science and International AflFairs—a
former AVM recalled, "Okuno was directly responsible for the creation
of the new Bureau of Science and International Affairs {Gakujutsu
kokusaikyoku); without him it would not have come about."'"® Several
other MOE programs are widely credited to Okuno's efforts.'"^ Okuno is
close to the then prime minister Tanaka Kakuei, who played a dominant
role in budget making during his administration.A noted fiscal expert
and a former AVM in the Ministry of Home Affairs who had had exten
sive dealings with the MOF, he commanded a great deal of respect from
budgetary policymakers, including the officials of the MOF Budget
Bureau.'"® It is not coincidental that his MOE subordinates deferred to
him and his leadership in agency policy-making and widely perceive him
to be one of the most active and assertive ministers of education.""

Interview with Kaifu Toshiki, April 27, 1979. Kaifu's political career is detailed in
his interview with ItOMasaya. See "Bu-chan no seiji ddjo," pp. 178-186.

Interview with Kobayashi Yukio, February 18, 1980.
'O' Interview with Kida Hiroshi, April 15, 1980.
"" For discussion of Okuno's role in the passage of JinzaikakuhohO, see Yamada, Jin-

zaikakuhohO, pp. 59-61.
'o« For discussions of Tanaka's activist role in budget making, see Tahara, Nihon no

kanryo, pp. 140-152; and Koizuka, "JikoshuchOsuru," pp. 36-41.
'®' Interviews with MOF Budget Bureau and MOE officials.

Interviews with Iwama EitarO, February 29, 1980, and Shinozawa Kohei, May 7,
1980.
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Let us take another case illustrative of the minister's mobilizational
and coordinative role—the MPT and its law providing for the so-called
People's Loan system (shomin kin'yu seido), instituted in 1973 after
much heated debate.'" The law was designed to make small, low-
interest, and short-term loans available to those who could use their
postal savings as collateral. Understandably, the proposed program,
popular among the vast majority of middle- and low-income consumers,
was vehemently opposed by two very powerful sectors of the
economy—the private banking institutions and Nokyo (Agricultural
Cooperative)—which saw the proposed move as cutting into their terri
tory.

Their governmental spokesmen—the MOF for the banking interests
and the MAFF for Nokyo'% loan services—responded by launching what
a Yomiuri political reporter called "a fierce attack" on the proposed pro
gram. Even the LDP was split along the usual zoku (tribal) lines—the
Kin'yttzoku (financial dietmen) and Norinzoku (farm dietmen) pitted
against the Yuseizoku (postal and communications dietmen).
Administrative-level eflForts of interministry coordination got nowhere,
and the MPT officials naturally turned to their minister, Hirose Masao, a
former local postmaster and a bona fide member of the party's Yoseizoku
who, before assuming the MPT portfolio, had held all key party. Diet,
and government posts relating to postal and communication matters.

As he set out to mobilize intraparty and government support and
coordinate with the disgruntled sectors, Hirose saw many problems. For
one thing, being a member of the Ishii faction, he was not linked with a
powerful faction. He was also dealing with the mighty coalition of
Nokyd and the banks, two electoral and financial backbones of the LDP
that were powerfully supported by two formidable agencies of govern
ment, the MOF and the MAFF. These opponents countered the MPT
plan with a proposal that interest rates for postal savings should be
lowered in return for their acquiescence in the MPT People's Loan.

This scheme, because of its adverse implications for the MPT, was
of course not acceptable to the ministry. Hirose, faced with the intransi
gence of the MOF and the MAFF, turned to and energetically pleaded
with Kosaka Zentaro, PARC chairman and a senior member of the
powerful Ohira faction. Assuming the role increasingly familiar to
PARC chairmen, Kosaka agreed to mediate among the three warring
agencies and their constituencies. His role required more than

111 Fukatomi, Daijin, pp. 183-184.
112 Ibid.
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mediation and coordination; it also required his siding with a particular
position. Supportive in principle of the MPT plan, Kosaka succeeded in
arriving at a compromise that was based on the premise that the MPT
plan should not seriously jeopardize the business of banking and Nokyo
institutions and that required the three agencies to work out the specifics
among themselves. Without Hirose's vigorous mobilizational efforts and
Kosaka's sympathy, the People's Loan program of 1973 would not have
come about.

Okuno and Hirose are just two of the many contemporary minis
ters who have powerfully contributed to the implementation of major
agency programs by effectively articulating agency interests and by suc
cessfully mobilizing party and government support. As an interviewed
MOF budget oflScial noted, "Surprisingly, behind every key agency pro
gram of recent years is an assertive and energetic minister who had
much clout with the prime minister and other influentials in the LDP
PARC." Hence he was "effective with not only other line agencies
involved but also he Budget Bureau of our ministry."

In dealing with interest groups, also, the minister is aided by his
ministerial status, his experience (parliamentary, governmental, and elec
toral) as a veteran dietman, his political skills, and his party, factional,
and interest group affiliations. If he is a member of the ministry's
corresponding party zoku, he has the major advantage of knowing, even
intimately, leaders of the key groups under agency jurisdiction, as did
Naito Takasaburo, Takemi Saburo, Nadao Hirokichi, and Sakata
Michita, who had extensive dealings with educational groups prior to
their appointments to the Education portfolio.

Needless to say, the minister's connections with these groups helps
him as he tries to articulate his agency positions. He is the highest "man
of authority" (ken'isha) of the agency and as such can deal with his
interest group counterparts as equals. With powerful groups and, espe
cially, "negative constituencies" (e.g., the JTU for the MOE, and the
JMA for the MHW), the minister is the only one who can authoritatively
represent the agency in the crucial and controversial stages of policy
coordination and adjudication because other officials, even the adminis
trative vice-minister, are shunned by the groups as lacking full authority
to speak for the agency.

Because coordination and conflict adjudication with interest groups
inevitably entail dealings with their powerful LDP and Diet patrons, the
minister's party, factional, governmental, and legislative ties are decisive

"3 Ibid.
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assets not available to career bureaucrats. For these reasons, the bureau
crats increasingly have to turn to their political chieftain, notwithstand
ing their nagging doubts that, given his political and electoral bases and
predispositions, he may be susceptible to party and interest group posi
tion and pressures as well. This characteristic of the contemporary min
ister will be explored in the following chapter.

One popular characterization of the minister's intraagency and
extraagency roles has found its way into the literature on Japanese poli
tics. In what might be termed "the notion of the mechanical minister,"
he is depicted as performing his extraagency roles strictly according to
the ministry's scenario prepared by the career bureaucrats with hardly
any input from him; he is allowed no unilateral deviation from the
script. In short, this notion, clearly the dominant characterization of the
contemporary minister, entails small intraagency roles and large
extraagency roles for him. Akira Kubota, a scholar of Japanese bureauc
racy, characterizes the typical Japanese cabinet minister as a "figure
head" who rarely assumes "an active leadership role in administering"
the ministry "with respect to such matters as personnel and policy for
mulation." In the contemporary bureaucratic norm, he goes on to say,
the "role expected of the minister is to defend the interests of his minis
try in the context of the cabinet; a successful minister is the one who gets
a big budget for his ministry and who persuades the cabinet to adopt his
ministry's pet projects.""'*

Indeed, many agencies can claim to have ministers of this genre,
although it is impossible to determine how many without undertaking
careful studies of all the ministries involved. The impression gained
from interviews with bureaucrats, however, is that the number is not
very large, although the mechanical minister effective in his extraagency
roles is the ideal type preferred by them. Moreover, according to inter
viewed officials, most "minimalist ministers" in their intraagency roles
tend to be rather weak and ineffective chiefs who lack much clout over

the sectors of the polity that the agency needs to persuade and bargain
with. In other words, the puppet minister is likely to be an ineffective
mobilizer and articulator for the agency.

As many interviewed party and government sources testified, the
minister who has clout over the agency's environment is typically a
powerful, assertive minister, even with regard to the agency's career
officials. Furthermore, his ability to articulate agency interests and
mobilize external support readily translates into intraagency power.

Interview with Naitd Takasaburo, May 8, 1980.
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Before he can defend and promote an agency program to the inquisitive
LDP, MOF, Diet, and interest group actors, it must first be acceptable to
him. It must be defensible and supportable. He must be convinced of
its validity and purpose; he "must believe in" it, as Kaifu Toshiki put
it."5

Cases abound in which ministry proposals failed to see their way
out of the government, party, and Diet labyrinth because, either wholly
or partly, of the passivity of ministers who were not convinced of their
utility and legislatibility. Fukuda Hajime, MITI minister at the peak of
the so-called Sahashi Battalion era (1963), was markedly cool to the
Sahashi-initiated TokushinhO (Temporary Law for the Promotion of Spe
cially Designated Industries) bill, which was opposed by major sectors of
the economic polity including a key segment of the LDP, the MOF, and
big business.The ill-fated bill, quickly dubbed "the sponsorless bill,"
was even without the backing of the minister of the agency that had
prepared it.^'^

The minister, if a member of the relevant party zoku, is equipped
with much of the expertise and information necessary to influence
agency decision making. Moreover, as discussed in the preceding
chapters, he is endowed with many other attributes that enable him to
play an important role in decision making. He is also in possession of
"political information" not readily available to the administrators. As a
veteran party man and minister, he is well informed of the prevailing
moods and opinions within the party and its major factions, the Diet,
and the cabinet. Hence, he most likely has a well-developed sense of
timing and strategy for successful securing of the needed intraparty,
intragovemmental, and interest group consensus.''® Thus, careful consul
tations with the minister and anticipation of his reactions become criti
cal considerations governing the policy behavior and calculations of the
career officials responsible for bill drafting. A miscalculation or slighting

•'5 The preceding discussion is based on interviews with several former ministers. Arita
Kazuhisa, though without any cabinet experience, was most knowledgeable about the con
temporary minister's role. Former chairman of the Nikkeiren (Japanese Federation of Em
ployers' Associations) Education Committee and a member of the upper-house LDP, he left
the party to join the New Liberal Club. He later retired from elective politics. I am deeply
indebted to him for taking time to educate me on the politics of education policy-making
in Japan during my 1978-80 stay in Japan.

Asahi, January 31 and March 13, 1963. See also Nihon keizai shimbun, February 27,
evening; and March 13, 1963.

Hayashibara, Uchimaku tsUsanshO, p. 97.
'•8 Interviews with Kaifu Toshiki (April 27, 1979), Hasegawa Takashi (September 17,

1981), and Okuno Seisuke (April 23, 1979).
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of the minister's intentions and views in the course of bill drafting and
budgetary formulation may well mean unhappy consequences for a pol
icy proposal.All this suggests a major role—not only reactive and legi
timating but also activist and input making—for the minister in agency
decision making. In the words of an informed Mainichi shimbun
observer:

An agency blessed with a powerful dietman as its minister is able to
strengthen its position vis-a-vis other sectors of government. On the
other hand, this creates problems for the agency officials, for they
must read his mind and act accordingly. They end up doing as they
are told by the minister.'to

Like other agencies, the Ministry of Transportation is aided in its
support mobilization by a group of "rooters" whom some members of
the agency's press corps (kishadan) have described as "arigatakumoari
katsu meiwakuna Oendan" (valuable and troublesome cheerleaders).
They are, as the first half of the characterization suggests, eflFective arti-
culators and promoters of agency interests. They also have minds of
their own, making demands upon and expecting compliance from the
agency bureaucrats.

No member of the present MOT Oendan, "valuable and trouble
some," can ever top Sato Eisaku, the most illustrious of all MOT grad
uates and the most powerful of all the rooters the agency has had in its
postwar history. Included among the powerful but troublesome agency
friends is Sasagawa Ryoichi, who heads the well-endowed Japanese Asso
ciation for the Promotion of Ships (Nihon senpaku shinkokai). Widely
known as "Don of Japan," Sasagawa efiectively controls huge sums of
grants and loans that the promotional association makes available to
maritime and shipbuilding industries. Other members of the MOT's
eflFective but bothersome Oendan include the agency's political
appointees—not only the minister but also the PVM.

Some PVMs have established a more illustrious record than some

ministers. Sato Takayuki, a personal aide to Kono Ichiro and later MOT
PVM in the third Sato cabinet, must head the list of activist MOT
PVMs. In 1972 he drafted almost single-handedly the "Minister's

Interview with Nait6 Takasaburd, May 8, 1980.
'20 Arai, "KanchO ekonomisuto," p. 27. For examples of the activist minister strong in

both intraagency and extraagency roles, see: JimintO: hoshu kenryoku no kozo, pp. 35-37;
and Kono Hisashi, "ROjinhokenhO no seiritsu katei" [The process involved in the forma
tion of the law on health insurance for the elderly], Jurisuto, no. 805 (January 1-15, 1984),
pp. 92-94.

'2' Kanryo kiko kenkyukai, Un'yusho, pp. 28-50.
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Memorandum on Aviation," which limits excessive competition by
Japan's three airlines and specifies areas of business activities for each.
This document, often known as the "Charter of Aviation" (Koku kenpO),
continues to this date as the aviation policy of the Japanese government.

MOT ministers and even PVMs play an important role in mobiliz
ing external support for agency programs; they also have a large voice in
agency policy-making, as the case of Sato Takayuki suggests. As noted
by members of the MOT kishadan: The MOT, perhaps because it has
many kind-hearted bureaucrats, never commits vicious acts threatening
to the minister and the PVM. Thus, it is only natural that the agency is
easily dragged into following the pace set by the minister and the
PVM."'22

This pliant attitude toward the arigatakumoari katsu meiwakuna
oendan (party ministers and PVMs) may largely account for ups and
downs often experienced by the MOT in its "administrative currents"
{gyOsei no nagare).^^^ In the 1960s Arafune Seijurd, an LDP dietman
from Saitama and then a member of the powerful Kishi faction, was
appointed transportation minister. The new railway schedule released
after his appointment showed that four express trains were to stop daily
in Fukaya, a small city in his district that until then had been passed by.
It was clear that the new minister was directly responsible for what many
felt was "an outrageous decision" by the Japanese National Railways,
whose administrative overseer is the MOT. In defense of the new train
schedule, Arafune pronounced that "one or two stations" should not
make much difference.

'22 Ibid.

123 Ibid.

•24 Ibid., p. 90.



VII

Ministers and Articulation of Extraagency
Interests

The minister not only is the chief executive officer of his agency but
also must perform other roles while in office. He is a popularly elected
legislator, and a longtime member of the majority party and an intrapar-
ty faction. Moreover, he is affiliated with one or more of the informal
specialist groups (zoku) within the party. Thus, he has a multitude of
constituencies outside his agency that he must cultivate—his election
district and its dominant interests, his party, his faction, and a host of
interest groups that his partisan, factional, and zoku affiliations require
him to "nurse."

Interposed between the agency he heads and the external interests
he is expected to serve, he must perform the difficult task of dual
representation. As minister he represents and promotes agency interests
to the outside constituencies, as discussed in the preceding chapter. At
the same time, as an elected party-politician he must articulate and pro
mote the interests of his political constituencies to the agency he heads.
To effectively perform this political role of representing extraagency in
terests, he needs to do more than simply wear "the minister's hat." He
must be an activist-minister—not only a watchdog within the ministry
for his political constituencies but also an initiator, input maker, and
prodder in agency policy-making. This the the central theme to be
developed in this chapter.

All ministers are sensitive and responsive to party views, and espe
cially those of their factions and the appropriate PARC divisions and
zoku. This is inevitable because of Japan's system of party government,
ministers' membership in the party, their factional ties, and their
affiliations with the special policy groups in the PARC. Under the
present system of party government, as former education minister Okuno
Seisuke put it, "not only is the cabinet minister the head of his agency;
he also is the chief representative of his party in the agency."' In the

Interview with Okuno Seisuke, April 23, 1979.
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words of Arita Kazuhisa, former LDP member of the upper house, "At
present the majority party is the LDP and the (current) cabinet is formed
by the LDP. Thus, it is natural for the education minister, a member of
the cabinet, to feel "responsible to" and "listen to" the party in power
and its policy positions.^

This perspective is widely echoed by LDP dietmen, whether they
are incumbent cabinet ministers or not. The minister is expected to
speak for and articulate his party's interests in agency policy-making. He
is a key conduit for party-bureaucracy communication;^ through him the
party, its influentials, and its committees direct their policy preferences
to the agency, although other channels are widely used (for instance,
PARC division chiefs may deal directly with ministry bureau directors,
as is often the case with the MOE and many other agencies).^

When party policy priorities are conveyed to the minister, he is ex
pected to see that they are incorporated into agency policy. He cannot
allow agency considerations to overshadow those of the party on impor
tant policy issues. In such partisanized agencies as the MOE, the MAFF,
and the MHW, which perform functions vital to the party and its key
political clientele groups, the minister's articulative and implementation-
al role takes on added importance. The MOE, the agency responsible for
socialization of youngsters through school education, has long been en
gaged in what many refer to as the party's "proxy-war" with the JTU
and its leftist allies. The MAFF is the foremost office charged with look
ing after the interests of the nation's farm community, the backbone of
the LDP's electoral support. As the MAFF must deal with the poweful
nationwide agricultural cooperative Nokyo, so the MHW (the agency of
welfare and medical policy) is fated to contend with the powerful JMA,
which the LDP simply cannot afford to alienate.^ Similar constraints
affect LDP ministers in the economic agencies (e.g., the MOF and MlTl)
because of close LDP-business ties.

In view of dietmen-ministers' deference and susceptibility to their
party's needs, it is quite logical that Education Minister Kiyose Ichiro,
1955-56, boldly stressed in his inaugural address his intention to "place
priority on party views" in MOE policy-making and portrayed himself.

2 Arita Kazuhisa, Nihon no kyoiku o kangaeru [Thinking about Japan's education] (To
kyo: Daiichi hoki, 1976), pp. 200-205.

' Interview with Okuno Seiksuke, April 23, 1979.
* Interview with Yasujima Hisashi, February 29, 1980.
5 This point is brought home well in the remarks by interviewed JMA officials and in

the memoirs of former JMA president Takemi TarO, serialized in Asahi, March 30-May 2,
1982.
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even publicly, as "an obedient watchdog for my party," a shibboleth he
faithfully adhered to in structuring the foundation of the postindepen-
dence "educational reverse course."® Nor is it unreasonable that Adachi
Tokurd, a minister of agriculture in the Tanaka government (1972-74),
had the habit of reminding his agency subordinates that he was "an
MAFF minister dispatched by the LDP."^ Nor is it surprising that the
minister of finance often succumbs to party pressures, failing to live up
to the role his Budget Bureau officials expect him to perform: not only to
preach "budgetary responsibility" to the line agencies and their PARC
and zoku mentors but also to successfully ward off their claims on the
shrinking national treasury.

A recent case in point is Watanabe Michio, who held the Finance
portfolio under Prime Minister Suzuki Zenkd. Although he tried to at
tain a balance between the conflicting party and MOF requirements,
Watanabe did not vigorously resist the party demands in areas vital to
the party and its traditional allies. MOF officialdom, in an attempt to
curb the spiraling deficit, had doggedly insisted on lower price supports
for rice growers. In this position the MOF was powerfully backed by the
Second Ad Hoc Commission on Administrative Reform (chaired by
Dokd Toshio), which recommended cutting governmental subsidies.
Faced with vehement opposition from the party's "rice dietmen," how
ever, the MOF backed down and proposed that, if the rice price support
could not be reduced, the current level should at least be maintained.
However, Watanabe, considered a key member of the party Norinzoku,
overruled his agency recommendation and authorized an increase of 0.5
percent in rice support for 1982. Watanabe's justification for his action
was, "We have to do this to get party support for the budget bill."®

Powerful dietmen-ministers, on their own or backed by the prime
minister, may ignore with impunity party demands or rumblings about
agency policy, but most ministers take party views very seriously, espe
cially if these positions are widely supported within the party. Failure to
accommodate a major party policy or even deviation from the estab
lished rules of party-government coordination (insofar as important poli
cy matters are concerned) prompts warnings and even "disciplinary ac-

6 Totsuka and Kio, Mombusho, pp. 108-109.
7 Fukutomi, Daijin, p. 158.
8 Yomiuri, July 10, 1982. For discussions of Daini rinchd's attempts to reduce govern

mental spending, see Yomiuri shimbun seijibu, ed., Dokyumentogyosei kaikaku [Adminis
trative reform: a documentary account] (Tokyo: Chobunsha, 1981), pp. 45-177; and James
Elliott, "The 1981 Administrative Reform in Japan," Asian Survey 23, no. 6 (June 1983):
765-779.
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tions" by not only the appropriate PARC divisions but also party elders
and the Executive Board, whose functions include watching over cabinet
ministers.^

For illustration let us take education policy, one of the policy areas
in which the party has long held a powerful and even controlling voice.
Matsunaga To, then a 70-year-old veteran LDP dietman who had served
as the Speaker of the House of Representatives, assumed the Education
portfolio in 1957, at the beginning of the so-called teacher's efficiency
evaluation (kinmu hyOtei) controversy. During his tenure he was nick
named dotoku kyoiku daijin (minister of morals education) because of
his commitment to the teaching of morals (a controversial posture widely
opposed by "intellectual" and media communities, including the JTU);
but on the issue of kinmu hyotei, vehemently condemned by the JTU as
an anti-JTU move, he was quite sympathetic to the teachers' union and
even pledged that he would make final decisions regarding the controver
sial issue "in close consultation" with the JTU. At the same time, he
was under the growing pressure of his party's Executive Board to "en
force kinmu hyOtei by all means." Notwithstanding his promise to the
JTU, and prodded by the party, Matsunaga eventually did precisely what
the party "directive" dictated—authorized the agency's implementation-
al decisions for kinmu hyotei.

In 1959-60 (Kishi's second cabinet), the Education portfolio was
held by Matsuda Takechiyo, an American-educated "nonconformist"
dietman who defied his party's then policy of eschewing contacts with
the JTU. Deviating from the party policy of shunning any act that
might dignify and legitimate the anti-LDP union, the new minister not
only met with JTU leaders to discuss matters of mutual concern includ
ing kinmu hyOtei, but even attended a JTU "study convention" (kyoken
taikai) in defiance of specific warnings from the LDP Education Divi
sion. His actions were based on his conviction—one diametrically op
posed to the LDP's dominant thinking—that outstanding policy issues of
education could not be settled without a dialogue with the JTU, the
nation's largest teachers' group. Although he made no substantive con
cessions to the JTU's demands, Matsuda's violation of the LDP's anti-
JTU rule deeply disturbed the party and especially its hawkish dietmen.
Shortly after a JTU kyOken that he attended, Matsuda was summoned to
the LDP Executive Board, where he was chided for his antiparty
behavior. He, however, refused to oblige his party and had additional

9 Interview with Murakawa Ichiro, August 23, 1976.
10 Yagi, Mombu daijin, pp. 147-148.
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sessions with JTU leaders, insisting that his rapport with the JTU was
beneficial to the nation's education.

In July 1960 the Kishi cabinet resigned after the riotous turmoil
over the revision of the United States-Japan security treaty, and Matsuda
was replaced by Araki Masuo, who led a three-year crusade against the
JTU under Prime Minister Ikeda. In November Matsuda sought reelec
tion in his crowded Osaka district (a district then entitled to three
lower-house seats where a large majority of voters traditionally support
non-LDP legislators). Interestingly, his party nominated no less than
three LDP candidates to run in the districts—a departure from the
norm—and Matsuda lost. Kobayashi Takeshi, then JTU chairman, who
dealt with and "admired" Matsuda, claims that the former minister's de
feat was his party's doing, a view shared by many informed observers of
education. ••

That the LDP dietman-minister cannot deviate from his party's
policy or even the "institutionalized" code of party-government coordi
nation was powerfully brought home even to Okuno Seisuke, that activist
education minister (1972-74) held in confidence by the then prime min
ister Tanaka, over a plan to shift the existing six-day weekly school
schedule to a five-day week. Okuno supported the plan and announced,
obviously without careful consultation with the party's education diet-
men (Bunkydzoku), his desire to go ahead with it. In taking this action,
he perhaps felt that because of the growing popularity of the idea in all
major sectors of the education polity including the JTU, and his close
ties with the powerful Tanaka, he could ride out potential party objec
tions. Perhaps he misjudged his colleagues in the party BunkyOzoku.

In any case, the disturbed BunkyOzoku members, meeting in a has
tily held joint session of the ED and ICES, told the assertive minister
that not only was he out of step with the established procedure of party-
government consultation but also his proposal was premature, lacking in
careful studies and planning. Prime Minister Tanaka intervened on
behalf of the party organs, not his education minister, by directing him
to "exercise prudence in dealing with the controversial issue."'^

"Party vigilance" over LDP ministers is not confined to the MOE.
It is so with all agencies. When, in 1979, Moriyama Kinji, Ohira

" The above account is based on ibid, p. 179; and Kuroha RyOichi, Sugaono sengo
kyoiku [Postwar education unmasked] (Tokyo: Gakuji shuppan, 1974), pp. 134-138. I am
very much indebted to Yagi Jun and Kuroha RyOichi, both distinguished journalists, who
taught me so much about party-bureaucracy relations and education politics during my
two-year stay in Tokyo, 1978-80.

Yomiuri, May 8, evening, 1973; and Mainichi, May 9, 1973.
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Masayoshi's transportation minister, went along with his agency officials
by favoring a moratorium on actions against the Japan National Railway
(JNR) workers then carrying out illegal work stoppages (he was obviously
concerned with the adverse repercussions these punitive measures might
have on the JNR, already deep in the red), he was quickly reminded by
irate Executive Board members that "to mete out severe punishments to
those involved in work stoppages is our party's basic policy."'^ Even
such "apolitical" offices as the Ministry of Justice (MOJ) and the AMA
are often subjected to the watchful eyes and intervention of the
party—for example, the MOJ during the entire decade of the Lockheed-
Tanaka controversy and the AMA at times of "administrative reform
fever."

A contemporary minister, because of his double role as administra
tor and party dietman, is bound to find himself caught between
conflicting party and agency priorities from time to time. How he
behaves in such a predicament varies with a multitude of factors, includ
ing his standing in the party and his relations with the prime minister,
the factional alignments; and the issues and agencies involved. Thus, his
behavior defies easy generalizations. One powerful influence on his judg
ment, however, can be singled out—as several interviewed former minis
ters noted, for him the party and his factions are permanent and the
ministerial portfolio is transitory. This is indeed a formidable restraint
and militates against any serious departure from a policy position
deemed essential to his party or faction. Although he formally relin
quishes all party responsibilities when appointed to the cabinet, he still
meets and interacts with his factional colleagues and members of the
ministry's counterpart in the party PARC and does not want to be casti
gated for his "antiparty," "antifactional" behavior. Moreover, he knows
that upon leaving the cabinet post he will return to (if a zoku member),
or most likely join (if a non-zoku dietman), the appropriate zoku in the
PARC.

Whether or not he is a member of the ministry's corresponding par
ty zoku, he will try to accommodate the party's needs and wishes. If an
inexperienced non-zoku dietman, the minister (unless he is a jitsuryoku-
sha dietman who can successfully deal with, or ride out, party grumbles)
will be particularly deferential to the judgments of the veteran zoku poli
cy experts who to all intents and purposes are "party overseers" ("omet-
sukeyaku" in the words of the former labor minister Hasegawa
Takashi)'"* for his ministry. Commenting on the education minister's ar-

" Asahi, June 6, 1979.
Interview with Hasegawa Takashi, September 17, 1981.
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ticulative role for his party, a former newspaper reporter assigned to the
MOE recalled:

Many years ago I was in the office of the then education minister, in
terviewing him on a controversial item involving the MOE's curricu-
lar policy. His phone rang, and at the end of the line was a powerful
dietman, obviously a gosanke member of the party Bunkyozoku, who
wanted to make sure that his position, widely endorsed by other con
servative LDP dietmen, was included in the proposed MOE curricu-
lar guidelines. The minister, much younger than the caller and new
to education policy, was most obliging. The final MOE guidelines
adopted contained the change requested by that senior dietman.

If the minister is not cooperative with the party inasmuch as he
must protect the agency's interests, the party zoku may simply bypass
him and turn directly to the source of ministerial opposition—the
bureau directors and division chiefs—who under party prodding may
well turn out to be amenable to party positions. The officials' coopera
tive postures are governed by a variety of factors, one being career con
siderations. With eyes on the coveted top posts, as former bureaucrats
have testified, they try to avoid alienating the zoku elders whose role in
the agency's key personnel decisions is more than marginal.

Career officials have been taken off their upward mobility ladders
and even ousted from the agencies for refusing to cooperate with the par
ty. This fate has befallen even such partisan agencies as the MOE, where
socialization of career officials places a premium on deference to and
cooperation with the party. Yasujima Hisashi, then director of the
MOE's senior bureau (Elementary-Secondary Education or BESE), when
"struck" by the LDP Bunkyozoku just before his widely expected move
up to the post of AVM, had reportedly offended the party dietmen by
dragging his feet on a party-initiated policy of installing additional high
schools in metropolitan regions. Imamura Taketoshi, also BESE director
when he was demoted, had angered the party Bunkyozoku over the JTU.
Like his predecessor, Imamura had been widely slated to become
AVM.i^ Cases such as these (both occurred in the mid-1970s) are bound
to have major impacts upon the attitudes of career-conscious bureaucrats
toward the party in power.

15 Imai KazuO'Shi danwa sokkiroku, no. 14, p. 93, and no. 15, p. 166. Several inter
viewed MOF, MOE, and MHA officials (former and incumbent) concurred with Imai's gen
eralizations.

16 Kanryo kiko kenkyukai, ed. Mombusho zankoku monogatari [The Ministry of Educa
tion inside out] (Tokyo: Em shuppansha, 1978), pp. 26-31.
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A zoku minister is already well acquainted with the policy of orien
tations of his colleagues and can easily anticipate their probable reac
tions to his agency's policy recommendations. If a junior zoku member,
he is most unlikely to go against his senior colleagues. If a zoku gosanke
dietman, the minister would of course be in a stronger position vis-^-vis
not only the ministry but also his zoku colleagues because of his senior
status among the zoku members. Still, he will refrain from supporting
ministry actions that run squarely counter to the consensus of his party
zoku. For policy proposals advocated by his zoku colleagues, he will
most likely take it upon himself to promote them and to mobilize in-
traagency and cabinet support for them. If the policy proposal happens
to be one he himself championed prior to his cabinet appointment, "he
will have no choice but to [go along with his zoku colleagues and] sup
port and push the party policy," although it may be opposed by the
agency's career officials.'^

An illustration of these generalizations can be found in the MOE's
changing policy toward private education and Education Minister
Sakata's role in it. Notwithstanding the growing clamor for government
action to alleviate the sorry plight of private education, which had be
come pronounced by the late 1960s, the MOE hesitated to go beyond its
traditional policy of giving small subsidies and loans for improvement of
facilities and for select research projects at private institutions. It argued
that a comprehensive review of the entire school system was in order be
fore any plan could be devised for large-scale aid to private institutions
to help defray their operating costs.This approach, foot-dragging as it
then seemed, was understandable because of the agency's pro-public
education bias and the anticipated difficulties of obtaining, under the in
creasing fiscal structures, the massive funding that the suggested aid pro
gram required.

The activist core of the party Bunkyozoku, which included several
graduates of Waseda University (a top private university and the leading
producer of the so-called pure party politicians of the LDP), did not
share the MOE's caution. Sympathetic and responding to the pleas from
private institutions and their lobbying groups, the Bunkyozoku advocated
immediate action. Prompted by the campus disturbance of 1968-69,
and in a manner characteristic of the Bunkyozoku''^ KantOgun (Kanto
Army) approach, the PARC Education Division, chaired by Yagi Tetsuo,
took the lead and came up with a comprehensive plan known as the Yagi

Interview with Yasujima Hisashi, February 29, 1980.
Interviews with Nishioka Takeo, February 19, 1980, and Taki Yoshie, April 25, 1980.
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Plan for Aid to Private Education.

The party plan, widely deemed revolutionary because of its dramat
ic deviation from the government's hands-off policy on private educa
tion, called for (1) serious governmental commitment to qualitative im
provement and promotion of the fiscal stability of private institutions;
(2) one half of all operating expenses (including salaries for teachers) of
private institutions to be subsidized by the state's treasury; and (3) the
above objectives to be achieved over a five-year period commencing in
1970.

In November 1968, at the peak of the nationwide campus crisis.
Prime Minister Sato chose as his education minister Sakata Michita, a
key BunkyOzoku member whose interest and expertise in private educa
tion were widely recognized." Bolstered by the initiative taken by his
colleagues in the party BunkyOzoku, Education Minister Sakata not only
quelled the agency's opponents and skeptics but also succeeded in incor
porating into the agency's proposed budget a massive allocation to meet
the goals of the Yagi Plan. Aided by the sense of urgency and reformism
that the campus disturbance generated, Sakata and his BunkyOzoku
cohort successfully extracted a governmental subsidy that amounted to 7
percent of the operating cost of private colleges for 1970-71, to increase
gradually to approximately 32 percent by 1979.^0

Commenting on the politics of the 1950s, Ardath Burks singled out
as a major characteristic "a growing trend... tied to the new legal posi
tion of the Diet, wherein the bureaucracy has come to bypass even the
cabinet in order to link its technical knowhow with the growing political
prestige of the parties." To Burks this was a product of the tendency of
the majority party, and particularly the factions within the party, "to
overshadow both the bureaucracy and the cabinet.''^' In a case study of
the Japanese foreign policy-making process of the 1950s—one involving
the signing of the Japanese-Soviet peace agreement of 1956—Donald
Hellmann concluded that in the Soviet negotiations the factions of the
conservative party replaced the "ruling oligarchy of the military, the
Court officials, the Gaimusho (the Foreign Ministry), and the party

•9 Interview with Kida Hiroshi, April 15, 1980.
20 Nishioka Takeo, "Shigaku shinko joseiho no mezasumono" [Aims of the law to pro

mote and encourage private education], Kikan kyOikuho, no. 17 (Fall 1975), pp. 114-118.
See also Kuroha Ryoichi, "Gyosei to setten ni mini shidai no sanjunen" [Thirty years of
private higher education as seen from the point of contact with the administration], IDE,
no. 199 (May 1979), pp. 31-42.

21 Ardath W. Burks, The Government ofJapan, 2d ed. (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell,
1964), p. 148.
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leaders" that had dominated foreign policy-making in the prewar years.22
This centrality of the factions in Japanese politics has not changed

significantly to this date. Not only is the factions' pivotal role widely
recognized in the party's presidential elections and the distribution of the
party, government, and legislative posts but also the intraparty groupings
are powerful in all facets of policy-making, both in the party and in the
government. Equipped with the ultimate powers of decision making and
conflict resolution over important, controversial matters that defy han
dling by other, lower-level actors, the chieftains of the factions undoubt
edly constitute the locus of governmental and even political power in the
contemporary Japanese political system. Although these other, lower-
level actors are also factionally chosen party and governmental individu
als, and minor, smaller factions cannot be ruled out in the faction-ridden
politics of contemporary Japan, the lion's share of power is clearly held
by powerful "mainstream" factions.

Most LDP dietmen are affiliated with intraparty factions, which
provide them with vital services including electoral and financial sup-
port23 and opportunities for upward mobility (inasmuch as party. Diet,
and government appointments are largely determined by factional con-
siderations).24 In return, the members must perform functions pivotal to
their factions' strength and prosperity, which include contributions to the
groups' coffers and recruitment of the "able members" as factional col
leagues. Not surprisingly, all dietmen take their factional obligations
seriously. For the factional minister this means that while in office he
must not only protect but also promote his faction's interests. This is
indeed a foremost duty he is expected to fulfill, a powerful impetus to his
intraagency activism.

Notwithstanding their claims to political and factional neutrality,
the contemporary ministries are involved with and partial toward LDP
factions and influentials. This partiality has stemmed from a multitude
of factors. It is a function of former bureaucrats' presence in the party.
A faction with a large contingent of graduates of a particular ministry is
bound to be close to that ministry because of this contingent's sense of

22 Hellmann, Japanese Foreign Policy and Domestic Politics, p. 157.
22 One study showed that only 20 percent of LDP dietmen's campaign expenses were

covered by funds provided by the party itself, meaning that their factional contributions
and private funds made up the rest. Haruhiro Fukui, Party in Power: The Japanese
Liberal-Democrats and Policy-making (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1970), p. 130.

2^ For discussion of the benefits that LDP dietmen draw from their factional affiliations,
see JimintO: hoshu kenryoku no kozo, pp. 287-325.
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attachment to the agency and the importance of senpai-kohai (senior-
junior) and oyabun-kobun (leader-follower) relationships. Likewise, a
faction led by a bureaucrat-tumed-dietman has intimate ties with his
parental agency. Also important in faction-ministry relations is a growing
bureaucratic dependence on party factions for political and legislative
support in this age of increasing budgetary constraints. It is not uncom
mon for bureaus and ministries to turn to powerful factions and their
leaders for support in their efforts to seek legislative authorization and
appropriation for their controversial or costly programs. This is true
with all ministries, including the powerful MOF and MITI. Then there
is an intense drive by all factions to establish and maintain their foot
holds or "colonies" within the bureaucracy, and especially the agencies
charged with distributive, regulative, and extractive tasks, such as Fi
nance, Construction, Transportation, and MITI. Mentor-prot6g6 rela
tionships are established with promising and ranking officials of the
agencies. In some ministries, for example, the MOF, the faction's co-
optation, "jinmyaku-bmlding," not only is aimed at division chiefs but
even starts with lower officials such as "investigators" (shusa) and depu
ty division chiefs {kacho hosa) in the MOF's pivotal Budget Bureau.
Factional ministers and zoku members see to it that their proteges
remain on the elite tracks of promotion and are placed in strategic posi
tions where they can render desired services to the factions. When they
retire from governmental service, they are encouraged to seek Diet seats
with the backing of the sponsoring factions, and upon election they be
come bona fide members of the factions' Diet phalanxes. Needless to
say, these former officials become key conduits between their parental
agencies and the factions.^s

As elite bureaucrats move up their promotional ladders, their con
tacts with the LDP and the Diet not only become frequent but also
widen to include both formal organs (e.g., PARC divisions and Diet
standing committees) and "informal" groupings such as factions and
cross-factional "policy-study groups" within the LDP.^^ In the course of
these interactions with the party, the bureaucrats sooner or later make,
either consciously or unconsciously, commitments to and ties with
powerful factions and their elder members. Aspiring bureaucrats in the

25 "Elito kanryo ga 'tanakaha' ni naru *henb6' no purosesu" [The process by which elite
bureaucrats are "transformed" into members of the Tanaka faction], Shukan shincho 27,
no. 15 (April 14, 1982): 46.

26 For descriptions of these intraparty groupings by a Mainichi political reporter, see
Inoue, Habatsu to seisaku shudan.
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agencies heavily "colonized" by the factions are quickly educated in the
role of the factions in agency affairs—not only in substantive policy but
also in personnel matters. They behave accordingly. Although shunning
overt attempts to curry favor with factions, career officials discreetly seek
special relationships with prominent members of a powerful faction and
perform a wide range of activities for them. As one recent Japanese
study drawing on interviews with bureaucrats concluded, "The central
bureaucrats, even at the division chief level, begin to cultivate friendly
ties with LDP factions."^^ The former MAFF elite bureaucrat Tekeuchi
Naokazu offers his assessment of the situation:

At the high levels of the contemporary bureaucracy we invariably
find factions, each centering on a political boss. They naturally come
into being, even though there is no faction to be countered. It is
through the faction that the bureaucrat seeks peace and security for
himself. When he reaches the division chief level, he picks out a
political boss and joins his faction "in anticipation of future gains."
Before joining he must carefully determine which faction is most ad
vantageous and offers most security to him. In short, at this point
(of his career) he is taking one of his greatest risks as an elite bureau
crat. When he moves up to the bureau director class, he gets frantic;
he must squash his rivals before he is thinned out. To achieve this,
he must borrow the power of his political boss.^^

Speaking of how this system of factional-bureaucratic linkage worked
with the all-powerful Kono faction in the agency he served in, Takeuchi
notes:

The elite bureaucrats who pledged their allegiance to Mr. Kono and
Mr. Yasuda [Sen'ichiro, who was Kono's handpicked director of the
Minister's Secretariat] were allowed to attend the periodical meetings
of the Shunjukai [the Kono faction's organization] and to plight
themselves to the politicians. Even the freshmen division chiefs,
when spotted and favored, would rush to the factional gatherings,
wagging their tails.^^

Bureaucratic fraternization with the party factions is not confined
to the ministries reputed to be partisanized agencies, such as the MAFF,
the MOC, and the MOT. What the former MOF bureau director Imai
Kazuo referred to as "the bureaucrats' tail-wagging to politicians" has
afflicted the foremost economic agency as well,^^ for as one interviewed

27 Muramatsu, Sengo Nihon, p. 58.
28 Takeuchi, Konna kanryO, p. 38.
29 Ibid., p. 14.
30 Imai Kazuo-shi danwa sokkiroku, no. 14, p. 93.
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MOF division chief put it, "To be promoted beyond the division chief
level, a career official needs to be backed by a powerful dietman of a fac
tion influential in his agency." Most ministries, except for a few "apoliti
cal" ministries (e.g., the EPA, the MOJ, and the AMA), have been seri
ously affected by factional politics and have developed varying degrees of
affinity with the factions.

For the first half of the 1950s the MFA was dominated by the
proteges of the then prime minister, Yoshida Shigeru, who, a dis
tinguished graduate of the prewar Foreign Office, held firm control over
government foreign policy-making and the affairs of the Foreign Affairs
Ministry, including personnel decisions. In all key ministries, and espe
cially the MFA, he unreservedly exercised the power of appointment and
removal by demoting or even firing uncooperative officials and by
"favoring those close to him" {sokkin jinji). Widely practiced, Yoshida's
"ruthless beheading" quickly earned the sobriquet Y-ko paji (Column Y
purge); Y, the initial of Yoshida's name, was derived from SCAP's rank
ing of purged Japanese officials—"Group A" to include top war crimi
nals, "Group B," army and navy officers, and so forth. In the first half
of the 1960s, during the premiership of Ikeda Hayato (a product of the
MOF bureaucracy), the MOF was considered to be in the sphere of
influence of the prime minister and his faction.^^ jhe maFF of the
1950s and 1960s, as previously noted, had many ranking officials closely
linked with Kono Ichiro and his faction.^^ In the 1970s the agency
developed intimate ties with the right-wing activist group Seirankai, then
led by Nakagawa Ichiro, which supplied a string of MAFF ministers and
PVMs.^'' The highly lucrative MOC post has in recent years been occu
pied by members of the mainstream factions, and especially the prime
minister's faction. For example, during the Sato government (1964-72)
the portfolio was monopolized by veteran members of the Sato faction,
who included Hashimoto Tomisaburo, Nishimura Eiichi, and Hori Shi
geru. The only "outsider" to head the agency during this period was
Setoyama Mitsuo. He, however, was a dietman close to Kishi Nobusuke,
Sato's elder brother. The three occupants of the MOC post during the
Tanaka government (1972-174)—Kimura Takeo, Kanemaru Shin, and
Kameoka Takao—were all Tanaka loyalists.^^ in the MPT, also widely

31 Yomiuri shimbun seijibu, SOri daijin, pp. 66-67.
32 For discussion of several agencies including the MAFF, MITI, the MOF, the MOC,

and the MOT and of their relations with the LDP factions, see Tokyo shimbun-sha, ed.,
KanchO monogatari [Tales of government offices] (Tokyo: Chobunsha, 1962), pp. 25-93.

33 Takeuchi, Konna kanryO, pp. 12-16 and 52-58.
34 Tahara, Nihon no kanryO, pp. 234-236.
35 Ibid., p. 370; and KanryO kiko kenkyukai, Kensetsusho, p. 90.
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considered a Tanaka stronghold,at least one or two, at times all of the
three, top political and career posts (minister, PVM, and AVM) between
1957 (when Tanaka held his first cabinet post in the MPT) and 1979
were consistently held by Tanaka's confidants.^'

These powerful party factions are intimately involved in the per
sonnel and policy decision making of the agencies they have developed
close ties with. This function of factional representation in agency afiairs
is performed by various members of the faction. Senior members who
hold key government and party positions (e.g., the PARC chairman, who
plays a powerful role in budgetary decisions for the agency) are of course
effective input-makers. Factional members of the appropriate zoku and
PARC divisions are also key actors;^® so are the members of the faction
who are former ranking officials of the agency. Naturally, key incumbent
officials of the agency allied with and often handpicked by the faction are
major conduits for factional influence in the agency.The ministers and,
to a lesser degree, the PVMs from the ranks of the faction are also
powerful agents of factional interest representation.

Some informed observers go as far as to characterize the minister's
intraagency role solely in terms of activities beneficial to him and his fac
tion. In the words of a former MAFF official, "The minister's only con
cern during his tenure is to make full use of his official powers to further
his faction's interests as well as his own.'"*® Naturally, a minister holds a
special position in the agency "colonized" by his faction and commands
a deference and power often denied to the ministers from other factions.

Inasmuch as the ministries are heterogeneous entities, divided by
not only formal functions (bureaus and divisions) but also informal fac
tors (e.g., factional allegiances, educations, hometowns, types of civil ser
vice examinations passed, and years the officials joined the ministries),
they defy effective and long-term "colonization" by single factions, how
ever powerful they may be."*' Hence, a realistic statement about faction-

Tahara, Nihon no kanryO, pp. 450-452. Some observers go as far as to characterize
the MPT as the "Kakuei kingdom." See Manabe, Chiba, and Nakayama, "Abaku Kakuei
dkoku," pp. 209-234.

37 Manabe, Chiba, and Nakayama, "Abaku Kakuei Okoku," p. 222.
38 For discussion of the Tanaka faction's highly "productive" activities, see Sasaki Tak

eshi, "'Jimoto minshu shugi' o koete" [Beyond "grass-roots democracy"), Sekai, no. 458
(January 1984), pp. 23-34.

39 "Elito kanryo ga 'Tanakaha' ni naru 'henbo' no purosesu," pp. 42-46.
40 Takeuchi, Konna kanryO, p. 42. For discussion by a former MHA official of the arti-

culative role performed by Tanaka-faction ministers and officials for the so-called Mejiro
Palace, see KatO, "Toshi no fukushu."

4' For discussion by a former MOF official of bureaucratic fragmentation and sectional
ism, see Imai, Kanryd, pp. 140-143.
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ministry relations has to highlight the competitive involvement of power
ful factions in ministries, although one of them can assert dominant
status, as did the Sato faction in the MOT and the SDA in the 1960s.'*2

Also, the notion of faction-bureau linkage, rather than that stressing
the centrality of faction-ministry relations, might be argued to capture
better the contemporary reality of factional relations with some agencies.
In view of the traditional interbureau autonomy found in many minis
tries and the marked tendency of LDP dietmen policy specialization, this
notion is not farfetched at all; much of the factional maneuvering found
in MITI, the MOT, and the MOF can be explained by it.

In an agency fragmented into "factional networks of personalities"
{habatsu jinmyaku), therefore, the minister faces an additional restraint
upon his powers. As agency decision-maker and in his relations with the
career officials, he must take into account other factions, and especially
those that have powerful claims on the agency through their jinmyaku.
For example, in contemplating actions against a high-ranking official
whom he considers persona non grata, the minister must carefully calcu
late the probable reactions of the official's factional mentors in the party.
The MAFF provides a case in point. In the 1950s and 1960s, during
which Kono Ichiro "reigned" over the agency, its key officials, loyal to
and supported by him, could effectively deter a non-Kono faction minis
ter from taking actions—both policy and personnel—considered detri
mental to their "agency interests.'"'^ Similarly, in the 1970s the Seiran-
kai, the foremost LDP guardian of the MAFF, could easily frustrate the
attempts of a non-Seirankai minister to institute policy or personnel
changes that the agency deemed undesirable.'*'*

The minister is appointed by and accountable to the prime minis
ter. He is also a member of the cabinet headed by the prime minister.
As such he is expected to articulate in his agency the policies of the
prime minister and his cabinet. Although pluralistic politics and LDP
factionalism, among other factors, limit the formal powers of the prime

Factional competition is particularly serious in the MOF, MITI, and the MAFF where
many high-level officials can be grouped into several factional jinmyaku. This is a contrast
to the MOC, which is controlled by the Tanaka jinmyaku. A 1982 press source says:
"When an MOC official, whether AVM or director of the Minister's Secretariat, is told by
Takeshita Noboru or other top [Tanaka faction] elders, 'Hey you, you should run for a Diet
seat,' he obliges. But this is not the case with such agencies as the MOF, MITI, and the
MAFF where different factions have formed their own jinmyaku." See "Elito kanryO
'Tanakaha' ninaru 'henbo' no purosesu," p. 46.

Asahi, May 24, 1979.
KanryO kiko kenkyOkai, NOrinshO, p. 109.
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minister and his cabinet, their policy-making role is nevertheless formid
able. Especially pronounced is their role in important, controversial
matters and especially those defying policy coordination at lower levels
of government and party hierarchies. It is quite typical for government
leaders to make, usually in concert with top party executives, final au
thoritative decisions on these matters, with bureaucrats playing secon
dary roles.'*^ In this situation of "top-down" policy making the minister's
support and effective intraagency articulation are essential to the success
of the policy decision involved. Indeed, one of the foremost ministerial
roles as perceived by interviewed former ministers is to see that top-
down policies are developed, elaborated and carried out by agency
officials.

The prime minister's major role in key foreign policy decisions has
already been mentioned in the preceding chapter. In recent years this
role has been further bolstered by developments of Japan's economic re
lations with other nations and especially the United States. They in
clude: (1) the inability or reluctance of "vertical" (tatewari) subgovem-
ments (LDP, bureaucratic, and interest group actors) to deal with weigh
ty issues of Japanese-U.S. textile, steel, automobile, agricultural products
(beef and citrus), telecommunication, and so forth; and (2) the resultant
politicization of these issues."*^

For illustration, let us look at the politics involved in one particular
case, the issue of Japanese-American textile trade which, along with the
Okinawa and China issues, occupied much of the Sato government's at
tention in its waning years.

In his bid for the presidency, Richard Nixon had promised to sup
port American textile manufacturers, who felt threatened by imported
Japanese goods. Once in office, he proceeded to make good on his
pledge by seeking controls on imports of Japanese products, just as the
two powers were nearing the end of their negotiations on the reversion of

For an interesting account by a former MHA AVM of one such case involving the
MOP and the MHA, see Okuno Seisuke, "Kitaishitai fuken seido no kaikaku to honenoaru
kankai" [The desired reform of the urban prefectural and rural prefectural system, and
backboned officialdom], in Jichisho, ed., JichishO junen no ayumi [A ten-year history of the
Ministry of Home Affairs] (Tokyo: Jichisho, 1971), pp. 18-20.

For discussion of these issues, see I. M. Destler and Hideo Sato, eds., Coping with
U.S.'Japanese Economic Conflicts (Lexington, Mass.: D. C. Heath and Co., 1982). For dis
cussion by former high-ranking economic officials of the politicization of international
economic issues and its implications, see Okita, Nikon kanryO jijo, pp. 180-194. My think
ing about top-down decision making on international economic issues benefited greatly
from interviews with economic officials including LDP Dietman Omi Kpji, formerly a
MITI official, and Sakata Hatsumi of MITI.
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Okinawa to Japan.
After briefly working through administrative channels which he

found unproductive, Nixon in late 1968 raised the textile issue with the
visiting prime minister, Sato Eisaku. Pleased with Nixon's consent to
Okinawa reversion without nuclear weapons on the U.S. base there, Sato
obviously promised positive actions on the textile issue. In this
forward-looking posture he was supported by the minister (Aichi Kiichi)
and oflBcials of the MFA who, like Sato, felt that a textile concession was
an unavoidable price for achieving the nation's historic goal of regaining
the lost territory. The Japanese textile industry and its governmental
ally MITI, however, refused to go along. This position was backed by
Ohira Masayoshi, then MITI minister and a senior member of the Maeo
faction (one of Sato's rival groups).

Using a cabinet reshuffle, Sato replaced Ohira with Miyazawa Kii
chi, a rising star of the party known for his pro-American views and ad
vocacy of "free trade." Asked by Sato to bring about a speedy settlement
of the issue, the new minister proceeded to tackle it along lines close to
the American position. Though unhappy about hurting the very industry
they had helped build up, MITI's Textile Bureau dutifully performed
supportive, elaborative, and information-providing tasks for the minister.
Because of MITI's supportive performance, Miayazawa saw "no need to
set up an independent LDP staff" or his own "personal braintrust."^'' As
a ranking MITI official put it, "The textile issue is far from being an
economic issue. Once politics has decided to go for an agreement, we
cannot rebel against it.'"*®

Seeing that Miyazawa was making no significant headway in deal
ing with the recalcitrant industry, the prime minister let him go in July
1971 and chose as his successor Tanaka Kakuei, Sato's key lieutenant,
eager to impress "big business" with his problem-solving and leadership
abilities. Sato had apparently concluded that Washington's growing im
patience with Tokyo threatened the success of what he saw as his
administration's major diplomatic achievement, Okinawa reversion.
Moreover, both government and zaikai leaders were "now preoccupied
with larger economic concerns, and saw acceptance of an unpleasant tex
tile agreement as necessary to help salvage the larger U.S.-Japan relation-
ship.'"»9

" Otake Hideo, Gendai Nihon no seiji kenryoku keizai kenryoku [Political power and
economic power in contemporary Japan] (Tokyo: San'ichi shobO, 1980), p. 85.

Yomiuri, October 16, 1971, as quoted in Otake, Gendai Nihon, p. 156.
« I. M. Destler et al.. Managing an Alliance: The Politics of U.S.-Japanese Relations

(Washington, D.C. Brookings Institution, 1976), p. 44.
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Under the new minister's strict order of secrecy, which limited
MITI-industry contacts, top Textile Bureau officials (director and deputy
director) worked out the specifics of the Japanese position; even division
chiefs responsible for textile affairs were excluded from the drafting pro
cess. Tanaka then "forced" the terms of a U.S.-Japanese textile
memorandum on the industry, thus ending the three-year-old controver
sy, Last-minute attempts by LDP "textile dietmen" (sen'izoku) to keep
Tanaka from yielding too much to the American demands did not go
very far.^'

The government handling of the textile industry was not based only
on its authority and legitimacy; it also had to dole out "carrots" in the
form of monetary compensations. The pattern involved in the authori
zation of compensatory measures was also a top-down process in which
ministers and party officials assumed the dominant role.

When industry leaders sought compensatory grants, loans, and tax
exemptions in return for their voluntary control of exports to the United
States, the MOF Budget Bureau promptly turned them down while sug
gesting possible loans for the factories severely hit by the voluntary res
traints. In this position the budget office was supported, at least initially,
by its minister Fukuda Takeo, a key member of the Sato government.
Other party infiuentials, however, were more sympathetic to the plight of
the industry. Tanaka Kakuei, for example, then secretary general, prom
ised his party's support. When industry leaders later formally requested
government aid totaling well over 120 billion yen, the LDP PARC com
mittees on commerce and textiles expressed a willingness to endorse up
to 80 billion. This figure was quickly seconded by MlTl minister Miya-
zawa. Against this backdrop the party committees and MlTl officials
agreed on a sum of 77 billion for the aggrieved industry. Of this, howev
er, the MOF approved only 54 billion, which MlTl promptly urged the
budget officials to reconsider. The MOF consented but stated that the
compromise figure would have to stay under 60 billion.^^

At this point, however, decision making regarding aid was shifted
from the economic bureaucrats to a small circle of party and government
leaders: Finance Minister Fukuda, MlTl Minister Miyazawa, Foreign
Minister Aichi, Chief Cabinet Secretary Hori Shigeru, and Chairman of

50 Otake, Gendai Nihon, pp. 124-125.
5' For discussion of the textile industry's weak intraparty clout, see Asahi shimbunsha,

Jimintd, pp. 170-173. According to Fukuda Hajime, leader of the LDP textile zoku, the
industry had neglected support-building (e.g., giving political funds) within the party. Ibid.,
p. 172.

52 Otake, Gendai Nihon, p. 127.
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the LDP Committee on Textile Problems Fukuda Hajime. This group of
government and party executives made the final decision approximating
the PARC committee's original proposal. It was later approved by the
cabinet.53

As Japan and the United States moved closer to a textile agree
ment, the Tokyo government felt compelled to authorize additional com
pensations to appease the industry. Decision making involved in this
stage was also dominated by key party elders in the government—Prime
Minister Sato, MITI Minister Tanaka, and Finance Minister Fukuda,
with MITI officials performing a supportive, elaborative role. Of special
note is the central role assumed by MITI Minister Tanaka in this process
and in persuading the textile industry and its LDP allies. Significantly,
MOF officials were virtually excluded from the budgetary decision maL
ing. Also important is the behavior of two MOF ministers involved:
Fukuda and later Mizuta Mikio. On the whole, they were supportive of
the "political decisions" of the Sato government and rendered valuable
services in calming their agency officials who had misgivings about the
government's "generosity" toward the textile industry.54

The foregoing discussions have focused on the contemporary
minister's articulative role for his party, cabinet, and prime minister. He
is also a key interest articulator for extraparty constituencies—corporate
and interest groups—that in their lobbying strategies concentrate more
on LDP organs and legislators (especially zoku members and cabinet
ministers) than on career bureaucrats. These constituencies include not
only such powerful clientele groups as Nokyo and zaikai organizations,
which enjoy exalted status in the party because of their electoral and
financial support, but also less powerful organized interests of all types,
and especially those of conservative persuasions that can count on sym
pathetic hearings in the party.55

This "political" pattern of contemporary interest group operations
differs from the widely held "bureaucratic dominance" thesis, which
views the bureaucracy as the primary decision-maker and thus the target
of all lobbying efforts by organized interests. Groups' reliance on the
political sector, however, is not surprising in view of the growing policy
role of the party—its dietmen and ministers—and the finely tuned sense

53 Ibid., 126-127.
5" Ibid., pp. 128-146.
55 This observation, repeated by various individuals interviewed in Japan, fully concurs

with a conclusion reached by a team of Japanese political scientists (including Muramatsu
Michio of Kyoto University) from their surveys of interest group representatives. Inter
view with Muramatsu, February 26, 1980.
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that groups have of the shifting balance of power between the party and
the bureaucracy in contemporary Japanese policy-making.

According to interviewed representatives of interest groups,^® all
groups make a careful distinction between matters that can be dealt with
"administratively" (jimutekini or jimukyoku ni yotte), on the one hand,
and important and controversial matters that require "high-level govern
mental and party judgment" {seifu yotO no kddoteki seiji handan) and
legislative approval, on the other. The former, normally minor and
"secondary" ("operational") policy matters, are addressed to the
middle-level ofl&cials of the appropriate ministries, where they can be
handled without consultation with higher agency and party authorities.
Controversial and important matters that require large-scale governmen
tal spending and Diet assent are taken to not only the appropriate offices
of the agencies but also the party organs and ministers in charge. Natur
ally, greater effort is directed to the political sector. The National Asso
ciation of High-School Principals {Zenkoku kotogakkdcho kyokai), for
example, takes requests and petitions concerning administrative policy to
the chiefs of the relevant MOE divisions, but important matters are
"directed by either the national council or regional associations to LDP
organs, dietmen, and the education minister.''^'

Take another educational interest group, of conservative (pro-LDP)
persuasion, the National Association of Public School Superintendents of
Instruction {Zenkoku koritsu gakko kyotokai, or NAPSSI); this group
also adheres to the "political" pattern of interest group operations—one
increasingly followed by groups not only in the education-policy system,
in which the primacy of LDP policymakers has long been undisputed,
but also in areas where the bureaucrats have traditionally played an as
sertive role. A nationally organized group of deputy principals in charge
of school instruction, the NAPSSI vigorously and successfully fought for
a 1974 Diet law granting them legal status as kyoto (superintendents of
instruction)—a measure vehemently condemned by the JTU as being
aimed at establishing an elaborate system of hierarchy at every school.

56 Interviewed interest group officials include those representing local government in
terests, the national universities' association, organizations of private institutions, federa
tions of elementary and high-school associations, transportation and road organizations,
dental and medical associations, and fisheries and agricultural organizations.

57 Interviews with Mori Takeo and Kobayashi Masanao, respectively president and staff
director for the National Association of High-School Principals, July 25, 1976. I am deeply
grateful to Kobayashi, the educator-tumed-lobbyist for the association, for enlightening me
on the dynamics of interest groups. The three interviews with him took no less than eight
hours.
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thus weakening the union's solidarity. The NAPSSI leadership decided
early in its legislative campaign that the proposed legislation, in view of
its controversial nature and the political and legislative endorsement it
required for successful implementation, was a measure well outside the
realm of minor, administrative matters under the bureaucracy's jurisdic
tion. The NAPSSI's legislative strategy, therefore, centered largely on
persuading and mobilizing the key actors in the LDP, including the edu
cation minister. In the words of a prominent Japanese scholar of educa
tion politics:

Starting with Education Minister Araki [Masuo] [1960-63], NAPSSI
representatives have met with every education minister to solicit
support of proposed legislation. Since 1968 the NAPSSI has invited
education-related dietmen (BunkyOzoku) to its yearly plethora of ral
lies, conventions, and workshops. Whenever a bill is introduced in
the Diet, NAPSSI members launch an intense campaign of writing
letters to their dietmen, asking them to support the proposed meas
ure. At every election time they send similar messages to their diet-
men.58

In responding to urgings and pressures from outside groups, the
minister of course "pays special attention to" (daijinisuru) those emanat
ing from groups closely allied with or deemed important to his faction
because all factions are dependent upon organized interests for political
and financial support and cannot afford to alienate their support groups.
A minister's deaf ear to a clientele group's plea will not only cool its sup
port for him but also prompt a serious chiding by his faction's leaders.

Interest group politics, however, do not always run along factional
lines. Rather, on most issues of public policy, interest group activities to
influence LDP policy-making tend to be more cross-factional than fac
tional. The reason is that in any given policy area the key party dietmen
and government leaders represent a number of factions of the party.

This was typified in the LDP government's education policy subsys
tem during Ohira's premiership. The Education portfolio was held by
Tanigaki Sen'ichi, a senior member of the prime minister's faction, but
he was surrounded by other members of the education subsystem coming
from antimainstream, anti-Ohira factions—the Fukuda, Miki, and
Nakasone factions.^' The MOE PVM post was occupied by Mitsuzuka

58 Kumagai Kazunori, "Kyoiku seisaku no rippo katei ni kansuru shakaigakuteki kenk-
yu" [Legislative process involving education policy: a sociological analysis], Bungaku
ronsha [Faculty of Literature Occasional Papers] of Soka University, vol. 3, no. 1 (PDU), p.
122.

59 Asahi, November 26, 1979.
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Hiroshi, a key BunkyOzoku member of the Fukuda faction; the PARC
Education Division was chaired by another Fukuda faction loyalist and
BunkyOzoku member, Mori Yoshiro; the lower-house Education Standing
Committee was headed by Tanikawa Kazuo, a member of the Miki fac
tion and a BunkyOzoku activist. The PARC ICES was chaired by Okuno
Seisuke, who, though close to Tanaka Kakuei, was an independent not
affiliated with a faction.

This pattern of factional representation is quite the norm in all oth
er policy areas. Moreover, the appropriate zoku in the party is equally
multifactional in its makeup and is thus not controlled by any particular
faction. A major policy decision, therefore, must rest on a consensus
among these key "official" actors as well as other non-office-holding
members of the multifactional policy subsystem.

Because of the cross-factional basis of the policy subsystem, it is
imperative for interest groups to direct their lobbying to all major fac
tions represented in the subsystem. Commenting on business-faction
linkage in contemporary Japanese politics, Hatakeyama Takeshi, a
veteran Asahi political reporter, notes that "business enterprises have
now come to uniformly distribute their monies to all factions rather than
single out specific factions [for special favors]."^®

Several factors account for this development. One is of course the
heterogeneous makeup of policy subsystems, as pointed out above.
Another reason is the changing nature of enterprises' internal power
structures. Nowadays there are fewer firms run by authoritarian, "one-
man iyvanman-teki) entrepreneurs who have the power of dispensing
money to politicians and factions" of their liking. The contemporary
norm is for "salarymen-managers," who lack this kind of freedom, to
manage the firms in a less authoritarian manner. Moreover, corporate
leadership cannot escape the watchful eyes of such intracompany organi
zations as labor unions, which may well be affiliated with national organ
izations markedly anti-LDP in their orientations. Furthermore, from a
company's perspective, an "intimate relationship" with a particular fac
tion may boomerang; it may alienate and anger the other factions not
favored with enterprise supports.^•

Admittedly, these considerations are important factors militating
against special ties between factions and extraparty interests. They are,
however, by no means the only factors governing interestgroups' poltical

«> Hatakeyama Takeshi, Habatsu no uchimaku [Factions inside out] (Tokyo: Tachikaze
shobe, 1976), p. 112.

61 Ibid.
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lobbying. In no policy area is the decision-making power equally shared
by all factions. Some are more powerful than others, as are their leaders.
This is well reflected in party and government policy-making, notwith
standing Japan's traditional penchant for decision making by consensus
and emphasis upon "fair share." Mainstream factions, holding the largest
shares of key party and government posts, are bound to play larger roles
in policy-making. Thus, it is not surprising at all that interest groups
gravitate toward the foremost of all mainstream factions—the one led by
the prime minister, who often is the most powerful of the LDP faction
leaders. For this reason, among others, mainstream factions, and espe
cially the prime minister's faction, fare better in fund-raising.An in
terest group may also be attracted to a particular faction because it is the
home of key zoku dietmen in the group's area of interest. This explains,
at least in part, close ties between some education-related groups and the
Miki and Nakasone factions, which have large shares of BunkyOzoku
members. Likewise, the Tanaka faction, which contains a large con
tingent of "public works" zoku dietmen, is popular among "public
works" interest groups.®^ Moreover, the career backgrounds and family
ties of faction leaders also play important roles in bringing factions and
special interests together. For example, Miki Takeo has been backed by
several firms linked with his wife's family. It was only natural that the
Kishi faction, because of his affiliation with the prewar Industry-
Commerce Ministry, had a special relationship with the heavy industry
sector of big business.®'̂ Similarly, the Ikeda faction had intimate ties
with the financial and security institutions, the constituencies that he had
served as a career official. The Sato faction's close link with the trans

portation industry stemmed from his long career in the MOT. The
Kono faction's special ties with farm groups and construction firms was
attributable to his cabinet posts involving the MAFF and the MOC.

Similar patterns of clientele relationships can be found between
present-day factions and economic interests: the Tanaka faction and
construction; the Fukuda faction and petroleum interests; the Ohira fac
tion and financial, security, and other clientele interests under MOF jur
isdiction; the Nakasone faction and fishery interests; and the Miki fac-

62 Yomiuri shimbun seijibu, SOri daijin, pp. 142-145, See also Frank Langdon, "Politi
cal Contributions of Big Business in Japan," Asian Survey 3:10 (October 1963), 469.

63 Takabatake Michitoshi, "Etsuzankai no tsuyoki to yowaki" [The bullishness and timi
dity of the Etsuzankai], Ushio, no. 296 (December 1983), p. 84. See also Kanryo kiko
kenkyukai, Kensetsusho, pp. 90-96; and Nihon keizai shimbunsha, Jiminto seichokai, pp.
120-124.

6^^ Tokyo shimbunsha, Kancho monogatari, pp. 34-35.
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tion and Nihon yakin (Japan Metallurgy) and Showa denko (Showa Elec
tric and Industrial) companies, closely tied with the family of Miki's
wife. The close relationships the factions have with their clientele groups
are well evidenced by the generous financial support they receive from
business groups.®^

Interest groups' factional preferences are governed by other factors.
One such is the ideological and policy orientation of a faction and its
leaders. True, LDP factions are not distinguished by ideological and pol
icy differences, unlike the factions in the Japan Socialist party, which run
along ideological lines. On many policy issues, domestic or foreign poli
cy, the LDP factions are internally divided. For example, on normaliz
ing Sino-Japanese relations in the 1960s and 1970s, the intraparty divi
sion was cross-factional, and both opponents and supporters of Peking's
terms for normalization were found in all factions. At the same time,
the pro-Peking position enjoyed a larger backing in the Kono, Matsumu-
ra, Ono, Miki, and Fujiyama factions than in the others. In the 1970s
Miki and Nakasone were the first major faction leaders—followed by
Ohira and Maeo Shigesaburo—to challenge the wisdom of the Sato
government's pro-Taipei orientation.^® The "Nakagawa group," active in
the 1970s and headed by the late Nakagawa Ichiro, was staunchly anti-
Communist on foreign- and domestic-policy issues; the Nakasone faction
is markedly pro-American on the controversial issue of Japan's defense
buildup.

What the preceding discussions suggest is the variation found
among the intraparty groupings and their leaders in their policy prefer
ences and inclinations. The interfactional differences are recognized by
outside interests, which formulate their lobbying strategies accordingly.
Although pursuing an "omnidirectional" policy (i.e., eschewing the overt
ties with a faction or factions that would alienate the others), interest
groups focus their efforts on the powerful and potentially sympathetic
factions and their leaders who are most likely to "deliver the goods."
Hence, covert deals and arrangements are often made, and close rela
tions established, with powerful factions and pofiticians. Naturally, the
factional ministers in the appropriate agencies become key vehicles for
articulating and legislating policies promoted by their clientele groups. It

" Hatakeyama, Habatsu, p. 112.
<><> Yung Park, "The Roots of Sino-Japanese Detente" and "The Tanaka Government

and the Mechanics of the China Decision," in China and Japan: A Search for Balance
Since World War I, ed. Alvin Coox and Hilary Conroy (Santa Barbara: ABC-Clio, 1978),
pp. 354-384 and 387-397.
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is in this context of faction-group linkage that the Asahi shimbun made
the following commentary on health-welfare policy-making: "The extent
of change in the tone of health-welfare administration brought about by
past ministers of health-welfare has depended largely on the level of in
timacy of the relationships between their factions and the

In view of the minister's articulative role for organized interests,
and especially those closely allied with his faction, it is not surprising
that in recent years the major bribery scandals of regulative-distributive
agencies (e.g., Post-Telecommunications, Self-Defense, and Transporta
tion) have involved primarily the agencies' political appointees (minis
ters and PVMs) and their factions.^® These incidents suggest the manner
in which the agencies process decisions "dictated" by powerful external
interests—the minister assumes the initiating role (often acting under in
structions from his faction or a key faction member) with little substan
tive input from the career bureaucrats, who tend to go along with the
minister's directive, either willingly or reluctantly, and at best perform
an elaborative role.

The MOT provides a telling illustration of the foregoing generaliza
tions. Under the agency's "jurisdiction" are a multitude of interest
groups and corporate entities. A glance at the agency's organizational
chart will show the diversity of these groups whose interests are aflFected
by the agency's powers of policy-making, administrative guidance, and
licensing and permit issuance. They include shipping, maritime in
surance, shipbuilding, ports and their facilities, warehouses, railways
(both state run and private), automobiles, auto insurance, taxis, transit
systems, freight industry, aviation, and airports. Well endowed and usu
ally with excellent access to the political sector, these groups have the ha
bit of rushing to LDP influentials, the MOT minister and PVM, and
transportation dietmen (Un'yuzoku) who are placed in the key decision-
making organs of the party and the Diet and are in a position to
influence MOT policy decisions. This tendency is pronounced in the
group's efibrts to influence not only policy matters of importance that re
quire party, cabinet, and Diet approval but also minute items of permits
and licenses.

67 Asahi, September 4, 1959.
68 This does not mean that the career officials of central bureaucracy are immune from

corruption and bribery scandals. The MOT and the MOC among others have had their
shares of scandals involving licensing and permits. See Tahara, Nikon no kanryo, pp.
105-138 and 369-396.
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A source close to the MOT likens contemporary transportation
policy-making to a play staged by two actors—LDP politicians, including
the minister and PVM, and corporate and interest groups. The role as
signed to the MOT bureaucrat is merely that of a custodian looking after
the playhouse and technical details of dramatic productions. He has no
substantive power over what happens on the stage.®^ Fujimoto Tadashi,
a former senior executive of the Toa Air Lines and later a ranking
official of the All-Japan Aviation Federation (the lobbying group for the
aviation industry), concurs with this characterization as it applies to avi
ation policy-making. As he put it: "It is not that they [MOT bureau
crats] don't wish to get involved in dark aerial combats performed by
politicians and enterprises. Rather, they cannot; they are not allowed to
participate."^® In a similar vein, a member of the Un'yuzoku compares
the MOT to "a messenger boy" driven by LDP politicians, Japan's three
airlines (Japan, All-Nippon, and Toa), and the Ministry of Finance.^'
These colorful characterizations, extravagant as they may seem, are
fitting descriptions of the reality of contemporary transportation (espe
cially aviation) policy-making. A case in point involves the MOT minis
ter of 1970-71, Hashimoto Tomisaburo, who was a leading member of
the Sato faction and later of the Tanaka faction and was implicated in
the Lockheed scandal.

The testimonies of the then officials of the MOT's Aviation Bureau,
including Sumita Shoji, director of the Aviation Management Depart
ment {Koku kanri-bu), provide the following picture of the making of a
major decision on Japan Air Lines (JAL)—one of the many subdecisions
involved in the Loc^eed scandal. Under the Civil Aviation Law, the
operational plans of all airlines, both the semigovemmental JAL and
private lines, must be approved by the MOT, and acquisition of new air
craft by an airline constitutes a change in its business plan and is hence
subject to approval by the MOT (i.e., transportation minister).^^ In late
1970 the MOT approved a JAL request for purchase of four super-sized
Boeing passenger planes as part of the airline's full-scale modernization
program to commence in 1972. The scheduled purchase was later given
cabinet approval. In February 1971, only two months after the initial go
signal, however, Sumita issued a new directive instructing JAL to post
pone the introduction of the jumbo planes.

" Kanryd kiko kenkyukai, Un'yusho, p. 88.
Tahara, Nihon no kanryO, p. 118.

•" Ibid., p. 19.
" Japan Times Weekly, October 15, 1983, p. 2.
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What accounts for this volte face? In early February 1971 Minister
Hashimoto had instructed AVM Machida Tadashi to proceed with the
planned acquisition of the planes "after careful consideration has been
given to every aspect of their safety." The delay was obviously intended
to give an edge to JAL's rival, All-Nippon Airways, which later pur
chased a fleet of Lockheed's big TriStar planes. Machida conveyed the
minister's directive to his subordinates, including Sumita, who in turn
communicated the policy change to JAL. Sumita later admitted that the
minister's "safety directive" had formed the basis of the new MOT ad
ministrative guidance instructing JAL to delay the introduction of the
jumbo planes. Sumita added, however, that "the minister had never
specified that the purchase plan should be delayed."'^

The typical dietman-minister is an established member, if not an
elder, of a zoku or two. He is often given the cabinet post in his zoku's
"sphere of influence." Once in the agency under the zoku's jurisdiction,
his zoku membership requires him to assume an activist role in advanc
ing the interests of the zoku's clientele groups in ministry policy-making,
as several interviewed Diet staff" members noted. This is especially the
case with a junior zoku minister who needs to impress the clientele
groups with his growing "delivery power." A member of the Un'yuzoku
in the post of transportation minister will take seriously his representa
tional role for transportation interests, just as a Kensetsuzoku (construc
tion tribe) minister of construction will feel obligated to speak for the
construction industry. This relationship between the zoku minister and
the zoku's clientele interests can roughly be compared to that between a
Jesse Helms as the American secretary of agriculture and the
agriculture-tobacco sectors of the economy. Other similar analogies can
be made—a Russell Long (as either interior or energy secretary) and the
oil industry, a John Tower (as defense secretary) and the defense indus
try, a John Dingell (as transportation or commerce secretary) and the
auto industry, and so forth.

The close relationship between his zoku and the clientele groups is
indeed a major factor governing the zoku minister's performance. Take
education policy for illustration. Many existing programs of education
policy, such as school lunches, physical education, aid to private educa
tion, and free texts, are firmly rooted in the symbiotic relationship
between the BunkyOzoku, on the one hand, and educational interest

73 Asahi, December 4, 1979. The prosecution's indictment against Hashimoto charged
that he had been bribed by All-Nippon airways into issuing the controversial administrative
guidance to its archrival, JAL.
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groups and enterprises (e.g., publishers), on the other. As an education
specialist on the Diet staff put it, "No Bunkydku minister of education
can afford to ignore this reality if he wants to remain a full-fledged
member of the Bunkyozoku in the eyes of the support [clientele] groups."

Not only in education but also in other areas of public policy, the
zoku's clientele groups have a major influence upon the zoku minister's
policy performance. As a Diet staff member stated, "On a policy propo
sal initiated by his zoom's clientele groups and backed by his zoku elders,
the minister must see that the proposal is converted into an agency poli
cy or bill." A poor showing in the zoku minister's articulative perfor
mance during his tenure in office is sure to diminish his standing in the
eyes of the clientele groups and thus weaken his ties with them. This
means, among other things, declining monetary and electoral support for
him from the groups; they will shift such support to the zoku actors more
responsive to their demands.

On the whole, the zoku minister finds his bureaucracy more com
pliant than defiant toward policy proposals initiated by powerful clientele
groups and promoted by him. This is so not only because he enjoys the
inherent powers of a zoku minister vis-^-vis the agency under the zoku's
jurisdiction but also because the groups may well have special relation
ships with the agency bureaucrats as well. However, groups without such
relationships with the bureaucracy or faced with its resistance must turn
to their LDP zoku allies (including the zoku minister) who are far more
sympathetic. Prodded by the clientele groups, either directly or indirect
ly (e.g., through his party, his faction, and an influential member of the
zoku gosanke), the zoku minister usually assumes an activist role in the
efforts to legislate the policies desired by the clientele groups. Armed
with the zoku's support, his ministerial authority, and the necessary data
supplied by the groups (thus, he may have more specialized technical in
formation about the issues than the responsible agency officials), he is
indeed in a powerful position to play a initiating and directive role in
agency policy-making.

The utility of the "minister-group linkage model" is powerfully
brought home in the turbulent politics of health-welfare policy, in which
the powerful JMA has worked through a multitude of "access points,"
including health-welfare ministers of Koseizoku (health-welfare group)
backgrounds. For illustration, let us look at a 1958 case involving the
MHW and the JMA.

In that year the ministry was in a serious controversy with the
JMA, then headed by the influential Takemi Taro, over fee rates for doc
tors and hospitals. The JMA demanded an increase in the fees the doc-
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tors could collect; the MHW proposed a complex "unit fee system" that
in the JMA's view not only meant rejection of the JMA's demand but
also failed to take inflation into account. The deadlock dragged on, and
as a way out, the MHW came up with a system of two fee-lists—List A
applying to government-run hospitals, and List B to private clinics and
their practitioners. To the JMA's disappointment. List B was to be
based on the old fees that the doctors had been trying to raise. Natural
ly, the JMA rejected what the MHW officials viewed as an important
compromise. The then MHW minister, Horiki Kenzo, was fully suppor
tive of the agency's position and adamantly refused to retreat from it in
his meetings with the JMA president.

Subsequently, in a cabinet reshuffle of June 1958, Horiki was re
placed by Hashimoto Ryogo, a veteran member of the party's Koseizoku
who had previously headed the health ministry. A bureaucrat-tumed-
politician of strong personality, widely considered sympathetic to the
JMA,^'' the new minister agreed to reconsider the agency proposal. He
held a series of meetings with Takemi, some without the participation of
agency bureaucrats; out of these sessions came a new compromise that,
when revealed, stunned the agency officials in charge. Although accept
ing the MHW's two-list formula in principle, the Hashimoto-Takemi
compromise plan designated List B as flexible and subject to inflationary
changes determined by the economic index. Below is a reminiscence by
Takemi of what subsequently happened to the compromise plan, which
was undoubtedly a boon to the JMA:

[At the end of our meeting] Hashimoto said: "Weil, our negotiations
are finally over. I will make sure that the new agency guidelines
reflect our compromise agreement." Then he called in AVM Tanabe
Shigeo and Health Bureau Director Takada Masami. He told them:
"This is the decision the JMA president and I have arrived at.
Please see to it that the decision is carried out." Shocked and pale,
Bureau Director Takada went at his minister, saying: "Minister, you
have promised something outrageous. It would frustrate the
ministry's plan for the next ten years." Turning to me, the bureau
director said in all seriousness, "President, I would like to see this
agreement nullified." I angrily retorted: "This is what your minister
and I have agreed to. You have no right to intervene." I then told
Hashimoto, "You should get rid of these guys who won't listen to
you." I left them, saying: "I am leaving. You had better settle this
among yourselves."'^

" Asahi, September 4, 1959.
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According to a later account by the then deputy chief of the MHW Divi
sion of Medical AflFairs, "The List B eventually adopted by the MHW
was not based on the agency's position but on the revisions put forward
by the JMA."76

Even a VLon-zoku minister (i.e., a newcomer to policy matters under
the agency's jurisdiction) cannot be indiflFerent to the interests and needs
of the zoku^s clientele groups. After all, he also is a primary target of
group lobbying, as noted earlier. By assuming the highest post of the
agency with appropriate jurisdiction over the groups, he has already
gained an entree to the party zoku, and when his ministerial term is over
he will in all likelihood be a member of and even take important posi
tions in intraparty groups (PARC divisions and investigative commit
tees) that a legitimate zoku member is expected to join. Cognizant of the
electoral and financial support that his embryonic relationships with the
clientele groups bring to him, the non-zoku minister will try to impress
the clientele leaders with his intraagency interventionist, articulative, and
input-making abilities for them.

Even the non-zoku minister who has no desire to pursue an activist
role in the ministry's corresponding zoku following his ministerial tenure
may find it difficult to completely ignore the interests of the zoku's clien
tele groups. As previously indicated, these groups typically have two-
pronged political tactics—mobilizing the ministry's political contingent,
on the one hand, and the leaders of the appropriate zoku and party
leaders, on the other. Once the zoku elders are successfully mobilized by
the groups, even the uncooperative non-zoku minister finds it judicious
to go along. Such cooperation with the party zoku is necessary to secure
party support of important agency programs, a major role expected of
him.

All dietmen-ministers, inasmuch as they are elected officials, at
tempt to use their ministerial and agency powers in building and "nurs
ing" their political constituencies—activities they cannot successfully un
dertake without ability to influence agency policy-making. Many succeed
in these efforts. For jitsuryokusha dietmen with an eye on the party
presidency (and premiership), constituency cultivation assumes special
importance with regard to big business (zaikai) closely allied with the
party. This is so because of the influential position zaikai holds in
Japanese politics.

'5 Takemi TarO, "IshikaichO nijugonen," April 9, 1982.
Ibid.
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The nature and extent of zaikaEs political power has been exten
sively debated. Some say that big business is so powerful that it has the
controlling vote in Japanese policy-making—an opinion by no means
confined to Marxian interpreters of Japanese society. Chitoshi Yanaga
goes as far as to liken Japanese politics to "a dramatic production" in
which big business is "the playwright as well as the financier."'''' Another
scholar notes that "zaikai literally presides over Japanese society" and
holds "the power of life and death" over all aspects of society.'® Recent
studies of zaikai, however, have shown that its power has been grossly
overstated and, though large, is in reality quite limited and specialized,
not generalized.'^ The issues of public policy in which zaikaVs influence
is most pronounced are naturally economic (both domestic and interna
tional); even in these sectors its power is held in check by the pluralism
of the contemporary Japanese polity.

Nevertheless, no serious student and practitioner of Japanese poli
tics can overlook the strategic importance big business holds in key areas
of economic and foreign (because of the economic basis of Japan's con
temporary foreign policy) policy-making. Although the selection of the
LDP president is an intraparty aflFair over which zaikai has no direct
power, political and financial support from zaikai and corporate sources
plays an important role in the process and thus is highly valued by all
presidential aspirants, both actual and potential. Because the two key
economic agencies (the MOF and MITI) are responsible for regulative,
extractive, and distributive decisions vital to the business sectors, it
makes sense that serious LDP presidential hopefuls covet the cabinet
posts for these two agencies and that once in office they would want to
demonstrate to zaikai elders that they are not banshoku daijin (figure
head ministers) who simply wear the ministry's hat. Rather, they must
try to impress upon zaikai leaders their economic credentials, under
standing posture toward business, and leadership over the reputedly as
sertive economic bureaucrats.

Cultivation of zaikai support takes on added importance for
jitsuryokusha politicians without proper economic qualifications. Take

" Yanaga, Big Business in Japanese Politics, p. 29.
78 Ando Yoshio, "Zaikai no chii to yakuwari" [The status and role of big business], Eko-

nomisuto 35, no. 1 (December 21, 1957): 16.
79 YungPark, "The Central Council for Education, Organized Business, and the Politics

of Education Policy-making in Japan," Comparative Education Review, no. 19 (June 1975),
pp. 296-311; YungPark, "'Big Business' and Education Policy in Japan," AsianSurvey 22,
no. 3 (March 1982): 315-336;and Gerald Curtis, "BigBusiness and Political Influence," in
Modern Japanese Organization and Decision-making, Vogel, pp. 33-70.
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Tanaka Kakuei, who, unlike such former economic bureaucrats as Sato
Eisaku and Fukuda Takeo, lacked strong economic credentials and solid
linkage with the leadership of big business. During the days of his MOF
and MITI portfolios he was able to cement his ties with zaikai elders.
As the veteran Yomiuri political reporter Fukutomi Tom put it,
"Tanaka's decisiveness and political power [as demonstrated during his
MITI tenure] strongly impressed not only MITI bureaucrats but also the
mainstream zaikai elements." On textile trade with the United States, a
thorny issue settled to zaikaVs satisfaction during Tanaka's tenure,
"Keidanren president Uemura Kogoro, NisshO chairman Nagano Shigeo,
Keizai doyukai president Kikawada Kazutaka, and other zaikai leaders
continually met with Minister Tanaka at MITI, and these interactions
significantly strengthened his connections with the mainstream of
zaikai." It is tme that "Tanaka had lacked the kind of powerful support
among zaikai leaders that Fukuda Takeo enjoyed, but from Tanaka's
handling of Japanese-American textile and yen issues, zaikai leaders
leamed a great deal about his personality and way of thinking and must
have arriveed at the conclusion that 'Tanaka should be able to handle
the premier's job without any difficulty.'

A similar problem was faced by Nakasone Yasuhiro, who was also
without the economic credentials of Kishi, Sato, Fukuda, and Ohira, all
products of the economic bureaucracy. Thus, much of the constituency
building Nakasone practiced in his long and successful pursuit of the
prime minister's post was directed at zaikai and carefully emulated the
strategy brilliantly executed by Tanaka.^' One important political axiom
carefully adhered to by all prime ministerial hopefuls of today is consti
tuency building in the community of powerful business elders and organ
izations; this requires demonstrated leadership vis-il-vis the key econom
ic agencies.

The post of foreign minister, one of the top three cabinet posts
(with the two economic offices), is also highly coveted by upwardly
mobile dietmen, including prime ministerial hopefuls. This important
platform certainly gives the occupant high public visibility and excellent
opportunities to enhance his stature among voters and party members.

'0 Fukutomi, Daijin, pp. 108-109. Tanaka's successful courtship of zaikai during his
MOF and MITI tenures is well described in ibid., pp. 88-112. One of the axioms widely
subscribed to by prime ministerial hopefuls is "The man aiming at the premiership must
first go after the post of MITI minister." See "Shinkeizai kakuryo no jitsuryoku: Esaki
Masumi" [Power of new economic ministers: Esaki Masumi], ChUO kOron 94, no. 2 (Febru
ary 1979): 52-53.

8' Ibid., pp. 119-125.
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For many LDP dietmen this post has served as a stepping-stone to the
premiership (e.g., Miki, Fukuda, and Ohira) or candidacy for the top
post (e.g., Fujiyama Aiichiro). Abe Shintaro, considered a serious con
tender for the premiership, and foreign minister in the Nakasone cab
inet, vigorously sought the foreign post to strengthen his credentials for
the top party and government office. The foreign minister exercises
supervisory powers over a key agency of foreign and economic policy
whose actions affect Japan's economic and trade relations with other
nations. For this reason the economic community has a particular
interest, and its views are given consideration, in the selection of foreign
ministers, as they are in the case of the top economic positions. Natur
ally, the minister's performance in the agency will be carefully watched
and judged by zaikai elders.

In his lucid account of the LDP, Nathaniel Thayer argues that
Japanese cabinets have had their shares of "chapeau ministers" (figure
head ministers). "Minor men are appointed to minor posts," as he puts
it. "But the observer would be hard put to find a 'chapeau minister'
among the foreign and top economic posts, and they are at the heart of
the government." On major reason for this is the prime minister's con
siderable freedom to "select the right man for the right post" and to base
his decisions on ability, not just on faction, as Thayer correctly points
out.®2 This selection process, together with the need of ambitious
economic and foreign ministers to impress the powerful business com
munity, has certainly contributed to making ministers important actors
of agency policy-making in both the economic and foreign-policy realms.

Finally, we come to the minister's role as an interest articulator for
his constituency. Needless to say, for an elected dietman it is imperative
to look after his constituents and their dominant interests. Many say
that this is the role expected of him that outweighs all other considera
tions. If he is from a "marginal district," he is bound to be far more
sensitive and responsive to his constituents' needs and interests. Under
the competitive election system of contemporary Japan, even "political
durables" or "heavyweights" cannot afford to be delinquent in attending
to their constituents' requirements.

In the 1983 general election several senior and influential members
of the party, unable to build sufficient voter support, failed in their
reelection attempts. They included Kosaka Zentaro, a fifteen-term diet-
man who had held key cabinet and party posts including the foreign
ministership and LDP PARC chairmanship; Kuno Chuji, a thirteen-term
legislator who had held the MPT portfolio and was considered a leading

82 Thayer, How the Conservatives Rule Japan, p. 206.
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LDP expert on election laws; Tokai Motosaburo, a senior member of the
Fukuda faction who had served as MOC and MHA minister; and Nishio-
ka Takeo, then senior vice-chairman of the LDP PARC and one of the
most influential members of the party BunkyOzoku.

When, as a freshman dietman, Kaifu Toshiki, now a powerful elder
of the Komoto faction, joined Diet and party organs handling commerce
and industry, he had very much in mind what he calls the "overwhelm
ing" interest of his district—small and medium-sized enterprises. It is
not surprising that his primary policy efforts have been in matters that
affect these interests,®^ althou^ his range of interest and expertise has
progressively widened with his rising political ambition (he is widely
mentioned as one of the probable contenders for the party presidency in
the late 1980s). Nor is it strange that the core of the League of Big City
Dietmen (Daitoshiken giin renmei), a Diet group formed in 1979 to pro
mote the interests of big cities, consists of such urban LDP dietmen as
Harada Ken (Osaka) and Yasui Ken (Tokyo). That nearly 80 percent of
LDP dietmen come from rural districts and belong to party organs on
agricultural policybears testimony to the legislators' sensitivity to consti
tuency considerations.

All LDP dietmen covet seats in the cabinet, although not everyone
will fulfill his ministerial ambition. The cabinet post is sought because it
means, among other things, an increase of votes and a virtual guarantee
of reelection. It gives the dietman-minister greater media visibility, in
creased opportunities for fund-raising, greater interest group support,
and the ability to articulate constituency interests in agency policy-
making and resource allocation. To effectively perform his articulative
role, the minister needs to be much more than a chapeau minister; he
must be an activist and interventionist minister. Indeed, all ministers
use their new posts and powers to make friends at home, usually with
considerable success. Former transportation minister Arafune Seijuro's
"infamous" decision to designate Fukaya as a new express train stop, as
previously mentioned, is a telling demonstration of how far a minister
can go to impress his constituents by exercising his ministerial authority.

The MAFF provides an interestig illustration of the minister's con
stituency nursing. One of the major distributive agencies, the MAFF is
responsible for various subsidies, which constitute more than 14 percent
of the total of all governmental subsidies to local government and private
entities.®'* In 1979 the MAFF adopted, notwithstanding the budgetary

83 "Bu-chan no seiji dojo," p. 181.
84 The following accounts draw heavily on excellent analyses by Asahi shimbun's Hirose

Michisada. See his Hojokin to seikento [Government subsidies and the party in power]
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constraints placed on it, a new subsidy program, Projects as Promotional
Measures for Agricultural and Fishing Villages (NOrin gyogyO sonraku
shinko taisaku jigyO), which was intended to "promote a sense of com
munity among village residents." Created under the prompting of Minis
ter Watanabe Michio, the new subsidies were for the construction of a
variety of community projects, ranging from village halls to volleyball
courts.

The new program was an instant hit; a large number of prefectures
rushed their grant applications to the MAFF, which was to select local
recipients in accordance with its supposedly objective criteria, including
"broad geographic distribution of grantees." The final list of recipients
announced by the MAFF, however, showed that the objective factors of
interregional balance and fair share had obviously taken a back seat to
political considerations, at least in some cases. One election district, the
First Tochigi district, had no fewer than five rural communities awarded
new MAFF grants, although no funding was allocated for some districts
in Fukushima and Gifu prefectures.

Not surprisingly, the district in Tochigi blessed with the largest
number of recipients was none other than Watanabe's own constituency.
According to a Tochigi prefectural official in charge, the MAFF had indi
cated to the prefecture how many community grants it could have—the
number that he thought was "quite high compared to other prefec-
tures."®5 Five other prefectural districts, each blessed with four commun
ity grants, were also represented by influential agricultural dietmen. Sato
Takashi of Niigata, a former MAFF PVM and a leading member of the
LDP agricultural-policy group, was one of them; he then chaired the
lower-house Committee on Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries. In view
of Watanabe's successful support-building, it should not come as a
surprise that in the 1980 elections he received the largest share of votes
of the five legislators chosen in his district; in 1983 he got an even larger
number of votes.

In 1980 Watanabe's subsidy program was given a "face-lifting" and
a new name, and Muto Kabun, Watanabe's immediate successor and
then MAFF minister, became one of the beneficiaries of the new subsidy
program. In 1979 Muto's Gifu district had been one of the regions
denied MAFF funding under Watanabe's program.^®

(Tokyo: Asahi shimbun-sha, 1981), pp. 93-107 and 144-153.
85 Ibid., p. 146.
85 Ibid., p. 148.
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Watanabe and Muto are by no means atypical; such cases are found
in other distributive agencies. Not only are new subsidy programs often
instituted by new ministers that would favor their constituent interests
but also, according to Hirose Michisada's meticulous analysis of the
MAFF, the level of agency support under the existing subsidy programs
goes up markedly for new ministers' districts.®^ The increased agency
favoritism for the new minister may be attributable, at least in part, to
the agency officials' "eager" desire to please their new chief; it may not
involve his vigorous intervention in agency policy-making. New pro
grams and any major changes in the ministry's existing allocation prac
tices, however, may come about in a less voluntary manner; they may in
volve the minister's activism in agency policy-making and resource allo
cation.

8' Ibid., pp. 149-151.
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Conclusion

The portrayal of the contemporary Japanese cabinet minister
presented in the preceding chapters deviates considerably from the popu
lar assumption that places him in a subordinate position to the agency he
heads. This notion of ministerial impotency may have been relevant to
many of his predecessors of the 1950s who, new to their governing role,
had to deal with the bureaucracy that had been "pampered" by SCAP
rulers. The bureaucratic dominance thesis, however, overlooks the
powerful activist ministers who, often helped by their political and
bureaucratic experiences and using the opportunities afforded by the tur
bulent decade of the 1950s, reigned in various agencies of central
officialdom. Moreover, when applied to the minister of today, the thesis
fails to take into account the various factors that put him in a very
powerful position vis-^-vis the bureaucracy.

The bureaucratic milieu within which the contemporary minister
operates is more authoritarian, centralistic, and deferential than that of
the 1950s. This trend, as widely suggested by interviewed officials, start
ed after the conservatives merged to form the majority LDP in 1955; in
this way the bureaucracy internally responded and adapted to the norms
of "party government." After 1967 it accelerated, prompted by the
party's declining base of popular support. In that year, the LDP's popu
lar electoral showing dipped below 50 percent for the first time since its
founding. The sense of urgency among the party dietmen required undi
vided loyalty from the bureaucracy; this in turn hastened the attitudinal
changes within the bureaucracy that were well under way after 1955.

This development in organizational culture, perhaps inevitable be
cause of the supreme status granted to the Diet (and its majority party)
under the postwar constitution, has taken place while the larger political
system, of which the bureaucracy is a part, has become increasingly plur
alistic, competitive, and conflictual. Naturally, the organizational au
thoritarianism and centralism have had a dampening effect on the career
officials' sense of policy-making efficacy, maMng them noticeably def-
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erential toward their superiors and, especially, the political authorities.
Organizational decision-making power has been progressively pushed up
ward, with lower- and middle-level officials relegated largely to suppor
tive and elaborative roles for their more partisanized bureau directors
and the AVM.

The authoritarian, centralistic, and deferential influences are so
widespread throughout the officialdom that they have even afiected such
agencies as MITI and the MOF's Taxation Agency, noted for their tradi
tions of assertiveness and gekokujO; seldom heard are the spirited policy
debates by junior officials that frequently filled the corridors and offices
of these economic agencies. In the meantime, the LDP dietmen, en
dowed with their legitimate authority as members of the "semiper
manent" government party and socialized in their party's growing power
vis-a-vis the bureaucracy, have increasingly come to see themselves as
political suzerains standing above the career officials, expecting and re
ceiving appropriate deference from them. "Prestigious" (erai), "haugh
ty" (Jkoman'na), and "uppity" (takabutta), adjectives often used by in
terviewed bureaucrats to describe the "honorable dietmen" [giin sensei),
are fitting allusions to the sense of weakness and inadequacy that the
contemporary bureaucrats have in relation to the LDP dietmen.

It is not surprising, therefore, that a growing number of ambitious
bureaucrats abandon their ministerial careers at midpoint to enter the
"all-powerful" political sector (the LDP Diet contingent) rather than try
to reach the pinnacle of the bureaucratic hierarchy (the post of AVM),
only to toil under erai and often much younger LDP ministers. Unlike
some of his predecessors of the 1950s who were often reticent about ex
ercising their ministerial authority and prerogatives, the contemporary
minister, with his "haughty" and assertive attitude toward the bureau
crats, finds the organizational culture of his agency most congenial.

The contemporary minister is not a political amateur without any
governing or substantive policy experience. More often than not, he is a
veteran dietman of at least twelve years with relevant experience in not
only legislative and party but also bureaucratic sectors. Most LDP diet-
men can justifiably claim a considerable level of expertise in a policy
area or two. In other words, they are zoku dietmen. They are often ap
pointed to the agencies under their zoku's jurisdiction.

A zoku minister has some important advantages. He is already
well acquainted with the agency's top personnel and policy orientations;
his long association with the agency as a zoku member has made him
"an agency insider." His extensive contacts with the zoku's clientele
groups have further contributed to his policy expertise. The
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bureaucrat-tumed-zo^M dietman at the helm of his parental agency has
added advantages. He not only is intimately familiar with agency affairs
but also is an erai senpai (successful senior) who has "made it" in poli
tics and can command deference from his agency kohai (juniors).

While looking after the interests of his old agency, which nurtured
him, the dietman-minister must cater to other constituencies (e.g., his
party, faction, voters, and clientele and support groups) that do not al
ways see eye to eye with the agency. In his interactions with these politi
cal sectors over a long period, he is subjected to politicizing and par-
tisanizing influences that modify his earlier policy perspectives shaped
during his bureaucratic years—perspectives still held by his agency
kohai. In most cases a lower-house LDP dietman must have served in
the Diet a minimum of twelve years or even longer before he can be con
sidered for a cabinet appointment. Because of his extraagency commit
ments and his politicized, partisanized orientations, his policy views are
not always congruent with those of his agency subordinates. He is by no
means a mere cheerleader for his agency, dutifully adhering to the norms
of gekokujO. Rather, he is a person of authority and power, experienced
and versed in agency affairs, who is taken seriously by his kohai subordi
nates.

The minister's intraagency power comes from not only his relevant
experience and expertise but also his control over agency personnel
matters. Undoubtedly, merit-related, intrabureaucratic factors are
among the major criteria for most personnel decisions in all agencies. It
is also true that the minister is endowed with the ultimate authority for
all agency personnel decisions. The only intragovemmental check on
this authority can come from the prime minister and his cabinet, whose
approval legitimates all high-level personnel decisions. Their active in
tervention, however, is viewed as a deviation from the norm and is thus
unlikely.

The minister's personnel authority gives him an ability not only to
reward cooperative officials but also to punish those who oppose him
and his policy priorities. He has formidable veto power over personnel
recommendations from below that fail to reflect his strongly held views.
Many a minister has exercised these powers, though ministers are occa
sionally subjected to extraagency limitations emanating from the LDP
(e.g., factional and zoku considerations) and the agency's distinguished
graduates. As the outspoken Kimura Takeo, twice a cabinet minister,
put it, "The minister can do anything [in personnel matters] if he is so
determined."' Career-conscious officials and especially partisanized

1 Kimura, Nihon o ayamaru kanryo, p. 24.
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higher officials are well aware of this and behave accordingly.
In the competitive, pluralistic setting of contemporary Japanese

politics, the ministry must overcome a multitude of obstacles both
within and without the government to obtain the necessary authoriza
tion, appropriation, and acceptance for its program. Agency efforts to
enlist outside support and adjust conflicts with other sectors of the policy
system take much of the agency's time and energy. Undoubtedly, agency
bureaucrats play a major role in the mobilizational and coordinative
efforts, but the widely touted notion of "bureaucratic centrality" ob
scures the participation of the dietman-minister and the relevant LDP
PARC committees and zoku.

For controversial and costly programs, the minister's role is often
pivotal. Often his successful mobilizational campaign drums up the
necessary support and funding for the programs. His ability to articulate
agency interests and mobilize external support readily translates into his
intraagency power. As mentioned before, to be able to defend and pro
mote an agency program to the party, MOP, Diet, and interest groups,
he must perceive it as defensible; he must believe in it.

The contemporary minister, a popularly elected dietman of the rul
ing majority, has a variety of political constituencies and groups he must
please and look after. They include his party, faction, intraparty zoku,
clientele groups, and voters and their dominant interests. As an LDP
member he must be responsive to party views and see to it that they are
incorporated into agency policy. Of course, he is not the only actor
representing party policy, but he is one of the key articulators. As a par
tisan advocate he can count on his party's bacHng. If supported by a
strong intraparty consensus, the policy proposal he is promoting is sel
dom rejected by the agency officials unless they are backed by the prime
minister—and the party president rarely defies his party's opinion con
sensus.

The minister's standing in the agency is also enhanced by his
affiliation with an LDP faction whose interests and clientele groups must
be protected and promoted. This is especially so if his faction happens
to be one of the powerful "mainstream" groups. If appointed to a minis
try closely tied to his faction (i.e., an agency that is heavily penetrated or
"colonized" by his faction and has supplied a large contingent of its
graduates to the faction), he is in a much more formidable position vis-
a-vis the agency officials.

The minister's intraagency power is further bolstered if he comes
from the PARC committees overseeing the agency and especially if he is
one of the influential members of the appropriate zoku (e.g., zoku
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gosanke). Intimate, symbiotic relationships exist between his zoku and a
multitude of special interest groups that are affected by agency decisions.
To remain a legitimate zoku member and move upward in the groups'
ratings of zoku members (on their ability to influence agency decision
malfing; as their influence grows, the benefits accruing to them from the
groups naturally increase), the zoku minister must see that the clientele
groups' interests are protected. Armed with specialized information and
political backing provided by these groups, the minister is often in a
most advantageous position in dealing with agency oflScials. And while
performing his promotional role for the clientele groups, he is powerfully
backed by his zoku and its elders.

Interest groups under the ministry's jurisdiction tend to direct lob
bying efforts more to even a non-zoku minister than to agency oflScials,
although the latter are more involved in routine policy matters. The rea
son for this behavior is simple; the politician minister, who has the ulti
mate decision-making power for the agency, is more sympathetic to
groups able to contribute to his political success. After all, when he
leaves the minister's post he becomes, almost invariably, an influential
member of the ministry's counterpart zoku, and an accommodative atti
tude toward the clientele groups during his incumbency is therefore pol
itically advisable.

True, the tenure in ofl&ce for a majority of cabinet ministers is
about one year, hardly long enough to push through a major policy pro
gram. This brevity has been vigorously cited to lend credence to the no
tion of ministerial impotence. By belaboring the minister's short tenure,
however, one obscures or overlooks some important facts about the con
temporary minister. First of all, the one-year tenure is by no means a
fixed rule adhered to by all ministers. Many ministers have served con
siderably longer terms, and every agency has had a sizable number of
these "durables." Moreover, many ministers return to the same agencies
for another term, even multiple terms.

Most significantly, under the Japanese parliamentary system, con
tinuously dominated by the LDP, the cabinet minister, unlike many of
his American counterparts, does not fade into obscurity when he leaves
the agency. He retains his ties with the ministry. He not only will join
(or return to) the appropriate PARC committees overseeing the
ministry's activities but also will gain recognition as a member of the
relevant party zoku whose blessings are required for all major ministry
bills and whose support chikara is a sine qua non for obtaining
budgetary allocations for major ministry programs. Although for many
dietmen a ministerial portfolio constitutes the apex of a political career.
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many ministers do move up the mobility ladders, assuming progressively
more important party and government posts that will allow them distinct
advantages in dealing with the bureaucracy, including the ministries they
headed. The end of ministerial tenure, therefore, by no means spells the
end of influence over the agencies. For these reasons, the deception and
lack of cooperation found in many bureaucracies are rare in Japan.
Even after he leaves the agency, the minister can deal with those who sa
botage his efforts. All these considerations deter politically astute and
career-conscious oflScials from treating their ministers as transients who
will go away in a year or so, never to bother them again.

Because of the assets and advantages he enjoys vis-a-vis the career
bureaucracy, as discussed above, the contemporary minister is indeed in
a powerful position. If he is determined to see his pet policy adopted
and implemented, he will find his agency responsive and will be more
likely to succeed than fail as long as his proposed policy is in accord with
the agency's "organizational essence" and policy nagare. If his policy is
a radical departure from these two powerful conservatizing forces, he
will encounter a great deal of difficulty, not only because of intraagency
opposition, but also because of extraagency groups supportive of the
agency's organizational essence and policy nagare.

The foremost of these groups is, of course, the LDP—its leader
ship, faction leaders, zoku elders, and PARC and its committees. It is
essential to recognize that not only the bureaucracy but also the ruling
party has played a central role in the development of the agency's organi
zational essence and policy nagare. The organizational essence is
defined, and policy nagare evolves, within this organizational essence in
concert with the ruling party; at the least, these conservative constraints
are tolerated and even embraced by the party because they are viewed as
contributing to its electoral successes and as meeting other needs. A new
mission can be added to or even imposed on the agency's organizational
essence, to meet the changing needs of the government party. Likewise,
the agency's policy direction can be altered to satisfy the new require
ments of the party.

For illustration, let us take the MOE. The traditional scope of the
MOE's organizational essence centers on the maintenance and promo
tion of the state (kokuritsu) and public (koritsu) school systems.^ This is
attested to by the dominance within the agency of the two line bureaus
in charge of the key sectors of public education, elementary-secondary
and higher education. The agency's policy nagare in a large majority of

2 Interview with Taki Yoshie, April 25, 1980.
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areas under MOE jurisdiction (most of the agency's existing policy pro
grams) is in line with this state and public education-oriented organiza
tional essence of the ministry. This orientation has long been approved
and accepted by the party.

Since the 1960s, however, the MOE's mission has expanded, at the
urging of the party and its Bunkyozoku, to include private education; as
a result the agency's policy toward private education has shifted from
"No governmental support, no control" to "Support and control."'
Again, it was largely at the prodding of the government party that in the
early 1950s the MOE's organizational essence took on a critical element,
"Fitting the Japan Teacher's Union"—the LDP's archenemy that one
MOE official described as occupying, in one way or another, "80 percent
of the attention" of the ministry.'* Until 1952, when Okano Kiyotake, the
first dietman-minister of education, took over the MOE, the agency's re
lationship with the ITU was so cordial that it was depicted by the JTU
chairman Makieda Motofumi as "a relationship of cooperation."' Under
Okano, mandated to lead the MOE in the party-directed anti-JTU cam
paign, the MOE hastily but reluctantly shifted to its fateful anti-JTU pos
ture, which has lasted to this date as a dominant component of its organ
izational essence.®

Not only in the MOE but also in other ministries, agency policy
directions and programs are prepared and established in anticipation of
the probable reactions of, and in consultation with, the LDP and its
PARC zoku, divisions, and committees. For all final programs, of
course, party approval is required.^ Hence, Japan is no exception to the
dominant pattern of policy-making in Western European polities,
described by Joel D. Aberbach, Robert D. Putnam, and Bert A. Rock-
man in their pioneering study:

Fundamentally, most descriptions of policymaking in Western na
tions concur that policy must be acceptable to the top political
leadership, as embodied in the ruling party or parties.

3 For discussions of the party's dominant role in the MOE's expanded organizational
essence, see Nishioka, "Shigaku shinke," pp. 114-119. See also Kitamura Kazuyuki,
"Nihon ni okeru 'chukoto kyoiku' no seidoteki kOzO" [The structure of the post-secondary
education system in Japan], Daigaku ronshu [Essays in higher education] of Hiroshima
University, no. 7 (1979), pp. 23-37.

^ Kusayanagi, Kanryo Okokuron, pp. 176-117.
3 Makieda Motofumi, KyOiku em chokugen [Speaking out on education] (Tokyo: Maini-

chi shimbtmsha, 1972), pp. 144-153.
3 Totsuka and Kio, MombushO, pp. 210-215.
' Interview with Okuno Seisuke, April 23, 1979.
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Policymaking is thus a kind of dialectic, in which the "law of an
ticipated reactions" normally governs the behavior of bureaucrats.
Consequently, in broad political and ideological terms most major
policies reflect the preferences of party and parliamentary majori-
ties.8

One crucial diflference, however, distinguishes Japan from the
Western European nations. In most of the European polities the major
political parties have held or shared governmental power on an alternat
ing basis and thus have not enjoyed prolonged "monopoly" over the
bureaucracy; the governing party in Japan has held power continuously
since 1948 and thus has deeply penetrated the higher echelons of the
bureaucracy far more extensively than have any of the Western European
governing parties. The closest approximations of the Japanese case are
(1) Italy, where the Christian Democrats led coalition governments for
most of the postwar era and significantly partisanized the bureaucracy;
and (2) the twenty-three-year reign of the French rightist-centrist groups
(Gaullists and Giscardians), during which partisanization of the bureauc
racy occurred on a large scale.^

Japan has gone further than either Italy or France in the partisani
zation of the bureaucracy, and its ruling party is far more involved in the
governing process. In other words, the LDP, through its infiuentials and
its PARC organs, has played an intimate role not only in the develop
ment of policy nagare but also in the making of secondary decisions sup
portive of policy nagare. It is in the context of this party-bureaucracy
collaboration and symbiosis that one must respond to a recent Japanese
characterization of the minister's role in economic policy-making: in
most situations of policy-making, the minister seldom deviates from the
path charted by his agency prior to his appointment. To do so would
be to go against not only the agency but also the party and its divisions
(and zoku) involved in agency policy-making.

LDP involvement in the development of the agency's organization
al essence and policy nagare and programs is well illustrated in the so-
called administrative reform movement of the 1980s, initiated in 1981
with the creation of the Second Ad Hoc Commission on Administrative
Reform. Intended to streamline the administrative structures and trim
the programs that had raised the government's debt to an all-time high

' Joel D. Aberbach, Robert D. Putnam, and Bert A. Rockman, Bureaucrats and Politi
cians in Western Democracies (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981), p. 248.

' Suleiman, Politics, pp. 358-371.
'0 Otake, Gendai Nihon no seiji kenryoku keizai kenryoku, pp. 84-85.
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(by the end of 1983 the total sum of outstanding bonds had reached
$479 billion)," the drive for "small government" was supported by
several key sectors of Japanese politics.

First, big business, disturbed by the growing governmental debt and
wastefulness, argued that the government should put its house in order.
This urging was reasonable because business had proved its own
eflSciency by successfully weathering the "oil shock" and the internation
al recession of the 1970s.'2 Also, the economy-minded MOP has con
sistently but unsuccessfully fought incessant claims on the shrinking na
tional treasury. Both Suzuki Zenko, then prime minister, and Nakasone
Yasuhiro, his AMA minister, recognized the "political" logic behind
"small government" as an alternative to taking the unpopular route of
raising taxes to continue financing government programs. Suzuki felt
that he would be able to consolidate his position by tackling the difficult
task of administrative reform and spending reduction. With an eye on
the coveted premiership, Nakasone also had a political motive for his re
formist posture—his successful performance as head of the AMA (the
agency responsible for reform of administration) would prove his leader
ship skills, improve his standing in the eyes of zaikai elders, and
strengthen his ties with them."

The administrative reform commission, composed of business eld
ers, labor leaders, scholars, and former bureaucrats, was entrusted with
the task of working out reform recommendations—a Sisyphean under
taking of not only reviewing all costly programs but also consensus build
ing among all key groups and interests in support of ways to "rational
ize" (gOrika) these programs. The commission's recommendations, how
ever, were considerably different from the reformist hopes of the MOP
bureaucrats and zaikai leaders. In the course of the commission's two-
year work "ambitious plans for reform were cut down to size due to
resistance" by institutions and groups having "a large stake in the status
quo." The commission did identify various programs in need of rational
ization, such as agricultural policy, social insurances, education, and tax
ation, W only one of the thirty-three wasteful subsidy programs cited by
the commission was singled out for outright abolition.

Japan Times Weekly, March 19, 1983.
12 For articles presenting zaikai positions in favor of administrative reform, see Keidan-

ren geppO 29, no. 10 (October 1981); and Hirose Michisada, "Gyosei kaikaku to jiminto"
[Administrative reform and the Liberal-Democratic party], Sekai, no. 429 (August 1981),
pp. 248-249.

12 Japan Times Weekly, April 8, 1981. See also Yomiuri shimbun seijibu, Dokyumento
gyosei, pp. 12-28.

1^1 Japan Times Weekly, March 19, 1983.
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Over matters involving public corporations (kosha), however, the
reformist forces have made significant gains. In accordance with the
recommendations of the administrative reform commission, the Diet in
1984 passed laws that broke up and privatized two mammoth public cor
porations: the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation
{Nihon denshin denwa kosha) and the Japan Tobacco and Salt Public
Corporation (Nihon senbai kosha). The laws went into efiect in April
1985. The denationalization marks a major milestone in the Nakasone
government's efforts to curb governmental spending and increase
managerial efficiency and to respond to calls from other countries (espe
cially the United States) to open its markets. The measure also attests to
Prime Minister Nakasone's success in what E. E. Schattschneider calls
the "socialization of conflict": arousing public opinion against antire-
form elements committed to the maintenance of the public corpora
tion.The chronically deficit-ridden JNR has also been aflfected by the
reform movement, although its future is far from settled. The reform
commission recommended that the JNR be dismembered into auto

nomous units, each placed under private management. The JNR and its
LDP and government allies, however, have stated that they would accept
this "radical" solution only as the last resort, after different measures
have been tried to achieve necessary rationalization and eflSciency in
JNR management.

In much of the Uterature on administrative reform, the
bureaucracy—line agencies—is seen as the chief source of resistance to
"small government," with other institutions, including the LDP and in
terest groups, performing a supportive and cheerleading role for the
bureaucracy. For example, one scholar argues that the MOF-initiated
proposal of terminating the government's free textbook policy was abort
ed largely by the MOE, which, like other ministries, is "almost all-
powerful" in its area of jurisdiction—and that other groups, including
the LDP, merely contributed to its defeat. It was only natural that the
MOE, "the most powerful" actor, as he put it, in the education-policy
system, played the pivotal role in emasculating the money-saving propo
sition.Though pointing to the important role played by the MOE in

" For discussion of Schattschneider's concept, see his The Semi-Sovereign People (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960), pp. 1-19.

For an excellent analysis of the conflict between reformist forces and the "railway
subgovemment" opposed to radical reform of the JNR, see Takeshita Yuzuru, "Daini rin-
cho to gyosei kaikaku" [The Second Ad Hoc Commission on Administrative Reform and
the reform of administration], in Nakamura and Takeshita, Nihon no seisaku katei, pp.
250-289.

17 Elliott, "The 1981 Administrative Reform," p. 771.
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this particular episode of "small government" politics, the argument be
littles the LDP's role—in fact, dominant—which was necessitated by
what the party felt was at stake.

The controversial program, by no means cheap, was instituted in
1963 at the prodding of LDP dietmen, including Hasegawa Takashi and
Araki Masuo (then respectively MOE PVM and minister in the Ikeda
cabinet), who viewed it as fulfilling the constitutional provision that
"compulsory education shall be free."'® The program also "allows the
[Liberal-Democratic] party to have a large voice in what goes into text
books" and to reject values and ideas incongruent with the party's ideol
ogy." Hence, the textbooks, approved by LDP-leaning MOE inspectors,
can counter leftist views held by JTU card-carrying teachers. The free
text policy, therefore, is very much in keeping with the party's policy of
political socialization as well as its long-standing anti-JTU posture.
Moreover, many LDP dietmen and especially BunkyOzoku members
have developed special ties with publishing and inspection interests.^"
Thus, it is understandable that the party was in the forefront of the bat
tle against the reform commission's plan to phase out the free textbook
program.

This program is one of the many governmental programs labeled
"too costly" or "wasteful" by the MOP and the reform commission.
Inasmuch as they are largely responsibilities added to the bureaucracy's
original jurisdiction at the LDP's instigation and prodding, the anti-
reform movement must be viewed more in terms of party interests and
leadership than in terms of bureaucratic primacy. Thus, efforts to insti
tute the much-heralded small government must be directed at not only
the line agencies administering the costly programs but also the relevant
party groups (e.g., zoku) and their clientele interests that are the primary
beneficiaries of the programs. Larger efforts must be aimed at the party,
which holds the key to the success of any reform attempt.

Miyazaki Teru, a business {zaikai ) member of the reform commis
sion and a veteran member of the Administrative Supervision Commis
sion (GyOsei kanri iinkai) (supposedly a watchdog agency over the
bureaucracy), provides us with a rare insider's view of the difficulties his
reform commission faced because of the party's opposition. Recalling

" Interviews with Hasegawa Takashi, September 17, 1981, and Mori Yoshiro, Sep
tember 21, 1981. Hasegawa is widely viewed as the key individual responsible for the
adoption of this program. This was confirmed by several interviewed former MOE
officials, including Miyaji Shigeru.

" Yomiuri shimbun seijibu, Dokyumento gyOsei, pp. 66-67.
2" Miyazaki, "KigyO katsuryoku," p. 3.
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his commission's encounter with party dietmen, Miyazaki said, "When
we met with members of the LDP PARC, we were simply bombarded
with a barrage of rebuttals on almost every issue of reform." The
dietmen's position was that because they were "the very persons respon
sible for the formulation of the laws in question," they were "well ac
quainted with the circumstances" under which the laws were adopted,
and that "we, without this knowledge, had no business to raise doubts"
about the programs. "We all saw the logic of this position."

Miyazaki was particularly struck by the power of zoku members of
the party. Spealdng of one powerful zoku, the Ddrozoku (road diet-
men), he noted, "We came to know how pertinacious (shitsuyo) the
Ddrozoku is on matters regarding highways and roads." The reform com
mission originally entertained, as the MOF had hoped, the idea of "re
viewing and revising" (minaosu) the existing vehicle weight tax {jidosha
juryozei) to create an additional base of tax revenue. The proposed
recommendation was vehemently opposed by the Ddrozoku, and conse
quently the controversial "minaosu" was watered down simply to read
"examine" (kentd)—a noncommittal wording that did not necessarily
presage any change in the existing policy.21

The situation in Japan is not very different from what Morris P.
Fiorina calls "the Washington establishment," whose "linchpin" is
Congress, not the bureaucrats. As he sees it, congressmen, whose pri
mary goal is reelection, seek "electoral credits" by fighting for and estab
lishing various federal programs for their constituents. "The legislation

2' Ibid. Miyazaki is not the only member of the reform commission attesting to the
LDP's primary role in opposing the reform efforts. There are many others. lijima Kiyoshi,
a leading member of the commission, has suggested that the overall reform attempt consists
of three components, the foremost of which is "political"—to "change the mentality of poli
ticians." See "KanryO seijika ni 'hoi' sareta rincho no uchimaku" [Facts about the tem
porary commission surrounded by bureaucrats and politicians], a panel discussion by com
mission members, Bungei shunjS 60, no. 9 (August 1982): 375. In accounting for the
government's policy status-quo-ism, Tanimura Hiroshi, a former MOF AVM, takes issue
with the notion that bureaucrats are inherently conservative and lack flexibility. He says:
"It is a problem involving those behind the administration." SeeOkita, Nihon kanryOjijO,
pp. 171-172. For perceptive analyses by a senior Asahi shimbun researcher of the close re
lationship between the LDP's electoral strategy and the existing govemmental programs, see
Hirose, "Gybsei kaikaku to jimintO," pp. 245-257; and by the same author, "JimintO no
rieki haibun shisutemu" [The LDP system of value distribution], Seikai, no. 437 (April
1982), pp. 43-50. Also useful is Hirose's recent article, '"Rieki bunpai shisutemu' wa hen-
kashitaka?" [Has the "system of value distribution" changed?], Sekai, no. 448 (March
1983), pp. 105-113. For an analysis by a former Home Affairs Ministry official of the
LDP's dominant role in the government's rural programs, see KatO, "Toshi no fukushu,"
pp. 72-89.
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is drafted in very general terms, so some agency, existing or newly estab
lished, must translate a vague policy mandate into a functioning pro
gram." This is "a process that necessitates the promulgation of numerous
rules and regulations and, incidentally, the trampling of numerous toes."
Then comes a stage in which "aggrieved constituents petition their
congressmen to intervene in the complex decision processes of the
bureaucracy." This cycle "closes when the congressman lends a sym
pathetic ear, piously denounces the evils of bureaucracy, intervenes in
the latter's decision, and rides a grateful electorate to ever more impres
sive electoral showings. Congressmen take credit coming and going.
They are the alpha and the omega." Therefore, the popular frustration
with Washington's permanent bureaucracy, though "partly justified," is
largely "misplaced resentment," for the basic problems are congressmen,
not the bureaucrats. Fiorina goes on to note:

The bureaucracy serves as a convenient lightning rod of public frus
tration and a convenient whipping boy for congressmen. But so long
as the bureaucracy accommodates congressmen, the latter will oblige
with ever larger budgets and grants of authority. Congress does not
just react to big government—it creates it. All of Washington
prospers. More and more bureaucrats promulgate more and more
regulations and dispense more and more money. Fewer and fewer
congressmen suffer electoral defeat.22

In this system of legislative-bureaucratic symbiosis, congressmen,
like LDP dietmen in Japan, have a unique ability "to expedite and
influence bureaucratic decisions." This ability "flows directly from
congressional control over what bureaucrats value most"—higher budg
ets, reauthorization of old programs, and authorization of new programs.
Most such decisions are perfunctory because of the close ties between the
bureaucracy and its congressional counterpart (authorization and ap
propriation committees and subcommittees). In dealing with congress
men, the "bureaucrats do not forget the basis of their agencies' ex
istence." When a congressman calls about an administrative regulation,
the bureaucrats positively respond because they consider "his accommo
dation a small price to pay for the goodwill its cooperation will produce,
particularly if he has any connection to the substantive committee or the
appropriations subcommittee to which it reports."^^

Like the United States Congress, the LDP and its influential have
been intimately involved in the development and evolution of the

22 Morris P. Fiorina, Congress (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977), p. 49.
23 Ibid., p. 43.
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bureaucracy's organizational essence and policy nagare. Hence, it is not
quite accurate to assume that these conservatizing forces are purely
bureaucratic limitations upon the minister; rather, they are party-
bureaucracy restraints. For this reason they are all the more limiting,
and the minister is reluctant to go against them. To push through a poli
cy proposal viewed as a major departure from the organizational essence
or policy nagare, he has to persuade not only the ministry's bureaucrats
but also the party and especially its appropriate PARC zoku, without
whose blessings no agency action can be undertaken. Thus, many a min
ister is simply averse to altering the policy nagare and, like many of his
agency subordinates, settles for an incrementalist posture, even though
intraagency persuasion and support mobilization are quite simple once
he has secured blessings from the party.
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